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EDITORIAL NOTE

SELECTION AND ARRANGEMENT
The Collected Poetry of Robinson Jeffers includes all ot Jeffers published poems

from Flagons and Apples ^1912) through The Beginning and the End (1963J and
those manuscript poems Jeffers considered publishing. It excludes incomplete
poems, even when, as with “The Alpine Christ” and the versions ol “Point
Alma Venus,” these are of considerable length and of some critical interest.
The edition presents Jeffers’ work chronologically. The length ol the nar¬
rative poems and other commercial factors often meant poems planned lor
one volume were set aside for a later one. Several poems in Dear Judas, for in¬
stance, were to have appeared two volumes earlier in The Women at Point Sur;
several of the longer pieces in Give Your Heart to the Hawks actually precede work
from the previous collection, Thurso’s Landing. Reproducing the accidents of
the original publication sequence would be of little use to a contemporary
reader, while a chronological arrangement helps clarify the actual shape of Jef¬
fers’ career.
Arranging Jeffers work chronologically, however, raises the problem ot
where to begin. The earliest published work, the privately printed Flagons and
Apples, is quite different from his mature work, which began to develop, as Jef¬

fers himself noted, during the First World War and to coalesce about 1920 in
such lyrics as “To the Stone-Cutters” and the narrative Tamar. A primary aim
of this edition is to clarify what might be termed the

Jeffers canon,

and,

therefore, Volume One begins with the poems of 1920, postponing apprentice
work until Volume Four. Volumes One to Three thus present a complete,
chronological edition of the work on which Jeffers’ reputation rests and will
continue to rest — the work of 1920 to 1962. Volume hour includes the work
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of 1912-1919, poems left in manuscript, documents such as Jeffers’ “Fore¬
word” to The Selected Poetry of Robinson Jeffers, and the editions editorial
apparatus.

TEXTS
The primary textual issue with Jeffers’ poems is punctuation. Particularly in
his narratives, Jeffers let rhythmic and dramatic considerations, rather than
grammatical ones, determine punctuation. His statements in various letters
and the patterns of revision in his manuscripts show he did so knowingly. His
publishers, though, at times adjusted his punctuation, typically by adding
commas, presumably to bring it into accord with grammatical convention. As
much as possible, the texts for this edition revert to Jeffers’ own punctuation.
In all cases the various published forms of the poems have been compared
against each other and against all manuscript forms that can be located.
Unfortunately, in most cases Jeffers’ final typescripts, used to set tvpe for
the original editions, were apparently discarded once the poems were pub¬
lished. The manuscripts used to prepare his final typescripts have typically
survived but do not appear to include his final adjustments to punctuation,
while the published forms typically show evidence of house styling. Study of
the surviving galley and page proofs, the few surviving typescripts, and other
textual evidence indicates that in most cases Jeffers’ own manuscripts are
closer to the missing typescripts than are the original published settings of the
poems. In most cases, then, the manuscripts have been adopted as copy-text,
and variant readings adopted from the published forms of the poems where
the patterns suggested by the existing evidence indicate the published form
likely follows the missing typescript^ A full report of the edition’s procedures,
textual evidence, and adopted readings is included in Volume Four. In gen¬
eral, though, texts have been prepared following the guidelines developed by
the Center for Editions of American Authors and its successor, the Com¬
mittee on Scholarly Editions.
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PRESENTATION
Jeffers’ verse lines are often too long to be printed in a single line of type. In
this edition, such lines are broken as close to the right margin as possible
without breaking words (including Jeffers’ hyphenated compounds); the re¬
mainder of the line is then indented and continued as a second line of type.
Such lines should, though, be considered a single metrical unit.
Jeffers seldom utilized regular stanzas. However, his poems, both long and
short, are often divided into a series of verse paragraphs. Jeffers used the tra¬
ditional blank line to indicate a verse paragraph when the paragraph occurs
between two complete verse lines. At times, though, the sentence that begins
the new verse paragraph occurs in the middle of a verse line rather than at the
beginning. In such cases, Jeffers began the first sentence of the new verse para¬
graph on a separate line and indented it to align with the end of the sentence
concluding the preceding paragraph. The original settings of Jeffers poems
sometimes insert blank lines between such verse paragraphs and sometimes do
not; this has given the impression that verse paragraphs beginning mid-line
and preceded by a blank line are of greater structural significance than those
not preceded by a blank line. Analysis of the manuscripts and typescripts sug¬
gests that Jeffers intended no such distinction and that, as a general rule, all
verse paragraphs beginning mid-line should be preceded by a blank line or
none should, and further suggests that verse paragraphs occurring between
completed verse lines and those beginning mid-line are also structurally
equivalent. In this edition verse paragraphs are generally separated b\ a blank
line, unless unusual textual circumstances dictate otherwise. In Volume Three
the dramatic poems The Bowl of Blood, Medea, and The Cretan Women are treated
as exceptions, since this procedure would otherwise unnecessarily introduce
blank lines between many of the speeches.The narrative “The Love and the
Hate” is also treated as an exception. In other narratives Jeffers indicated
chapter-like divisions by numbering sections. In the typescript for this poem
he indicated these divisions by inserting an extra blank line; in this edition
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these divisions are separated by a blank space equal to that defined by “chap¬
ter” numbers. These exceptions, along with the evidence for Jeffers’ approach
to verse paragraphing and structural divisions, are discussed more fully in the
textual commentary in Volume Four.
For clarity’s sake, in this edition no verse paragraphs occurring between
completed lines have been allowed to coincide with page breaks. In some in¬
stances paragraphs that begin in the middle of a verse line do coincide with a
page break; these instances are readily apparent. Poems utilizing regular stan¬
zas have been arranged on the page without regard to page breaks, since the
set number of lines for each stanza allows the reader to judge easily when a
page break coincides with a stanza break and when not.
Finally, one adjustment has been made to Jeffers’ punctuation. Jeffers typ¬
ically placed colons and semicolons inside concluding quotation marks. His
publishers sometimes followed his texts on this point and sometimes moved
the colons and semicolons outside the concluding mark. In this edition, semi¬
colons and colons follow the concluding quotation mark.

SPECIAL TEXTUAL PROBLEMS
The selection and arrangement of two groups of poems in Volume Three
raise special problems and must, to some extent, be treated as exceptions to
the general case.
First, the original manuscript submitted to Random House for the collec¬
tion The Double Axe included ten short poems that were eventually omitted
from the collection. Jeffers’ reasons for deleting the poems cannot be fully de¬
termined. His editors at Random House were upset with the political views
of some of the poems, and Jeffers may have dropped the pieces in part to
please Random House. He may also have dropped them because, as he reex¬
amined the collection in response to the queries from Random House, he
came to feel they were weaker than other poems in the collection. As such, the
poems do not figure in Jeffers’ final conception of The Double Axe as an integral
collection. The poems were, however, completed and submitted for publi-
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cation. As such, they are appropriately a part of the chronological unfolding
of completed poems that this edition presents. Two of the poems complete
Part I, Be Angry at the Sun, and seven have been included in Part II, The
Double Axe. The tenth poem, originally titled “Look All Around You

and

then “Pourvou Que (^a Doure,” is yet again a special case. Jeffers began, but
did not complete, a revision of it before omitting it altogether. As a result,
there is no way to tell what readings he would have adopted had he published
the poem. The original version, with a list of variants, appears in Volume
Four.
It should also be noted that Jeffers revised other poems from The Double Axe
after Random House complained about its political tone. In several cases
these revisions involved borrowing images or lines from the ten deleted
poems. Because of this the final version of some of the lyrics published in The
Double Axe duplicate at points the readings of the completed poems that he
deleted. A full discussion of these variants appears in Volume Four. The texts
presented in Volume Three, though, allow the duplications to stand rather
than print earlier forms of these poems.
Second, the poems from the last years of Jeffers’ career, which appeared
originally as The Beginning and the End, are also problematic. The book gathers
work from the last eight years of Jeffers’ career and was assembled not by Jef¬
fers but by his biographer, Melba Berry Bennett. Jeffers’ notes show that he
did intend to publish a final collection but had not selected the material for
it before he died. Bennett gathered and sorted the typescripts and manuscripts
of the work from these final years and prepared the collection for publication.
At best we can only guess which of these poems Jeffers would have chosen
for his collection and which, if any, were fully finished, 'let omitting the
poems from the edition because we cannot fully determine these matters
would mean omitting altogether the last eight years of his career. Instead, the
edition presents those poems that seem to be completed drafts and add to our
sense of Jeffers’ project. These criteria are necessarily somewhat subjective,
and thus the reader should remember that this last section of Volume Three
reflects the editor s biases and guesses. The reader should also be aware that
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there is relatively little evidence for the precise chronology of these late poems
and that their order in the edition involves a significant amount of guesswork.
The chronology of these late poems and their textual problems are discussed
in Volume Four.
Finally, readers familiar with The Beginning and the End will note that not all
poems included in that volume appear in Volume Three. In some cases Ben¬
nett published uncompleted fragments, and these pieces fBennett’s “Believe
History” is a case in point J are in Volume Four, where the state of the text
can be more fully described. In a few cases, as well, Bennett combined material
from different poems to construct her texts. These cases are also described in
Volume Four. Finally, Bennett supplied titles for a number of untitled pieces;
her titles have been omitted in this edition.
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I

Be Angry at the Sun
I938-I94I

FAITH
y\.nts, or wise bees, or a gang of wolves,
Work together by instinct, but man needs lies,
Man his admired and more complex mind
Needs lies to bind the body of his people together,
Make peace in the state and maintain power.
These lies are called a faith and their formulation
We call a creed, and the faithful flourish,
They conquer nature and their enemies, they win security.
Then proud and secure they will go awhoring
With that impractical luxury the love of truth,
That tries all things: alas the poor lies,
The faith like a morning mist burnt by the sun:
Thus the great wave of a civilization
Loses its forming soul, falls apart and founders.
Yet I believe that truth is more beautiful
Than all the lies, and God than all the false Gods.
Then we must leave it to the humble and the ignorant
To invent the frame of faith that will form the future.
It was not for the Romans to produce Christ.
It was not for Lucretius to prophesy him, nor Pilate
Jo follow him. . . . Or could we change at last and choose truth.
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THE SIRENS
jLerhaps we desire death: or why is poison so sweet?
Why do the little Sirens
Make kindlier music, for a man caught in the net of the world
Between news-cast and work-desk, —
The little chirping Sirens, alcohol, amusement, opiates,
And carefully sterilized lust, —
Than the angels of life? Really it is rather strange, for the angels
Have all the power on their side,
All the importance: — men turn away from them, preferring their own
Vulgar inventions, the little
Trivial Sirens. Here is another sign that the age needs renewal.
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COME LITTLE BIRDS
I paid the woman what she asked and followed her down to the water-side,
and her two sons
Came down behind us; one of them brought a spade, the other led the
black calf and tied him up short
To a sycamore trunk over the stream-bank. It was near the foot of the
mountains, where the Sur River
Pours from its gorge, foaming among great stones; and evening had come
But the light was still clear. The old woman brought us to a tongue of
grassed land under the stream-bank;
One of her boys gathered dry sticks for a fire, the other cleared and
repaired a short shallow trench
That scored the earth there; then they heaped up the sticks and made
yellow flame, about ten feet from the trench
On the north side, right against the water; the woman sat opposite the fire
and facing it, gazing northward,
Her back against a big stone.

She closed her eyes and hummed tuneless
music, nodding her vulturine head
To the dull rhythm; through which one heard the fire snoring and the river
flowing, and the surf on the shore
Over the hill. After some time she widened her eyes, and their sight was
rolled up
Under her forehead, I saw the firelight
Flicker on the blank whites; she raised her arms and cried out
In a loud voice. Instantly her two boys went up and fetched the black calf
though he plunged and struggled,
They tied his hind feet with a tight knot, and passed the bight of the rope
over a sycamore bough
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That hung above the stream and the head of the trench; they tugged his
hind feet up to it, so that he fell
On the knees of his forelegs over the trench-head. Then one of the two
young men sheared the call ’s throat
With a sharp knife, holding him by one ear, the other by an ear and the
nostrils, and the blood spouted
Into the furrow. The woman, her body twitching convulsively: “Come little
birds,”
She screamed through her tightened throat like a strangling person,
“Put on the life, here is the blood, come you gray birds.”

By this time
deep night had come,
And the fire down to red coals; there was a murmur along the stream side
as if a sea-wind were moving
Through the dark forest; then I saw dimly in the light of the coals the
steam that climbed the cold air
From the hot blood and hung stagnant above the trench
Stirred, as if persons were stooping through it and stirring it; and distant
whispers began to hiss in the trench
And gray shapes moved. One said, wiry-thin: “Out of my way, you dregs.”
Another answered “Stand back.
You’ve had your turn.”

These were no doubt the souls of the dead, that
dark-eyed woman
Had promised would come and tell me what I had to know: they looked
rather like starlight sheep,
That were driven through the dust all day and deep night has come, they
huddle at a bend of the lane, scared by the dogs,
Gray and exhausted, and if one goes under the others trample him.
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One of the old
woman’s boys
Gradually revived the spent tire with dry leaves and twigs, so that the light
increased imperceptibly,
Yet many ot that whispering flock were frightened away. Those that
remained, several still greedy cowered
Over the blood-trench, others erect wavered like long pale water-weeds: I
went near them,
They sighed and whispered, leaning away from me like rooted water-weeds.
I said “If you are the souls of the dead,
And this old woman’s trance and the warm blood make you able to
answer — ” And I was about to say:
“Then tell me what death is like: is it sleep or waking, captivity or
freedom, dreams or reality?” — but they
Hearing mv thought whispered “We know, we know, we know,” wavering
like water-weeds: then one leaned toward me
Saying “Tell my mother.” “What?” I said. “Tell her I was well enough
Before that old buzzard waked me. I died in the base-hospital — ” Another
of the forms crossed him and said
“God curse every man that makes war or plans it.” (This was in nineteen
twenty, about two years
After the armistice.) “God curse every congressman that voted it, God
curse Wilson,” his face like an axe
Passed between my eyes and the fire and he entered the darkness beyond
the light-rim. I asked the other
“What is your mother’s name?” But he could not answer, but only stared at
me. I said “Does she live on the Coast
Or in Monterey?” He stared at me and struck his forehead and stood aside.

Others
came toward me, two of whom
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Seemed to be women; but now I saw a known form, tall, gaunt, gray-haired,
and the shoulders so stooped
They appeared like a hump; he leaned to the fire warming his gray old
hands. I avoided the other
Shapes of the dead and went to him; my heart was shaking
And my eyes wet. “Father,” I said. He answered clearly “Is that you,
Robin?” I said “Father,
Forgive me. I dishonored and wasted all your hopes of me, one by one; yet
I loved you well.”
He smiled calmly and answered, “I suppose hope is a folly. We often learn
that
Before we die. We learn,” he said, “nothing afterwards.” Then I was silent,
and breathed and asked:
“Is it a sleep?” “With a dream sometimes. But far too bloodless to grieve,”
he said, “or gladden the dreamer;
And soon, I conjecture, even this pins weight and echo of consciousness
that makes me speak to you
Will dissolve in the stream.” He smiled and rubbed his gray hands together
and said “Amen. If you come
To Endor again I shall not be present.” Then I wished to tell him
Our little news: that his name would continue in the world, for we had two
sons now; and that my mother and my brother
Were well; and also the outcome of the great war, because he had died
In its fifth month. He was patient and let me speak, but clearly not cared at
all.

Meanwhile the woman
Had been groaning in her trance; I noticed the shapes of the dead changed
with her breathing: when she drew breath
They became stronger, when her breath was delayed they grew faint and
vague. But now she became exhausted, her breathing
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Was like a death-rattle, with terrifying pauses between the gasps. One of
her boys ran to restore her;
The other heaped the hre high, and the pale dead
Were fleeing away; but a certain one of them came running toward me,
slender and naked, I saw the firelight
Glitter on her bare thighs; she said “I am Tamar Cauldwell from Lobos:
write my story. Tell them
I have my desire.’’ She passed me and went like a lamp through the dark
wood.

This was all. The young men
Carried their mother up to the cabin; I was left alone and stayed by the hre
all night, studying
What I had heard and seen, until yellow dawn stood over the mountain.

This
was all? I thought not.
I thought these decaying shadows and echoes of personality are only a
by-play; they are not the spirit
That we see in one loved, or in saint or hero
Shining through flesh. And I have seen it shine from a mountain through
rock, and even from an old tree
Through the tough bark. The spirit (to call it so: what else could I call it?)
is not a personal quality, and not
Mortal; it comes and goes, never dies. It is not to be found in death: dredge
not the shadow-world. The dead
Have no news for us. We have for them, but they do not care. Peace to
them.
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WATCH THE LIGHTS FADE
Cjray steel, cloud-shadow-stained,
The ocean takes the last lights of evening.
Loud is the voice and the foam lead-color,
And flood-tide devours the sands.

Here stand, like an old stone,
And watch the lights fade and hear the sea’s voice.
Hate and despair take Europe and Asia,
And the sea-wind blows cold.

Night comes: night will claim all.
The world is not changed, only more naked:
The strong struggle for power, and the weak
Warm their poor hearts with hate.

Night comes: come into the house,
Try around the dial for a late news-cast.
These others are America’s voices: naive and
Powerful; spurious; doom-touched.

How soon? Four years or forty?
Why should an old stone pick at the future?
Stand on your shore, old stone, be still while the
Sea-wind salts your head white.

io
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NERVES

Y

ou have noticed the curious increasing exasperation

Ot human nerves these late years? Not only in Europe,
Where reasons exist, but universal; a rope or a net
Is being hauled in, a tension screwed tighter;
Few minds now are quite sane: nearly every person
Seems to be listening lor a crash, listening . . .
And wishing tor it, with a kind ot enraged
Sensibility.

Or is it that we really feel
A gathering in the air ol something that hates
Humanity; and in that storm-light see
Ourselves with too much pity and the others too clearl

Well: this is February, nineteen-three-nine.
We count the months now; we shall count the days.
It seems time that we find something outside our
Own nerves to lean on.

THE HOUSE-DOG'S GRAVE
(Haig, an English bulldogj

I’ve changed my ways a little: I cannot now
Run with you in the evenings along the shore,
Except in a kind of dream: and you, if you dream a moment,
You see me there.

So leave awhile the paw-marks on the front door
Where I used to scratch to go out or in,
And you’d soon open; leave on the kitchen door
The marks of my drinking-pan.

I cannot lie by your fire as I used to do
On the warm stone,
Nor at the foot of your bed: no, all the nights through
I lie alone.

But your kind thought has laid me less than six feet
Outside your window where firelight so often plays,
And where you sit to read —and I fear often grieving for me —
Every night your lamplight lies on my place.

You, man and woman, live so long it is hard
To think of you ever dying.
A little dog would get tired living so long.
I hope that when you are lying

Under the ground like me your lives will appear
As good and joyful as mine.
No, dears, that’s too much hope: you are not so well cared for
As I have been,
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And never have known the passionate undivided
Fidelities that I knew.
Your minds are perhaps too active, too many-sided. . . .
But to me you were true.

You were never masters, but friends. I was your friend.
I loved you well, and was loved. Deep love endures
To the end and far past the end. If this is my end,
I am not lonely. I am not afraid. I am still yours.
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PRESCRIPTION OF PAINFUL ENDS
Lmcretius felt the change of the world in his time, the great republic
riding to the height
Whence every road leads downward; Plato in his time watched Athens
Dance the down path. The future is a misted landscape, no man sees
clearly, but at cyclic turns
There is a change felt in the rhythm of events, as when an exhausted horse
Falters and recovers, then the rhythm of the running hool-beats is changed
he will run miles yet,
But he must fall: we have felt it again in our own life-time, slip, shift and
speed-up
In the gallop of the world; and now perceive that, come peace or war. the
progress ot Europe and America
Becomes a long process of deterioration —starred with famous Bvzantiums
and Alexandrias,
Surely,—but downward. One desires at such times
To gather the insights of the age summit against future loss, against the
narrowing mind and the tyrants,
The pedants, the mystagogues, the barbarians: one builds poems for
treasuries, time-conscious poems: Lucretius
Sings his great theory of natural origins and of wise conduct; Plato smiling
carves dreams, bright cells
Of incorruptible wax to hive the Greek honey.

Our own time, much
greater and tar less fortunate,
Has acids for honey, and for hne dreams
The immense vulgarities of misapplied science and decaying Christianity:
therefore one christens each poem, in dutiful
Hope of burning off at least the top layer of the time’s uncleanness, from
the acid-bottles.
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THE SOUL'S DESERT
(August 30, 1939)
They are warming up the old horrors; and all that they say is echoes ot
echoes.
Beware ot taking sides; only watch.
These are not criminals, nor hucksters and little journalists, but the
governments
Ot the great nations; men favorably
Representative ot massed humanity. Observe them. Wrath and laughter
Are quite irrelevant. Clearly it is time
To become disillusioned, each person to enter his own souls desert
And look for God, — having seen man.
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THE DAY IS A POEM
(September 19, 1939)

Th,s

morning Hitler spoke in Danzig, we heard his voice.

A man ot genius: that is, of amazing
Ability, courage, devotion, cored on a sick child’s soul,
Heard clearly through the dog-wrath, a sick child
Wailing in Danzig; invoking destruction and wailing at it.
Here, the day was extremely hot; about noon
A south wind like a blast from hell’s mouth spilled a slight rain
On the parched land, and at five a light earthquake
Danced the house, no harm done. To-night I have been amusing m
Watching the blood-red moon droop slowly
Into black sea through bursts of dry lightning and distant thunder.
Well: the day is a poem: but too much
Like one of Jeffers’s, crusted with blood and barbaric omens,
Painful to excess, inhuman as a hawk’s cry.
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SHINE, EMPIRE
Powerful and armed, neutral in the midst ot madness, we might have held
the whole world’s balance and stood
Like a mountain in a wind. We were misled and took sides. We have
chosen to share the crime and the punishment.

Perhaps justly, being part of Europe. Three thousand miles ol ocean would
hardly wash out the stains
Ot all that mish-mash, blood, language, religion, snobbery. Three thousand
miles in a ship would not make Americans.

I have often in weak moments thought of this people as something higher
than the natural run of the earth.
I was quite wrong; we are lower. We are the people who hope to win wars
with money as we win elections.

Hate no one. Roosevelt’s intentions were good, and Hitler is a patriot. They
have split the planet into two mill-stones
That will grind small and bloody; but still let us keep some dignity, these
days are tragic, and fight without hating.

It is war, and no man can see an end of it. We must put freedom away and
stiffen into bitter empire.
All Europe was hardly worth the precarious freedom ol one ol our states:
what will her ashes fetch?

If I were hunting in the Ventana canyons again with my strong sons, and to
sleep under stars,
I should be happy again. It is not time for happiness. Happy the blind, the
witless, the dead.
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Now, thoroughly compromised, we aim at world rule, like Assyria, Rome,
Britain, Germany, to inherit those hoards
Of guilt and doom. I am American, what can I say but again, “Shine,
perishing republic?” . . . Shine, empire.
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BIRTHDAY
X ime to grow old;
Not to take in sail and be sale and temperate,
But drive the hull harder, drive the bows under.

Time to grow hard
And solitary: to a man past fifty the hot-eyed
Girls are still beautiful, but he is not.

Time to grow passionate.
Girls that take off their clothes and the naked truth
Have a quality in common: both are accessible.

Time to despise
Peace: that’s under the prow: peace is an ocean
To conquer and traverse, and at last drown in.

Time who hall wasted
The summer trade-wind should whistle for winter tempest,
And the tall blind cliffs of Terra Incognita.
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MOON AND FIVE PLANETS
ive planets and a brilliant young moon
Reach like a golden ladder from the saffron-lined sea-rim
High up the dark blue dome of heaven.
To-day we saw the first flush of wild-flowers, glad was our hillside
With yellow violets and blue-eyed grass.
This beautiful day dying in such splendor is the tenth of March,
Nineteen forty; Finland to-day
After all her winter valor and the great war in the snow
Is beaten down by machines and multitude.
It will be long before the moon and five planets meet again;
And bitter things will have happened; not worse things.
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BATTLE
(May 28, 1940)

foreseen for so many years: these evils, this monstrous violence, these
massive agonies: no easier to bear.
We saw them with slow stone strides approach, everyone saw them; we
closed our eyes against them, we looked
And they had come nearer. We ate and drank and slept, they came nearer.
Sometimes we laughed, they were nearer. Now
They are here. And now a blind man foresees what follows them:
degradation, famine, despair and so forth, and the
Epidemic manias: but not enough death to serve us, not enough death. It
would be better for men
To be few and live far apart, where none could infect another; then slowly
the sanity of field and mountain
And the cold ocean and glittering stars might enter their minds.

Another
dream, another dream.
We shall have to accept certain limitations
In future, and abandon some humane dreams; only hard-minded, sleepless
and realist can ride this rock-slide
To new fields down the dark mountain; and we shall have to perceive that
these insanities are normal;
We shall have to perceive that battle is a burning flower or like a huge
music, and the dive-bomber’s screaming orgasm
As beautiful as other passions; and that death and life are not serious
alternatives. One has known all these things
For many years: there is greater and darker to know
In the next hundred.

And why do you cry, my dear, why do you cry?
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It is all in the whirling circles ol time.
If millions are born millions will die,
In bed or in battle is no great matter
In the long orbits of time.
If England goes down and Germany up
The stronger dog will still be on top,
All in the turning of time.
If civilization goes down, — that
Would be an event to contemplate.
It will not be in our time, alas my dear,
It will not be in our time.
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GREAT MEN
C^vonsider greatness.
A great man must have a following, whether he gain it
Like Roosevelt by grandiose good intentions, cajolery
And public funds, or like Hitler by fanatic
Patriotism, frank lies, genius and terror,
Without great following no greatness; it is ever the greedy
Flame on a wick dipped in the fat of millions;
No man standing alone has ever been great;
Except, most rarely, his will, passion or intellect
Have come to posthumous power, and the naked spirit
Picked up a crown.

Yes. Alas then, poor ghost,
Nietzsche or Jesus, hermit, martyr, starved prophet,
Were you honest while you lived? You are not now.
You have found your following and it corrupts you; all greatness
Involves betrayal, of the people by a man
Or of a man by the people. Better to have stood
Forever alone. Better been mute as a fish,
Or an old stone on the mountain, where no man comes
But onlv the wilderness-eyeing hawk with her catch
And feeds in peace, delicately, with little beakfuls,
While far down the long slope gleams the pale sea.
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X hat public men publish falsehoods
Is nothing new. That America must accept
Like the historical republics corruption and empire
Has been known for years.

Be angry at the sun for setting
If these things anger you. Watch the wheel slope and turn,
They are all bound on the wheel, these people, those warriors,
This republic, Europe, Asia.

Observe them gesticulating,
Observe them going down. The gang serves lies, the passionate
Man plays his part; the cold passion lor truth
Hunts in no pack.

You are not Catullus, you know,
To lampoon these crude sketches ol Caesar. You are far
From Dante’s feet, but even farther from his dirty
Political hatreds.

Let boys want pleasure, and men
Struggle lor power, and women perhaps for fame,
And the servile to serve a Leader and the dupes to be duped.
Yours is not theirs.
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THE BLOODY SIRE
It is not bad. Let them play.
Let the guns bark and the bombing-plane
Speak his prodigious blasphemies.
It is not bad, it is high time,
Stark violence is still the sire of all the world’s values.

What but the wolf s tooth whittled so fine
The fleet limbs of the antelope?
What but fear winged the birds, and hunger
Jewelled with such eyes the great goshawks head?
Violence has been the sire of all the world’s values.

Who would remember Helen’s face
Lacking the terrible halo of spears?
Who formed Christ but Herod and Caesar,
The cruel and bloody victories of Caesar?
Violence, the bloody sire of all the world’s values.

Never weep, let them play,
Old violence is not too old to beget new values.
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THE STARS GO OVER THE LONELY OCEAN
^L-Jnhappy about some far off things
That are not my affair, wandering
Along the coast and up the lean ridges,
I saw in the evening
The stars go over the lonely ocean,
And a black-maned wild boar
Plowing with his snout on Mai Paso Mountain.
The old monster snuffled “Here are sweet roots,
Fat grubs, slick beetles and sprouted acorns.
The best nation in Europe has fallen,
And that is Finland,
But the stars go over the lonely ocean,”
The old black-bristled boar,
Tearing the sod on Mai Paso Mountain.
“The world’s in a bad way, my man,
And bound to be worse before it mends;
Better lie up in the mountains here
Four or five centuries,
While the stars go over the lonely ocean,”
Said the old father of wild pigs,
Plowing the fallow on Mai Paso Mountain.
“Keep clear of the dupes that talk democracy
And the dogs that talk revolution,
Drunk with talk, liars and believers.
I believe in my tusks.
Fong live freedom and damn the ideologies,”
Said the gamey black-maned wild boar
Tusking the turf on Mai Paso Mountain.
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MY DEAR LOVE
I ^nnlc up my dear at the dark
Constellations above.”
“Dark stars under green sky.
I lie on my back and harken
To the music ot the stars,
My dear love.”

“You and I, my dear love,
Shall never die, never die.”
“Not ag;ain, my dear love.
Lie on your back and hark
The music oi moon and stars,
My dear love.”

“Why do you never he
On my breast, my dear love?”
“Oh, that was another sky.
Here, each of us on his own,
Each on his own back-bone,
My dear love.”

“Is that the law of this land,
Each one of us on his own?
“Oh yes, we are underground
With the elves and fairies: lonely
Is the word in this country,
My dear love.”
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“What, a law in this land
That breast can never meet breast?”
“After while you will understand.
The mole is our moon, and worms
Are the stars we observe,
My dear love.”
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I SHALL LAUGH PURELY

I

J[

urn from that girl

Your fixed blue eyes.
Boy-slender she is,
And a face as beautiful as a hawk’s face.
History passes like falling rocks.

I am old as a stone,
But she is beautiful.
War is coming,
All the fine boys will go oft to war.
History passes like falling rocks.

O that one’s to marry
Another old man;
You won t be helped
When your tall sons go away to war.
History falls on your head like rocks.

Keep a straight mind
In the evil time.
In the mad-dog time
Why may not an old man run mad?
History falls like rocks in the dark,
All will be worse confounded soon.
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II
Count the glories of this time,
Count that girl’s beauty, then count England,
Bleeding, at bay, magnificent,
At last a lion,
For all will be worse confounded soon.

Count that girl’s beauty, count the coast-range,
The steep rock that stops the Pacific,
Count the surf on its precipice,
The hawks in its air,
For all will be worse confounded soon.

Count its eagles and wild boars,
Count the great blue-black winter storms,
Heavy rain and the hurricane,
Get them by heart,
For all will be worse confounded soon.

Count no human thing but only
England’s great fight and that girl’s beauty,
History passes like falling
Rocks in the dark,
And all will be worse confounded soon.

Ill
But this, I steadily assure you, is not the world’s end,
Nor even the end of a civilization. It is not so late as you think: give nature
time.
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These wars will end, and I shall lead a troupe of shaky old men through
Europe and America,
Old drunkards, worn-out lechers; fallen dictators, cast kings, a disgraced
president; some cashiered generals
And collapsed millionaires: we shall enact a play, I shall announce to the
audience:
“All will be worse confounded soon.”

We shall beware of wild dogs in Europe, and of the police in armed
imperial America: —
For all that pain was mainly a shift of power: — we shall enact our play:
“Oh Christian era,
Make a good end," but first I announce to our audiences: “This play is
prophetic, it will be centuries.
This plav does not represent the world’s end,
But only the fall of a civilization. It is not so late as you think: give nature
time."

In Europe we shall beware of starving dogs and political commissars, and of
the police in America.
We shall rant on our makeshift stages in our cracked voices:

Oh Christian

era,
Era of chivalry and the barbarians and the machines, era of science and the
saints,
When you go down make a good sunset.
Never linger superfluous, old and holy and paralytic like India,
Go down in conclusive war and a great red sunset, great age go down,
For all will be worse confounded soon.

We shall tour to the last verge and the open Pacific, we shall sit on the
yellow cliff's at Hurricane Point
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And watch the centaurs come from the sea; their splayed hooves plunge and
stutter on the tide-rocks, watch them swarm up,
The hairy and foamy flanks, the naked destructive shoulders, the brutal
faces and the bent bows,
Horde after horde under the screaming gulls: my old men will cough in the
fog and baa like sheep,
“Here comes the end of a civilization. Give nature time,”
And spit, and make lewd jokes. But I shall laugh purely,
Remembering what old enthusiast named a girl’s beauty and England’s
battle
Among the lights of his time: she being by then a dyed hag, or more likelv
One of those embalmer-fingered smiles in the subsoil; and England will be
Not admirable. I shall laugh purely, knowing the next age
Lives on not-human beauty, waiting on circumstance and its April, weaving
its winter chrysalis;
Thin snow falls on historical rocks.
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FOR UNA

I
I built her a tower when I was young —
Sometime she will die —
I built it with my hands, I hung
Stones in the sky.

Old but still strong I climb the stone —
Sometime she w ill die —
Climb the steep rough steps alone,
And weep in the sky.

Never weep, never weep.

II
Never be astonished, dear.
Expect change,
Nothing is strange.

We have seen the human race
Capture all its dreams,
All except peace.

We have watched mankind like Christ
Toil up and up,
To be hanged at the top.
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No longer envying the birds,
That ancient prayer for
Wings granted: therefore

The heavy sky over London
Stallion-hoofed
Falls on the roofs.

These are the falling years,
They will go deep,
Never weep, never weep.

With clear eyes explore the pit.
Watch the great fall
With religious awe.

III
It is not Europe alone that is falling
Into blood and fire.
Decline and fall have been dancing in all men’s souls
For a long while.

Sometime at the last gasp comes peace
To every soul.
Never to mine until I find out and speak
The things that I know.

IV
To-morrow I will take up that heavy poem again
About Ferguson, deceived and jealous man
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Who bawled lor the truth, the truth, and failed to endure
Its first least gleam. That poem bores me, and I hope will bore
Any sweet soul that reads it, being some ways
My very self but mostly my antipodes;
But having waved the heavy artillery to fire
I must hammer on to an end.

To-night, dear,
Let’s forget all that, that and the war,
And enisle ourselves a little beyond time,
You with this Irish whiskey, I with red wine
While the stars go over the sleepless ocean,
And sometime after midnight I’ll pluck you a wreath
Of chosen ones; we’ll talk about love and death,
Rock-solid themes, old and deep as the sea,
Admit nothing more timely, nothing less real
While the stars go over the timeless ocean,
And when they vanish we’ll have spent the night well.
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TWO CHRIST MAS-CARDS

I
The seas netted with ambushes
And the sky falling:
Under that fiery rain
England is dying again,
Immortal and dying.
Look: vale beyond vale of vanished Englands.

The pilgrims to Canterbury
Ride by Kit’s Coty House:
Someone before the Celt
Raised those great stones and felt
Securely immortal
Over vale beyond vale of vanished Englands.

Rain-loved Cumberland mountains
And the streams running down,
High sheep-runs by whom first claimed,
What poet in what language named
Glaramara
Before Wordsworth in his vanished England?

Lichen and stone the gables
Of Kelmscott watch the young Thames:
England dies in the storm,
Dies to survive and form
Another and another
Of the veils under veils of the vanished Englands.
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II
For an hour on Christmas eve
And again on the holy day
Seek the magic ol past time,
From this present turn away.
Dark though our day,
Li^ht lies the snow on the hawthorn hedges
And the ox knelt down at midnight.

Only an hour, only an hour
From wars and contusions turn away
To the islands ot old time
When the world was simple and gay,
Or so we say,
And light lay the snow on the green holly,
The tall oxen knelt at midnight.

Caesar and Herod shared the world,
Sorrow oyer Bethlehem lay,
Iron the empire, brutal the time,
Dark was that first Christmas day,
Dark was that day,
Light lay the snow on the mistletoe berries
And the ox knelt down at midnight.
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MARA

I
'^Walking up from the barn to the house
In the moon cloud-light Ferguson saw a stranger standing
Up the slope on the right: “What do you want?
Hey, you: come here.” The intruder paid no attention
And Ferguson went up to him; the fellow turned, —
A man as tall as himself, but backed against
The moon-spot in the cloud it was impossible
To see his face: — Ferguson said again,
“What do you want here?” looking up at him, who stood
High er on the steep slope, and hatefully familiar
Although unknown. The stranger answered in a whispering
Hollow-chested voice like a consumptive’s,
“How long will you be satisfied?” — or else, “How long
Will you endure it?” — The words were never exactly
Remembered, for this figure of a man speaking
Receded then, resolved itself into streaks and spots
Of shadow and light on the brown bracken, gray grass
And moon-shot cloud; while Ferguson angry and afraid
Felt his scalp prickle; not superstitious, but angry
At his own senses playing tricks. And that it was true
He could hardly endure . . . What? For he lived the best
Of possible lives for a man of his race, a cattle-driving
And horseback life on his own place, on the free mountains;
And intelligent enough to know it the best;
And married to a beautiful girl, all wants fulfilled: not his own life chiefly
But life in general looked dirty, senseless and destitute
In his dark times. “Christ! What more do I want?
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Nothing.’’ The intruder was visible again, he saw its face
Before it vanished; the face was his own.

When he went down
One of his own dogs growled at him, and ran yelping
Into the darkness.

II
A night a year later
H e was driving home from Caliente Creek
With an emptv horse-trailer behind the car, at Point Sur his lights
Picked out three or tour cars and a small truck
Parked on the roadside and a few persons there
Were standing talking; slowing to pass them he recognized
Sam Barret’s ferretlike face; he stopped and went back: “Hello.
Accident?’’ “Ye’,” he said, “the Atlanta.” Another man said
“It crashed out there.’’ “What’s the Atlanta?” — then,
Remembering the name, “the dirigible?” “Ye’, the big airship.”
“Wrecked?” he said. Then a little shaggy old man
Stood up from the bank under the fence, crack-voiced:
“By God I saw . . .” “Ah shut up,” Barret said.
“He makes me tired.” The old man said “I was here, wasn’t I?
By God I saw the mountains reach out their hands
And catch it in the air, like a kid catches a minnow in a puddle
In a dry crick.” “Have a drink,” Barret said,
Handing a bottle to Ferguson, who wiped its mouth
On his coat-sleeve, drank and returned it: not whiskey
But sick-sweet wine. He felt someone press against him,
Looked down and saw Mary Monahan’s young oval face, white in the
darkness,
And her shining eyes. She felt for his hand, saying “Oh
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Bruce. Where did you come from?” Then the other man,
Sam Barret’s friend: “I wasn’t here of course at that time.
I understand from the coast-guard that a bolt of lightning
Broke the ship’s back.” Barret laughed; Mary Monahan
Said “That’s a coast-guard car: what can they do
Without equipment? They’re on the shore.” Ferguson
Feeling her nestle against him in the wind and darkness
Bent an arm around her, but looked above her dark head
Across the sand-flat, past the towering black dome of the Sur Rock, the
glow of the light-house
High on its shoulder, toward the immense gray waste and solitude of sea,
The misty light-beam from the rock-height impassively
Circling across it. “How many in the crew?” Sam Barret said, “Hell. ’
His friend said “Thirty or forty: I guess they’re goners.”
Ferguson said: “It couldn’t lose all its helium;
I think it would float all night. . . . Well,
Good-night. Good-night, Mary.” But she followed him
Walking back toward his car and said in a moment
“Bruce. Take me home.” “Ah,” he said. She said, “That weasel-eyes.
They’re drunk as bastards. Honey do you remember the night
You and I walked out on the dance at Mill Crick
And heard the music behind us and the killdeer birds
Crying in the dark?” She sat in the car; Sam Barret
Came alongside and said; “God damn you Mary,
What’s coming off?” Ferguson stood over him: “She’s going home.
What’s that to you?” He said “Go to hell if you want,”
And went back down the road. Mary said, “Bruce.
Look at the lights.” He saw on the vague sea in the north off the dark
headland
A progress of lighted craft, coast-guard boats or perhaps destroyers, the
long beams of their searchlights
Sweeping the water. “Looking for them,” he said.
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“Well, we can’t helphe drove north and the light-line
Stood all along the dark sea, and they passed car after car of sight-seers,
Who had heard of the wreck by radio and now ran south
With the lit fleet, their idle headlights and the questing searchlights
Drawing coastwise two shining fringes between the long sea
And high black hills.

At Burnt Mountain Canyon-foot
Ferguson turned up the gorge and up the hill,
And stopped at the Monahan place on the high ridge
Between two canyons. There was no light in the house and the cars lights
Lay over the tops of oak-trees on the empty air
Over black depth. Mary said “Clyde’s in San Francisco.
H e won t be home till to-morrow night.

Ferguson

Waited in savage contempt of himself and the woman
For the rest of her piece, stay with me dear,
I’m all alone; he switched off the motor and heard
Mary’s hands twisting together and a horse moving
Along the fence in the dark. At length he said
“So you picked up Sam Barret.” “You lie,” she answered,
And squirmed on the car-seat, pushing her cold face and hot mouth
Against his face; his right arm embraced her and his left hand
Along the smooth cool thigh under the cloth
Touched the crisp hair, a fraction of his mind thought
“Like a nigger in a dirty story,

then Mary Monahan,

Deep-voiced and hoarse: “Oh God. Stay with me dear.
I’m all alone.” He answered in the doorway
Of the dark cabin: “Only dont call it love.
The girl I love is five miles from here.” “Ah?” she answered,
“You fool. Everyone knows she sleeps with your brother
When you’re away.” Ferguson checked his hand
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In the act of striking; he pushed her into the house
And went back to his car.

Coming home, he fought
H is violent need of sneaking to the lighted window
And peep like a dirty spy; he walked back and forth
On the dark path, sweating in the cold air,
And heard the waves beating the gorge-mouth beach
Echo in the mountain. He went in, treading noisily
Up the plank steps and porch.

Fawn and his mother
Were in the room, Fawn by the table under the lamp
Mending a baby garment, the lamplight stirring
In the tawny storm of her hair; and his mother
Some distance away, sitting erect and still
With her hands folded. Ferguson looked from one to the other.
His eyes dazed from the darkness, his tall body
Stooping like a sick eagles. He said “Hello Fawn.
What, you’re still up, mother? It’s dark out.’’ Fawn said: “Bruce.
You look so strange: what’s happened?” He turned and intenth’
Examined the narrow fastidious beauty of her face,
Puckering his eyes against the lamplight, saying, “What? No.
I sold that fox-color mare at my own price.
Not a penny off. Where’s Allen?” She breathed and said,
“He went up-stairs.” “Oh, I don’t want him,’ he answered.
“I think we ll shift the yearlings to the upper pasture
In the morning. How’s dad?” Fawn said “His pain
Seemed easier to-day.” Old Mrs. Ferguson said,
“He suffers more every day, and it seems wrong
To help him live.” “Well, mother. I know.” “A man who’s ridden all day,
And sinned all night, and never known an hour sickness
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In seventy years.” “I guess we all have to catch it sometime,
Sooner or later ” he answered. “By the way, that dirigible
Balloon ot the navy’s, the big one you’ve seen go over here,
Popped and went down to-night in the sea oh Point Sur.
People were watching. Nothing ever happens unwatched, you know.
What’s that to us?”

Ill
Fawn awoke before daylight;
The bed was empty beside her, she heard low voices
Through the open window and went and looked down: Bruce
And Allen; Bruce mounted already, on the buckskin colt,
Allen not dressed yet, only trousers and boots,
And his shirt in his hand, so that Fawn saw
The beautiful triangle of his back, narrowing
From the shoulders to the loins, warm ivory, the only
Warmth in the world, and she felt herself tremble
So that she dared not call to them. They laughed and parted,
Then Fawn called,

Bruce.

He raised his long powerful face,

That looked like a ship’s prow; but being already
Some distance away said nothing, but waved his hand
And rode out of sight up the canyonside trail
Under the vast dawn-troubled sky and the morning star, while Allen
Returned to the house, and in a moment came and lightly
Tapped at Fawn’s door. She ran and half opened it:
“Where is he going .... dearest?” “Why,” he said, “nothing.
What’s the matter, Fawn?” “Conscience. Conscience probably,” she
answered,
“If any.” He entered the room; she said “Don’t touch me.
And don’t wake Joy,” looking toward the small bed
In the dark corner of the room,

What did he say? I know
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He . . . thinks about us.” Allen said, "Let me tell you
What he was saying. He said you’re looking pale
With being too much in the house; he wants you to ride again
The way you used to: we’re to fetch lunch along
And help him drive up the yearlings.” "What is it, a trap?”
She whispered, "Or he’d have waited and ridden with us.
Let me tell you something: there is no snake in all the mountain so u
and treacherous
As you are, Allen. Except me. What has happened to the world
To make us liars, cheats and cowards . . . and as hollow in here
As dry weed-stalks?” She turned from him to the window
And stood looking out, her slender body and sleep-tossed mane
And beautiful bare arms and shoulders dark-outlined
On the rectangular dawn-gleam. He said "I know.
We’re damned I suppose.
But what else can we do? Wait, wait, we’ll manage sometime
To make this clean. Now get dressed, dear: I’ll make a fire
And fetch the horses.” He was leaving the room and she said
"You ought to get out of here and never come back.
Only I’d die.” She ran and caught him by the arm: "Come back.
Ah ah dear love forgive me.” He embracing her felt
With renewed wonder the firm and smooth littleness
Of her sweet body, but when he kissed her she violently
Pushed him off: "You beast let me alone.
If we ... if we .. . ever here in this house
111 kill myself.

And again blindly she reached for him

And babbled, "I can’t bear . . . Oh Allen, why
Has he done this to us? Maybe he’ll come back and kill us
Like coupling rattle-snakes.”

But he a mile east
Rode toward the pasture thinking "Why do I have that slimy dreami
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Because Clyde Monahan’s bitch put it in my mind; but why
Was I ready to listen to Monahans bitch?
Because there’ve been hints before?
And spend the night with her: Sam Barret’s leavings,
Monahan’s bitch? Why: lor variety: like an idiot
Pick up a clot ol cow-dung being tired ol gold.
No wonder the envious droppings
Tried to make pure gold look dirty as herself.
Pure gold? I mean Fawn’s natural beauty: there are no standards.
How can we say This is had, this is good,
When we know nothing about it, having no standards
Nor faith to judge by? Like flies in a vacuum.
And who will prove that chastity is better than commonness,
And for what reason?
Because we ve been taught to think so — but who taught us?
Tradition: old people: people more ignorant than we,
Away back to the howling tribesmen, the jealous
God and his witch-doctors.

At least I cancelled the effect, I trust them perfectly.
A man spying on his wife and his brother
Would be too low to live.” He smelled the wet delight of the dawn-wind
Dropping down the deep canyon to the dark sea, and saw the pearl-tender
rose- flood
Lining high distant ridges, while still deep night
Slept in the canyon-trough, a thousand feet down
Under the shoulder of his horse; he felt a fountain of hysterical sadness
Flow up behind his breast-bone through the net of nerves: “This is so
beautiful:
We are so damned. What good is a man
Living, working, eating, making love, dying,
And leaving a child or two
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To live, work, eat and drink, and make love and die,
And so on forever: what good is that?
Either we are animals,” he thought, ‘‘clever in some ways,
Degenerate in others and follow instinct,
Or else we are something else and ought to do otherwise.
There’s something false in it.

And if a voice would come
From behind all this . . . color, space, fragrance, power . . . we’d not hear,
Or the voice be a liar.

I shot an eagle once
And looked at the gorgeous corpse, ruffled the plumes
And saw the lice under them: we the white lice
On this eagle world. I don’t make a good louse,
I lack contentment.
One ought to be satisfied with the warm grease
Under the stormy feathers flying through thunder;
Shut eyes and suck.”

He opened a gate and began gathering
H is herd toward the high fence-corner, hard work for a man
Riding alone; his mount had a lathered hide,
Bloody flanks, trembling knees, after an hour
On that steep range. Ferguson let it breathe a little,
And looking down the long cataract of rock-set ridges and their blue
shadows pouring to sea-level
From the new-risen sun, saw Fawn and Allen
Small, clear and distant, riding up from the west
Along the lip of the canyon, above the blue mist and hollow shadow
That brimmed its gorge.
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IV
The end of August the air
Grew dry and anxious, there were forest-fires inland
And the grass was like gun-powder. Old Andy Ferguson
Lay sick toward death in the long attic room
Under the roof of the house; his glazed blue eyes
Blinked at the rafters, his hand under the bed-cover
Continually stroked his pain, isle of dull fire
In the dry flesh. By his bedside the little radio that Allen had given him
With a two-armed wind-wheel to feed the battery,
Prattled unheard. The old man, still a rancher
Though bed-fast, sick and drug-dazed, sniffled the dry air
And twisted his head about on the pillow, peering
At the gable windows; there was danger in the south
And the sun shone too red. He reached down by the bedside
And scrabbled with bony fingers until he found
A smooth stone cylinder, pestle of an Indian mortar
He had plowed up on the place, and now it was used
For a call-bell: he hammered the floor with it
Until his wife came up-stairs; tall, thin, cold in that heat,
Pale, with gray hair and rust-brown eyes. “Yes Andrew.
What can I do?” He, handling the lump of pain:
“Where’s — ’’ his mind lost his son’s name — “Akh,

he said,

be —

The tall one — Bruce?’’ “I haven’t seen him,’ she answered;
And he sharply: “Which way is the wind?” “The wind?
I haven’t been out this morning.’’ “Open that window.
She went and opened it; no wind came from the south,
But copper sunlight. “I can’t see any fire, Andrew,
Only smoke. Shall I call Allen?” “Call what’s her name . . .
His wife. She’s got more sense.” Mrs. Ferguson
Sighed sharply and said, ' Bruce’s wife; Fawn McDonald.
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Must I call her?” She called from the stairhead, but her thin voice
Found no one, and she went down.

Fawn came up-stairs
Barefoot, bare-throated and bare-armed for the heat,
Naked in a scant dress, her yellow-brown mane
Appeared the biggest part of her. The old man: “Ha,
Y’ look like a tadpole,” laughing feebly in the dream-fringe
Of his pain and its opiate, “I’m scared of fire this weather.
Any damn’ fool driving along the coast-road
Can drop a light.” She said “There’s fire just south
Working up Marble Creek; you can hear it crackle,
But there’s no wind.” She laid her hand on his sweating forehead;
His face a wet yellow skull, except the grizzle
Of a week’s beard, and the still powerful jaw-muscles
Deepening the open graves under the cheek-bones,
But he was Allens and Bruce’s father. “I’ll watch,”
She said “. . .

father.” He said “I can stand pain:

I can’t stand lying here like a trapped rat.
Every man has his rat-trap and this is mine.
Hell, we ll have music.” He reached out his lean arm
And switched on the full power of the radio, which had changed tune
And been muttering unnoticed: now a passionate voice
Barking a foreign language beat through the room under the sounding-box
Of the steep roof, bringing no meaning but emotion,
Scorn and dog-wrath, cored on the wailing of a lost child,
To this far shore. Old Ferguson snapped it silent
And said “What’s that?” She said “Hitler I guess.
They’ re starting a war. ’ The old man said “Shit,” and wearily
Handled his pain; spurred boots were heard on the stair
And Bruce’s voice: “Y' might ’a’ let me wash first, mother.
Ah, not a scratch. Forget it.” Fawn paled and cried out
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When he came in: he was blacked with fire, but what she saw
Was the fresh crimson on his hands and shirt: “Oh . . .

she moaned,

And her voice hushed, “ What have you done?" He impatiently:
“You too? It’s nothing, nothing, horse’s blood.’’ He looked at his lather
And suddenly turned back on Fawn, intently examining
Her lilted lace: his lined and smoke-etched, and the sharp black
Pupils prying through the pale eyes frightened her. He said
“What did you think I had done?" She stammered, “No.
Hurt yourself,” turning her lace toward the window. He rather tenderly
Turned it back to him, she felt the sticky thumb-print
Staining her chin; then his eyes let her go.
He spoke to the bed: “Well, dad?” “You been fighting fire.
Is it bad?” “No,” he said, “fight? It’s going away from us,
It’ll pinch out on the south fork o’ the creek.
I just came through it.” The old man wearily handled his pain
And said “What’s all the ketchup for?” Then Fawn was conscious
That Allen stood in the doorway behind his mother;
She dared not look at him. Bruce said “The poor colt,
The poor bastard. A what y’ call it, mercy-murder.
I’d nothing but my old knife and the artery
Sprayed like a fire-hose.” He continued, awkward and ashamed:
“Well, mother, I couldn’t sleep: I rode up Marble Ridge
And saw some queer things or dreamed ’em. I came down in the morning
And met the brush-fire; liefer than go ten miles
Around over the mountain I put the colt through it.
He could ’a’ jumped it easily but he went crazy
And fell, and got his knees burnt to the bones.
I brought the saddle home.” The old man mourned “That buckskin?
A hundred and fifty dollars gone to the vultures.
We mortgaged the place t give you an education
And set up Allen in business: have y cleared it any? You both came home
Empty as tin cans.

Bruce said

I m sorry, dad.
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The old man: “All right, all right. All this doctoring
Costs more than a colt; we re even. This dirty pain-killer
That doesn’t work.”

V
Fawn took her little daughter and went down
Into the canyon to bathe where the slack stream
Made a green pool; the sheer cliff of the gorge
Closes it on one side, and alder and thick-growing
Laurel on the other. Here were cool sand, smooth rock,
Rich moss and the water music; while the ebb-tide ocean
In the autumn heat stank like a beast, and high overhead the Bayed grav
ridges harsh as flint knives
Flamed in the sun: Fawn knelt in the pool, soaping
The thick fleece ol her hair; when she bent to rinse it
The bow of her back and her small buttocks beautifully
Arched from the stream, her mane like rich water-weed
Floated in the green ripple; and she stood up,
Her knees were red and white with the pressure ol pebbles
Under cool water; while little Joy, fourteen
Months old, played on the bank; she too enfranchised
Of her cloth shell, the animal loveliness
Of their naked bodies were bud and flower
O’ the rose-white lily: they were nearly as beautiful as a young panther
With her soft cub: but Fawn a somewhat degenerate animal
Craving love more than giving it had not been able
To suckle her baby: she had small virgin breasts,
And now recovered from childbirth her smooth belly
Looked virgin too. She stroked herself with her hands
Lovingly, stroking the water off; she dressed herself
In one garment, and took the child and went up
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To sit on a hot stone and shake her bright hair
Dry in the sun.

From here high above the storm-warped
Spires of the redwoods in the rock throat of the canyon one saw the
concrete
Rainbow of the coast-road bridge; now and then a car
Ran across it like a bead on a wire; beyond it the huge and turquoise ocean
naked of mist
Lay like a rock. Hundreds of yellow butterflies
Drifted up from the shore and Fawn sat thinking
Of the dance to-night. She heard a crash far away down the mountain
And saw a cream-color car go through the bridge-head
Guard-rails, and rather slowly sidewise pitch
Into the canyon. There was nothing to do about it
At this distance.

VI
Old Mrs. Ferguson had undressed
But wakeful sat erect in the stiff chair
By the ill-burning lamp, lean and hieratic
In her flannel night-gown. A weekly news-magazine
Lay on the long flat lap unopened; the woman
Stared straight ahead of her at the wall of the room
Seeing nothing but through the window with the eye’s corner the flashes
Of heat-lightning on the sea, flash after flash
Like an unsteady pulse. She heard the dry wind
Rattle the house and heard little Joy her grandchild
Crying; and the dogs barked at the lightning.
She felt the house emptiness; they had all gone
To enjoy themselves. The old woman pursed her thin lips
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And fell to remembering the time, twenty years ago . . . twenty-five
years . . .
When her own little Gordie died of pneumonia.
Bruce was four years old then, Allen not born yet.
The rain poured night and day and the wind raged
And the child fought for breath. There was no one to fetch a doctor;
Andrew being out with that loose woman who later
Died of consumption.
And there was that evil woman Teresita Blaine;
And all the drinking and card-playing . . . “he is being punished for them
now.
Well, I forgive him.

He really was Gordie’s murderer.
Oh poor little blue lips, begging for breath:
Your father killed you.

And once he allowed that evil
Beast Teresita Blaine to come and insult me
In my own house.
I was happy when the boys were little, I was happy then
In spite of all.

He trained the boys to corruption,
And Bruce has married a loose woman . . . Fawn . . . Fawn
Her fancy name, and they go off to a dance
Because this is her birthday, leaving me here
To take care of her baby and a dying man,
And think about that wicked harlot Teresita Blaine, whom I hate so,
Wherever she is. He did this to me. I was young and happy,
And always a faithful wife." The heat-lightning flickered wildly and thunder
Over the house-roof. Thunder? No: that old man
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Hammering for attendance, pounding the Boor
With his stone tool.

Old Mrs. Ferguson sighed
And went up-stairs carrying the lamp; its light
Shone upward on her flat breast and corded throat;
She stood by his bedside: “Do you want something, Andrew?
What do you want, dear?” (This is that great lover.
Do you want Teresita Blaine or what other woman,
You breathing corpse?) “I am in pain and that baby
Crying all the time, what’s the matter with her?
Gi me another shot o’ the medicine, Sarah.
Put me to sleep.” She stood and looked down at him
With helpless pity and arthritic hatred, the frequent ultimates
Of long-lived marriage; she answered, “The child is spoiled
And must cry it out. Her pretty mother is away
Enjoying herself.” He was silent, then pled with her: “Listen, Sally.

Gi’ me another shot o’ the medicine.
There’s red-hot rats in my belly crawling and biting.’’ She wiped his wet
forehead
With a corner of the sheet, then sat by the bed
Holding his speckled old hand; stroking it, pressing it
Against her cheek.

Out of these, Lord, —
A cancerous old man, a jealous
Wife nightlong reciting
Her litany of ancient wrongs,
And a little young hot adulteress
Between her two men, — out of these ordinary
Elements of common life, these two or three persons
Who not without cause question it,
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Can any discovery shine, or a hawk rise?
For you are not human, no respecter of persons,
Nor subject to disgust nor a stickler at sin,
And your ways are all beautiful.
Even your decaying things, the sea-slime and carrion
Shine in the dark; even this troublesome decaying time
That does evil in its dreams,
Drunk with treacheries and cruelties,
Phosphorescent with wars,
Flares like a torch.
It has its own forlorn honor, and its pillars of music
To the pure stars.

VII
Fawn Ferguson whispered: “Don’t
Dance with me any more, Allen, I’m scared.
His eyes are queer and he keeps watching us.
I think he’s drinking too much." Allen said “Well,
Fet him watch us”; but Fawn slipped from his hands
When they passed the open doorway where Bruce was standing.
She said “It’s too hot,” and to Bruce: “Fet’s go outside.
You’re right not dancing, it’s hot.
How it smells in here,” the air rank with bad perfume
And fume from the lamps and lanterns. Bruce smiled down at her
Through the chopped waves of guitar-music and said “What?
I couldn’t hear you.” She said, “Fet’s go outside.
It smells in here.” He seeing at the moment Mary Monahan
Moon her dark eyes toward him, twisting her maenad
Body in Ed Flood’s arms: “Uh: sweating cowhands
And inflamed women.
Maybe we need a war: but you know I feel as if
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They were my brothers and sisters.” Fawn in amazement
Stared up at him: Bruce professing brotherhood with people? His lace
looked blind
And high like a ships prow, cleaving the crowd
To the outer door. Then she saw Allen dancing
A little too close lor courtesy with Brenna Morgan,
Her blood-red-enamelled mouth and black hair: he’d not been long
Finding a substitute!

The night out-doors was feverish with silent
lightning and a hot wind.
Dry weed-stalks and waste paper scurried from the south like rabbits across
the dark foreland, and a gang of horses
Rushed aimlessly back and forth, stamping and squealing. The sky was
black, and the ocean, but its foam shone
Phosphorescent between the lightnings; and a few drops
Of rain fell suddenly.

So here the night: far eastward began the day and
the war; the dazed eyes of ten million conscripts
Watched its bleak morning, and the blunt-nosed bombing-planes roared
over Poland; the great catastrophe
That involves many little ones had found its landing-field.

Bruce
Ferguson
Walked in the dark and saw the quarter-century-abandoned
Lumber-mill on the cliff’s edge, its humped-up roof-line
And crazily tilted iron smoke-stack
Black on the distant lightning-sheet, he felt his mind
Clutch that clear form, as a man climbing a precipice
Clutches a horn of hard rock,

This will not flow
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Out of my hand.” He found himself for a lightning moment
Outside the flux and whirl of things, observing the world
From a fixed point. He saw the small spinning planet,
Spotted with white at the poles and dull red wars
Branding both cheeks, and the sun and the other stars like herds of wild
horses
On the vast field, but all vanished with the lightning
Before he had time to think of it; then he perceived
That Fawn had left him. He went back toward the light-haze
Flung from the wide door of the dance-hall, but stopped
And went around under the shining windows
Toward the rear door, the bar-room, ‘‘I won’t look lor her. Am I a dog
Watching his meat?”

But Fawn, where they were dancing,
Stood alone by the wall and watched Allen
With Brenna Morgan, thinking “Tall, coarse, black haired.
And sweats under the arms: is that what he wants
Next after me?” The dance ended; then Red O’Neil,
A wide-shouldered young man with a broad face,
Reputed the best dancer on the Coast, except
Allen perhaps, — he came to her and said, “Dance,
Mrs. Ferguson?” “No,” she said. He said “Drink?”
She looked lor Allen and missed him, and said “How wonderful”
Lifting the word in her clear voice like a lark to heaven,
"H ow did you know?”

In the bar-room she lelt
Bruce his high head and pale eyes instantly aware ol her
And then withdrawn. She thought “Not Allen but another man,
What’s his name, Red O’Neil for a red herring,
That’s good,” and chattered “Isn’t it like earthquake weather?
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It makes my hair stand up.” “Beautiful,” he said,
“I can’t keep my hands off it.” She felt with loathing
His strong blunt hand, and for some female reason
Nestled her head against it —hard stubby fingers,
They were like a strangler’s —and flattered him with sidelong eyes.
He said, “I thought you’d green eyes.” “Arent they?

“No, blue.

Wi’ li’l gold stars in ’em.”

Toward midnight the heat-lightnings
Had ceased to flicker, and a real thunder-storm
Broke the equivocal tension of the air. It bellowed in the south,
And a fierce wind through the cracks of the old building
Made the lamps flare; then jagged lightning
Leaped overhead, the outer night for an instant
Far brighter than the lit room flamed through its windows
And wide doorway, and the following thunder like a black cloth
Covered the dance-music. Rain mixed with hail was heard
And ceased; and the dance changed; for Johnny
Garcia the fiddler excited with storm and whiskey,
His instrument squealed like a caught rabbit for the next flash
And sobbed in the pause, until the roaring black cloth
Covered it; and he marched up from the folds of thunder
Like one who has triumphed over death. The guitar-players, the two
Vargas brothers, watched him and caught his mind,
But the dance wried. There were women afraid of thunder,
And men too drunk to dance, and the difficult music
Subdued others; only Allen Ferguson with his new partner,
A straw-haired thin-armed girl in a green dress,
And Red O’Neil with Fawn Ferguson remained dancing; and the lightning
flared, the fiddle
Screamed like an eagle, the thunder choked it. In the triumph afterwards
Allen reached out his arms to Fawn and she came, he tossed his pale
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Partner to O’Neil. She was tired and hung in his arms,
But Fawn was like a Thracian bacchante, wanton-eyed, reckless with
pleasure, her body pressed
Against Allens, her lips panting, her head flung back
Lolling on the taut throat, shaking the brindled meteor
Of lion-color hair.

Bruce came from the doorway
Walking awkwardly and blindly like a sleepwalker
And self-consciously smiling. His head and shoulders
Were wet with sleet. He passed by Fawn and Allen
And took O’Neil by the shoulder and said hoarsely
“No more. No more.’’ O’Neil said “What’s the matter with you?’’
Attempting to jerk away from him; and the girl whined,
Seeing Bruce’s face. O’Neil let her go and said
“Now, you drunk. What?’’ Bruce said heavily “Ah listen to me.
I won’t . . .’’ The rest was not heard, for thunder pealed
And the mountain echoed it. The two men faced each other
Waiting on it for a silence; Bruce shook his head
Like a dog shaking the noise off and said heavily
“This girl’s too young. I’ve seen. I’ve stood there. I have been patient.
Oh I could name some women here” —
He looked for Mary Monahan and failed to find her —
“That are nature’s own stretched whores: dance with ’em.
But this girl’s pure, she’s innocent. Put up your hands.
I’m going to smash you.” O’Neil grinned and flashed
A fist like a snake’s head into Ferguson’s belly, and one to the face
When it gasped and came forward; then the men closed,
Wrestling, they were well matched, both powerful, O’Neil
Thicker and shorter. They looked ridiculous and pitiful,
As men do when they fight without weapons, the human body
Being essentially unwarlike, nor fang nor talon
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To enrich its poor wraths; and Fawn kept moaning
“Oh God how funny,” watching with enormous eyes
In a shrunken chalk lace; while the three musicians
Still worked their instruments, nodding their heads, watching but drugged
With their own music.

Ed Flood, Clyde Monahan, Sam Barret
Drew in on the lighters, to part them or to take sides, but Ferguson
Already had hooked his left arm around O’Neil’s neck,
And with the other list hammered his lace
Awhile, and dropped him. O’Neil on hands and knees
Stupidly watched the blood splash on the floor,
The others stood back a step, then Ferguson still
Snapping and gasping stammered at them, ‘ Anyone here . . .
Ha . . . Anyone think this red-haired pimp
Didn’t need fixing?” They were silent; the fiddle
Screamed softly for a weak lightning-flash. Fawn moaned “Oh, Oh,”
Watching the blood fall; Allen gray-faced and sick
Came to his brother, knowing whose debt O Neil
Had paid a penny on, but willing to back the creditor
At need. But there was no more to do. Bruce sighed,
Stroked his long face with his hand and said hoarsely
“Well, we’ll go home.” He looked around and saw Fawn,
And stood watching her while the receding thunder
Roared along the shore northward, her pure pale face
And staring eyes under the mane of hair the smoky
Famplight discolored. The noise ended, he went to her,
Still walking like a sleepwalker, and she in terror
Watched them make way for him. He stooped over her: “I’m sorry, little
one.
Made a fool o’ myself. Ah, to hell with it.
Its nothing.” There was a festivity of Chinese lanterns
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Strung at this end of the room, and Bruce suddenly
Reached up over Fawn’s head and plucked one, tore the bright paper
And took the candle; and another; he gave them to Fawn,
One in each hand, while her mouth made a smile
And her fear-hollowed eyes questioned him, and the hot grease
Trickled on her trembling hands.

Sam Barret and some others
Were helping Red O’Neil to the wash-room; they stopped
In the doorway and stared. Bruce said: “Little one:
Your birthday. Twenty years old: do you want twenty candles?
Oh two’s enough: hold them high, Madonna.’’ He couldn’t imagine
Why the Italian word came to his tongue:
“Madonna you’re beautiful enough to pray to.
And so young. But if . . .’’ He stood and gazed at her,
And she held the two candle-stubs. He said, “Oh, if.
If that which is not true, were true I’d kill.
By God I’d kill.’’ She looked straight in his pale
Eyes and saw leaping insanity there, and said steadily
“I know you would.” “Well . . .” he stood stroking his long;
Bony hands together in the Pilate gesture, “Bosh,” he said,
“Come, we ll go Home.”

He took her by the arm and led her
Slowly across the dance-floor, sixty eyes watching,
And Fawn not daring to drop the candles felt the hot wax
Cake on her hands. Bruce led her carefully clear
Of the blood on the floor; then Allen who had followed
Came up beside her, she between her two men
Passed through the door. There was no wind, the candles
Burned in the outer night all the way to the car;
When its lights were switched on she dropped them. Bruce made her
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On the front seat and said to Allen “You drive,’’
And left thena there. Allen went after him and took his arm,
Felt the hard muscle jerk, and said, “Where you going?
Come this way.” Bruce kept on walking. Allen said “Listen,
Bruce: come on back.’ Bruce kept on walking; then Fawn
Left the car and followed them. Bruce said “Take her home.
Get out of here.” Allen said “Bruce . . .” Bruce stopped
And turned on him: “I’m not coming, you fool, let go.
I need to walk.” Allen said “You’re crazy. What, Fourteen miles?’
Fawn stood in the dark at a little distance, trembling and picking
The skins of wax from her hands. Allen sa id “All right.
Then I’ll walk too.” Fawn picked at the skins of wax.
Bruce said, “I’m walking alone: get to hell out of here.
Damn you, don’t you think I trust you with her? What’s the matter with
you?
She wouldn’t look at you.” Allen said “Sure. I know it.
Come on home, Bruce.” Fawn picked at the wax and said: “Allen.
Watch out." But Bruce did not strike, but turned and strode

Into the darkness. Allen stood still; when Fawn
Went back to the car he followed her.

Neither of them spoke;
They watched the light-track along the road for Bruce,
But never saw him. Near Gavilan Canyon bridge Fawn said,

Hes crazy.

Insane.” Allen made no answer. “Insane and dangerous: I thought he d kill
you.” “No,” Allen said. Fawn said
“He said he’d kill.” The road dipped toward the sea and the headlight
beams a moment overlay the lonely
Incessant waters piling and playing by themselves among their tide-rocks.
Fawn said “Take me away,
Allen. We’ve got to.” He was silent, and said
“What do you mean?” She said “We’ve got to. To-night.
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That would be clean and decent, if we go away. This life is false, dirty and
vicious, and I think
Ends in a horror.
Like their foul war will.” Allen made no answer. Fawn said, ‘‘It would save
us.
It might save Bruce.” Allen drove slowly and said
“You mean you’ll stop and get Joy . . .” “No.
I will not stop. Let him keep her; it might help him. Your mother’ll see to
her.” He said, “Clothes?” “No.
Nothing. We’ll leave the car in Monterey. I will take nothing.” At
Hurricane Point, where the road
Is cut in a rifted mountain and every winter the rock-slides close it, Allen
said
“How will we live?” “7 don’t know. People live.”
He said “Can you live without little Joy?” “Yes.”
“And you can do this to Bruce. Well: I can’t.” “No,” she answered,
“You can sneak and cheat. You can nibble off his piece when he isn’t
looking.
You can make love a rotten thing.” He said carefully
“Keep your nerve, Fawn.” She instantly began to scream
As if he had touched a spring in her, knife after knife
Of glassy noise, he unheard stubbornly saying “We must not destroy
Him nor ourselves.” Near home on the high shelf
Under Marble Ridge foot he was driving fast, suddenly the car
Yawed to the precipice edge and back to brush
The rock-cut bank, while the rubber of the tires
Screamed on the road-bed; then the cramp wheels were righted
And the locked brakes released. Fawn said “Why didn’t you
Go on over you coward?” “Sorry,” he answered;
“Deer crossing the road. We’d’ve had venison
And a smashed car. Did y’ see their green eyes?” She said “For God’s sake
Get me safe home.”
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VIII
Bruce walked the road, and cars
Coming from the dance passed him, he moved to the road’s edge
Each time the light-streak flared, but never thought ol them
Until one stopped. It said “Ride?” “No,” he said and heard it
Whispering to itself, then laughing soprano
Like a drunken woman. He said “Get out of here” and it drove on.
The mountains, those were real persons, head beyond head, ridge, peak and
dome
High dark on the gray sky; and the dark gullies and gorges and the rock
hearts . . . slightly tortured . . .
The raw sore of this road cut in their feet:
The slow anger of the coast mountains: they’ll get their own back
After some time. Things will be better then.
Rock-slides will choke the road, no one will open it.
You dark voung mountains are going up in the world, we the people going
down. Why? Because
Nobody knows the difference between right and wrong.
So the wolves will come back to Europe. Here, poor people,
Slower we rot. It’s a pity she’s pure:
If she went to bed with him I could kill her.
And Oh the peace.

He turned on someone walking beside him:
“What do you want?” She, in a soft slurred voice
Not more syllabic than the ocean’s: “I have been here for years
At the locked doors of your mind knocking . . .’ “Go on,” he said,
“I’ll believe anything.” She said “You used to want to understand,
You used to want to know the truth about things,
And whether all this . . . immense establishment of earth and stars,
Flesh, mind and time and so forth has any purpose.
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But now you are lost in passion.” “Hm? Not a bit. Passion?
Cold as a fish. If I weren’t . . .
Who are you, anyway?” “Mara,” she answered, but when
He looked at her she was gone, and it seemed to him
That he’d been talking to himself. “Mm. Mara. If it’s got a name
What does that mean?
If I begin to hear voices and see visions . . . Ah?
A filthy symptom. Hold mysell tight in hand,
Not think too much, and be cold as a snake. But she was right:
Living’s not good enough without knowing. Who knows
Anything? So living’s not good enough. So we slog on,
Blind, blind and blind.”

He had a continual sense
Of someone following behind him and rapid steps
Close on his own, but turn as quickly as he might
He never saw her. Home before dawn he found
The old house in the mountain darkness awake and staring
From many windows. The door stood open; a chair
Lay overturned on the floor and the place was vacant
But lamps burning. Up-stairs in the dark hallway
He saw his mother’s door underlined with light, he opened it a crack:
“Are you awake?” There was no one; the bed
Was in disorder and a drained lamp burned low
On the chest ol drawers. Ferguson looked over his shoulder and said “Well
Mara,
My quiet companion?
The old man won’t be gone, anyway.” Going up in the dark
To the attic room he heard Fawn’s voice from the stairhead,
“Oh Bruce: is that you?” and saw her leaning dark
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In the sudden light of the doorway. He made no answer, she stood aside for
him
And followed him in.

The usual morbid odor in the room
Moved his compassion, but his lather’s hollow jaw and closed lace
Seemed out ol pain. His mother sat stiff erect
On the chair by the bedside, blue pale and panting,
With narrow defiant eyes; her flannel night-dress was torn
From the bony shoulder, one long flat breast hung bare,
Poor empty purse, long drained; and she had the dignity
Of a great queen. Allen stood near her. Bruce
Stared and said; “What?’’ Fawn murmured, “Oh, awful.’ Allen said
“She was running down to the sea and I had to catch her, she fought me.
The old man’s dead.’’ “Oh,” Bruce said. He stroked his hand
Wearily across his eyes; “You know it’s much better for him, mother,
Why grieve for that?’’ She moved her lips without speaking, locked them
again,
And sat rigidly erect. Allen said “On the cliff.
I had to carry her all the way back.
I tried to put her to bed but she came up here.
She thinks she killed him.’’ Bruce said, “You loved him, mother, you cared
for him faithfully, to the end.
Now come: he down and rest. You can rest now. You wouldnt want him to
go on living,
The way he’s been.” The old woman looked at him, shuttering her eyes,
then looked at Fawn
And said “You whore.” Who gasped and stepped back, and Allen
Came in front of her. Bruce stood like a dead pine-tree, high, stiff and
brittle, bark and branches all fallen
From the gray spire: he looked to the left, where there was no one, and said
“Stop laughing.” Allen said, “Mother . . . Mother for God’s sake
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What does that mean?” “And you,” she said, “dancing
All night while I and your father labored in hell.
Let them hang me, I loathe life.” And to Bruce: “I was worn out taking
care of him; hating and pitying.
I poured out his month’s medicine into two glasses and made him drink it
all.
I forced him, I beat him down. My will was stronger than his. I’d been his
. . . thing, I cringed to him so long . . .
But at last I was stronger. See? Heh, the pitiful old fool: we made a game
of it,
I called it whiskey.” Bruce said dully “You couldn’t bear
Seeing him suffer.” “He was still breathing,” Allen said,
“Slower and slower. We couldn’t do anything.
Then she ran down to the sea.” Bruce said slowly:
“Why did you call her that name, mother? Is there . . . something I ought
to know? Hm? You can tell me.
I won’t do anything.” Fawn said suddenly and clearly “Kill me Bruce,
If you think such things of me.” The old woman answered, “You can tell by
the mouth.
She looks exactly like that evil beast Teresita Blaine, who took my husband
and insulted me
In my own house.” Bruce groaned and said wearily, “What? Oh, that?
I’ve heard you speak of it.
But this is now. Curious how we can hold
Smoking bits of hell in our minds for a hundred years. Trifles but hot.
Now, mother,
We have to plan. My mind feels very clear this morning
For some reason.”

He glanced at Mara; she was still standing there,
And that troubled him a little, knowing her to be
Not a real person in any common sense of the word,
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But yet she stood there; and curiously enough his lather was near her,
Or a smoky semblance ot the old man, erect, halt smiling, looking down
At his own corpse. He thought quite possibly
The old man’s spirit was there indeed, one hears of such things; but Mara
Is a different sort.

He unglued his eyes and mind
From both his phantoms; painfully; for the purpose and meaning of things
Seemed rather in that world than this. “Mother.” He took her hand
And gripped it, to catch her mind with a little pam.
“Can you hear me?
You didn’t give him the stuff'. You didn’t give it to him.
You left the bottle by his bed, and the poor old man
In bitter pain or perhaps wanting to die took it all
In vour absence. Understand? That is the story.
I mean the truth; Mara and Allen can swear to it
If necessary. But no one will ask; for he was dying
In anv case; and those who have this disease
Are always in simple Christian mercy sent out of the world
In a drug-poisoned sleep. Mm ... I think you 11 find great peace
Now that it’s done. Come down to bed, mother,
And think no more of it. Dream about roses, mother.
You’ve always wanted a little garden, now you 11 have time.
I and Allen will attend to things.”

IX
Allen alone
Accompanied the old man’s body when it was taken
To Salinas for cremation. He returned after dark,
Haggard for sleep; Fawn heard the car and met him at the door:
“Was it . . . all right, Allen?” He nodded: “No trouble.
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Here?” “Quiet,” she said,

. .

restless: they and their ghosts

Walking all over the house: I think she’s sleeping now. Kiss me
For God’s sake Allen.” She felt the paper-wrapped sharp-edged
Metal box in his hand: “What’s that, dear? . . . Oh,
I know.” “Mm,” he said, “this little size, this little sediment. Live seventy
years
And be a boxful of bone-ash.” “Oh God, Allen,
Why do you look at me as if you hate me?
When shall we live?” They moved guiltily apart and Bruce
Came up the path, a pail of milk in one hand
And a lantern in the other. He stood in silence, then Fawn anxiously:
“There was no trouble, it’s finished,” and Allen said
“I just got home.” “I saw you,” he said, and to Fawn:
“Well, are you glad he’s back?” She breathed and said, “What?
Certainly.” He said, “Yes ... ah ... by the way, Fawn,
Will you boil the milk before you feed Joy? I noticed
A string of blood in it. I think not a disease,
I think my hand was too hard, but boil it.” Fawn felt a climbing
Spasm in her throat. “I’ll remember.” They made a strange,
Beautiful and secret group, the upward light gilding jaws and cheek-bones,
The night-bound island of lantern-light against the dark house-wall, and
the mountain overhanging
Like a black wave. Bruce said “Mm ... I, have . . . been . . . thinking.
The old man’s death kind o’ pulled me up.
I want to tell you . . .” He hesitated and said fiercely “Forgive me, will you,
For a vile and insane error of judgment: my mind must ’a’ been
Clear old its hinges. Let that pass. By the way, Fawn,
Will you boil the milk before you feed Joy? I noticed
A string of blood in it.” Fawn said “I heard you. . . . Bruce?
What did you mean?” “Hah?” he said. She obstinately:
“What do you want forgiveness for?” He said “You fool
Let that corpse float. It’s deadly and it stinks.
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Ah . . . everything was all right, Allen? Oi course.
Now we’ll be quiet . . . you know, quiet, Quietness. God how we 11 sleep.’

X
Fawn lay in bed, clenching her little lists,
Watching a red hall moon like a burning ship
Founder on the sea-rim; she heard Bruce moving in the attic room
Where the old man used to be, and heard through the open window the
melancholy roaring ol sea-lions
In the ofi-shore kelp: Bruce had come in hall an hour ago
Alter being gone all day no one knew where,
And she and Allen in lonely beds ached lor each other
But were lovers no more: therelore her pillow
And cheek and hair were so wet.

Let them be. She got up,
Climbed the attic stair in the dark, and stilly opened
The stairhead door. Bruce was hunched over a book, like a hawk
Killing a rabbit; the smoky lamp by his shoulder
Haloed him with dull light, the long room was cavernous
Dark under the ship’s-keel roof. Fawn stared and said:
“Dear? May I come?” “What?” he said, “Why not?” and closed the book,
Keeping his finger in the pages. Fawn said “I can’t sleep,”
And came nearer the light, hoping he’d notice
That she’d been crying. “Why do you hate me, Bruce?
Why do you leave me lonely the days and nights?
What have I done?” "Hm?" he said, “No. Nothing. Reading here.
And switch on the news at midnight.’ "News,

she answered.

“Dirty and bloody and what does it matter anyway?
May I stay here?” She smiled at him and sat on the bed,
The stripped mattress; he said

Uh . . . listen, Fawn.
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As you say: blood, lies and dirt, imbecility and rottenness
Is the news.
And if we look into our hearts —uh? — the same hell’s broth.
All that’s good’s crippled: every bad thing
Has big hands and strong heart and wings like a hawk. Well:
I don’t understand this, I want to study it.” Fawn stared at him,
Feeling extraordinary contempt
Behind her level eyes and sweet oval mask,
And said, “What were you reading, dear?” “What?” he said, “A book.
I got it in college, I never read it.”
He switched on the radio and said, “A German professor
Who thinks this bloody and tortured slave called history
Has regular habits. Waves, you know, wave-lengths, separate waves of
civilization
Up and down like the sea’s; and the same sort of . . . life, arts, politics and
so forth
At the same level on each wave, you can predict ’em. At present
We’re on the down-rip.” Fawn heard him dimly through a stopped tune
And the chatter of the radio-announcer as the hour changed,
And, naturally, understood nothing nor cared to,
But she saw his excitement.

There were now three parallel currents of
human action in that high cavern
Closed by a film of shingles from the cloudy stars. There was the bodiless
voice of the news-caster
Palely reflecting far-off agonies, as of Poland killed, massacre in China,
ships and men
Drowning in death-cold darkness in the North Sea; and there was
Ferguson’s
Voice weaving through this curtain of woes: “The little professor
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Wrote thirty years ago, he was quite a prophet, he’s dead now. If the whole
western world’s on the skids,
Explains each person, uh?
I wish to God I had some religion.” He paced hack and forth
Under the inverted valley of the roof, the lamplight making odd work in
the eaves-corners with his long shadow,
And thought, “Not if it’s lies or delusion, like all of them
Up to this moment. I want the truth. The truth,
Even if it poisons us or makes beasts of us,” — while Fawn
Drew up her legs on the mattress his father had died on, and thought:
“Allen
Won't touch me now. Allen’s scared. This one’s only crazy,
And he’s the better of the two, stronger and decenter and more a man,
Except in one way,
And nav husband. Oh Allen, Allen. Good-bye the ecstasies,
Perhaps it was only terror that made us passionate.
Crazv with natural jealousy, but I can cure that.” She let the night-dress
Slide up her body, baring the beautiful legs
And flank to the cold night, “If I can make him love me now
We’ll be all right. Dear God I want to be safe again,
Happy again. Not happy: tranquil, decent, at peace. I want to be good.
That’s all, that’s all.”
The radio had left its tragic theme and was gabbling
Base-ball scores; Bruce thought “A star gives light,
So does a burning city full of dead bodies, Warsaw burning’s no worse than
Arcturus burning,
And adultery’s as good as honor. Fool, still harp on that?
She’s pure as crystal. So what of it? A Tibetan woman
Will marry a whole flight of brothers and be honorable
In fact and reputation, the esteemed wife
Of four at once, it’s all in the country custom,
Nothing in nature.

Fawn, cold and mostly naked,
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Cuddled herself like a kitten on the bed: “Darling:
I’m so cold; lets go down.’ He shut oh the radio
And thought “I wonder what the poor dupes in Poland
Think about promises now, egged on to fight
And left to die? Decline of the west: decline and fall’s
Moral first, the rest follows. Morality’s rooted
In religion, religion’s hypnotic lies,
When you wake up you’re lost. Ah? All but Germany.
They’ll hold together awhile for they’ve got a hypnotist,
Sort of ersat^one . . .’’ Fawn sighed and came to him
And pressed her body against him: “Feel how I’m shivering.
Let me get warm against you, take me in your arms.
Dear, I’m so cold.’’ He patiently: “What is it —cold? Go to bed, child,
Or get some clothes on.” She through her clicking teeth:
“Good-night, good-night,” and went down the stair, and past
Old Mrs. Ferguson’s door to Allen’s, which she opened
Neither noisily nor carefully. She closed the door
And tried to lock it, the slot in the sagging frame
Refused the bolt and she left them. She knelt by the bed
Like a doll praying; but before Allen’s nerves
Gathered themselves to speak she Bed back again
To her own place.

Bruce in the attic room lay down after while
On the stripped mattress and slept. In his dream he felt a stench and decay
of corpses everywhere,
So that he refused to breathe, and watched along the reddish horizon of his
dream twilight the huge
Blade and tumor of a wave to come and wash clean. It came, it was not
water but blood,
It caught him with empty lungs because he’d refused to breathe; he awoke
strangling
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And lay and panted like a thirsty dog; every night its nightmares; he slept
and dreamed again.
Fawn came in with her throat cut like a cake: Every night its nightmares:
Better not sleep.

He went down, carrying the lamp.
There was a gray walker in the passage and his mother’s voice:
“Bruce . . .” “Ah,” he said, “what?” She said “I hate life.’
“What, mother: can’t you sleep either?’’ “I am a woman
Who ought to be drowned or hanged, he and you stopped me.
Go in and look at him.” Bruce remained silent, and said
Slowly “Well there are two of us can’t sleep but why
Wake up another?” ‘Two others,” she said, “wake up two others.
She’s in there with him." The fish-tail flame of the lamp
In Bruce’s hand flicked up a smoke-thread and steadied, then regularly
trembling
Wrote a small oval orbit on the house darkness while he answered
Coldly, “You are mistaken. We all have nightmares.
Go back to bed.
We all have dreams, mother, we have to distinguish
Dreams from reality. Well it can soon be proved,
If that will make you feel better.

He went to his brothers

Door, and his hand disobeying his mind flung it wide so violently
That it threw back on the wall and the noise crashed
All through the house. Instantly his mother screamed “I’ve hated her
From the first day I saw her. Now she’s caught. Ah, Ah, Ah, Teresita Blaine
Come out, come out.’’ Allen sitting up in bed
Blinked and shuddered in the light; Bruce said, “Brother,
You’re lucky to-night.
He turned fiercely on his mother: “Look. Look your eyes out.
Do you see that it’s empty? Get down, look under it.
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What, no one? Peer in the slop-pail: perhaps your personal devil Teresita
Blaine is in swimming there
In the soiled water. Agh. . . . Forgive me, mother.
We love you: I hate your jealousies. This is the sink-hole.
This is the pit: you and I, dirty spies,
Mole, ant and lizard tower up over us like giants:
This is what we call degradation: and jealousy
Is the way down to it. — She had a dream, Allen.
Take care of her. I’m going out.”

XI
There were two women
Cadging for nickels to play a slot-machine,
One of them came to Ferguson and said “Honey,
Are you as cross as you look?” He gazed a moment
At her weak eyes, red mouth and boneless face,
Fairly pretty but bloated, then without answering
Looked over her head and past a half dozen drinkers
To the sunlit door of the bar-room, and Monterey Bay sparkling with ligh
where a hundred fishing-boats
Lay at their moorings and the long curve of beach
Fainted in a bright haze; a V-formation of pelicans was flighting over; and
there was something
Sinister, cheap and malignant in so much sunlight: this little whore,
Poor thing, was cleaner. He said, “Are you sick?” “What?” she said.
He touched her cheek: “Bloated; bloated. What a pity.
You were beautiful before you drowned.” She opened her mouth
To curse but remembered the green money she’d seen
The cattle-buyer paying him: “What’s the matter, darling?
Are you so lonesome?" “Uh?” he said, “No. Thinking of Finland,
That brave race, and they haven’t a chance.
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Courage is the only value left in the world:
It must be crushed: it must go through the rock-crusher
Along with the old stones from Sinai. — Drunk,

he thought, “making

Speeches to a tart. It might be called degradation. Oh well,
There are deeper wells.” She sidled her flank to his:
“I guess you think too much, honey.”

He looked over her head
( Pleasant waves of brown hair, hut that’s done in shops) through the open
door
At the sun-smitten bay, and saw as clear as reality
Huge points come up through it, higher than the masts ol the
purse-seiners, the polished tines
Of enormous antlers; the horny beams ol the antlers
Broke water; the boats pitched and rolled over, sea foamed; the head
Of a mountain-size elk came out of the sea and the wrecked fishing-fleet
Poured from his shoulders. The great split hooves pawed the shoal water; a
whirlwind ol gulls
Screamed by the hocks.

Ferguson knew perfectly
That all was imaginary and only his mind
Making a picture of crazy violence: perhaps it wanted
Violence? “There’s plenty of that in the world: and you
Will work out your case quietly.” He looked at the womans
Trivial fat face; she sidled closer to him and said
“I’m thirsty, dear.” He said, “That’s the salt sea.
I never slept with a drowned woman: what d y’ charge
On the seaweed bed under the little swimming fishes?" She patiently:
“I wish I could do it for nothing, darling.
I got to live.” “Yea? Go away and live then.

She looked

To the bar-man for sympathy, and finding none
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Floated away. Ferguson said “Wrap me up a pint,
I m going.”

But as he went to the door
He heard choked laughter; several people he knew
Were sitting at one of the little tables watching him,
Whispering and giggling. Red O’Neil was one. Ferguson’s
Wandering eyes, weary with liquor and lack of sleep, instantly
Stilled and flared, like a hawk’s.

He went to their table
And said, “I did you some wrong a few months ago,
Red. I was wrong.’’ O’Neil had pushed back his chair
And stood, not knowing what might happen. Sam Barret sat grinning,
Clyde Monahan looked at the table, Mary Monahan
Made eyes like moons: “Darling! We never see you any more.
We saw your car outside and came in to look for you.” Sam Barret
Giggled aloud, Mary mooned her dark eyes at him and said to Ferguson:
“Who’s your fascinating friend?’’ “A woman . . . like you,"
He said carefully. Clyde looked up and said nothing;
Ferguson turned to go out; Red O’Neil said
“Go on to hell.” Ferguson turned a stone lace
That looked perfectly controlled, except the abnormal pupils, glassed-over
coal-pits
In the pale slits; O’Neil stepping backward from them tipped his chair
over, but Ferguson
Said nor did nothing, but turned again and went out
With Mary’s laughter on his back.

He found on the driver
Seat of his car a note scrawled with red lipstick
On the blank side of an advertising hand-bill:
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“Darling ask your darling wife who she meets
In the shack on Mine Crick. Maybe you know.” His unfocussed eyes
Worked up and down the blur limbs of the letters;
They seemed too big to read: and the apes watching, he heard them
Tittering along; the sidewalk: but if he went back
He might in a bull rage kill the wrong person again. He fumbled his pocket
For his clasp-knife and opened the four-inch blade; the apes
Backed into doorways; he folded the paper carefully
And sliced it to shreds along the creases. “Be careful, be careful.
Never let go; be careful. ... Is the gear in neutral?
Now press the starter. Now shift. Shift again. Drive cautiously.
Hurt not a fly till its guilt’s proved. What’s guilt or innocence?
Conventions, no more; dying and rotting conventions.
Mv mother the murderess,
My sister the whore,
What are they cooking up
Behind the pantry door? Cookoldmg up.
And they are all innocent, all innocent.
The poor man lost one eye peeping through keyholes
And the other in the war, but dear God give him proof
He’ll do what hell requires. Hell? This is hell,
I’m driving through it, the dirty larvas and imagos
In mummy-cases lining the road like a row ol fence-posts,
Fire to their knees.”
He passed the pinewood and fantastic Carmel village and the artichoke
fields; sea-fog was licking
The lordly feet of the coast mountains; and a drive of steers on the
sea-road, their horns and rolling eyes meant something
Obscenely evil: he worked the car through them
And thought, “Whose herd? I never saw this herd before, nor the Mex
drivers.’ He ran his car
Into the bank near home and went up to the house; they were sitting
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At the noon meal; he stood in the doorway, his mother’s wiry eyes
estimating him, and Fawns
Terror-struck, sideling; she had been cutting the baby’s meat on her plate,
and though December slow flies
Vultured the table. Allen stood up and said “Are y’ hurt?” “Uh?” he said,
Stooping tall in the doorway like a stilted heron
Over a stream, “Fawn will you come outside?
I want to talk to you.” She gripped with both hands her chair-seat edges
And sighed, and her teeth chattered. Allen said, “Bruce . . .
What’s the blood?” For he’d slashed his hand slicing that paper
And had not felt it; hands, lace and clothes were smeared,
The little artery still oozmg: now he saw the stains:
“What have I done? . . . What was I going to do?”
And turned and went out.

Going down the hill he saw very clearlv
Two images in his mind: the one ol Fawn dead
With a sliced throat, the other of himself self-hanged,
And he must choose. Naturally a decent person,
He chose the second and hung by a horse-hair hackamore
Under a beam in the barn.

He will now no longer
Bawl lor the truth, the truth, though it were poisonous,
Nor leel two thousand years of instruction sag underloot
Like a rotted floor. Nor will he leel the wind,
Nor taste the rain; nor see again the great crowning beauty ol the year, that
southeast storm
In the week ol Christmas or New Year’s, when the wind tugs the roof like a
righteous man
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Lifting his unfaithful wife by the hair
From the bed to the door, and under a roaring blue-black sky the black
Ocean flames all over with flying white foam,
And no bird flies. Nor will Ferguson look up
At two gulls flying over the branding-fire in the April evening
On a knee of the mountain. The young grass is crushed and blood-laked,
The calves bawl, the men are tired and brutal, whiskey is drunk,
And in the bluish twilight two scythe-wing gulls
Drift over the reddening beauty of the fire,
Mewing, and stretch down their necks: then someone looks up
And feels a strange thought. It will not be Ferguson. Nor will Ferguson
Hear news of widening wars and deepening disaster,
Nor of the great retreat from truth, and the moral confusions
Deeper confounded. Did he imagine time could stand still?
The cause is far beyond good and evil,
Men fight and their cause is not the cause.
There are no angels and no devils,
Christ unopposed would corrupt all.

There was a vast and lovely sundown that evening, soft fire and roses,
Wine, amber and honey to the heart of heaven, and the sea
Glassed it with long reflections. Three herons flew over. Fawn had wept a
little,
But now she stood with Allen on the hill by the house,
Her little perfect face glowing in the light,
And said: “We mustn’t blame ourselves, dear, too much.
He was insane. If we had not been lovers
He would have been insane for some other reason.
I’m sorry for him.
Well, dear, he has given us freedom and happiness.
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XII
This pallid comet announces more than kings’ deaths.
To tail it with purer color I add
That the mountains are alive. They crouch like great cats watching
Our comic and mousehole tragedies, or lift high over them
Peaks like sacred torches, pale-flaming rock.
The old blue dragon breathes at their feet, the eternal flames
Burn in the sky. The spirit that flickers and hurts in humanity
Shines brighter from better lamps; but from all shines.
Look to it: prepare for the long winter: spring is far off.
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THE BOWL OF BLOOD
The scene is: on the left, the interior of a fishermans cabin; on the right,
low shore, dark sea and sky, waning red spot of sunset. Perhaps a dead tree,
so that the Maskers may hang their cloaks on the stubs of its boughs.
A poorly dressed middle-aged woman is lighting a lamp in the cabin. The
Maskers, three cloaked and hooded figures, are outside in the twilight.

FIRST MASKER

I do not know whether it is possible to present

contemporary things in the shape of eternity.
SECOND MASKER

If it were, it would please no one. The present is

always a crisis; people want a partisan cry, not judgment. No long views for
God’s sake.
THIRD MASKER

(to First)

You have that far-offlook again. What do you see?
B Grovelling hawks.

FIRST MASKER

Wounded hawks fighting to death on a cage floor
Very ignobly, the great wings beating not the blue air
But blood and excrement. And you?
I see this hut,

THIRD MASKER

And the woman in it, between the muddy North Sea, cold, shallow and
dark, where men are dying,
And the dark marsh. This place is northward of the Elbe, the Schleswig
shore. In peace-time there would be lights
On the islands, but the beacons of Europe are dying.
SECOND MASKER

I found a small yellow flower on the marsh,
How does a flower dare?
Pitiful thing, its petals blackened with frost.
Look, the first flower.
THIRD MASKER

Yes it is April.

Here the snow has melted but in Norway
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Red blood on the snow.
In Finland has the snow melted? Not yet.
The blood on the snow has blackened; in Poland the blood,
Black lies the blood under white snow,
Black lies the blood.
FIRST MASKER

How can one man gather all power?
How does a man dare?
This is an evil thing, too dark to understand,
What meat fed Caesar.
SECOND MASKER

Yet I can answer you.

Listen: power is a great hollow spirit
That needs a center.
It chooses one man almost at random
And clouds him and clots around him and it possesses him.
Listen: the man does not have power,
Power has the man.
THIRD MASKER

That man you speak of, who wears lor his cloak and weapon a mighty
nation, is even now
Coming here along the track through the swamp.
Look, you know him even in this blinkard owl-light, his face is famous.
What brings him here?
This is no central place, no field-headquarters nor capital city, this is the
mud-draggled
Tail of the earth; and he comes not with power nor armies but two
companions, and not with confidence
But seeking counsel. Stand back, watch awhile.
(They stand rigidly motionless, against the curtain of sea and sky.
The Leader enters, followed by Von Steinfurth and Colonel Weiss, and stops outside the cabin.)

THE LEADER
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VON STEINFURTH

Yes, sir. The woman is very poor. She cakes no

presents, and I should say that guarantees her honesty.
THE LEADER

I am not one to scorn poverty. However . . . back to the

car.
VON STEINFURTH
THE LEADER

At your orders.

Wait. I have the Air-marshal's word lor her talent, as well

as yours and Weiss’s, what?
COLONEL WEISS

It is almost unbelievable, sir. He was most deeply

moved. We know now that the dead live; we know they can help us with
their counsel and their knowledge.
THE LEADER

Sceptic I am still. Hermann and his Karen, ha? Go in:

announce yourselves.
Leave me alone a moment to gather my mind,
And wash it in the North Sea, under the Wagnerian
Rums ol that sunfall.
COLONEL WEISS

At your orders.

(He and Von Steinfurth knock and go in .)

Evening, Frau Gertrud.
THE WOMAN

Come in. Where is the gentleman?

VON STEINFURTH
THE WOMAN

He is just outside. Are you ready?

Will you help me move this bench? There will be not

more than three of you?
THE LEADER

(outside,

( They arrange bench, chair and

50 forth.)

alone except the Maskers, who are invisible to him)

Ach. I hate gambling.
I hate gambling with German lives. Those murdered troopships: five
thousand men choked in the Skagerrak
Because I moved. Well, I was forced: you have to win wars or lose them.
Win, no expense
Has been too great, the luck of a thousand years hangs on it.
Lose, there is no possible estimation of the hell to follow. I believe in
victory. I
Believe. I believe. I will believe.
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I believe ... in eventual victory, but this throw’s lost, it is hopeless now to
hold Norway;
And all the dawn-feeling dies. Therefore I’ve come
To a wise-woman: ach, say it: a solitude-crazed
Fishwife for prophecies.

(He turns and stares at the sea.)

FIRST MASKER

This is the man whose finger-ring
Is greater than the girdle of any king.
THIRD MASKER

He is looking at his last enemy,
The heavy corpse-laden corpse-cold sea.
Empty, dark, death-cold. Not a

THE LEADER

hint
Of all the secret, violent and prowling life out there, mine-sweepers,
mine-layers, transports, cargo-boats,
Our death-giver steel fish lying in their courses, and the cruisers, the
damned English destroyers, all watching,
Watching, watching, watching. The night rank with eyes and nothing
shows. Somewhere out yonder
Heligoland keeps his sacred watch.
And over the sea in the northwest the accursed harbor Scapa Flow, where
our navy
Broke its bright sword. Beautiful dead ships you will be avenged.
He has fine dreams, not altogether free from

SECOND MASKER

nightmare.
FIRST MASKER

You have great dreams, sir.
You never make a mistake, never make a mistake.

THIRD MASKER
FIRST MASKER

With sleepwalker certitude . . .

SECOND MASKER
THIRD MASKER

One step at a time you climb up the ladder.
The Rhineland. Austria. Bohemia. These are great

steps.
FIRST MASKER
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Conqueror, these are great steps . . .

SECOND MASKER

To fall from . . .

THIRD MASKER
THE LEADER

Unbearable!

(He strides to the cabin door and goes in, leaving the door

open. He stands just inside the doorway.)

I must never be alone now. While I was in

prison my thoughts were good angels, they were my blessedness, my daily
nourishment. Now that I stand near the peak of the world, — biting devils.
(He turns up his cloak-collar, concealing the lower part of his face.)

Ha, Steinlurth? Have

you raised any ghosts yet?
VON STEINFURTH
COLONEL WEISS

We are ready, sir.
This is the woman, sir. Frau Gertrud, this is the

gentleman who wishes to use your power.
THE WOMAN

Yes.

COLONEL WEISS

(to the Leader)

Who are you?

He is Mr. . . . Maximus. A man of highest

importance, an important . . . steel-manufacturer.
THE WOMAN

So you told me, but it does not matter. Well, noble sir: if

you are ready?
( She sits in the arm-chair, bending forward over a basinful of dark stuff that has been set on a
stool before it.)

THE LEADER

'disturbed, indicating the basin)

What IS that?

Only blood, sir. It is not aesthetic but it is necessary.

VON STEINFURTH

It is her method.
THE LEADER

That I don’t like. I won’t have it.
No show without it, sir: she inhales the vapor and

VON STEINFURTH

drifts into her trance. It is only swine’s blood . . .
THE LEADER

I hate blood. The good liquor should stay where it

belongs. Well . . . go on, go on!
COLONEL WEISS
THE LEADER

Sh. We have to keep silence, sir.

(loudly)

How does one direct the affair, call the spirit one

wants?
COLONEL WEISS

By thought. You must think ol those whom you wish

to meet. Our thought calls them.
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! The woman breathes convulsively, leaning over the basin, then stiffens back in her chair. Some of
the light shifts to the out-door side of the scene.)

The great man wishes to see the spirit of some dead

FIRST MASKER

person.
SECOND MASKER

Do the dead live or not? Life is a masker.
Certainly the dead live, but higher and faster
Than living people.
Faster? This corpse-floating sea

THIRD MASKER

Lives, and has changed very little since it began to be.
And the rocks live, grain by grain dropping masks from their almost
eternity.
Earth and sky live.
SECOND MASKER

And when man, woman or child

Dies, it is only someone dropping a mask.
A little personality lost and the wild
Beauty of the world resumed.
Why did you ask?

THIRD MASKER

It is only the on and off of a mask.
Very well. A mask can be peeled off, a mask can be put

FIRST MASKER

on again.
and pe'ruque.)

(He throws off cloak and hood and appears in an old blue and red uniform, adjusts mask

I am Frederick the Great, who laid in sweat and blood the

foundation stones of the German Reich.

(He goes through the cabin door and appears

within, at first dimly, then clearly.)

COLONEL WEISS

Ah . . . look!

(The Leader stands up, with some appearance of agitation.)

FREDERICK

(rather disdainfully)

Je suis le roi de Prusse. Et vous qui

m’appelez en aide: qu’est-ce que vous etes?
VON STEINFURTH
THE LEADER

(whispering)

Sir: the great Frederick!

Silence. I understood,

(to Frederick)

You were the king of

Prussia. I am the chief and Leader of the Prussians and all other Germans,
north, south, east and west.
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FREDERICK

Their Leader . . . toward what? At the worst I had always

England for my friend. What have you done to England . . . Austrian?
THE LEADER

I hoped ... I planned . . . Oh, I was patient.

But they hate us.
SECOND MASKER

(outside the door)

The interview is not coming off well.

We must give him another counsellor.
Now I shall crush, crush, crush England.

THE LEADER

Ha? Not I but your own blood and successor,
The old outcast at Doom burnt the roast.
He bungled them into hating us: mend it could no man.

Where am I leading the Germans, King? From ruin to dominion.
From degradation and poverty to honor, wealth, power,
Vengeance and victory.
FREDERICK

(shrugging)

damned human race.
THE LEADER

Hm. Vengeance. Rache .... revanche . . . This
(He turns and goes out.)

Wait! Give me a sign . . . Did you see his thin evil smile?

He hates me: all hate me.
(Outside the cabin door, Second Masker takes off cloak and hood while First resumes them. Second,
entering the light in the cabin, wears the mask and attitude of Napoleon.)

SECOND MASKER

I rode the storm and subdued my enemies. I am

Napoleon.
THE LEADER
NAPOLEON

Ach ... no!
The eagles perched on my wrist. I would have unified all

Europe.
THE LEADER

(waving his hands in aversion)

Begone! You failed, you failed,

you are ominous.
( The Masker goes out, and resumes cloak and hood.)
THE LEADER

A man who embroiled himself in Russia before he had

settled with the English: what madness! That mistake I shall not commit.
And there will be no St. Helena for me, while my finger can twitch a
trigger.
Lord God what is it in me, what worm in the brain, what mental traitor
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Keeps whispering “You coo must fail?” After all that hope and faith, the
labor, the long preparation, the . . . crimes . . .
Blood, terror, treacheries in a just cause . . . no, one can’t fail. Die, worm,
This brain’s too tough. It is not for final disaster and the rum of Germany
That God or fate or luck has preserved my life through a thousand perils
and raised me, up, up,
To supreme power. Which I foresaw ten years beforehand and was not
deluded. That at least’s proved,
That future. But Oh dear God let me know the rest, and kill myself
If it is bad. Save what’s possible for Germany and kill myself
Before the fall.
This is my Gethsemane night, Christ’s agony in the garden: onlv to great
artists
Come these dark hours.

(He sits down, his head in his hands. Light shifts to the Maskers,

outside the cabin.)

FIRST MASKER

It is necessary from time to time
To turn the eyes away from mankind,
Frederick the Great’s “verdammte Rasse,”
Or be choked with pity and laughter.
SECOND MASKER

The posturings, not the wickedness;
The poverty, not the excess.
Whoever thinks this man is more wicked
Than other men knows not himself.
THIRD MASKER

If man must always have man in his eyes and nostrils
Mass-suicide perhaps mi^ht be best.
FIRST MASKER

I will contemplate the high mountains
Far south of here.
Over each peak pale stand the stars,
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Blue the alpine night.
Look, the rocks are like tongues ol flame.
Each mountain is more massive than a nation ol men,
And graceluller than any maiden.
Pure hangs the snow.
THIRD MASKER

If man must always have man in his eyes and nostrils
Mass-suicide would be his best hope.
SECOND MASKER

I will contemplate the high ocean
Far west of here.
Hard blows the wind, headed with spray
High run the waves.
Look, there is not one man
Nor work of man to be seen in all this rich world.
Red in the foam hang the westering
Feathers of day’s
end.
/
THIRD MASKER

If man must always have man in his eyes and nostrils
Mass-suicide would be his best savior.
FIRST MASKER

Meanwhile, the Leader is having his dark hour.

SECOND MASKER

(comingforward)

Before we proceed with the poem, I

should like to point out to our friends here that even Hitler, though all too
mischievously occupied with human affairs, does have a sense of the other
world, the inhuman one. This North Sea sunset that has just gone west,
and the Berchtesgaden landscape, the nature-dreams of Wagner and so
forth. It is romantic, therefore incompletely effective, but still it is one
source of his power. If it were effective it would lead to a crisp refusal of
that kind of power, but of course it is merely romantic and makes him
suffer.
FIRST MASKER
THIRD MASKER

You mean that he is slightly a poet.
So are those with him. They say

blood and soil,
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while the West says “democracy.

Did you ever hear a prosier word?

Democracy: the clay life-belt that sank Athens, and is sinking France. Blood
and soil are poetry, you can fight for them; democracy is pure prose,
abstract, indefinite, and, as they use it, dishonest. Why can t the West cry
“Freedom”? Words have great power, and the world is changing.
SECOND MASKER
THIRD MASKER

Freedom a definite word?
No: half prose: abstract but noble. It is comparative: as

lor instance, the Englishman has more freedom than the German, and the
German than the Russian: but it is a word that poetry can accept and men
can fight lor.
FIRST MASKER
THIRD MASKER

Proceed with the poem.
Did I forget it?

[He turns and speaks through the cabin door.)

Leader: you had a friend once . . .
THE LEADER

I had a friend. It sticks in my mind that I had a friend once . . . Lord God,
not Roehm.
Not that one. Yet if he came and stood here, blood-splatched and
shame-stained, I’d tell him to his face he got his earnings,
hde needn’t gnash at me.
You had a friend once . . . Friedenau . . .

THIRD MASKER

remember Ernst Friedenau?
THE LEADER

I had a dear comrade when I was young.
The heart is warm then, that grows abstract and bitter with ripeness; and
we were comrades in the great war,
The constant shadow of death sharpens friendship. Like a lamp, faint by
day, clear and warm at night. . . . Erich? Erich?
Was that his name?
THIRD MASKER

Ernst.

THE LEADER

Surely in a moment

I’ll remember him; I loved him well. He was blond as Balder, and brave and
true. He was a poet,
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And felt the future. He said we’d lose the great war: I used to curse him for
that: but still he prophesied
German re-birth.
He fed my flame, he taught me much, then he was killed.
I was sick in the hospital, nearly blind . . . Ernst . . . Friedenau . . . can
you come to me?
Whether you wander the world of light or moulder cold in the long
grave-trench: come to me, comrade,
It is growing gray here. I need you; my faith is sick. I have lost confidence.
That lost, all’s lost.
( Third Masker throws off his cloak, enters the cabin as Friedenau, a young German soldier
of tgij.)

FRIEDENAU

I am here.

Ernst! Is it you? How the light shines!

THE LEADER

Tell me what I must do. I have terrible responsibilities to bear, and am like
a man
Lost in a fog.
Ah, go on, go on, go on through. What else can you do?

FRIEDENAU

Listen,

THE LEADER

Ernst.
We have crushed Poland. First I compromised a sick peace with Russia,
and . . .
FRIEDENAU

My dear Addi!

We know all that.
THE LEADER

You used to feel the form and pressure of future

events: what must I do
Now? Wounded: an eagle: we’ve clapped one wing over Denmark and one
on Norway, but the right’s torn.
Ach, can we never win one fight on the water?
Broken I think.
FRIEDENAU

You’ll hold Norway.
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What? I hope and doubt. We have

THE LEADER

Oslo by a miracle,
But the English in the north . . .
You’ll howk them out.

FRIEDENAU

How can that

THE LEADER

be, with enemy warships off every fjord
Holding the sea, pouring in new forces?
You’ll howk them out again.

FRIEDENAU

Lord

THE LEADER

God, can I hope again?
How soon?
This month.

FRIEDENAU

Don’t mock me, don’t trick me, Ernst. We

THE LEADER

were friends once.
FRIEDENAU

Still friends, I hope, yet you are using me, as you do

everyone. You haven’t even asked whether I am happy or wretched.
THE LEADER

What . . . ach! Are you well, Ernst? Is it well with you?

FRIEDENAU

I am a crier of incredible victories. I say your generals have planned to the
last millimetre
Times, means, fields, roads, but Brauchitsch’s youngest most hopeful
staff-officer
Hardly dares dream the truth, that two months from now
France will have fallen.
THE LEADER

Ah, yes? Is that all? ... I do not believe vou,

Ernst.
I’ll believe you can flit about and peer over people’s shoulders, and have
been reading one of those lightning-war time-tables and taken it literallv.
I myself know that there are always impediments, mistakes, failures,
something overlooked. Plans go through or . . . crash . . . but not on
schedule.
FRIEDENAU
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Remember me sixty days from now.
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I see the huge tides of iron and fire, roaring wings and violence, tricks and
treacheries, rehearsed and invincible,
Scour Holland, Flanders and France, river and canal, fortress, flood, field,
broken armies. I see your war-engines
Rip the enemy front to ribbons, like screaming flesh under a meat-mincer,
I see the poplar-lined roads
Packed with fugitives, your planes rake them from the air, your heartless
machines crush them in ditches, I see, I see . . . What is that
Innumerable flock of lost sheep wandering
At Dunkirk on the wide glassy and shelterless beach? The broken British
army, horror in their eyes,
Looking for row-boats . . . While at Sedan the steel and stone shell of
France cracks like a filbert-shell,
And the battle is finished and the world changes: your Mediterranean
jackal, timid and fierce,
Bites the feet of the fallen: leave a few morsels for him. Tell him to feed his
white teeth in Africa
While you take England.
England too?

THE LEADER

What could stop you?

FRIEDENAU

The English army is lost, driven into the sea, and all the coasts of Europe
to launch from.
THE LEADER

By God

Is this the truth?
FRIEDENAU

Knot up the tally sixty days from now,

And ride on the neck of Europe. Ah? But, world-conqueror,
One word of warning: strike not England too soon.
Prepare first, prepare. Make new plans. Manage France. Breathe the armies,
rest the air-arm. Wait for September.
The battle will be grim and bloody, multiform, monstrous, unimaginable.
The victory is yours.
Strike in September; or if later, better.
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(Light shifts to the right of the scene, where the First and Second Maskers stand against the
dark sea.)

FIRST MASKER

You heard him say “September.”
“Or later.” Why does he give false advice?

SECOND MASKER
FIRST MASKER

Because a prompt invasion would catch England in

anguish and end the war this year; which is not intended. The war must
grind on, and grind small. It must not end when France falls, nor when
England is beaten. It must not end when the ends of the earth are drawn
God is less humane than Hitler, and has larger views.
SECOND MASKER

And a liar like Hitler?
God’s spokesmen are often liars.

FIRST MASKER

God remains silent.
And I writhe

SECOND MASKER

Under the knives.
I have heard a story about freedom, a vain vain tale
Told by some Greeks, by some slave-holding Greeks
And a few Roman authors, Rome being the greatest
Slave-driver in the world before Spain and Britain.
Freedom s a costly luxury.
I’ve heard that the Swiss,

FIRST MASKER

Being poor and warlike, each man his mountain,
Won and maintained freedom.
Look at Switzerland,

SECOND MASKER

Civilized now.
FIRST MASKER

T hen civilization?

SECOND MASKER

Its ripening

Is freedom’s crisis. Men must keep in their minds
The one way to be free: that’s to be better armed
And stronger than others, and not covet their goods,
And stay frugally at home, death to invaders: the Greek states flowered
While this was theirs.
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And now the world piles up

FIRST MASKER

Into continental masses?
SECOND MASKER

Freedom must wait.

This is the hour of masses and masters. There’s no free man
But the anachronistic little lord of a herd on the hill
And a few horses.
FIRST MASKER

What? Would you fight for that?

SECOND MASKER

Until I died. For freedom and a piece of land
Who would not fight to the death?
Death is that thing.

FIRST MASKER

Death is the great argument that keeps my mind
Wild in the wind.
( They throw off their cloaks to appear in black tights with white bones painted on them, and skull
masks. They dance, to a clack-clack rhythm, the old Totentanff)

SECOND MASKER

Then wander in Warsaw.

FIRST MASKER

I’ll walk in Rotterdam.

SECOND MASKER

Lordly and loud

FIRST MASKER

Leap over London.

SECOND MASKER

Give me Berlin.

FIRST MASKER

Capering in Coventry, calling our comrades . . .

SECOND MASKER

Berlin, Hamburg, Bremen, Emden, Duesseldorf,
Mannheim . . . Like a hawk on Hamburg . . .

FIRST MASKER

Sea-slug slimy I swim the sea-lanes,
Swift as a shark, shearing the sky,

SECOND MASKER

Diving through clouds death keeps carnival,

FIRST MASKER

Hunger and horror hosting behind him ....

SECOND MASKER

Like a hawk on Hamburg . . . how do you rhyme these

I’ll lie on Berlin like a lion on his lair,
Havoc on Hamburg, fire-hail on Mannheim . . .
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Kiel and KiefF, Naples and Helsinki . . .
Give me Europe.
FIRST MASKER

Misery to millions, captivity, massacre . . .
How many years?
I want Europe.

SECOND MASKER

One year? Two

FIRST MASKER
years?
SECOND MASKER

(wheedling)

Give me Europe.
Ten years? Twenty years?

FIRST MASKER
SECOND MASKER

Count

(imperiously)

not the years!
Give me Europe.
Europe is yours.

FIRST MASKER
(They stand rigidly still.)

SECOND MASKER

It was only the taking oft oi a mask.

(The light shifts again.)

THE LEADER
My God what are those voices?
FRIEDENAU

Nothing: spirits of the air:

Pay no attention.
THE LEADER

/ did not want this war.

[anguished gesture of washing hands)

Innocent. Innocent. They forced me.
I was aimed eastward and they knew it. Could I take the Ukraine
While Poland and Czechoslovakia were enemy wolves
Flanking the bear’s den? But Britain was jealous and France afraid, and
Jewry
Worked its black magic. Ach that pious old smiler:
The old man understood me well enough, he knew, he knew
What we agreed at Munich though no one spoke of it —
And he went home and slipped me into war:
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Chamberlain the smiling moneyed man, Daladier
The scared career-man, Churchill the bloody-minded amateur,
Roosevelt and his playboy envoys whispering them on: Lord God! Lord
God!
Bring down my enemies, the wreckers of Europe.
FRIEDENAU

You must not listen

To those disturbing voices, only to victory.
(First and Second Maskers dance again.)

FIRST MASKER
Have you fallen in the sea, my Leader?
So stained your clothing, and drips,
Drips. Are the dark stains
Fuel-oil from sunk ships?
Blood are the stains,
And the water is tears.
SECOND MASKER
Oh yes, they all share the guilt,
All the governments, all the great nations stand
With blood on their hands,
And the long course will run,
But what victor will assess the war-guilt again?
Dance you dead bones.
FIRST MASKER
My Leader, play out the tragedy,
Down into dreary revolution and despair,
Exhaustion and shabby horrors and squalid slavery,
The Russian theme. What is it whirling in the air,
What is it eddying up from the ground
All over Europe and around
The whole planet, like the dim poisonous air
From the split rock under the Sibyls roost?
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What is it whispering and lifting like autumn leaves
Or desert dust or spray blown from high seas?
Hatred, pain and despair,
Valid curses, vain prayers,
Revolt and torture and the wailing of women.
Dance you dead bones.
SECOND MASKER
I will go up to the high mountains, my Leader,
And try not to remember that the best youth of England and Germany, the
boys without blemish,
Have passioned in the air and fallen in the pit.
I will try not to remember that Europe is finished,
That beautiful den of wolves, ancient and honored, down in the dust. I will
watch the Pacific Ocean
Crawling under the mountain and the stars fly over, ancient, beautiful,
offenceless, not honored. Why should I
Remember long misery and lamentation,
And the lost breath of the martyrs,
Thin smoke from dying altars,
And all the brave foolish boys and the women weeping?
Lie down dead bones.

(They resume cloaks and hoods. )

THE LEADER
I curse that night. I curse the bed and the lust. I wish my mother had died
in that night
When she conceived me.
FRIEDENAU

Leave those wandering voices: listen to victory.

THE LEADER

Win

or lose I shall lose.
I’ll pull some down with me. I would have been Europe’s savior: now come
destruction. The beautiful cities
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That watch themselves in their waters will be burnt rubble
And homeless mounds.
FRIEDENAU

So feeble-hearted? This very autumn you will

storm Britain; you will sit in London
Dictating terms. The endless vendetta of the English-speakers will die of
its hopelessness; and Pax Germanica
Heal Europe’s and the world’s wounds. Hitler’s name
Will take the sky of Caesar and Charlemagne.
Hail victory!
He lifts his hand in salutation and goes out into the night; resumes cloak and hood.)

THE LEADER

I believe. I believe. I will believe.

( The medium stretches, gasps and cries out, returning to consciousness. In her struggle the basin of
blood is thrown over, and spills on the floor, to the Leader’s feet.)

THE LEADER

(recoiling)

He recovers self-control. )

Ach! World-over . . . What a horror . . .
Come. It is finished. Give the woman five hundred

marks.
COLONEL WEISS

Sir, she always refuses presents.

VON STEINFURTH

She will take only the usual small fee.

They leave the cabin, behind the Leader. Outside, the Maskers are standing rigidly still, against the
curtain of sea and sky.)

FIRST MASKER
Watch this man, half conscious of the future,
Pass to his tragic destiny.
THIRD MASKER
The storm that broke the old rotten tree
Was justified by a sprouting acorn.
SECOND MASKER
This man and the light-minded American
Are the two hands of the destroyer.
THIRD MASKER
The storm that broke the old rotten tree
Was justified by a sprouting acorn.
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THE LEADER

(He stops and turns, at the limit of the scene.

Dogs! All that labor and faith
To die into mere bloody waste?
THIRD MASKER
We must not wake him. Sleepwalker, dream,
While the storm roars in the tree.
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DRUNKEN CHARLIE
(A person in the poem called “Give Your Heart to the Hawks” )

I
I am dancing on the silver beach,
The bright moon is in my reach,
Willing girl with skin ol pearl,
But nobody knows the turns ol the world,
I won’t touch her, lor the tides
Run along her tender sides
Like loaming hounds,
And Oh the long water might wash me under.

I am a fisherman by trade,
And a drunkard as they say.
I dance alone to my own song,
Doctor says I won’t live long,
Bowels blench and kidneys fret,
Doctor, I’ll live ten years yet,
Drinking and dancing,
Unless the long water should wash me under.

Life is short but I have seen
The bitter ends ol better men,
I have seen Michael and Lance Fraser
And Bruce Ferguson swim to heaven,
Long naked ghosts gleaming like fishes,
Dead men walk on the hills like torches,
Why should we cry lor them?
Some night or some morning we all wash under.
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Once I cried and chat’s enough.
I drew a girl into my skiff,
A bright girl from the blue wave,
She had not been dead three days.
I combed her hair and kissed her feet,
She was so quiet and so sweet,
I cried my heart out,
And wished the long water would wash me under.

I am by trade a hunter of fishes,
And a drunkard by conviction.
I’ve a kettle hid in a rift
Under the great lilting cliff
That I think might trouble the wise
If they smelled its mysteries.
Holy King Solomon,
Here is a magic that puts yours under.

From potatoes or common corn
I can make a God be born.
I spent a year in the county jail
For making God enter a pail
Through a coil ol copper tube:
Is that worse than a virgin’s womb?
Fill me with God,
And the water may wash this old carcass under.

II
Where did that drowned girl voyage from?
Why did she die?
On the blue water and loam
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Where did that girl voyage from?
I never think but I cry.

She had a lover I believe,
Why did she die?
He was false or else a thief,
She had a lover I believe.
It is better to drink than to cry.

She was too kind, they were too merry,
Why
did she die?
J
She was too kind, they were too merry.
Or was it death that swe lied her belly?
I never think but I cry.

She wavered up through the green water
Like a moth flying.
She came to my boat on the blue water
As if she had been my own daughter.
Drinking’s better than crying
But Oh child, why}
Said pickled in whiskey to pickled in brine.

Ill
She answered me, or did I dream?
She lay so passive and so sweet
In the stern of the boat,
And her body sang like a lark:
April Oh April.
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I had a lover I believe
And he was neither false nor a thief,
He was torn by sea-lions’ teeth
In the bitter month of April.

I know a beach where sea-lions drag
Their boat-hull bodies up the strand,
No one comes there, dear lover,
And the great cliff hangs over.
April Oh April.

My brothers they have eyes like hawks,
They ride all day watching the calves;
Or their hounds would find your tracks
In the bitter month of April.

He came to me under the cliff
And I could never have enough.
He came to me in March
And my soul was parched
For April Oh April.

The long sea-lions lie on the strand,
I used to stroke them with my hand,
How could I know that they turn bad
In the bitter month of April?

There was one that I loved well,
I would have trusted him with all,
He watched once while my dear
And I did the secret thing.
But not in April.
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In April they began to stir,
Their long sea-women came ashore,
I never cared how much they roared
In the bitter month of April.

If their loves came why should not mine?
I watched them crawl up from the brine,
I loved to watch them come
Out of the sea foam
In April Oh April.

They used to fight, I hated that.
Sometimes the blood ran on the sand,
Yet I could stroke them with my hand
Even in the month of April.

These northern sea-lions they are longer
Than the length of two men, and stronger
Than all but the killer whale:
I never knew that I cared.
April, Oh April.

My love came striding up the strand,
He touched the beast, it caught his hand,
How could we know that they turn bad
In the bitter month of April?

Oh red thing writhing on the sand
How could we know when they turn bad?
This was their breeding season,
Cruelty was out of prison.
April, Oh April.
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IV
She lay in the stern of the boat,
And her body sang like a lark:

I curse the war-makers I curse
Those that run to the ends of the earth
To exalt a system or save
A foreign power or foreign trade.

My boy was killed by a sea-lion,
And that was cruel but it was clean.
There are men plotting to kill
A million boys for a dead dream.

Oh my dear there are some things
That are well worth fighting for.
Fight to save a sea-gull’s wings:
That would be a sacred war.
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THAT NOBLE FLOWER
C^h noble, rich, glowing color of blood,
Too strong lor the modern world to admire:
But Shakespeare’s and Marlowe’s audiences
Heard your hot red trumpet-call
At every turning ol the steep tragedy;
And the end: the stage
Heaped with corpses and a lew solemn words.

These wars, I suppose,
Flurry and drag, will drag on to such an end;
But who to say the great words? Churchill might . . . il Churchill
Could still be in power. We shall end meanly.

Dear God remember us.
Give us a little nobility at last!
Make us worthy of the color ol our wounds,
That high wild burning hue, brave as a trumpet’s throat.
For now men fall in battle and that noble flower flowing from their bodies
Tells nothing except how beautiful they might have been.
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MICHING MALLECHO
(May, 1941)

^Wagging their hoary heads, glaring through their bright spectacles,
The old gentlemen shout for war, while youth,
Amazed, unwilling, submissive, watches them. This is not normal,
But really ominous. It is good comedy,
But for a coming time it means mischief. The boys have memories.
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FANTASY
(written in June, 1941 )

finally in white innocence
The fighter planes like swallows dance,
The bombers above ruined towns
Will drop wreaths of roses down,
Doves will nest in the guns’ throats
And the people dance in the streets,
Whistles will bawl and bells will clang,
On that great day the boys will hang
Hitler and Roosevelt in one tree,
Painlessly, in effigy,
To take their rank in history;
Roosevelt, Hitler and Guy Fawkes
Handed above the garden walks,
While the happy children cheer,
Without hate, without fear,
And new men plot a new war.
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II

The Double Axe
1942-1947

FOURTH ACT
(written in January, 1942 )

^Because you are simple people, kindly and romantic, and set your trust in
a leader and believed lies;
Because you are humble, and over-valued the rat-run historical tombs of
Europe: you have been betrayed

A second time into folly. Now fight, be valiant; be cruel, bloody and
merciless, quit you like men.
To fight in a needless war is evil, evil the valor, evil the victory: — to be
beaten would be worse.

But fear not that, the little land-frontiered nations are out of date, the
island-empires dissolve;
Only solid continents now can support the oceans of bombers, the
enormous globe of the sky.

It is scene two act four of the tragic farce The Political Animal. Its hero
reaches his apogee
And ravages the whole planet; not even the insects, only perhaps bacteria,
were ever so powerful.

Not a good play, but you can see the author’s intention: to disgust and
shock. The tragic theme
Is patriotism; the clowning is massacre. He wishes to turn humanity
outward from its obsession
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In humanity, a riveder le stelle. He will have to pile on horrors; he will not
convince you
In a thousand years: but the whole affair is only a hare-brained episode in
the life of the planet.
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PEARL HARBOR

I

H

ere are the fireworks. The men who conspired and labored

To embroil this republic in the wreck ot Europe have got their bargain, —
And a bushel more. As tor me, what can I do but By the national flag from
the top ot the tower, —
America has neither race nor religion nor its own language: nation or
nothing.

Stare, little tower,
Confidently across the Pacific, the flag on your head. I built you at the other
war’s end,
And the sick peace; I based you on living rock, granite on granite; I said,
“Look, you gray stones:
Civilization is sick: stand awhile and be quiet and drink the sea-wind, you
will survive
Civilization.’’

But now I am old, and Oh stones be modest. Look, little
tower:
This dust blowing is only the British Empire; these torn leaves flying
Are only Europe; the wind is the plane-propellers; the smoke is Tokyo. The
child with the butchered throat
Was too young to be named. Look no farther ahead.

II
The war that we have carefully for years provoked
Catches us unprepared, amazed and indignant. Our warships are shot
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Like sitting clucks and our planes like nest-birds, both our coasts
ridiculously panicked,
And our leaders make orations. This is the people
That hopes to impose on the whole planetary world
An American peace.
Oh, we’ll not lose our war: my money on amazed
Gulin 'er
And his horse-pistols.

Meanwhile our prudent officers
Have cleared the coast-long ocean of ships and fishing-craft, the sky ot
planes, the windows ot light: these clearings
Make a great beauty. Watch the wide sea; there is nothing human; its gulls
have it. Watch the wide sky
All

day

clean of machines; only at dawn and dusk one military han k passes

High on patrol. Walk at night in the black-out,
The firefly lights that used to line the long shore
Are all struck dumb; shut are the shops, mouse-dark the houses. Here the
prehuman dignity of night
Stands, as it was before and will be again. Oh beautiful
Darkness and silence, the two eyes that see God; great staring eyes.
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WILSON IN HELL
(written in 1942)

R^oosevelt died and met Wilson; who said, “I blundered into it
Through honest error, and conscience cut me so deep that I died
In the vain effort to prevent future wars. But you
Blew on the coal-bed, and when it kindled you deliberately
Sabotaged every fire-wall that even the men who denied
My hope had built. Wu have too much murder on your hands. I will
Speak of the lies and conmvings. I cannot understand the Mercy
That permits us to meet in the same heaven. - Or is this my hell?”
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ADVICE TO PILGRIMS
fhat our senses lie and our minds trick us is true, but in general
They are honest rustics; trust them a little,
The senses more than the mind, and your own mind more than another
mans.
As to the mind’s pilot, intuition, —
Catch him clean and stark naked he is first of truth-tellers; dream-clothed,
or dirty
With fears and wishes, he is prince of liars.
The first fear is of death: trust no immortalist. The first desire
Is to be loved: trust no mother’s son.
Finally I say, let demagogues and world-redeemers babble their emptiness
To empty ears; twice duped is too much.
Walk on gaunt shores and avoid the people; rock and wave are good
prophets;
Wise are the wings of the gull, pleasant her song.
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THEIR BEAUTY HAS MORE MEANING

Y

esterday morning enormous the moon hung low on the ocean,

Round and yellow-rose in the glow of dawn;
The night-herons flapping home wore dawn on their wings. To-day
Black is the ocean, black and sulphur the sky,
And white seas leap. I honestly do not know which day is more beautiful.
I know that to-morrow or next year or in twenty years
I shall not see these things: — and it does not matter, it does not hurt;
The y will be here. And when the whole human race
Has been like me rubbed out, they will still be here; storms, moon and
ocean,
Dawn and the birds. And I say this: their beauty has more meaning
Than the whole human race and the race of birds.
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DIAGRAM

T

^nnk.

there are two curves in the air: the air

That man’s fate breathes: there is the rise and fall oi the Christian
culture-complex, that broke its dawn-cloud
Fifteen centuries ago, and now past noon
Drifts to decline; and there’s the yet vaster curve, but mostly in the future,
of the age that began at Kittyhawk
Within one’s lifetime. - The first of these curves passing its noon and the
second orient
All in one’s little lifetime make it seem pivotal.
Truly the time is marked by insane splendors and agonies. But watch when
the two curves cross: you children
Not far away down the hawk’s-nightmare future: you will see monsters.
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CASSANDRA
The mad girl with the staring eyes and long white fingers
Hooked in the stones of the wall,
The storm-wrack hair and the screeching mouth: does it matter, Cassandra,
Whether the people believe
Your bitter fountain? Truly men hate the truth; they d liefer
Meet a tiger on the road.
Therefore the poets honey their truth with lying; but religionVenders and political men
Pour from the barrel, new lies on the old, and are praised for kindly
Wisdom. Poor bitch, be wise.
No: you’ll still mumble in a corner a crust of truth, to men
And gods disgusting.—hou and I, Cassandra.
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HISTORICAL CHOICE
(written in 1943)

Strong enough to be neutral —as is now proved, now American power
From Australia to the Aleutian fog-seas, and Hawaii to Africa, rides every
wind —we were misguided
By fraud and fear, by our public fools and a loved leaders ambition,
To meddle in the fever-dreams of decaying Europe. We could have forced
peace, even when France fell; we chose
To make alliance and feed war.

Actum est. There is no returning now.
Two bloody summers from now (I suppose) we shall have to take up the
corrupting burden and curse of victory.
We shall have to hold half the earth: we shall be sick with self-disgust,
And hated by friend and foe, and hold half the earth —or let it go, and go
down with it. Here is a burden
We are not fit for. We are not like Romans and Britons —natural
world-rulers,
Bullies by instinct —but we have to bear it. Who has kissed Fate on the
mouth, and blown out the lamp —must lie with her.
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THE EYE
The Atlantic is a stormy moat; and the Mediterranean,
The blue pool in the old garden,
More than five thousand years has drunk sacrifice
Of ships and blood, and shines in the sun; but here the Pacific: —
Our ships, planes, wars are perfectly irrelevant.
Neither our present blood-feud with the brave dwarfs
Nor any future world-quarrel of westering
And eastering man, the bloody migrations, greed of power, clash of
faiths —
Is a speck of dust on the great scale-pan.
Here from this mountain shore, headland beyond stormy headland
plunging like dolphins through the blue sea-smoke
Into pale sea, — look west at the hill of water: it is half the planet: this
dome, this half-globe, this bulging
Eyeball of water, arched over to Asia,
Australia and white Antarctica: those are the eyelids that never close; this is
the staring unsleeping
Eye of the earth; and what it watches is not our wars.
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CALM AND FULL THE OCEAN
\j ,i|ni and full the ocean under che cool dark sky; quiet rocks and che
birds fishing; the night-herons
Have flown home to their wood . . . while east and west in Furope and
Asia and the islands unimaginable agonies

Consume mankind. Not a few thousand but uncounted millions, not a da\
but years, pain, horror, sick hatred;
Famine that dries the children to little bones and huge eyes; high explosive
that fountains dirt, flesh and bone-splinters.

Sane and intact the seasons pursue their course, autumn slopes to
December, the rams will fall
And the grass flourish, with flowers in it: as if mans world were perfectly
separate from nature’s, private and mad.

But that’s not true; even the P-38s and the Flying Fortresses are as natural
as horse-flies;
It is only that man, his griefs and rages, are not what they seem to man, not
great and shattering, but really

Too small to produce any disturbance. This is good. This is the sanity, the
mercy. It is true that the murdered
Cities leave marks in the earth for a certain time, like fossil rain-prints in
shale, equally beautiful.
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TEHERAN

Thhe persons wane and fade, they hade out of meaning. Personal greatness
Was never more than a trick of the light, a halo of illusion: — but who are
these little smiling attendants
On a worlds agony, meeting in Teheran to plot against whom what future?
The future is clear enough,
In the firelight of burning cities and pain-light of that long battle-line,
That monstrous ulcer reaching from the Arctic Ocean to the Black Sea,
slowly
rodent westward: There will be Russia
/
And America; two powers alone in the world; two bulls in one pasture. And
what is unlucky Germany
Between those foreheads?

Observe also
How rapidly civilization coarsens and decays; its better qualities, foresight,
humaneness, disinterested
Respect for truth, die first; its worst will be last. — Oh well: The future!
When man stinks, turn to God.
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INK-SACK

The squid, frightened or angry, shoots darkness
Out of her ink-sack; the fighting destroyer throws out a smoke-screen
And fighting governments produce lies.
But squid and warship do it to confuse the enemy, governments
Mostly to stupefy their own people.
It might be better to let the roof burn and the walls crash
Than save a nation with floods of excrement.
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AN ORDINARY NEWSCASTER
(written January 13, 1944)

I heard a radio-parrot, an ordinary newscaster,
Say this: “To-night the German astronomers
Will be looking up at the sky: the moon will eclipse the planet Jupiter: if
our bombers come over
They’ll look again.” He said with the pride of patriotism, “The German
astronomers
Are interested in a red spot on Jupiter, they hope the eclipse will help them
learn something more
About the red spot. But our brave fliers are interested only in the red
splashes
Made by their falling bombs.”

This is perhaps the most ignoble
statement we have heard yet, but unfortunately
It is in the vein. We are not an ignoble people, but rather generous; but
having been tricked
A step at a time, cajoled, scared, sneaked into war; a decent inexpert people
betrayed by men
Whom it thought it could trust: our whole attitude
Stinks of that ditch.

So will the future peace. No multibillion credits, no
good will, no almsgiving;
Not even the courage of our young men, bitterly wasted, forever to be
honored,—will be able to sweeten it.
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THE BLOOD-GUILT
\So long, Having foreseen these convulsions, forecast the hemorrhagic
Fevers of civilization past prime striving to die, and having through verse,
image and fable
For more than twenty years tried to condition the mind to this bloody
climate: — do you like it,
Justified prophet?
I would rather have died twenty years ago.

“Sad sons of the
stormy fall,’
You said, “no escape; you have to inflict and endure ... and the world is
like a flight of swans.”
I said, ‘‘No escape. ”

You knew also that your
J
own country, though ocean-guarded, nothing to gain, by its destined
fools
Would be lugged in.
I said, “No escape.

”

If you had not been beaten
beforehand, hopelessly fatalist,
You might have spoken louder and perhaps been heard, and prevented
something.
IP Have you never heard
That who’d lead must not seed

You saw it, you despaired of preventing it, you
share the blood-guilt.
Yes.
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REAL AND HALF REAL
It was a time to find a new world: who was sent forth? Columbus, that is
the dove, Noah’s dove
Over wide waters. It was time (men having so long so vainly envied the
birds ) it was time to realize
That ancient dream: and who were appointed? Two brothers, surnamed
Wright, (that’s maker, artificer )
Launch their contrivance— where? — on the field of the hawk, Kittyhawk,
the mewing hawk.

These are the two great turnings
In a thousand vears: you notice how the names mark them: do you see
myth
Leaning tall from her darkness over the shoulder of history, guiding
The hand that writes? A dove discovers new lands; a legendary artificer,
doubled to symbolize
Importance, invents the plane.

Or again: consider the dates of the earlier
world-war. It became world-war
The day America entered it: what was that day? A most appropriate day, a
so-called Good Friday,
The day of the death of Christ. And then it ended, not quite too late, and
its armistice
Is dated the eleventh hour, underscored by eleventh
Day and month: a grim bit of humor, trivial but ominous.—And now we
return to complete the twelfth —
The man who is chosen to crack the iron shell of Europe: what is his
name? — Iron-hewer.
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There seems to be something
Intentional in these coincidences. Perhaps they are token
That what makes history is not the actors; men’s minds and clashing causes
are not the cause. The play —
As Hardy, Tolstoy, Sophocles knew—is authored
Outside the scene. Invisible wires are pulled, the passionate puppets
gesticulate, Napoleon, Oedipus
And Hitler perform their pre-formed agonies.

But now consider
Something not human;—here the coast hills at Soberanes Creek
sea-mouth, steep wedges and cones ol granite
Thin-skinned with grass; their feet are deep in the flood-tide ocean, dark,
heavy and still, calm in this trough
Between two storms; their heads are against the dark heavy sky. No hie is
visible but the bright grass,
And a gang of wild pigs, huddled and flank-to-flank, flowing up a swale
On the far slope; and that one eagle, wheeling and rocking, high and alone
Against the cloud-lid.

Here are no trivial artist-signatures, no
puppet-play, no pretence of tree will;
This is first-class reality. The human affair is half real, part myth, part
art-work; this is in earnest.

I conclude
That men should play the parts assigned them and do it bravely, emulating
The nobility of nature, but well in mind
That their play is a play; it is serious but not important; what’s done in
earnest is done outside it.
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INVASION
(written May 8, 1944)

Plmrnpp has run its course, and whether to tall by its own sickness or ours
is not
Extremely important; it was a whittled torepeak and condensation ot
protuse Asia, which presently
Will absorb it again. (And it it had conquered eastward and owned the
Urals, would yet be absorbing it.)
Freedom and the lamp have been handed west. Our business was to feed
and detend them; it was not our business
To meddle in the feuds ot ghosts and brigands in historical graveyards. We
have blood enough, but not tor this tolly;
Let no one believe that children a hundred years from now in the future ot
America will not be sick
For what our fools and unconscious criminals are doing to-day.

But also
it is ghastly beautitul. Look:
The enormous weight is poised, primed and will slide. Enormous and
doomed weight will reply. It is possible
That here are the very focus and violent peak of all human effort. ( No
doubt, alas, that more wasting
Wars will bleed the long future: the sky more crammed with death, the
victims worse crushed: but perhaps never
Again the like weights and prepared clash.) Admire it then; you cannot
prevent it; give it lor emotion
The aesthetic emotion.

I know a narrow beach, a thin tide-line
Of fallen rocks under the foot of the coast-range; the mountain is always
sliding; the mountain goes up
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Steep as the face of a breaking wave, knuckles of rock, slide-scars, rock-ribs,
brush-fur, blue height,
To the hood of cloud. You stand there at the base, perched like a gull on a
tilted slab, and feel
The enormous opposed presences; the huge mass of the mountain high
overhanging, and the immense
Mass of the deep and sombre Pacific. — That scene, stationary,
Is what our invasion will be in action. Then admire the vast battle. Observe
and marvel. Give it the emotion
That you give to a landscape.
And this is bitter counsel, but required and
convenient; for, beyond the horror,
When the imbecility, betrayals and disappointments become apparent, —
what will you have, but to have
Admired the beauty? I believe that the beauty and nothing else is what
things are formed for. Certainly the world
Was not constructed for happiness nor love nor wisdom. No, nor for pain,
hatred and folly. All these
Have their seasons; and in the long year they balance each other, they
cancel out. But the beauty stands.
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SO MANY BLOOD-LAKES
(written May 12, 1944)

w have now won two world-wars; neither of which concerned us; we
were slipped in. We have levelled the powers
Ol Europe, that were the powers of the world, into rubble and dependence.
We have won two wars and a third is coming.

This one —will not be so easy. We were at ease while the powers of the
world were split into tactions: we’ve changed that.
We have enjoyed fine dreams; we have dreamed of unifving the world; we
are unifying it —against us.

Two wars, and they breed a third. Now guard the beaches, watch the north,
trust not the dawns. Probe every cloud.
Build power. Fortress America may yet for a long time stand, between the
east and the west, like Byzantium.

— As for me: laugh at me. I agree with you. It is a foolish business to see
the future and screech at it.
One should watch and not speak. And patriotism has run the world
through so many blood-lakes: and we always fall in.
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EAGLE VALOR. CHICKEN MIND
T^Jnhappy country what wings you have. Even here,
Nothing important to protect, and ocean-far from the nearest enemy, what
a cloud
Of bombers amazes the coast mountain, what a hornet-swarm of fighters,
And day and night the guns practising.
Unhappy, eagle wings and beak, chicken brain.
Weep (it is frequent in human affairs) weep for the terrible magnificence of
the means,
The ridiculous incompetence of the reasons, the bloody and shabbv
Pathos of the result.
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STAGGERING BACK TOWARD LIFE
P^adar and rocket-plane, the applications ot chemistry, the tricks of
physics: new cunning rather
Than new science: but they work. The time is in fact
A fever-crisis; the fag-end of nominal peace before these wars, and the
so-called peace to follow them,
Are, with the wars, one fever; the world one hospital;
The semi-delirious patient his brain breeds dreams like flies, but they are
giants. And they work. The question is
H ow much of all this amazing lumber the pale convalescent
Staggering back toward life will be able to carry up the steep gorges that
thrid the cliffs of the future?
I hope, not much. We need a new dark-age, five hundred years of winter
and the tombs for dwellings —but it’s remote still.
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THE NEUTRALS
l^Iow the sordid tragedy crashes to a close,
Blood, hre and bloody slime, all the dogs in the kennel
Killing one dog: it is time to commend the neutrals.
I praise them first because they were honest enough
Not to be scared nor bought, and then I will praise them
That their luck held. I praise free Ireland, horse-breeding, swan-haunted,
And high Switzerland, armed home ot pure snows, and Sweden,
High in the north, in the twice-hostile sea: these three hold all
That’s left, of the honor of Europe.

I would praise also
Argentina, lor being too proud to bay with the pack,
But her case is not clear and she faced no danger. I will praise Finland
In one poem with the peace-keepers unhappy Finland —
For having fought two wars, grim, clean and doomed.
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WHAT ODD EXPEDIENTS
Cjod, whether by unconscious instinct, or waking, or in a dream, I do
not know how conscious is God,
Uses strange means for great purposes. His problem with the human race is
to play its capacities
To their extreme limits, but limit its power. For how dull were the little
planet, how mean and splendorless,
If all one garden; and man locally omnipotent rested the energies that only
need, only
Bitter need breeds.

The solution of course is war, which both goads and
frustrates; and to promote war
What odd expedients! The crackpot dreams of Jeanne d’Arc and Hitler; the
cripple’s-vanity of Roosevelt; the bombast
Of Mussolini; the tinsel star of Napoleon; the pitiful idiot submissiveness
Of peoples to leaders and men to death: — what low means toward high
aims! — The next chapter of the world
Hangs between the foreheads of two strong bulls ranging one field. Hi,
Red! Hi, Whitey!
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THE KING OF BEASTS
Cattle in the slaughter-pens, laboratory dogs
Slowly tortured to death, flogged horses, trapped fur-bearers,
Agonies in the snow, splintering your needle teeth on chill steel,— look:
Mankind, your Satans, are not very happy either. I wish you had seen the
battle-squalor, the bombings,
The screaming fire-deaths. I wish you could watch the endless hunger, the
cold, the moaning, the hopelessness.
I wish you could smell the Russian and German torture-camps. It is quite
natural the two-footed beast
That inflicts terror, the cage, enslavement, torment and death on all other
animals
Should eat the dough that he mixes and drink the death-cup. It is just and
decent. And it will increase, I think.
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THE DOUBLE AXE

MEDEA
Freely adapted from the Medea of Euripides

'Scene: In front of Medea’s house in Corinth.

Persons m the play:
THE NURSE—An old slave-woman, Medea’s nurse in childhood, now her

devoted servant.
THE TUTOR —An old man, a slave, tutor to Medea’s children.
THE CHILDREN—Two little boys.
CHORUS —of Corinthian women.
MEDEA.
CREON — A man of fifty perhaps, the ruler of Corinth.
JASON —Famous hero and explorer, now settling toward middle age.
AEGEUS — Egeus —accent on first syllable) — Ruler of Athens, visiting

Corinth. A kindly person, a little older than Creon.
A YOUNG MAN—A slave of Jason’s.

Also men in attendance on Creon, Jason, Aegeus; and serving-women
belonging to Medea.

First Act
(The Nurse comes from the door-steps toward the front of the stage.)

THE NURSE

I wish the long ship Argo had never passed that perilous channel between
the Symplegades,
I wish the pines that made her mast and her oars still waved in the wind on
Mount Pelion, and the gray fishhawk
Still nested in them, the great adventurers had never voyaged
Into the Asian sunrise to the shores of morning for the Golden Fleece.
For
then my mistress Medea
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Would never have seen Jason nor loved and saved him, nor cut herself oh
from home to come with him
Into this country of the smiling chattering Greeks and the roofs of
Corinth: over which I see evil
Hang like a cloud. For she is not meek but fierce, and the daughter of a
king.
Yet at first all went well.
The folk of Corinth were kind to her, they were proud of her beauty, and
Jason loved her. Happy is the house
Where the man and the woman love and are faithful.
Now all is changed;
all is black hatred. For Jason
Has turned from her; he calls the old bond a barbarian mating, not a Greek
marriage; he has cast her off
And wedded the yellow-haired child of Creon, the ruler here. He wants
worldly advantage, fine friends,
And a high place in Corinth. For these he is willing to cast Medea like a
harlot, and betray the children
That she has borne him. He is not wise, I think.
But Medea
Lies in the house, broken with pain and rage, she will neither eat nor drink,
except her own tears,
She turns her face toward the earth, remembering her fathers house and her
native land, which she abandoned
For the love of this man: who now despises her.
And if I try to speak comfort to her she only stares at me, great eyes like
stones. She is like a stone on the shore
Or a wave of the sea, and I think she hates
Even her children. She is learning what it is to be a foreigner, cast out,
alone and despised.
She will never learn to be humble, she will never learn to drink insult
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Like harmless water. Oh I’m in terror oi her: whether she’ll thread a knife
through her own heart,
Or whether she’ll hunt the bridegroom and his new bride, or what more
dreadful evil stalks in the forest
Of her dark mind. I know that Jason would have been wiser to tempt a
lioness, or naked-handed
Steal the whelps of a tiger.

(She sees Medea’s sons coming with their tutor.')

Here come the happy children. Little they
know
Of their mother’s grief.
THE TUTOR

(entering with the two little hoys)

Old servant of my lady, why do you stand out
here, keeping watch in solitude
With those grim eyes? Is it some trouble of your own that you are
lamenting? I should think Medea
Would need your care.
THE NURSE

It is all one to Medea, whether I am there or here.

Yes, it is mine,
My trouble. My lady’s grief is my grief. And it has hurt me
So that I had to come out and speak it to the earth and sky.
THE TUTOR

Is she still in

that deep despair?
THE NURSE

You are lucky,

Old watchdog of Jason’s boys, I envy you,
You do not see her. This evil is not declining, it is just at dawn. I dread the
lion-eyed
Glare of its noon.
THE TUTOR

Is she so wrought? Yet neither you nor Medea

Knows the latest and worst.
THE NURSE
THE TUTOR

What? What?
I shouldn’t have spoken.

No, it is nothing.
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THE NURSE

Tell me the truth, old man. You and I are two slaves,

we can trust each other,
We can keep secrets.
I heard them saying, — when we walked beside the

THE TUTOR

holy fountain Peirene,
Where the old men sit in the sun on the stone benches: - they were saying
that Creon, the lord ot this land,
Intends to drive out Medea and the children with her, these innocent boys,
out of this house
And out of Corinth, and they must wander through the wild world
Homeless and helpless.

I

THE NURSE

don’t believe it. Ah, no! Jason may hate the

mother, but he would hardly
Let his sons be cast out.
THE TUTOR

Well ... he has made a new alliance. He is not

a friend of this house.
THE NURSE
If this were true! — Listen: I hear her voice. Take the children away, keep
them away trom her.
Take them to the other door. Quickly.
(They go out, toward a rear door of the house. The Nurse looks after them, wringing her hands.

MEDEA

(within the house. She is Asiatic and laments loudly.)

Death. Death is my wish. For myself, my enemies, my children.
Destruction.
That’s the word. Grind, crush, burn. Destruction. Ai . . . Ai . . .
TU

THE NURSE

(wringing her hands)

my terror:
To hear her always harking back to the children, like a fierce hound at fault.
Oh unhappy one,

They're not to blame.
MEDEA

(within)

If any God hears me: let me die. Ah rotten, rotten,

rotten: death is the only
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Water to wash this dirt.
(Chorus is coming in, by twos and threes, but the Nurse docs not yet notice them. She is intent on
Medea

s

cries and her own thoughts.)

THE NURSE

Oh. its a bad thing

To be born of high race, and brought up wilful and powerful in a great
house, unruled
And ruling many: for then if misfortune comes it is unendurable, it drives
you mad. I say that poor people
Are happier: the little commoners and humble people, the poor in spirit:
they can lie low
Under the wind and live: while the tall oaks and cloud-raking mountain
pines go mad in the storm,
Writhe, groan and crash. This is the wild and terrible justice of God: it
brings on great persons
The great disasters.
her revery.

)

(She becomes aware of the women who have come in, and is startled from

What do you want?

FIRST WOMAN

I hear her crying again: it is

dreadful.
SECOND WOMAN
Her lamentation.
She is beautiful and deep in grief: we couldn’t help coming.
THIRD WOMAN
We are friends of this house and its trouble hurts us.
THE NURSE
You are right, friends, it is not a home. It is broken.
A house of grief and of weeping.
MEDEA

(within)

Hear me, God, let me die. What I

need: all dead, all dead, all dead,
Under the great cold stones. For a year and a thousand years and another
thousand: cold as the stones, cold,
But noble again, proud, straight and silent, crimson-cloaked
In the blood of our wounds.
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FIRST WOMAN

shmmg slT’ dlVlne earth’

Harken not to the song that this woman sings.
It is not her mind’s music, her mind is not here.
She does not know what she prays lor.
Pam and wrath are the singers.
SECOND WOMAN

Unhappy one,

Never pray for death, never pray ior death,
He is here all too soon.
He strikes from the clear sky like a hawk,
He hides behind green leaves, or he waits
Around the corner of the wall.
Oh never pray for death, never pray lor death, —
Because that prayer will be answered.
MEDEA

(The rise and fall of her voice indicate that she is prowling back and forth beyond the

doorway, like a caged animal.)

I know poisons. I know the bright teeth of steel. I know hre. But I will not
be mocked by my enemies,
And I will not endure pity. Pity and contempt are sister and brother,
twin-born. I will not die tamely.
I will not allow blubber-eyed pity, nor contempt either, to snivel over the
stones of my tomb.
I am not a Greek woman.
THIRD WOMAN

No: a barbarian woman from savage Colchis, at

the bitter end
Of the Black Sea. Does she boast ot that?
SECOND WOMAN

She doesn't know what she is

saying.
MEDEA

(in the house)

Poisons. Death-magic. The sharp sword. The hemp rope. Death-magic.
Death . . .
SECOND WOMAN
I hate Jason, who made this sorrow.
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FIRST WOMAN

(to the Nurse)

Old and honored servant of a great house: do you think it is wise
To leave your lady alone in there, except perhaps a few slaves, building that
terrible acropolis
Of deadly thoughts? We Greeks believe that solitude is very dangerous,
great passions grow into monsters
In the dark of the mind; but if you share them with loving friends they
remain human, they can be endured.
I think you ought to persuade Medea to come from the dark dwelling and
speak with us, before her heart breaks,
Or she does harm to herself. She has lived among us, we’ve learned to love
her, we'd gladly tell her so.
It might comfort her spirit.
THE NURSE

Do you think so? She wouldn’t listen. — Oh,

Oh, she is coming!
Speak carefully to her; make your words a soft music.
(Medea comes through the doorway, propping herself against one of the pillars, and stands staring.)

THE NURSE

Oh my dear, my poor child.

SECOND WOMAN

(whispering)

(She hurries toward Medea.)

They say she is dangerous. Look at

her eyes.
FIRST WOMAN

She is a witch, but not evil. She can make old men

young again: she did it for Jasons father.
THIRD WOMAN

All the people of her country are witches. They know

about drugs and magic. They are savages, but they have a wild
wisdom.
SECOND WOMAN
MEDEA

Poor soul, it hasn t helped this one much.

(She does not see the gaping and whispering women.)

I will look at the light of the sun, this last time. I wish from that blue sky
the white wolf of lightning
Would leap, and burst my skull and my brain, and like a burning babe cling
to these breasts ...

(She checks and looks fiercely at the women below.)
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Someone IS here?

(Her hostile eyes range back and forth; she sees the women clearly now, and

assumes full self-control. Her voice is cautious and insincere.)

I did not know I had visitors. . . . Women of Corinth:
If anything has been spoken too loudly here, consider
That I believed I was alone; and I have some provocation, hou ve come —
let me suppose
With love and sympathy-to peer at my sorrow. I understand well enough
That nothing is ever private in a Greek city; whoever withholds anything
Is thought sullen or proud . . .

(with irony)

undemocratic

I think you call it. This is not always just, but we know that justice, at least
on earth,
Is a name, not a fact; and as for me, I wish to avoid any appearance
Of being . . . proud. Of what? Of affliction? I will show you my naked
heart. You know that my lord Jason
Has left me and made a second marriage, with the bright-haired child
Of wealth and power. I too was a child of power, but not in this country;
and I spent my power
For love of Jason. I poured it out before him like water, I made him drink
it like wine. I gave him
Success and fame; I saved him his precious life; not once, many times, hou
may have heard what I did for him:
I betrayed my father for him, I killed my brother to save him; I made my
own land to hate me forever;
And I fled west with Jason in the Greek ship, under the thunder of the sail,
weeping and laughing,
That huge journey through the Black Sea and the Bosphorus, where the
rocks clang together, through the Sea of Marmora,
And through the Hellespont, watched by the spearmen of wealthy Troy,
and home to Greek water: his home, my exile,
My endless exile. And here I have loved him and borne him sons; and this
. . . man . . .
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Has left me and taken Creon’s daughter, to enjoy her fortune, and put aside
her soft yellow hair
And kiss her young mouth.
FIRST WOMAN

[Medea stands rigid, struggling for self-control.)

She is terrible. Stone with stone eyes.

SECOND WOMAN

Look: the foam-flake on her lip, that Bickers with

her breathing.
THIRD WOMAN
MEDEA

She is pitiable: she is under great injuries.

(low-voiced)

I do not know what other women ... I do not

know how much a Greek woman
Will endure. The people of my race are somewhat rash and intemperate. As
for me, I want simply to die.
But Jason is not to smile at his bride over my grave, nor that great man
Creon
Hang wreaths and make a feast-day in Corinth. Or let the wreaths be
bright blinding fire, and the songs a high wailing,
And the wine blood.
FIRST WOMAN

Daughter of sorrow, beware.

It is dangerous to dream of wine, it is worse
To speak of wailing or blood:
For the images that the mind makes
Find a way out, they work into life.
MEDEA

Let them work into life!

FIRST WOMAN
There are evils that cannot be cured by evil.
Patience remains, and the Gods watch all.
MEDEA

(dully, without hope)

Let them watch my enemies go down in blood.
SECOND WOMAN

Medea, beware!

Some great person is coming. — It is Creon himself!
THIRD WOMAN
Creon is coming.
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THE NURSE

He is dark with anger. Oh my lady . . • rny

child . . . bend in this wind,
And not be broken!
(Creon comes in, with men attending him. The women move to one side. He speaks to Medea, with
an angry gesture toward Chorus.)

CREON
You have admirers, I see. Abate your pride: these people will not be with
you where you are going.
(A pause. Medea does not answer. Creon brings his wrath under control. )

Medea, woman of the stone forehead and hate-filled eyes: I have made my
decision. I have decided
That you must leave this land at once and go into banishment, you with
your children. I intend to remove
A root of disturbance out of the soil of Cormth. I am here to see to it. I
will not return home
Until it is done.
You mean . . . banishment?

MEDEA

Exile: banishment: go

CREON
where you may, Medea, but here
You abide no more.
MEDEA

... I with my children?
I will not take them away

CREON
from you.
MEDEA

Because we have suffered evil

We are to suffer more evil. Death was my wish.
Ha? Words. You’ll not

CREON
be hindered: you can have death

While there are ropes to hang by or waves to drown in. Only make haste
And leave this land.
MEDEA

The children, my lord . . .

voice is not heard.)
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(Her lips move angrily, hut the

CREON

What are you

muttering?
MEDEA

Nothing ... I am praying to my Gods for wisdom.

And you for mercy. My sons are still very young, tender and helpless. You
know, my lord,
What exile means: —to wander with tear and famine for guide and driver,
through all the wild winter storms
And the rage of the sun; and beg a bread-crust and be derided; pelted with
stones in the villages,
Held a little lower than the scavenger dogs, kicked, scorned and slaved: —
the children, my lord,
Are Jason’s children. Your chosen friend, I believe, and now
Even closer bound. And as for me your servant, Oh master of Corinth,
what have I done? Why
Must I be cast?
CREON

I will tell you frankly: because you nourish rancorous ill

will toward persons
Whom I intend to protect: I send you out before you’ve time to do harm
here. And you are notorious
For occult knowledge: sorcery, poisons, magic. Men say you can even sing
down the moon from heaven,
And make the holy stars to falter and run backward, against the purpose
And current of nature. Ha? As to that I know not: I know you are
dangerous. You threaten my daughter: you have to go.
MEDEA
But I wish her well, my lord! I wish her all happiness. I hope that Jason may
be as kind to her
As ... to me.
CREON

('fiercely)

That is your wish?

MEDEA
days . . .

I misspoke. I thought of . . . old
(She seems to weep.)
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CREON

I acknowledge, Medea,

That you have some cause for grief. I all the more must guard against your
dark wisdom and bitter heart.
MEDEA
You misjudge me cruelly. It is true that I have some knowledge of drugs
and medicines: I can sometimes cure sickness:
Is that a crime? These dark rumors, my lord,
Are only the noise of popular gratitude, You must have observed it often, if
any person
Knows a little more than the common man, the people suspect him. If he
brings a new talent,
How promptly the hateful whispers begin. Button are not a common man,
lord of Corinth, you
Will not fear knowledge.
CREON

No. Nor change my decision. I am here to see

you leave this house and the city:
And not much time. Move quickly, gather your things and go. I pity you,
Medea,
But you must go.
MEDEA

You pity me? You . . . pity me?

(She comes close to him, wild with rage.)

I will endure a dog’s pity or a wart-grown toad’s. May God who hears me
. . . We shall see in the end
Who’s to be pitied.
CREON

(shocked, recovering his dignity)

This is good. This is what I desire. Unmask the livid
face of your hatred
And I see whom I deal with. Serpent and wolf: a wolf from Asia: I d rather
have you rage now
Than do harm later. Now, Medea: out of here.
Before my men drive you out.
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MEDEA

(controls

her fury, then speaks)

You see a woman driven halt mad with

sorrow, laboring to save
Her little children. No wolf, my lord. And though I was born in far-off
Asia: call that misfortune,
Not vice. The races of Asia are human too,
As the bright Greeks are. And our hearts are as brittle: if you hurt us we
cry. And we have children and love them,
As Greeks do. You have a daughter, sir —
Yes, and I’ll keep her safe of

CREON

your female hatred: therefore I send you
Out of this land.
MEDEA

It is not true, I am not jealous, I never hated her.

jealous for the sake of Jason? I am far past wanting Jason, my lord. You
took him and gave him to her,
And I will say you did well, perhaps wisely. Your daughter is loved by all:
she is beautiful: if I were near her
I should soon love her.
You can speak sweetly enough, you can make

CREON

honey in your mouth like a brown bee
When it serves your turn.
Not honey: the truth.

MEDEA

Trust you or not, you

CREON

are going out of this country, Medea.
What I decide is fixed; it is like the firm rocks of Acrocorinth, which
neither earthquake can move
Nor a flood of tears melt. Make ready quickly: I have a guest in my house,
I should return to him.
THE NURSE

(comes beside Medea and speaks to her)

What guest? Oh my lady, ask him
Who is the guest? If powerful and friendly
He might be a refuge to us in bitter exile . . .

MEDEA
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MEDEA

(pays no attention to her. Kneels to Creon.)

I know that your will is granite. But even on the harsh lace ol a granite
mountain some flowers ol mercy
May grow in season. Have mercy on my little sons, Creon,
Though there is none for me.
(She reaches to embrace his knees. He steps backward from her.)

How long, woman? This is decided; done;

CREON

finished.
MEDEA

(rising from her knees, turns half away from him)

I am not a beggar.
I will not trouble you. I shall not live long.

(She turns to him again. ,

Sire: grant me a few hours yet, one day to prepare in, one little da\
Before I go out of Corinth lorever.
What? No! I told you. The day is

CREON

to-day, Medea, this day.
And the hour is now.
There are no flowers on this mountain: not one

MEDEA

violet, not one anemone.
Your lace, my lord, is like flint. — II I could find the right words, ll some
God would lend me a touch of eloquence,
I’d show you my heart. I’d lift it out of my breast and turn it over m my
hands, you’d see how pure it is
Of any harm or malice toward you or your household.
(She holds out her hands to him.)

Look at it: not a

speck: look, my lord. They call mercy
The jewel of kings. I am praying
To you as to one of the Gods: destroy us not utterly. To go out with no
refuge, nothing prepared,
Is plain death: I would rather kill myself quickly and here. If I had time but
to ask the slaves
And strolling beggars, where to go, how to live: and I must gather some
means: one or two jewels
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And small gold things I have, to trade them for bread and goat’s milk.
Wretched, wretched, wretched I am,
I and my boys.

(She kneels again.)

I beseech you, Creon,

By the soft yellow hair and cool smooth forehead and the white knees
Of that young girl who is now Jason’s bride: lend me this inch of time: one
day, — half a day,
For this one is now half gone, — and I will go my sad course and vanish in
the morning quietly as dew
That drops on the stones at dawn and is dry at sunrise. You will never
again be troubled by any word
Or act of mine. And this I pray you for your dear child’s sake. Oh Creon,
what is half a day
J
In all the rich years of Corinth?
CREON

I will think of it. I am no tyrant.

I have been merciful to my own hurt, many times. Even to myself I seem to
be foolish
If I grant you this thing . . . No, Medea,
I will not grant it.
(She has been kneeling with bowed head. Silently she raises her imploring face toward him.)

Well . . . We shall watch you: as a hawk does a viper.
What harm could she do
In the tail of one day? A ruler ought to be ruthless, but I am not. I am a
fool
In my own eyes, whatever the world may think. I can be gruff with warriors,
a woman weeping
Floods me off course. — Take it, then. Make your preparations.
But if to-morrow’s sun shines on you here — Medea, you die. . . . Enough
words. Thank me not. I want my hands
Washed of this business.
(He departs

MEDEA

quickly, followed by his men. Medea rises from her knees.)
/ will thank you.

And the whole world will hear of it.

MEDEA
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FIRST WOMAN

I have seen this man’s arrogance, I watched and heard him.
I am of Corinth, and I say that Corinth
Is not well ruled.
SECOND WOMAN

The city where even a woman, even a foreigner,
Suffers unjustly the rods of power
Is not well ruled.
FIRST WOMAN

Unhappy Medea, what haven, what sanctuary, where will you wander?
Which of the Gods, Medea,
Drives you through waves of woe, the mooring broken, the hawsers and the
anchor-head,
Hopeless from harbor?
• • • This man . . . this barking dog . . . this

MEDEA

gulled fool . . . Gods of my father’s country,
You saw me low on my knees before the great dog of Corinth; humble,
holding my heart in my hands
For a dog to bite: — break this clog’s teeth!
Women: it is a bitter thing to be a
woman.
A woman is weak for warfare, she must use cunning. Men boast their
battles: I tell you this, and we know it:
It is easier to stand in battle three times, in the front line, in the stabbing
fury, than to bear one child.
And a woman, they say, can do no good but in childbirth. It may be so. She
can do evil, she can do evil.
I wept before that tall dog, I wept my tears before him, I degraded my
knees to him, I gulled and flattered him:
Oh triple fool, he has given me all that I needed: a little time, a space of
time. Death is dearer to me
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Than what I am now; and if to-day by sunset the world has not turned, and
turned sharp too, — let your dog Creon
Send two or three slaves to kill me and a cord to strangle me: I will stretch
out
My throat to it. But I have a bitter hope, women. I begin to see light
Through the dark wood, between the monstrous trunks of the trees, at the
end of the tangled forest an eyehole,
A pin-point of light: I shall not die perhaps
As a pigeon dies. Nor like an innocent lamb, that feels a hand on its head
and looks up from the knife
To the man’s face and dies. — No: like some yellow-eyed beast that has
killed its hunters let me lie down
On the hounds’ bodies and the broken spears. — Then how to strike them?
What means to use? There are so many
J
Doors through which painful death may glide in and catch . . . Which one,
which one?
(She stands meditating. The Nurse comes from behind her and speaks to the first woman of
The Chorus.)

THE NURSE

Tell me: do you know what guest

Is in Creon’s house?
FIRST WOMAN

What? —Oh. An Athenian ship came from the north

last night: it is Aegeus,
The lord of Athens.
THE NURSE

Aegeus! My lady knows him: I believe he will help

us. Some God has brought him here,
Some savior God.
FIRST WOMAN
THE NURSE

He is leaving, I think, to-day.

(hobbling back toward Medea)

My lady! Lord Aegeus

Is here in Corinth, Creon’s guest. Aegeus of Athens.
(Medea looks at her silently, without attention.)

If you will see him

and speak him fairly,
We have a refuge.

MEDEA
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MEDEA

I have things in my hand to do. Be quiet.
Oh, listen

THE NURSE
to me!

You are driven out of Corinth, you must find shelter. Aegeus ol Athens is
here.
(Medea turns from her and moves to reenter the house. The Nurse catches at her clothing, servile
but eager, slave and mother at the same time.)

MEDEA

(angrily turning on her)

What’s that to me?
THE NURSE
I lifted you in my arms when you were . . . this long. I gave you milk trom
these breasts, that are now dead leaves.
I saw the little beautiful body straighten and grow tall: Oh . . . child . . .
almost my child . . . how can I
Not try to save you? Life is better than death
MEDEA

Not nOW-

THE NURSE

Times

running out!
MEDEA

I have time. Oh, I have time.

It would be good to sit here a thousand years and think ol nothing
But the deaths of three persons.
THE NURSE

Ai! There’s no hope then.

Ai, child, if you could do this red thing you dream of, all Corinth
Would pour against you.
MEDEA

After my enemies are punished and I have heard

the last broken moan — Corinth?
What’s that? I’ll sleep. I’ll sleep well. I am alone against all; and so weary
That it is pitiful.
(The Nurse stands wringing her hands. Medea goes slowly up to the door of the house. Some of the
Corinthian women are watching her; others gaze into the distance.)

FIRST WOMAN

Look: who is coming? I see the sunlight glitter on

lanceheads.
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SECOND WOMAN
Oh, it is Jason!
THIRD WOMAN

Jason! Medea’s worst enemy, who should

have been
Her dearest protector.
i Medea leans wearily against cne of the pillars of the doorway, her back to the stage, unconscious of
what they are saying.
Jason enters in haste, followed by armed attendants, and speaks angrily.)

JASON

What business have you here, you women

Clustered like buzzing bees at the hive-door?
Where is Medea?
!

They do not answer for a moment, but look involuntarily toward Medea, and Jason sees her. She
jerks and stiffens at the sound of his voice, but does not turn.)

FIRST WOMAN

(pointing)

There: mourning tor what you have done.
JASON

Ha? What

she has done.
Not I. Not by my will she and my sons are exiled.
tMedea slowly turns and faces him, her head high, rigid with inner violence.)

MEDEA
Is there another dog here?
JASON

So, Medea,

You have once more affronted and insulted the head ol Corinth. This is
not the first time
I ve seen what a tool anger is. You might have lived here happily, secure and
honored, — I hoped you would, —
By being just a little decently respectful toward those in power. Instead, you
had to go mad with anger
And talk yourself into exile. To me it matters little what you say about me,
but rulers are sensitive.
Time and again I’ve smoothed down Creon’s indignation, then you like a
madwoman, like a possessed imbecile,

MEDEA
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Wag your head and let the words flow again; you never cease
From speaking evil against him and his family. So now —you ve got it. Call
yourself lucky, Medea,
Not to get worse than exile. In spite of all this, I have your interest at heart
and am here to help you.
Exile’s a bitter business, I want to make some provision lor you. I wish you
no harm,
Although you hate me.

(He waits for her to speak, but she is silent. He continues.

And in particular the children; my sons; our
sons< _ You might have been decent enough
To have thought ol our sons.
MEDEA

Did you consider them

(slowly)

When you betrayed this house?
jASON

Certainly I considered them. It was my

hope that they would grow up here,
And I, having married power, could protect and favor them. And it perhaps,
after many years, I become
Dynast of Corinth:—for that is Creon’s desire, to make me his heir: —our
sons
Would have been a king’s sons. ... I hope to help them, wherever they go:
but now ot course must look forward
To younger children.
MEDEA

(trembling)

Ah . . . it’s enough. Something might happen. It is

. . . likely that . . . something might happen
To the bride and the marriage.
I’ll guard against it. But evidently Creon

JASON

is right to be rid of you.
MEDEA

Have you finished now? I thought I would let you speak on and spread out
your shamelessness
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Before these women: the way a Tyrian trader unrolls his rare fabrics: “Do
you like it, ladies?” It is the
Dog’s daughter’s husband. It is a brave person: it has finally got up its
courage —with a guard of spears —
To come and look me in the face.
Oh Jason: how have you pulled me
dow/n
To this hell of vile thoughts? I did not use to talk like a common woman. I
loved you once:
And I am ashamed of it: but there are some things
That ought to he remembered by you and me. That blue day when we
drove through the Hellespont
Into Greek sea, and the great-shouldered heroes were singing at the oars,
and those birds flying
Through the blown foam: that day was too fine I suppose
For Creon’s daughter’s man to remember: — but you might remember
Whether I cheated my father for you and tamed the fire-breathing
Brazen-hoofed bulls; and whether I saved your life in the field of the teeth;
and you might remember
Whether I poisoned the great serpent and got you the Golden Fleece; and
fled with you, and killed my brother
When he pursued us, making myself abominable
In my own home; and then in yours I got your enemy Pelias hacked to
death
By his own daughters’ hands:—whatever these fine Corinthian friends of
yours
May say against my rapid and tricky wisdom:you it has served,
You it has served well: here are five times, if I counted right,—and all’s not
counted —
That your adventure would have been dusty death
If I’d not saved you: — but now you think that your adventures are over;
you are safe and high placed in Corinth,

MEDEA
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And will need me no more.
It is a bit of a dog, isn’t it, women? It is well
qualified
To sleep with the dog’s daughter. But for me, Jason, me driven by the hairy
snouts from the quadruped marriage-bed,
What refuge does your prudent kindness advise? Shall I fly home to
Colchis —
To put my neck in the coil of a knotted rope, lor the crimes
I served you with? Or shall I go and kneel to the daughters of Pelias? They
would indeed be happy
To lay their hands on my head: holding the very knives and the cleavers
That carved their sire. The world is a little closed to me, ah?
By the things I have done lor you.
(Meanwhile the Nurse has come forward on the stage, and stands this side of Chorus, listening,
wringing her hands. Now she speaks.)

THE NURSE

V\\ go to the palace

And seek for Aegeus. There is no other hope.
JASON

(slowly)

(She hurries out in that direction.)

I see* Medea,

You have been a very careful merchant of benefits, hou forget none, you
keep a strict reckoning. But —
Some little things that I on my side have done for you
Ought to be in the books too: as, for example, that I carried you
Out of the dirt and superstition of Asiatic Colchis into the rational
Sunlight of Greece, and the marble music of the Greek temples: is that no
benefit? And I have brought you
To meet the first minds of our time, and to speak as an equal with the great
heroes and the rulers of cities:
Is that no benefit? And now, — this grievous thing that you hate me for:
That I have married Creon’s young daughter, little Creiisa: do you think I
did it like a boy or a woman,
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Out of blind passion? I did it to achieve power here; and I’d have used that
power to protect
You and our sons, but your jealous madness has muddled everything. And

As to those acts of service you so loudly boast: — whom do I thank for
them? I thank divine Venus, the Goddess
Who makes girls fall in love. You did them because you had to do them;
Venus compelled you; I
Enjoyed her favor. A man dares things, you know, he makes his adventure
In the cold eye of death; and if the Gods care for him
They appoint an instrument to save him; if not, he dies. You were that
instrument.
MEDEA

Here it is: the lowest.

The obscene dregs; the slime and the loathing; the muddy bottom of a
mouthed cup: when a scoundrel begins
To invoke the Gods. You had better go, Jason. Vulgarity
Is a contagious disease; and in a moment what could I do but spit at you
like a peasant, or curse you
Like a drunken slave. You had better take yourself back to . . .
“Little Creiisa.
JASON

I came to help you and save you if possible.

MEDEA

Your helP

Is not wanted. Go. Go.
If I could see my boys . . .

JASON

Go quickly.

MEDEA

Yours

JASON
the regret then,

(exit)

(Watching him go, Medea strokes her wrist and hand to the tips of the spread fingers, as if she were
scraping off slime.)

MEDEA
This is it. I did not surely know it: loathing is all. 1 his flesh
He has touched and fouled. These hands that wrought for him, these knees

MEDEA
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That ran his errands. This body that took his . . . what they call love, and
made children of it. If I could peel off
The flesh, the children, the memory . . .
(Again she scarifies one hand with the other. She looks at her hand.)

Poor misused hand: poor defiled
arm: your bones
Are not unshapely. If I could tear off the flesh and be bones; naked bones;
Salt-scoured bones on the shore
At home in Colchis . . .

(She stands staring, thinking of home perhaps.)

FIRST CORINTHIAN WOMAN
God keep me from fire and the hunger of the sword,
Save me from the hateful sea and the jagged lightning,
And the violence of love.
SECOND WOMAN
A little love is a joy in the house,
A little fire is a jewel against frost and darkness.
FIRST WOMAN
A great love is a fire
That burns the beams of the root.
The door-posts are flaming and the house falls.
A great love is a lion in the cattle-pen,
The herd goes mad, the heifers run bawling
And the claws are in their flanks.
Too much love is an armed robber in the treasury,
He has killed the guards and he walks in blood.
SECOND WOMAN
And now I see the black end,
The end of great love, and God save me from it:
The unburied horror, the unbridled hatred,
The vultures tearing a corpse:
God keep me clean of those evil beaks.
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THIRD WOMAN
What is she doing, that woman,
Staring like stone, staring?
Oh, she has moved now.
MEDEA
Annihilation. The word is pure music: annihilation. To annihilate the
past —
Is not possible: but its truit in the present . . .
Can be nipped old. Am I to look in my sons’ eyes
And see Jason’s lorever? How could I endure the endless defilement, those
lives
That mix Jason and me? Better to be clean
Bones on the shore. Bones have no eyes at all, how could they weep? White
bones
On the Black Sea shore . . .
Oh but that’s far. Not yet. Corinth must
howl first.
(She stands meditating.)

FIRST WOMAN
The holy fountains flow up from the earth,
The smoke of sacrifice flows up from the earth,
The eagle and the wild swan fly up from the earth,
Righteousness also
Has flown up from the earth to the feet of God.
It is not here, but up there; peace and pity are departed;
Hatred is here; hatred is heavy, it clings to the earth.
Love blows away, hatred remains.
SECOND WOMAN
Women hate war, but men will wage it again.
Women may hate their husbands, and sons their fathers,
But women will never hate their own children.

MEDEA
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FIRST WOMAN
But as for me, I will do good to my husband,
I will love my sons and daughters, and adore the Gods.
MEDEA
If I should go into the house with a sharp knife
To the man and his bride . . .
Or if I could fire the room they sleep in, and hear them
Wake in the white of the fire, and cry to each other, and howl like dogs,
And howl and die . . .
But I might fail; I might be cut down first;
The knife might turn in my hand, or the fire not burn, and my enemies
could laugh at me.
No: I have subtler means, and more deadly cruel; I have my dark art
That fools call witchcraft. Not for nothing I have worshipped the wild gray
Goddess that walks in the dark, the wise one,
The terrible one, the sweet huntress, flower of night, Hecate,
In my house at my hearth.
THE NURSE

(has entered, and hurries toward Medea)

My lady: he was leaving Creons door: he is
(-QIYimg.

(Medea pays no attention; the Nurse kneels, catches her hand.

Aegeus is coming!
The power of Athens.

1

MEDEA

will not see him. Go back and tell him so.

( The Nurse retreats behind Chorus. Medea prays:)

Ancient Goddess to whom I and my people
Make the sacrifice of black lambs and black female hounds,
Hob' one, haunter of cross-roads, queen of night, Hecate,
Help me now: to remember in my mind the use of the venomous fire, the
magic song,
And the sharp gems.

(She sits on the steps in deep thought.)

(Aegeus conies in, with attendance. His servants are not armed; they have a look of travel and
the sea.)
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FIRST CORINTHIAN WOMAN
He is here, Medea.
Athens is here.
AEGEUS

(Medea pays no attention.)

(comes near to her)

Medea, rejoice! There is no fairer greeting from friend to
friend.

(She ignores him. He speaks more loudly.)

Hail and rejoice, Medea!

(She lifts her head and stares at him.)

MEDEA

“Rejoice?” It may be so. It may be I shall . . .

rejoice

Before the sun sets.
Medea! What has happened to you?

AEGEUS

Nothing.

MEDEA

Your

AEGEUS
eyes are cavernous!
And your mouth twitches.
MEDEA

Nothing: I am quite well: fools trouble me. —

Where are you travelling from,
Aegeus?
AEGEUS

From Delphi, where I went to consult

The ancient oracle of Apollo.
MEDEA

Oh . . . Delphi . . . Did you get a good

(abstractedly)

answer?
AEGEUS

An obscure one.

Some God or other has made me unable to beget a child: that is my
trouble: but the oracle
Never gives plain responses. I tell you these things because you are skilled
in mysteries, and you might help me
To the God’s meaning.
MEDEA

(wearily)

You want a child! What did Apollo

Say to you?

MEDEA
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AEGEUS

That I must not unloose the hanging foot of the wineskin

until I return
To the hearth of my fathers.
MEDEA

(without interest, but understanding the anatomical reference)
The hanging foot of the wineskin. You have

never had a child?
AEGEUS

No.

And it is bitterness.
MEDEA

But when misfortune comes it is bitter to ha\e

children, and watch their starlike
Faces grow dim to endure it.
AEGEUS

When death comes, Medea,

It is, for a childless man, utter despair, darkness, extinction. Ones children
Are the life after death.
MEDEA

(excited)

Do you feel it so? Do you feel it so?

ypen(_ifyou had a dog-eyed enemy and needed absolute vengeance, you’d kill
The man’s children first. Unchtld him, ha?
And then unlife him.

1

AEGEUS

do not care to think of such horrors.

I have no complete enemy.

(He stares, and slightly recoils from her.)

What is it? What is the matter, Medea? hou
are trembling; wild fever
Flames in your eyes.

1 am well

MEDEA

but not that — Oh . . .
AEGEUS

(She

enough . . . Fools trouble me, and dogs,

collapses on the steps and weeps.)

What has happened to you?

THE NURSE

(crouches by her, trying to comfort her)

My dear ... my love . . .
MEDEA

(pushes her gently aside, looks up at Aegeus)

I would not hurt my children. Their father
hurts them.
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AEGEUS
What do you mean, Medea? Jason? What has Jason done?
MEDEA

He has

betrayed and denied
Both me and them.
AEGEUS

Jason has done that? Why? Why?

MEDEA

He has cast me

oh and married Creon’s young daughter.
And Creon, this very day, is driving us
Into black ex ile.
AEGEUS

Jason consents to that?

MEDEA

He is glad of it.

AEGEUS

Why—it’s

atrocious, it’s past belief.
THE NURSE

(says

in Medea’s ear)

Ask him for refuge! Ask him to receive you in Athens!
MEDEA

(She stands up, straight and rigid.)

Do you not think such men ought to be punished, Aegeus?
AEGEUS
You mean you are driven out into exile?
MEDEA

lnto homeless exile.

AEGEUS

Why that?

MEDEA

Because

our presence here is embarrassing
To the young bride. — Do you not think such men ought to be punished,
Aegeus?
AEGEUS

I think it is villainous.

They told me nothing of this.
MEDEA

Do you not think such men ought to be

punished, Aegeus?
AEGEUS

Its bad.

Where will you go?

MEDEA
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MEDEA

(sdmnly)

If there is any rightness on earth or in heaven, they

will be punished.
AEGEUS

Where

Will you go to, Medea?
What? To death of course.

MEDEA
THE NURSE

_
.
„
Oh . . . She is all

bewildered, sir,
In the deep storm and ocean of grief, or she would ask of you
Refuge in Athens.
MEDEA

(in bitter mockery, seeing Aegeus hesitate)

Ah? So I should. That startled the man. - Aegeus:
Will you shelter me in Athens?
AEGEUS

Why . . . yes. hes ... I will not take

you from Corinth, it would not be right.
I want no trouble with Creon, I am his guest here. If you by your own

means come to Athens
I will take care of you.
I could repay you for it. I know the remedies that

MEDEA

would make a dry stick
Flame into flower and fruit.
AEGEUS

You’d cure my sterility?

(eagerly)

MEDEA

1 COuU d° S°'

AEGEUS

'IOU

are famous for profound knowledge
Of drugs and charms.

(eagerly)

You 11 come to Athens?

„rnr .
MEDEA

If I choose. If

the Gods decide it so. But, Aegeus,
Would you protect me if I came? I have certain enemies. It powerful
enemies came, baying tor my blood,
Would you protect me?
AEGEUS

Why . . . yes. What enemies? . . . Yes.

Athens protects.
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MEDEA

I should need peace and a free mind

While I prepared the medicines to make you well.
AEGEUS

You’ll have them,

you’ll have them, Medea. You’ve seen the huge stones
In the old sacred war-belt of Athens. Come the four ends of the world, they
will not break in: you’re safe there:
/

I am your pledge.
Will you swear it, Aegeus?

MEDEA

Ah? Why? I promised.

AEGEUS

I

MEDEA
trust you: the oath is formal: your cure

Depends on it. You swear by the fruitful earth and high shining heaven that
you will protect me in Athens
Against all men. Swear it.
AEGEUS

I swear by the fruitful earth and high shining

heaven to protect you in Athens
Against all men.
MEDEA

And if you should break this oath?

AEGEUS

I wlll not break it.

MEDEA

H

you should break it, the earth
Will give you no bread but death, and the sky no light
But darkness.
AEGEUS

(visibly perturbed)

I will not break it.
MEDEA

You must repeat the words, Aegeus.

AEGEUS
I break it, the earth
Will give me no bread but death, and the sky no light
But darkness.
MEDEA

You have sworn: the Gods have heard you.

MEDEA
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AEGEUS

When will you come to
(uneasily)

Athens?
MEDEA

To . . . Athens? Oh,

To Athens. Why:-if I come, if I live ... it will be soon. The yokes
On the necks of the horses. -1 have some things to do
That men will talk of afterwards with hushed voices: while I and my
children
Safe in Athens laugh. Is that it? Farewell Aegeus.
(She turns abruptly from him; goes slowly, deep in thought, into the house.)

_T/
AEGEUS
(staring

n

I

\

Mav the Gods comfort
/

afer her)

you, Medea.—To you also Farewell,
Ladies of Corinth.
FIRST WOMAN

Fair be the gale behind you, sir, and the way ahead.

(She turns to her companions.)

What is she plotting in her deep mind?
She is juggling with death and life, as a juggler
With a black ball and a white ball.
SECOND WOMAN
No: she is like some distracted city
Sharpening its weapons. Embassies visit her,
The heads ot state come to her door;
She receives them darkly.
THE NURSE

I beseech you, women.

Not to speak words against my lady whom 1 love. You know what wicked
injustice she has to suffer.

(She prays:)

Oh God, protector of exiles, lord of the holy sky, lead us
To the high rock that Athena loves, and the olive
Garland of Athens.
FIRST WOMAN

Athens is beautiful

As a lamp on a rock.
The temples are marble-shafted; light shines and lingers there,
Honey-color among the carved stones
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And silver-color on the leaves ol the olives.
The maidens are crowned with violets; Athens and Corinth
Are the two crowns ol time.
SECOND WOMAN

Mycenae lor spears and armor; Sparta
For the stern men and the tall blonde women; and T hebes I remember,
Old Thebes and the seven gates in the gray walls: —
But rather I praise Athena, the ivory, the golden,
The gray-eyed Virgin, her city.
And also I praise Corinth ol the beautilul lountains,
On the fair plain between the two gulls.
FIRST WOMAN

God-lavored cities ol the Greek world.
Fortunate those that dwell in them, happy that behold them.
SECOND WOMAN

How can one wish to die? How can that woman
Be drowned in sorrow and bewildered with hatred?
f She

does not see Medea, who comes from the door and stands between the pillars.)

For only to be alive and to see the light
Is beautiful. Only to see the light;
To see a blade of young grass,
Or the gray face ol a stone.
FIRST WOMAN

(pointing toward Medea)

Hush.
MEDEA

(proudly and falsely)

As you say. What a marvelous privilege it is
Merely to be alive. And how loolish it would be
To spend the one day of life that remains to me —at least in Corinth —this
tag end ol one day
On tears and hatred! Rather I should rejoice, and sing, and give gilts; and
as to my enemies, —
I will be reconciled with them.

MEDEA
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FIRST WOMAN

Reconciled with them.

(amazed)

As you say.
MEDEA

Reconciled. Why should they hate me?
Surely I can appease those people.
They say that gold will buy anything; even friendship, even love: at least in
Greece
Among you civilized people, you reasonable and civilized Hellenes. - In
fact,
We’ve seen it happen. They bought Jason; Jasons lo\e. Well
I shall buy theirs.
I still have two or three of the treasures that I brought Irom home, things
of pure precious gold, which a God
Gave to the kings my ancestors.

(The Ugh, darkens, a cloud passing over the sun.)

Is it late? It seems to me
That the light darkens,
/
\

THE NURSE

(to the Nurse)

Is it evening?
No . . . No ... A

(trembling)

cloud.
I hope for thunder: let the sky rage: my gilts

MEDEA

Will shine the brighter. - Listen, old woman: I want you
To go to Jason and tell him . . . tell him . . . Tell him that I am sick of
hating and weary ot evil!
I wish for peace.
I wish to send precious gifts to that pale girl with the yellow hair
Whom he has married: tell him to come and take them, — and to kiss his
boys
Before we go into exile. Tell him to come speedily. Now run, run, hnd
him.
THE NURSE

Oh, I'll go. I’ll run.

(tremulously, to Chorus)

Let me pass, please.

(Medea stands looking ajter her. The Nurse turns back at the limit of the scene, and says, wringing
her hands:)
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But I am terrified. I do not know ... I am terrified. Pray to the Gods,
women, to keep
Evil birds from our hearts!

(She hurries away. Medea goes into the house.)

Second Act
(Medea is sitting on one of the upper door-steps. A cloak of woven gold lies across her knee and
down the stone steps. Beside her are two open cases of dark leather. From one she takes a coronet of
golden vine-leaves, looks at it and replaces it.
Two serving-women stand in the doorway behind her. The Nurse stands below her, to one side of
the steps. On the other side, at some distance, the Corinthian women are huddled, like sheep in a
storm.
The scene is darker than it was, and the gold cloth shines.)

MEDEA

These are the gifts I am sending to the young bride: this golden wreath
And this woven-gold veil. They are not without value; there is nothing like
them in the whole world, or at least
The western world; the God of the Sun gave them to my fathers father,
and I have kept them
In the deep chest for some high occasion: which has now come.
I have great joy in giving these jewels to Creons daughter, for the glory of
life consists in being generous
To one’s friends, and . . . merciless to one’s enemies . . . you know what a
friend she has been to me. All Corinth knows.
The slaves talk of it. The old stones in the walls
H ave watched and laughed.
(Medea looks at the gold cloth, and strokes it cautiously with her hand. It seems to scorch her
fngers. Chorus has come nearer to look; now starts backward.)

MEDEA

See: it is almost alive. Gold is a living thing:

such pure gold.
But when her body has warmed it, how it will shine!

(to the Nurse:)

Why

doesn’t he come? What keeps him?

MEDEA
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THE NURSE

Oh, my lady, presently.

(evidently terrified)

I have but now returned from him. He was beyond the gate, watching the
races: — where a monstrous thing
Had happened: a young mare broke from the chariot
And tore with her teeth a stallion.
(Medea stands up, shakes out the golden cloak, which again smoulders. She folds it cautiously, lays
,t in the leather case. The light has darkened again; she looks anxiously at the clouded sun..

He ta^es

MEDEA

To sit and wait,

(to the serving-women:)

nme: a^- ^ 1S mt°lerakle

Take these into the house. Keep

them at hand
For when I call.

(They take them in. Medea moves restlessly, under extreme nervous tension.

Speaks to the Nurse:)

You say that a mare attacked a stallion:
the nurse

she tore him

cruelly.
I saw him being led away: a black racer: his blood ran down
From the throat to the fetlocks.
You’re sure he’s coming? You’re sure?

MEDEA

He

THE NURSE

said he would.
Let him make haste then!

MEDEA

SECOND CORINTHIAN WOMAN

Frightening irrational things
Have happened lately; the lace ol nature is flawed with omens.
Yesterday

FIRST WOMAN

evening a slave
Came up to the Harbor-gate, carrying a basket
Of new-caught fish: one ol the fish took fire
And burned in the wet basket with a high flame: the thing was witnessed
By many persons.
THIRD WOMAN

And a black leopard was seen

Gliding through the market-place . . .
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MEDEA

You haven’t told me yet: do you

(abruptly, approaching the women)

not think that Creon’s daughter
Will be glad of those gifts?
Oh Medea, too much wealth

EIRST WOMAN

Is sometimes dreadful.
She’ll be glad, however. She’ll take them and put

MEDEA

them on, she’ll wear them, she’ll strut in them,
She 11 peacock in them. — I see him coming now. — The whole palace will
admire her. — Stand away from me, women,
While I make my sick peace.
i

She goes across the scene to meet fason, but more and more slowly, and stops. Her attitude
indicates her aversion.)

JASON

I

Well: I have come. I tell you plainly,

entering)

Not tor your sake: the children’s. Your woman says that you have your wits
again, and are willing
To look beyond your own woes.
(Medea is silent. Jason observes her and says:)

It appears doubtful.
— Where are the boys? I have made inquiry: I can find fosterage for them
In Epidaurus; or any other of several cities
That are Creon’s friends. I’ll visit them from time to time, and watch
That they’re well kept.
MEDEA

(with suppressed violence)

You mean . . . take them from me!
Be careful, Jason, I am not patient yet.

(more quietly)

I am the one who

labored in pain to bear them, I cannot
Smile while I lose them. But I am learning; I am learning. — No, Jason: I
will not give up my little ones
To the cold care of strangers. It would be better for them to be drowned in
the sea than to live with those
Who do not love them, hard faces, harsh hands. It will be far better for
them to share

MEDEA
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My wandering ocean of beggary and bleak exile: — they 11 still be loved;
And when the sky rages 111 hold them warm
Against my heart. I love them, jason. Only it you would keep them and
care tor them here in Corinth,
I might consent.
jASON

Gladly: —but they are exiled.

MEDEA

- In your own house.

JASON

Gbdl>'

I’d do it: — but you understand
They are exiled, as you are.
Innocent; tor my rebellion. Thats black.

MEDEA
(She reaches her hands toward him.)

Forgive me, Jason,

As I do you. We have had too much wrath, and our acts
Are closing on us. On me I mean. Retribution is from the Gods, and it
breaks our hearts: but you
Feel no guilt, you fear nothing, nothing can touch you. It is wondertul to
stand serene above late
While earthlings wince. If it lasts. It does not always last. — Do you love
them, jason?
Ha? Certainly. The children? Certainly!

jASON

I am their lather.
MEDEA

Oh, but that’s not enough. II I am to give them up to

you: — be patient with me,
I must question you first. And very deeply; to the quick. II anything
happened to them,
Would you be grieved?
Nothing will happen to them, Medea, it in my

JASON

care. Rest your mind on it.
MEDEA

You must pardon me: it is not possible to be certain ol that. II they were
. . . killed and their blood
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Ran on the floor of the house or down the deep earth —
Would you be grieved?
JASON

You have a sick mind. What a weak thing a

woman is, always dreaming of evil.
MEDEA
Answer me!
Yes: after I’d cut their killer into red collops: — I’d be grieved.

JASON

That

MEDEA
is true: vengeance

Makes grief bearable. — And knowing that . . . Creon’s daughter, your wife
... no doubt will breed
Many other boys. — But, if something should happen to . . . Creon’s
daughter . . .
JASON

Enough, Medea. Too much.

Be silent!
MEDEA

I am to conclude that you love . . . Creons daughter . .

More than vour sons. They’ll have to take the sad journey with me.
(to the Nurse:)

Tell the boys to come out

And bid their father farewell.

(The Nurse goes into the house.)

JASON

I could take them from you

By force, Medea.
MEDEA

(violently)

Try it, you!

(controlling herself)

No: Creon decided

otherwise: he said they will share my exile.—Come, Jason,
Let’s be friends at last! I know you love them. If they could stay here in
Corinth I’d be content.
JASON

I asked it,

And he refused it.
MEDEA

You asked him to take

My children from me!

(The children come out with their Tutor, followed by the Nurse)

I am quite patient now; I have learned. — Come,
boys: come:

MEDEA
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Speak to your father.

(They shrink hack.)

No, no: we re friends again. We re

not angry any more.
(Jason has gone eagerly to meet them on the steps. He drops to one knee to be more nearly level with
them, but they are shy and reluctant.)

JASON

Big boys. Tall fellows, ha?

You’ve grown up since I saw you.
MEDEA

Smile for him, children.

Give him your hands.
THE NURSE

(She turns, and stands rigidly turned away, her face sharp with pain.

(to Jason)

I think he’s afraid of your helmet, sir.
JASON

What.

(to the younger boy)

What? You’ll learn, my man,
Not to fear helmets. The enemy will run from yours
When you grow up to size,

(to the elder boy:)

And you, Captain,

How would you like a horn-tipped bow to hunt rabbits with? Wolves, I
mean.
(He plays with the children. They are less shy of him now.)

FIRST CORINTHIAN WOMAN

(coming close to Medea)

Don’t give them to him,
Medea. If you do, it will ache forever.
SECOND WOMAN

You have refuge: take them there.

Athens is beautiful . . .
MEDEA

(fiercely)

Be silent!

Look at him: he loves them, — ah? Therefore his dear children
Are not going to that city but a darker city, where no games are played, no
music is heard. — Do you think
I am a cow lowing after the calf ? Or a bitch with pups, licking
The hand that struck her? Watch and see. Watch this man, women: he is
going to weep. I think
He is going to weep blood, and quite soon, and much more
Than I have wept. Watch and keep silence.

(She goes toward the group on the steps.)

Jason:
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Are the boys dear to you? I think I am satisfied that you love them .
(She weeps, covering her face.

Oh,

Oh, Oh . . .
(

Jason stands up and turns to her, one of the boys clinging to each of his hands. He has made

friends with them.)

JASON
These two young heroes . . . Gods hand, Medea, what is it?
What is the matter?
MEDEA

:

makes with both hands a gesture of pushing down something, and flings her head back

Nothing. It is hard to let them go.

proudly)

Are they very sweet to you? You love them dearly? —This I have thought
of:
You shall take them to . . . Creon’s daughter, your wife . . . and make
them kneel to her, and ask her
To ask her father to let them stay here in Cormth. He’ll grant it, he is
growing old, he denies her nothing.
Even that hard king loves his only child.
What she asks is done. — You will go with the boys, Jason, and speak for
them, — they are not skillful yet
In supplication, — and I’ll send gifts. I’ll put gifts in their hands. People say
that gifts
Will persuade even the Gods. — Is it well thought of?
Will she listen to us?
JASON

Why: if I ask it! She’d hardly refuse me anything.

And I believe that you’re right,
She can rule Creon.
MEDEA

(to the Nurse)

Bring me those gold things,

(to the children)

Dear

ones, brave little falcons . . . little pawns of my agony . . .
Go ask that proud breastless girl of her bitter charity
Whether she will let you nest here until your wings Hedge, while far your
mother
Flies the dark storm . . .

(She weeps again.)

MEDEA
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JASON

I’m sorry f°r you- Partmg 1S hard.
I can bear

MEDEA
it.
And worse too.

(The

Nurse and a serving-woman bring the gifts.)

Oh, here: here are the things: take them, darlings,
Into your little hands,

(giving them to the children)

Hold carefully by the cases.

don’t touch the gold,
Or it might . . . tarnish.

jASON

Why! These are king’s treasures. You shouldnt,

Medea: it’s too much. Creon’s house
Has gold enough of its own.
MEDEA

Oh —if she’ll wear them. What should /

want
With woven golden vanities? - black is my wear. The woman ought to be
very happy
With such jewels —and such a husband-ah? Her sun is rising, mine going
down: — I hope
To a red sunset. — The little gold wreath is pretty, isnt it?
JASON

^ l°°^s

(doubtfully)

fire . . .
MEDEA

Vine-leaves: the flashing

Arrow-sharp leaves, They have weight, though.
(She takes the cases from the children, gives them to the Nurse and the Tutor.)

Gold is too heavy a
burden for little hands. Carry them, you,
Until you come to the palace. — Farewell, sweet boys: brave little trudging
pilgrims from the black wave
To the white desert: take the stuff in, be sure you lay it in her own hands.
Come back and tell me what happens.

(She turns abruptly away from them.)

Tell me what happens.
(The children

go

out reluctantly, Jason holding their hands. The Nurse and the Tutor have gone

ahead. Medea hides her face, weeping; then lifts her head proudly, and walks toward Chorus.)
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MEDEA

Rejoice, women. The

gifts are given; the bait is laid.
The Gods roll their great eyes over Creon’s house and quietly smile: lor no
rat nor cony
Would creep into the open undisguised traps
That take the proud race ol man. They snap at a shiny bait; they’ll believe
anything. I too
H ave been looled in my time: now I shall triumph. That robe of
bright-flowing gold, that bride-veil, that fish-net
To catch a young slender salmon: —not mute, she’ll sing: her delicate body
writhes in the meshes,
The golden wreath binds her bright head with light: she’ll dance, she’ll sing

Would I were there to hear it, that proud one howling. — Look, the sun’s
out again, the clouds are gone,
All’s gay and clear. I wish the deep earth would open and swallow us —
Before I do what comes next.
I wish all life would perish, and the holy Gods in high heaven die, before
my little ones
Come home to my hands.
FIRST CORINTHIAN WOMAN
It would be better for you, Medea, if the earth
Opened her jaws and took you down into darkness.
But one thing you will not do, for you cannot,
You will not hurt your own children, though wrath like plague-boils
Aches, your mind in a fire-haze
Bites the purple apples of pain: — no blood-lapping
Beast of the field, she-bear nor lioness,
Nor the lean wolf-bitch,
Hurts her own tender whelps; nor the yellow-eyed,
Scythe-beaked and storm-shouldered

MEDEA
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Eagle that tears the lambs, has ever made prey
Of the fruit of her own tree —
M£DEA

THIRD WOMAN

How could that girl’s death slake me?

(coming forward from the others)

am sick with terror.
I’ll run to the palace, I’ll warn them.

MEDEA

Will you?—Go. Go if you will.

God and my vengeful Goddess are doing these things: you cannot prevent
them, but you could easily fall
In the same fire.

THIRD WOMAN

(retreating)

I am afraid to go.

MEDEA

You are wise. Anyone

Running between me and my justice will reap
What no man wants.

FIRST WOMAN

Not justice: vengeance.

You have suffered evil, you wish to inflict evil.
I do according to nature,

MEDEA
what I have to do.

FIRST WOMAN

I have heard evil

Answering evil as thunder answers the lightning,
A great waste voice in the hollow sky,
And all that they say is death. I have heard vengeance
Like an echo under a hill answering vengeance,
Great hollow voices: all that they say is death.

SECOND WOMAN

The sword sPeaks

And the spear answers: the city is desolate.
The nations remember old wrongs and destroy each other,
And no man binds up their wounds.

FIRST WOMAN

but justice

Builds a firm house.

MEDEA
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SECOND WOMAN

I dreamed that someone

Gave good for evil, and the world was amazed.

MEDEA
Only a coward or a madman gives good for evil. — Did you hear a thin
music
Like a girl screaming? Or did I perhaps imagine it? Hark, it is music.

THIRD WOMAN

Let

me go, Medea!
111 be mute, I 11 speak to no one. I cannot bear —
Let me go to my house!

MEDEA
And watch the end.
circular.)

You will stay here,
.The women arc beginning to “mill” like scared cattle, huddled and

\ou will be quiet, you women. You came to see

How the barbarian woman endures betrayal: watch and you’ll know.

SECOND WOMAN

My

heart is a shaken cup
Of terror: the thm black wine
Spills over all my flesh down to my feet.

FIRST WOMAN
She fled from her father’s house in a storm of blood,
In a blood-storm she flew up from Thessaly,
Now here and dark over Corinth she widens
Wings to ride up the twisted whirlwind
And talons to hold with —
Let me flee this dark place and the pillared doorway.

SECOND WOMAN
I hear the man-wolf on the snow hill
Howl to the soaring moon —

THIRD WOMAN
The demon comes in through the locked door
And strangles the child —

MEDEA
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SECOND WOMAN
Blood is the seed of blood, hundredfold the harvest,
The gleaners that follow it, their feet are crimson —
FIRST WOMAN
I see the whirlwind hanging from the black sky
Like a twisted rope,
Like an erect serpent, its tail tears the earth,
It is braided of dust and lightning,
Who will fly in it? Let me hide myseli
From these night-shoring pillars and the dark door.
Have patience,

MEDEA
women. Be quiet.

I am quite sure something has happened; presently someone
Will bring us news.
TEIIRD WOMAN

Look! The children are coming.

SECOND WOMAN
They have bright things in their hands: their faces are clear and joyous: was
all that fear
A dream, a dream?
(The Tutor enters with the children. The elder child carries a decorated bow and arrows; the
younger has a doll, a brightly painted wooden warrior.
Medea, gazing at the children, retreats slowly backward from them.)

THE TUTOR

Rejoice, Medea, I bring good news. The princess

graciously
Received your presents and smiled: it is peace between you. She has
welcomed the little boys, they are safe Lorn exile.
They’ll be kept here. Their father is joyful.
MEDEA

(coldly, her hands clenched in the effort of self-control)
Yes?

THE TUTOR
well pleased. When we flrst went in
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All Creon’s house is

The serving-women came and fondled the children; it was rumored through
all the household that you and Jason
Were at peace again: like word of a victory
Running through a wide city, when people gather in the streets to be glad
together: and we brought the boys
Into the hall; we put those costly gilts in their hands; then Jason
Led them before the princess. At first she looked angrily at them and
turned away, but Jason said
“Don’t be angry at your friends. You ought to love
Those whom I love. Look what they’ve brought you, dear,” and she looked
and saw
In the dark boxes the brilliant gold: she smiled then,
And marvelled at it. Afterward she caressed the children; she even said that
this little one’s
Hair was like fine-spun gold. Then Jason gave them these toys and we came

MEDEA

Yes.— If this

Were all. If this were all, old man, —
I’d have your bony loins beaten to a blood-froth
For the good news you bring.
THE TUTOR

My lady— !

MEDEA

There’s more, however. It

will soon come.
(She moves restlessly in the direction they have come from; stands gating; returns toward the
door-steps. The children shyly approach her and show their toys. She, with violent self-constraint,
looks at them; hut folds her hands in her cloak, not to touch them.)

THE ELDER CHILD

(drawing the little bow)

Look, mother.
MEDEA

(suddenly weeping)

I cannot bear. I cannot bear.
THE TUTOR

Take them away from me!
(She sits on the steps, and draws the cloak over her face.)

Children, come quickly.

(He shepherds them up

the steps and disappears in the house; but they turn back and stand in the doorway.)

MEDEA
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FIRST WOMAN
If there is any mercy or forbearance in heaven
Let it reach down and touch that dark mind
To save it trom what it dreams —
(A young slave dashes in, panting and distraught. He has run from Creon’s house.)

THE SLAVE

Where is Medea?

SECOND WOMAN

hat has

happened? What horror drives you?
Are spears hunting behind you?

THE SLAVE

(He sees Medea, still sitting on the steps, her face and head hidden.

Flee for your life, Medea! I am Jason’s
man, but you were good to me
While I was here in the house. Can you hear me? Escape, Medea!

MEDEA

(slowly, drawing the cloak slowly from her head, and still sitting

!

I hear

you. Draw breath; say quietly
What you have seen. It must have been something notable, the way your
eyes
Bulge in the whites.

THE SLAVE

If you have horses, Medea, drive! Or a boat on the

shore,
Sail!

MEDEA

But first you must tell me about that beautiful girl who was latch

married: your great man’s daughter:
Are they all quite well?

THE SLAVE

My ears ring with the crying, my eyes are scalded.

She put on the gold garments —
Did

you

do it, Medea?

MEDEA

I

did it. Speak quietly.

THE SLAVE
You are horribly avenged. It is too much.
The Gods will hate you.
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You are avenged.

MEDEA

(avid, but still sitting)

That is

my

care. Did anyone die with

her?
THE SLAVE
Creon!
MEDEA

(solemnly,

standing up)

Where is pride now?
Tell me all that you saw. Speak slowly.
THE SLAVE

He tried to save her —he died!

Corinth is masterless.
Alls in amazed contusion, and some are looting, but they’ll avenge him —
(He hears someone coming behind him.)

Someone

IS

goin^ to die.

I m going on!

[He runs to the Jar side of the scene, and exit while Medea speaks.

Meanwhile the light has been changing, and soon the sun will set.)

MEDEA
enters.)

Here comes a more stable witness.

(The Nurse

Old friend:

Catch your breath; take your time. I want the whole tale, every gesture and
cry. I have labored tor this.
THE NURSE
Death is turned loose! I’ve hobbled and run, and lallen —
MEDEA

Please, Nurse: I

am very happy: go slowly.
Tell me these things in order from the beginning.
As when you used to dress me, when I was little, in my father’s house: you
used to say
“One thing at a time; one thing and then the next.”
(

The light has changed to a flare of sunset.)

THE NURSE

My eyes are

blistered,
My throats like a dry straw . . . There was a long mirror on the wall, and
when her eyes saw it, —

MEDEA
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After the children had gone with Jason, - she put her hands in the cases and
took those gold things —and I
Watched, for I feared something might happen to her, but 1 never thought
So horribly-she placed on her little head the bright golden wreath, she
gathered the flowing gold robe
Around her white shoulders,
And slender flanks,
And gazed at the golden girl in the metal mirror, going back and forth
On tiptoe almost; and swung her leg from the hip, to see the flexible gold
Moulding the thigh. But suddenly horror began. I . . . Oh, Oh . . .
MEDEA

^

are not suffering.
You saw it, you did not feel it. Speak plainly.
THE NURSE

Her face went white;

She staggered a few steps, bending over, and fell
Into the great throne-chair; then a serving-woman
Began to call for water thinking she had fainted, but saw the foam
Start on her lips, and the eyes rolling, and screamed instead. Then some of
them
Ran after Jason, others ran to fetch Creon: and that doomed girl
Frightfully crying started up from the chair; she ran, she was like a torch,
and the gold crown
Like a comet streamed fire; she tore at it but it clung to her head; the
golden cloak
Was white-hot, flaying the flesh from the living bones; blood mixed with
fire ran down, she fell, she burned
On the floor, writhing. Then Creon came and flung himself on her, hoping
to choke
That rage of flame, but it ran through him, his own agony
Made him forget his daughter’s. The fire stuck to the flesh, it glued him to
her; he tried to stand up,
He tore her body and his own. The burnt flesh broke
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In lumps lxom the bones.

(She

covers her eyes with her hands.)

I have finished.

They lie there.
Eyeless, dislaced, untouchable; middens of smoking flesh laced with molten
gold...

rnearly a scream)

No! I have finished.

I have no more.
MEDEA

I want all.

Had they died when you came away?
THE NURSE

I am not able . . . have mercy . . .

No: the harsh tides of breath
Still whistled in the black mouths. No one could touch them. Jason stood
in their smoke, and his hands tore
H is unhelmeted hair.
MEDEA

You have told good news well: I’ll reward you.

As lor those people, they will soon die. Their woes are over too soon. Mine
are not.
Jasons are not.

(She turns abruptly from her, toward the children; who have been standing by the

doorway, fascinated, not comprehending but watching.)

My little falcons! — Listen to me: laugh and be glad: we
have accomplished it.
Our enemies were great and powerful, they were full of cold pride, they
ruled all this country: — they are down in the ashes.
Crying like dogs, cowering in the ashes, in their own ashes. They went
down with the sun, and the sun will rise
And not see them again. He will think “Perhaps they are sleeping, they
feasted late,
At noon they will walk in the garden.” Oh no, Oh no!
They will not walk in the garden. No one has ever injured me but suffered
more
Than I had suffered.

(She turns from the children.)

Therefore this final sacrifice

I intended glares in my eyes
Like a lion on a ridge,

(turning back to the children)

We still hate, you

know:—a person nearer than these, more vile, more contemptible,

MEDEA
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Whom I ... I cannot. If he were my own hands I would cut him off. or
my eyes, I would gouge him out,
But not you: that was madness.

(She turns from them.)

So Jason will be a

e

to say, "I have lost much,
But not all: I have children: my sons are well.” That too is unbearable.
(She stands staring, agonised, one hand picking at the other.)

I

want him crushed, boneless, crawling ...
I have no choice,

(resolutely, to Chorus)

You there! You thought me soff and

submissive like a common woman,-who takes a blow
And cries a little, and she wipes her face
And runs about the housework, loving her master? 1 am not such a woman.
Awake,
FIRST WOMAN
Medea!
Awake from the evil dream. Catch up your children and flee.
Farther than Athens, farther than Thrace or Spain, flee to the world's end.
Fire and death have done your bidding,
Are you not fed full with evil?
Is it not enough?
MEDEA

No. Loathing is endless.

Hate is a bottomless cup, I will pour and pour.

(She turns fiercely to the children.

Children: —
melting)

(suddenly

... Oh my little ones!

What was I dreaming? - My babes, my own!

(She kneels to them, taking their hands.)

Never, never, never, never
Shall my own babes be hurt. Not if every war-hound and spear-slave in
headless Corinth
Were on the track,

(still kneeling, to Chorus:)

Look, their sweet lips are

trembling: look, women, the little mouths: I frightened them
With those wild words: they stood and faced me, they never flinched.
Look at their proud young eyes! My eaglets, my golden ones!
(She kisses them, then holds them off and gazes at them.)

small faces . . . like the pale wild-roses
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Oh sweet

That bloom where the cliff breaks toward the brilliant sea: the delicate
form and color, the dear, dear fragrance
Of your sweet breath . .

.

THE NURSE

(She continues gating at them; her face changes.)

My lady: make haste, haste!

Take them and flee. Flee away from here! Someone will come soon.
( Medea still gazes at the children. The Nurse clutches her shoulder.)

Oh —

listen to me.
Spears will come, death will come. All Corinth is in confusion and headless
anarchy, unkinged and amazed
Around that horror you made: therefore they linger: yet in a moment
Its avengers come!
[Medea looks up from staring at the children. Her face has changed; the love has gone out of it. She
speaks in a colorless tired voice.)

MEDEA

I have a sword in the house.

I can defend you.

(She stands up stiffly and takes the children by their shoulders; holds the elder

one in front of her, toward Chorus; speaks with cold intensity.)

Would you say that this child
Has Jasons eyes?

(The women are silent, in terror gazing at her.)

. . .

They are his cubs. They have his blood.

As long as they live I shall be mixed with him.

(She looks down at the children,

Children:

speaks tenderly but hopelessly.)

It is evening. See: evening has come. Come, little ones,
Into the house. Evening brings all things home. It brings the bird to the
bough and the lamb to the fold, —
And the child to the mother. It brings . . . night. We must not think too
much: people go mad
If they think too much.
(She has pushed the children gently into the house. In the doorway, behind them, she flings up her
hands as if to tear her hair out by the roots; then quietly goes in. The great door closes; the iron
noise of the bolt is driven home.)

THE NURSE

(suddenly)

No! No!

(She rushes toward the door, but sinks down on the

steps, helpless, her hand reaching up and beating feebly against the foot of the door.)

No . . .

MEDEA
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FIRST WOMAN

What has happened?

SECOND WOMAN

That crown of horrors . . •

(They speak like somnambulists, and stand frozen. There is a moment of silence.)

CHILD’S VOICE

(in the house, shrill, broken off)

Mother Ai— !

(The women press toward the door, crying more or less simultaneously:)

Medea, no!
Prevent her! Save them!
Open the door ELDER CHILD'S VOICE

(They listen for an answer.)

You’ve hurt him! The blood. The blood. Oh,

mother!
THIRD WOMAN

(below the steps, farthest from the door)

A God is here, Medea, he calls to you, he torbids you(The Nurse has risen, and beats feebly on the door, stooping and bent over. First Woman stands
beside her very erect, with her back against the door, covering her ears with her hands. They arc

silent.)

ELDER CHILD’S VOICE

(clear, but as if hypnotized)

She IS hunting

me . . .
She is hunting me . . . She is hunting . . . Aah!
(Umtmatum-kamtg-* head m tb, home. Il rises mifalls, mi cMmuts to ike enj, but
ofen nearly inaudible. It is now twilight.)

THE NURSE

(limps down the steps and says:)

There is no hope in heaven or earth. It is done.
It was destined when she was born, now it is done,
Oh.
THIRD WOMAN

(with terror, looking into the shadows)

Who is coming?
Someone is running at us!
FIRST WOMAN

(quietly)

Jason.
SECOND WOMAN
He has a sword!
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The accursed man.

(wailing)

Oh, Oh,

FIRST WOMAN

I am more afraid of the clinging contagion of

his misfortunes.
A man the Gods are destroying.
JASON

(enters rapidly, dishevelled and shaking, a drawn sword in his hand )

Where is that murderess? Here in the
house?
Or has she fled? She’ll have to hide in the heavy metal darkness and caves
of the earth —and there
I ll crawl and find her.
(No answer. The women draw away from him as he moves toward the door. He stops and turns
on them, drawing his left hand across his face, as if his eyes were bewildered.)

Are you struck dumb? Are you shielding her?
Where is Medea?
FIRST WOMAN

You caused these things. She was faithful to you and

you broke faith.
Horror is here.
JASON

Uricaused. There was no reason. . . . Tell me at least

Whether she took my boys with her? Creon’s people would kill them for
what she has done: I’d rather save them
Than punish her. Help me in this.
THE NURSE
JASON

Oh, Oh, Oh . . .

(wailing)

So she has killed

(looking sharply at the Nurse)

herself.
Good. She never lacked courage. . . . I’ll take my sons away to the far end
of the earth, and never
Speak of these things again.
THE NURSE

(wailing)

Oh, Oh, Oh . . .

(Lamentation from the house answers.)

JASON

(with a queer slyness, for he is trying to cheat himself out of believing what he dreads. He

glances at the door, furtively, over his shoulder.)

Is she lying in there?

Honorable at least in her death. — I might have known it.

(They remain silent.)

Well: answer!

MEDEA
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FIRST WOMAN

(pointing toward Creons bouse)

Death is there; death is here.
But vou are both blind and deaf: how can I tell you?
JASON

But

(is silent, then says slowly:)

. the

children are well?
FIRST WOMAN

I do not know

Whether Medea lives or is dead.
JASON

(stares at her; turns suddenly to the door and hammers on it with his sword-hiltj

Open! Open! Open!
(He flings down the sword and sets his shoulder against the door; pushes in vain; returns halfway

Women: I am all

down the steps, and says pitiably:)

alone. Help me.
Help me to break the bolt.
SECOND WOMAN

Our shoulders?

JASON

Go and find hdP ' ' '

(The door opens behind him. It is now fairly dark; the interior of the house is lighted. Two
serving-women come from behind the door-jambs, and place two flickering lamps just outside the
door, at the bases of the pillars, and withdraw themselves. They move symmetrically, like
mirror-images of each other, one right-handed, one left-handed. Chorus draw back in fear; Jason
stands on the steps, bewildered. Medea comes into the doorway; her hand and clothing are
blood-marked.)

MEDEA
What feeble night-bird overcome by misfortunes beats at my door? Can
this be that great adventurer,
The famous lord of the seas and delight of women, the heir of rich
Corinth, — this crying drunkard
On the dark door-step?-Yet you’ve not had enough. You have come to
drink the last bitter drops.
I’ll pour them lor you.
jASOn

What’s that stain on your hand?

MEDEA

The wine I w

pouring lor you spilled on my hand.
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Dear were the little grapes that were crushed to make it; dear were the
vineyards.
JASON

I came to kill you, Medea,

Like a caught beast, like a crawling viper. Give me my sons, that I may save
them from Creon’s men,
111 go quietly away.
MEDEA

Hush: they are sleeping. Perhaps I will let you look at

them: you
cannot have them.
J
But the hour is late, you ought to go home to that hi^h-born bride; the
night has fallen, surely she longs for you.
Surely her flesh is not crusted black, nor her mouth a horror.
[Jason kneels on the steps, painfully groping for his sword.)

She

IS

very

young,
But surely she will be fruitful. — Your sword you want?
There it is. Not that step, the next lower. No, the next higher.
JASON

(finds it and stands erect)

I’ll kill you first and then find my sons.
MEDEA

You must be careful, Jason. Do

you see the two fire-snakes
That guard this door?

(indicating

the two lamps)

Here and here: one on each

side: two serpents. Their throats are swollen with poison,
Their eyes are burning coals and their tongues are fire. They are coiled
ready to strike: if you come near them,
They’ll make you what Creon is. But stand there very quietly, I’ll let you
Look at your sons.

(She

speaks to someone in the house, behind the left door-jamb.)

Bring them across the doorway that he may see them.
(She stands back, and two serving-women pass within the doorway from left to right, bearing the
slain children on a litter between them. It stands a moment in the gape of the door, and passes.)

JASON

I

(dropping the sword, flinging his hands to his temples)

knew it already.
I knew it before I saw it. No wild beast could have done it.

MEDEA
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/ have done it: because I
MEDEA
loathed you more
Than I loved them. Mine is the triumph.
JASON

.
Your triumph. No iron-neshed
r

demon of those whom your father worships
In that blood-crusted temple - Did you feel nothing, no pity, are you pure
evil? I should have killed you
The day I saw you.
MEDEA

I tore my own heart and laughed: I was tearing yours.
Will

JASON
you laugh while I strangle you?
MEDEA
I would sell laugh. - Beware my door-holders, Jason! these eager
serpents. — Id still be joyful
To know that every bone of your life is broken; you are left hopeless,
friendless, mateless, childless,
Avoided by Gods and men, unclean with awful excess of
JASON

grief-childless -

(exhausted)

is no matter now
Who lives, or who dies.
MEDEA

Go down to your ship Argo and weep beside it,

that rotting hulk on the harbor-beach
Drawn dry astrand, never to be launched again, - even the weeds and
barnacles on the warped keel
Are dead and stink: — that’s your last companion, —
And only hope: for sometime one of the rotting timbers
Will fall on your head and kill

you: - meanwhile sit there and mourn.

remembering the infinite evil, and the good
That has turned evil.
JASON

Exult in evil, gloat your fill, have your glory.

^

MEDEA
heart’s blood bought it.
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JASON

Enjoy it then.

Only give me my boys: the little pitiful violated bodies: that I may bury
them
In some kind place.
MEDEA

TojyotE

You would betray even the little bodies:

coin them for silver,
Sell them lor power. No.
JASON

[kneeling)

Let me touch their dear flesh, let me touch

their hair!
MEDEA

No. They are mine.

They are going with me: the chariot is in the gate. You had love and
betrayed it; now ol all men
You are utterly the most miserable. As I of women. But I, a woman, a
loreigner, alone
Against you and the might ol Corinth, — have met you throat for throat,
blood tor blood, betrayal lor betrayal,
And lor a shamelul evil an unendurable punishment. — Now I go forth
Under the cold eyes ol the weakness-despising stars: — not me they scorn.
( She goes out of sight behind the right door-jamb, following the dead children. Jason stumbles up the
steps to follow her, and falls between the two flickering lamps. The door remains open, the light in
the house is mostly extinguished. A music of mixed triumph and lamentation is heard to pass from
the house, and diminish into the distance beyond it.)
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MOMENTS OF GLORY
They have their moments, and if one loved them they ought to die in
those moments; but who could love them?
Consider Churchill contemplating the ditch where his great enemy s
Body was burned in the roaring rums of Berlin-and turning away,
grinning, making his cockney
Victory-gesture. Consider Hitler prancing stiff-legged over fallen France.
Consider little Truman,
That innocent man sailing home from Potsdam, - rejoicing, running about
the ship, telling all and sundry
That the awful power that feeds the life of the stars has been tricked down
Into the common stews and shambles.

Contemptible people? Certainly.
But how they enjoy their points of glory.
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CURB SCIENCE?

c

Ocience, that gives man hope to live without lies
Or blast himself oft the earth:—curb science
Until morality catches up? — But look: morality
At present running rapidly retrograde,
You’d have to turn science too, back to the witch-doctors
And myth-drunkards. Besides that morality
Is not an end in itself: truth is an end.
To seek the truth is better than good works, better than survival,
Holier than innocence and higher than love.
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WHAT IS WORTHLESS?
./Vn open secret, the elementary chemistry ol Greek hre
Scared the barbarians and saved Byzantium.
Civilization stood, the siege was a thousand years, a dead tree.
(It is possible this prodigious plutonium
Is our Greek fire once or twice to save us.) The rest was prestige and
ransom.
Waves of barbarians raved at the wall;
The people yelled at the races; the scholars talked and snuffled in the
libraries;
The theologians spat at each other;
The artists jewelled their lean art; civilization stood, a dead tree.
Was it worth while? What is
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worth ? What is worthless?

WE ARE THOSE PEOPLE
I have abhorred the wars and despised the liars, laughed at the frightened
And forecast victory; never one moments doubt.
But now not far, over the backs of some crawling years, the next
Great wars column of dust and fire writhes
Up the sides of the sky: it becomes clear that we too may suffer
What others have, the brutal horror of defeat: —
Or if not in the next, then in the next: — therefore watch Germany
And read the future. We wish, of course, that our women
Would d le like biting rats in the cellars, our men like wolves on the
mountain:
It will not be so. Our men will curse, cringe, obey;
Our women uncover themselves to the grinning victors for bits of
chocolate.
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WAR-GUILT TRIALS
The mumble-jumble drones on, the hangman waits; the shabby surviving
Leaders of Germany are to learn that Vae Victis
Means Weh den Gesiegten. This kind of thing may console the distresses
Of Europeans: but for ms! — Also we’ve caught
A poet, a small shrill man like a twilight bat,
Accused of being a traitor to his country. I have a bat in my tower
That knows more about treason, and about her country.
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ORIGINAL SIN

T

A he man-brained and man-handed ground-ape, physically

The most repulsive of all hot-blooded animals
Up to that time of the world: they had dug a pitfall
And caught a mammoth, but how could their sticks and stones
Reach the life in that hide? They danced around the pit, shrieking
With ape excitement, Binging sharp flints in vain, and the stench of their
bodies
Stained the white air of dawn; but presently one of them
Remembered the yellow dancer, wood-eating fire
That guards the cave-mouth: he ran and fetched him, and others
Gathered sticks at the wood’s edge; they made a blaze
And pushed it into the pit, and they fed it high, around the mired sides
Of their huge prey. They watched the long hairy trunk
Waver over the stifle trumpeting pain,
And they were happy.

Meanwhile the intense color and nobility of
sunrise,
Rose and gold and amber, flowed up the sky. Wet rocks were shining, a
little wind
Stirred the leaves of the forest and the marsh flag-flowers; the soft valley
between the low hills
Became as beautiful as the sky; while in its midst, hour after hour, the
happy hunters
Roasted their living meat slowly to death.

These are the people.
This is the human dawn. As for me, I would rather
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Be a worm in a wild apple than a son of man.
But we are what we are, and we might remember
Not to hate any person, for all are vicious;
And not be astonished at any evil, all are deserved;
And not fear death; it is the only way to be cleansed.
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ORCA

c

^_/ea-hons loafed in the swinging tide in the inlet, long fluent creatures
Bigger than horses, and at home in their element
As if the Pacific Ocean had been made for them. Farther off shore the
island-rocks
Bristled with quiet birds, gulls, cormorants, pelicans, hundreds and
thousands
Standing thick as grass on a cut of turf. Beyond these, blue, gray, green,
wind-straked, the ocean
Looked vacant; but then I saw a little black sail
That left a foam-line; while I watched there were two of them, two black
triangles, tacking and veering, converging
Toward the rocks and the shore. I knew well enough
What they were: the dorsal fins of two killer-whales: but how the sea-lions
Low-floating within the rock-throat knew it, I know not. Whether they
heard or they smelled them, suddenly
They were in panic; and some swam tor the islands, others
Blindly along the granite banks of the inlet; one of them, more pitiful,
scrabbled the cliff
In hope to climb it: at that moment black death drove in,
Silently like a shadow into the sea-gorge. It had the shape, the size, and it
seemed the speed
Of one of those flying vipers with which the Germans lashed London. The
water boiled for a moment
And nothing seen; and at the same moment
The birds went up from the islands, the soaring gulls, laborious pelicans,
arrowy cormorants, a screaming
And wheeling sky. Meanwhile, below me, brown blood and foam
Striped the water of the inlet.
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Here was death, and with terror, yet it
looked clean and bright, it was beautiful.
Why? Because there was nothing human involved, suffering nor causing; no
lies, no smirk and no malice;
All strict and decent; the will of man had nothing to do here. The earth is a
star, its human element
Is what darkens it. War is evil, the peace will be evil, cruelty is evil; death is
not evil. But the breed of man
Has been queer from the start. It looks like a botched experiment that has
run wild and ought to be stopped.
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GREATER GRANDEUR
I

I alt a year after wars end, Roosevelt and Hitler dead, Stalin tired,
Churchill rejected, — here is the

Triumph of the little men. Democracy — shall we say? —has triumphed.
They are hastily preparing again
More flaming horrors, but now it is fate, not will; not power-lust, caprice,
personal vanity; — fate
Has them in hand. Watch and be quiet then: there is greater grandeur here
than there was before,
As God is greater than man; God is doing it. Sadly, impersonally,
irreversibly
The tall world turns toward death like a flower to the sun. It is very
beautiful. Observe it. Pity and terror
Are not appropriate for events on this scale watched from this level;
admiration is all.
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WHAT OF IT?
Life’s norm is lost: no doubt it is put away with Plato’s
Weights and measures in the deep mind of God,
To find reincarnation, after due time and their own deformities
Have killed the monsters: but for this moment
The monsters possess the world. Look: forty thousand mens labor and a
navy of ships, to spring a squib
Over Bikini lagoon.

Nobler than man or beast my sea-mountains
Pillar the cloud-sky; the beautiful waters in the deep gorges,
Ventana Creek and the Sur Rivers, Mai Paso Creek, Soberanes, Garapatas,
Palo Colorado,
Flow, and the sacred hawks and the storms go over them. Mans fate is like
Eastern fables, startling and dull,
The Thousand and One Nights, or the jabber of delirium:—what of it?
What is not well? Man is not well? What of it?
He has had too many doctors, leaders and saviors: let him alone. It may be
that bitter nature will cure him.
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THE INQUISITORS
(doming around a corner of the dark trail . . . what was wrong with the
valley?
Azevedo checked his horse and sat staring: it was all changed. It was
occupied. There were three hills
Where none had been: and firelight Bickered red on their knees between
them: it they were hills:
They were more like Red Indians around a campfire, grave and dark,
mountain-high, hams on heels
Squatting around a little fire of hundred-foot logs. Azevedo remembers he
felt an ice-brook
Glide on his spine; he slipped down from the saddle and hid
In the brush by the trail, above the black redwood forest. This was the
Little Sur South Fork,
Its forest vallev; the man had come in at nightfall over Bowcher’s Gap, and
a high moon hunted
Through running clouds. He heard the rumble of a voice, heavy not loud,
saying, “I gathered some,
You can inspect them." One of the hills moved a huge hand
And poured its contents on a table-topped rock that stood in the firelight;
men and women fell out;
Some crawled and some lay quiet; the hills leaned to eye them. One said:
"It seems hardly possible
Such fragile creatures could be so noxious.” Another answered,
"True, but we’ve seen. But it is only recently they have the power.” The
third answ ered, "That bomb?"
"Oh,” he said, "—and the rest.” He reached across and picked up one of
the mites from the rock, and held it
Close to his eyes, and very carefully with finger and thumb-nail peeled it:
by chance a young female
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With long black hair: it was too helpless even to scream. He held it by one
white leg and stared at it:
“I can see nothing strange: only so fragile.

The third hill answered,

We

suppose it is something
Inside the head.” Then the other split the skull with his thumb-nail,
squinting his eyes and peering, and said,
“A drop of marrow. How could that spoil the earth?

‘‘Nevertheless,

he

answered,
‘‘They have that bomb. The blasts and the fires are nothing: freckles on the
earth: the emanations
Might set the whole planet into a tricky fever
And destroy much.” “Themselves,” he answered. “Let them. Why not?”
“No,” he answered, “Life.”

Azevedo
Still watched in horror, and all three of the hills
Picked little animals from the rock, peeled them and cracked them, or
toasted them
On the red coals, or split their bodies from the crotch upward
To stare inside. They said “It remains a mystery. However,” they said,
“It is not likely they can destroy all life: the planet is capacious. Life would
surely grow up again
From grubs in the soil, or the newt and toad level, and be beautiful again.
And again perhaps break its legs
On its own cleverness: who can forecast the future?” The speaker yawned,
and with his flat hand
Brushed the rock clean; the three slowly stood up
Taller than Pico Blanco into the sky, their Indian-beaked heads in the
moon-cloud,
And trampled their watchfire out and went away southward, stepping across
the Ventana mountains.
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DAWN

c

^_)teep and black the mountain to the graying sky; no star but the morning
star
Swims that gray lake. Down here it is deep night; dark gleams the surf on
the skerries.
West it is night; the great unladed tapestries of winter heaven, Orion and
his dog walk north
In the night on the sea. There is nothing on earth nor perhaps in the vast
ol heaven so pure, so desirable
As this hour and this scene.

Yet the strain sticks. It is a bitter sickness
That rock and water and sky should be what they are, and men —what we
are. Oh, we escape it sometimes.
But in the shameless floodlights of war and peace, the crimes and the lies,
the daily news that no doubt
Nobody ought to listen to —but that also would be a kind oi betrayal —
what an ass life looks.
High on the dawn the enormous angular shadow of a sick ass being clubbed
to death.
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NEW YEAR'S DAWN, 1947
'

1 wo morning stars, Venus and Jupiter,

Walk in the pale and liquid light
Above the color of these dawns; and as the tide of light
Rises higher the great planet vanishes
While the nearer still shines. The yellow wave of light
In the east and south reddens, the opaque ocean
Becomes pale purple: Oh delicate
Earnestness of dawn, the fervor and pallor.
— Stubbornly I think again: The state is a blackmailer,
Honest or not, with whom we make (within reason )
Our accommodations. There is no valid authority
In church nor state, custom, scripture nor creed,
But only in one’s own conscience and the beauty of things.
Doggedly I think again: One’s conscience is a trick oracle,
Worked by parents and nurse-maids, the pressure of the peopl
And the delusions of dead prophets: trust it not.
Wash it clean to receive the transhuman beauty: then trust it.
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QUIA ABSURDUM
Cjuard yourself from the terrible empty light of space, the bottomless
Pool of the stars. (Expose yourself to it: you might learn something.)

Guard yourself from perceiving the inherent nastiness of man and woman.
(Expose your mind to it: you might learn something.)

Faith, as they now confess, is preposterous, an act of will. Choose the
Christian sheep-cote
Or the Communist rat-fight: faith will cover your head from the
man-devouring stars.
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I: THE LOVE AND THE HATE
fire a few years before had skinned the Kills faces,
And nature played one of her beautiful tricks;
She planted them solidly with purple lupin, sheets of pure blossom
From peak to base, so that they stood like archangels
Above the shadow in the canyon, their purple shoulders
In the blue sky.

Summer came on, earth dried, grass whitened,
The lupin hills that had darkened like withdrawing Gods in the evenings
April
Were now turned brown; they had their beauty; they were great
brown-furred animals walking across
The pale blue sky. Reine walked below them and thought
It was interesting the seed of two men could mingle
So kindly in her, without shame or disturbance; and it was interesting
That she was falling in love with her young lover, not at first but now,
young again, young and avid
As a young bride.

She had been with him,
And when they parted he walked up the ridge beside her
To the lip of the canyon, leading his horse,
And there turned back. She came down alone against the sun-glare
And its track on the ocean, and did not see
Until she was in the dooryard, and then halt dazzled, a man, a soldier
Standing beside the stilted water-tank, the Spanish girl
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Peeking at him from the doorway. Reine looked again
And screamed “Hoult. Oh my God, Hoult!” and ran to him
And embraced him. He was cold and stiff in response; he had always been
shy
Ol her flighty tendernesses —and held his face
High er than her head. She babbled “Darling, why didn’t you
Let us know you were coming? Where have you been?
How did you get . . . like this . .

for his tight-buttoned

Tunic was wet and stained, filthy to smell,
And he’d not said a word yet. “Did you ... are you hurt? Oh Hoult,
What have they done to you?

He still not answering, she pressed

Her cheek on the stained cloth over his heart:
“Oh! I’m so happy!” “Yeh,” he said, “I came home.
All hell couldn’t ve stopped me. The will does it. What were you
Doing on the hill?” “Darling,” she said, “can you stay long?
Have you been sick? You look . . . dreadfully.” He said “Like something
Dug up? I know.’’ “Oh,” she said, “you look as if you’d been sick.
Did you catch that malaria? Let’s go in-doors.
I love you dear. ’ “What were you doing on the hill, mother?”
“What?” she said, “You mean just now? I was taking a walk.
Time hangs heavy and lonesome when there is nobody:
But now it won’t. How long can you stay?” He said
“As long as I damn please. So there was nobody?” She remembered the
light-glare
To her eyes but not his adverse, but at that distance . . .
And David had surely not come to the open ridge-top:
“What is the matter, dear? Of course there was nobody.
Do you mean you’re out of the army, they’ve let you go?
You’re free, you’re free?” His brown eyes and her blue ones
Fed on each other in the light air, and she saw the sick
Greenish-dark skin hang on the bones of his face: “Yeh,” he said,
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“Out.” He turned from her and spat; the spittle
Looked lead-color and fell like a lump
On the scuffed earth. “Liar,” he said. She mourned, “Oh Hoult!
What has happened to you?” “If you hadn’t lied to me I would’ve told you.
Where’s the old man?

I,

she said,

. . . Monterey.

American Legion supper. I remember now
I did see someone; I didn’t remember.
A friend of yours: Dave Larson: passed me on the trail.
He was probably hunting wild pigs.

The black-haired girl
Jesus, whom they called Hazel, approximating
The sound of the Spanish name, — she approached and said
Supper was on the table; and at the same moment
The nutcracker-faced old cowhand Moro Soto
Trotted around a corner of the house, the older of the ranch-dogs
Weaving behind his legs, uttering a choked
Continuous howl. Soto said “My God you back,
Offering his hand to shake, “my God you back again!
You kill some Japs: Ah? Ah?’ “No, I got killed,
He answered, gripping his mother’s wrist
Instead of the old man’s hand, and he led her captive
Toward the foot of the house-yard, where a dry-stone fence
Edges the fall of the gorge. She said “You hurt me.
What is it with poor old Sport? Speak to him, Hoult.
Doesn’t he know you?” “He snarled at me and I booted him.
To hell with him. And you. It was Larson, was it,
Tipped you on your back?” “Oh! You’re insane," she said,
Wrenching her wrist in his hand in vain. He said “Okay.
I’m not your keeper. Next time comb the dry fern-bed
Out of your pretty hair.” She breathed and said slowly, “Some awful thing
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Has happened to you. Let me go, Hoult.” He said, “You guessed it.
There are millions and millions, but as far as I know I am the only one
That has come back. Its unbelievable: how can they he so still
After being gypped and killed? Gypped by their governments
And their lathers and their women: gypped out of life, fooled and despised
and lied to, and stuck
Under the mangrove roots and the black mud, under the coral sand and the
Russian snow,
And the cabbages in Europe. They’re too submissive, they ought to damn
patience and rise. Think of the
Stinking armies of semi-skeletons marching on Washington: here comes
your wah,’’ he said, imitating
The President’s manner of speech, “here is your wah, you made it,
How do you like it? While the German boys
Unfox the rock-holes of Berchtesgaden, and all the little killed Nips nip
their Emperor to death: — ha? That would be fine,
That would be justice. But,” he said somberly, “justice
Begins at home. So they still have those Legion suppers,
The poor old war-hounds? Ah? The last Saturday
In every month: what a life: I guess we don’t lose much
Bv dying young. It is the lies, it is the lies, it is the dirty lies,
War-peddlers’ lies and the people’s imbecility
That raked me out of the grave. By the way, mother:
Keep my secret: don’t tell the old man I’m dead.
I want to tease him awhile.’’

Reine had been swaying
Dizzily in the storm of his mind and the smell of death, and far down
underfoot
The swords of the low sun whirled slowly in the sea-haze in the
uorge-throat: she felt her blood
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Drain from her brain and darkness from the sides glide
Over her eyes; she bit her lip hard, the pain
To fight the faintness, but her nerves could not feel
What her teeth did; she slid along the rock fence,
Dislodging a stone which rolled into the canyon-depth;
She slid to her knees and fell forward, but propped herself
From the earth with her hands.

Her son stood quietly
Observing her, then the girl Hazel ran from the house,
And raged at him with her eyes, leaning to help, but Reine
Shook her head against the dimness, and rose
Unhelped, and stood. Her thin lace framed in the sorrel hair
Was suddenly very beautiful, chalk white emblazoned
With intensely blue eyes and the bright blood-lace
On the bitten lip. She attempted to speak and failed,
And sucked breath and said carefully, “It is not true.
You are sick I think. Nobody ever has come
Back from . . .” “Sht!” he said, “keep my secret.
The girl is here.” She turned and stared: “Oh, Hazel? Stay with me.
He pretends that he’s dead. People don’t walk and . . .
Breathe . . .’’ She began to tremble violently, her hands and mouth,
She said “Please dear. Please dear,’’ and then shrilly: “Go back!
Go to your place and lie down and be quiet, pull the clay over you,
I can’t endure this.’’ He said, “All right: I’ll tell her then.
I was killed on Meserole Island twenty days
I lay in the shade and watched myself swell
Until they found me and buried me, but after that
I got so angry lying in the dark remembering, I poured my soul
With sickening pain into my body again,
And more or less fixed up the rotten tissues, and broke
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The choking earth. Only don’t tell my lather Bull Gore,
I want to play wi’ that bull.”

When Gore came home
It was a little alter midnight; Hoult had closed himsell
In the room that he used to use, and Reine leigned sleep,
Her weeping lace to the wall. Gore lay down beside her
In ignorance that his son lay in the house.
In the morning Reine washed hersell and went to Hoult’s room,
He was not there. She gasped and ran down-stairs
To the room oft the kitchen: “Hazel: where is he?
Where has he gone?” The girl, her thin dark face
Drowned in sleep and the oily hair, moaned “No,”
And sat up in bed, rounding her mouth to scream,
Remembering fear; Reme saw the black eyes ol her breasts
And the black O of her mouth, three points ol a triangle
In the gray swimming light, a long round scream
Came from the apex. Reine said “What: have you seen him?”
It screamed again; Reine shook the lean shoulder, clawing in
Under the ridge of the scapula, and looked at the dim face and said
“Nothing but sleep.” She ran bare-foot out-doors,
Her thin shift fallen from one shoulder, looking for Hoult, but summer
cloud
Covered the mountain; nothing beyond the house-yard
Could be seen in the curded half-light. She circled the house
And met Gore in the doorway, half-dressed, his black-haired
Chest and belly bulging from the belted trousers, he said “What the devil?
What is the yelling?” Reine said “Hoult was here
Last night, he’s gone.” “Who was here?” “Hoult,” she said bitterly,
“Have you forgotten him? You had a son named Hoult.
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You have no son. He came home last night, or his angry ghost,
To say that he was killed on that bloody island.”
"You are talking nonsense,

he said,

What island?

under heavy brows

Observing the girl Hazel, who had come shuddering, slightly enclothed
In a blanket from her bed; dark though she was,
Her feet were as white as Reine’s; he said “For Christ sake
What is she talking about?” She opened her mouth quite round on silence.
Reine said
“You sent him there, though I begged you on my knees. Meserole Island:
Is that a place? He was only seventeen.
I prayed to you and to him, but you’d hypnotized him: your insane talk
About courage and honor.” Gore shook his head on the thick throat, like
an animal
When the blood blinds it. He said “Oh God talk sense.
Did you think you saw him?” She stiffened herself erect,
With lidless eyes, the blue-staring irises
White-ringed in the blind whites: “Saw him. And touched, heard,” she said,
“smelled.
The smell of death. Now he’s gone back there.
That is what we have sons lor.” He said to the girl: “You.
Did you see him?” Reine suddenly weeping embraced him,

Hiding her face on the black moss of his breast,
“You loved him too.” He said “Did^oti see him, Hazel?”
“Uh,” she said, “yes.” He said “If you both saw him,
Then Hoult was here.” Reine leaning against him felt his thick body
Tremble like a tall rock down on the shore
When winter seas pound the cliff.

Gore went out-doors
After a time, and returned: “You make me sick.
He’s taken a horse and saddle and gone for a ride, and take a rest
From screaming women. Get me some breakfast.” Later in the morning
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He was back and forth between the barn and corral
Several times, eyeing the ridges; for the cloud had lifted
Toward the top ol the mountain, its dark gray belly still contained the
peaks;
The two ranch-dogs, bleak old Sport and his pup,
Walked by his knees, the younger lilted her head
And pointed; Gore looked that way and saw nothing
But the heavy ridges plunging to slate-blue sea; he heard the air
Ripped at his side, and on the instant the rough-edged
\ oice of a rifle and its echo. The young shepherd-bitch
Was hit and screaming. Gore stared at the rifle s voice
And saw the mounted marksman far down the ridge-drive.
He shouted at him, recognizing his own bay horse,
And turned to look to the dog. Her hindquarters
Seemed to be dead; she was propped on her forelegs,
Bleeding from throat and back, but in a moment
Fell over on her side. He had his hand on her
And she was choking; he saw the bay fetlocks
And heard Hoults voice: “Hello dad. Good shot: ah?
I thought it was a coyote.” Gore stared up at him
Sitting without expression, corpse-faced and war-clad on the bay horse, and
said bitterly
“You thought wbat} Let it be. How are you, Hoult?
The poor thing’s dying.” Meanwhile the older dog,
H is hackles and his back bristling, slunk half a circle
Behind the heels of the horse and sprang at Hoult’s thigh,
Hooked his teeth in and hung; the horse leaped sidewise; cloth and flesh
tore,
But Hoult seemed to feel nothing; and the dog fled,
Head down, slavering big flakes of foam; he avoided Reine,
Who was coming from the house. Gore meanwhile: “Watch out!
Hell, did he cut you?” Hoult savagely checked the horse
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And said “The cloth is rotten, so is the flesh.” He looked down and said
“So is the blood. You were out last night when I came home. Did you
And your old buddies decide what the wars about?
I came to ask. You were all for it, you know;
And keeping safe away from it, so to speak, maybe you see
Reasons that we who only die in it cant,
He said carefully, “We had a captain that gave lectures,
But he was such a liar.

Gore looked at him

In silence; the greenish drab leather of Hoults face
Hanging loose on the bones looked dreadfully
Like a mirror of his mind; and Hoult said to his mother,
Who had come, white and thin, staring alternately
At Hoult and the shot dog, which moaned and snapped
In her last pain, —he said

Hes dumb, he wont talk.

I asked him a decent question: by God he 11 sing
Before I’ve done.” Gore with some dignity
Swallowing the dark-veined anger that swelled his throat,
Stood up and said, “Her pain is over. Hoult, you look sick.
Y’ look pretty bad. Y’ been in hospital?

“Yea?

he said,

No:

A little deeper.” Reine shrilly interposed her voice between them:
“Where did you ride to, dear? You frightened me,
Going off so early.” He said, “To see a friend. Ah?
Your friend young Larson. We’re going deer-hunting.
That’s why I’m tasting out the old thirty-thirty: it’s no Garand
But it’ll do. Y’ ought to’a’ seen him turn red and pale
When I mentioned you. By God, there, you too
Waving the same colors! These blonds are bad liars, dad,
You must’a’ noticed, they have flags in their cheeks.
But dark men like you and me, dark thick-skinned men
Can lie the world into hell as naturally
As babies breathe.” He swung himself from the saddle
And fell on hands and knees, groaning. Gore caught the reins, Reme cried
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Oh Hoult, Hoult, whats the matter?

He labored stiffly

And stood himself on his feet, propped on the rifle-butt, saying
It is the pain. D’y’ think it costs nothing
To make decayed flesh work?” She saw the discolored
Blood on his thigh, brown and thin, clot and serum,
And through the split cloth the wound, but for very weariness
Stared and said nothing. He answered and said, “Dogs have no teeth.
But I could show you something under my shirt —
I will, sometime. By the way, where do you keep the cartridges?” He saw
his father
Leading the horse toward the corral, and called: “Hey, dad.
Where do you keep the shells for the rifle?
I could only find four.” Gore stopped and gazed at him,
And said,

Thats all.

“Ha?” he said. Reine said “You can’t

Buy them now, dear; it’s all for the army. Hoult . . .
Hoult dear . . .

She laid her hand on his arm: “Be good to your father.

He has been patient to-day, and I believe
He loves you deeply. And if he edged you
Into that horror, it wasn’t for lack of love, but what he thought
Honorable and right; and he himself
Went in the other war, and would again if they’d take him. And remember,
You were eager to go. I went on my knees to you,
If you remember, and prayed you with tears
To stay home but you wouldn’t.” “I’ve paid for it,”
He said, “he’ll pay. What’s the matter with you, mother?
Is he worn out?” She did not answer, and he said
“Women must have it, I understand: can’t he provide it?
Is he impotent?” “No, Hoult.” “And you’re still fond of him: how dare you
Cheat him wi’ that blond kite?’ She said “It’s not true. Hoult, your mind:
Something has happened to it.” “Yea,” he said, “why not?
But it still works. Oh: mother: a haggard old woman
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With a boy her sons age. You might a’ looked in the mirror: although your
hair
And teeth are young still: your face is as dry and bloodless
As a dead moon.” She said ‘‘This is a dirty dream
That you dreamed underground. I do not think
You believe it yourself; I think you hate
Everyone you ever knew.” He said ‘‘Why not?
And several others. Ah, to-days Sunday, people are in church I believe,
praying God
To bless their enemies: that is burn ’em alive and blast ’em
To a bloody mash: to-morrow is Monday the thirty-first; Tuesday
Is the first day of deer-season.

He had counted the days

On his fingers like an eager child; she laid her hand
On his joined hands: ‘‘Is it because you hate
Even the little brown deer? Oh, Hoult, your hands!
You are burning up with fever!” “Sure,” he said, “decomposition’s
A kind of fever. Rotten wood shines in the dark.
Rotten hay-ricks catch fire. Rotten countries make war. Rotten old women
Seduce boys. Did you get him drunk first?” She answered slowly
“It would be better if you’d go back to that island grave.
There’s nothing here.”

Gore returning from the paddock,
She was silent. Hoult said to her, “Did y’read’n the papers
About V-l? Verjeltungswaf,” he pronounced it English,
“Retaliation-weapon. Those intelligent hyenas
Have probably got more Vs in the shop: mine's called V-X,
What I’m here for. It flies in the air and goes boom. Watch it.” He grinned
at his father,
Who said uneasily, “How long is your furlough, Hoult?
Ten days?” “Yea, thirty days.” “Fine,” he said, “Well,
Let’s go down to the house. I see you’ve earned
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A pair of chevrons. That’s fine.” “Yea,” he answered,
“I stole these clothes.”

Old Moro Soto
Stood by the door silently eyeing them, and stood aside
While they went in. Reine returned in a moment
And called to him: ‘Where is Hazel?
‘Jesus she gone.

He looked down and said

‘‘She’s gone? Where has she gone?”

“She say she afraid of here, she going walk home
To her own people.” Reine said “Oh. She’ll have
Quite a walk. And then talk all niyht. Listen, Moro:
What she thinks is not true. My son is sick
And has a fever: the rest is foolishness.
People don’t . . . you know what. Nobody now believes
That even Christ did. Go up and bury poor Rosie, will you?
She was a good dog, she was killed by accident.”
He said, “Sport he gone too.” “Oh, they are thinning out,” she said,
‘‘They’re thinning out.”

While Hoult and his father in the long
living-room
Made words together. Gore said he believed that the German war
Would be over in two months, ‘‘they’ll fight in France,
But as soon as you come to the German border
They quit: they lie down on their backs and beg: and I hope to God
We ll have no mercy.” Hoult said “Why?” He stared and answered:
“Then we ll bomb hell out of Tokyo.” Hoult said “We’ve nothing
To avenge on Germany; and not so much on the Japs as they have on us.
Poor little dogs, trying
To act like white men. So why so fierce?” Gore gaped at him
And heard a thin, gritty and whining noise, his teeth
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Grinding together behind the calmly said words and dark wooden face; and
sudden white foam
Shot the brown lips. He said “My God, Hoult, what?” Hoult shook his
head
And attempted to speak, and said, “Nothing,” and said
“Have you ever seen a flame-thrower? No I suppose,
Not in your time. We roast them, you know, screaming, in their little nests.
That was my occupation
For a time. But now I’m thinking of being a preacher, I got religion.
Under fire, you know.” Reine came in and he glanced at her,
And said, “I’ll go around and preach to the people: For Christ’ sake amen.
We must build gibbets
On every mountain-peak and every high hill,
All along the sky-line conspicuous gibbets, and if any person
Begins to say we have to save England or rescue France or avenge the
Jews: — take him up and hang him,
He is pimping for war. If he says democracy,
Remember they pimped for war and they will again:—take him up and
hang him. Or if he says we must save
Civilization: they said it: take them up and hang them. If they say My
country
Right or wrong: — they are pimping for war, take them up and hang them.
High er than Hainan. Hell, we ll have a fine orchard
When the sun ripes the plums.”

Reine listened to him,
And thought she was too exhausted to intervene. There was nothing. She
went to the southward
Window, and set her face to the glass
And gazed down the harsh gorge-bank to the dark sea where it stood
Like water in a well. The sun on her autumn-leaf hair
Made a light in the room, and she heard Hoult:
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“You 11 be there, old man, right along with the President
And his paid mouths; and the radio-shouters, the writers, the
world-planners, the heavy bishops,
The England-lovers, the little poets and college professors,
The seducers of boys, the pimps of death, the pimps: Ahh: —
Stretched pimps all in a row,
Swing high, swing low,
Swing high in the mountain wind; and the birds perch, and the black
tongues
Loll on their chins. Oh, we ll have wars yet, but not for nothing,
Not like this one for nothing.”

Gore controlled
The wrath that gorged his broad throat. He came close to Hoult
And overhung him like a dark rock, and said: “I take it you’ve
Obeyed orders and served, fought and cracked up.
You’ve done your duty. I hope you’ll come to yourself
After you’ve rested. We ll let this pass.” He turned
Heavily toward the door and went out, Hoult stammering behind him
“Ah, just a minute, a minute,” and Reine heard him
Leap up and stand. She heard the breath sob in his teeth,
After a time he said hoarsely, “You can’t imagine
How hard it was to pull down the rifle’s eye
Prom the man to the dog. Why does your hair shine so?
What have you done?” She turned and he had come close to her,
And said, “Your eyes don’t shine. Oh, it is horrible
To hate, and hate, and hate, and go over their reasons again,
And they had no reason to condemn me to death
Because a German dog hoped to steal something
Prom a Russian dog. I know: I read his book: while we rotted
In Scofield barracks; and we were sold to death
By liars and fools. Now there is nothing left
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But to envy and degrade life with our stinking bodies
And betrayed minds. I might have had joy and freedom, and someone
As beautiful as you, mother, and loved her, even
If she were false as you. If she were still kind,
Who cares, who cares? But they pushed me down
Out of the sunlight, out of the decent air into dirt and darkness: and I
fought back,
I am only a bitter will holding up a corpse
That walks and hates: even you, mother,
Wish I were back under the damned white crosses
Between the bush and the sea.” “No, Hoult.” “Be careful.
I am degradation and death.” She said “No, Hoult. Life
Is what degrades.” “Ah?” he said, “I wouldn’t know.
They stole my life. I think it might have flowed clean
Even to the floor of the cup. My death’s not clean. This is it: Ah:
I haven’t told you the half. I was put down
And shovelled under: you know: gypped, shipped and killed
Like others, dug in and finished, I was nearly asleep,
Nearly dissolved in the rank flesh of the island: I saw your face
Leaning over me like a little thin moon
In that black sky. God how I hated you.” She gasped: “/ am not the one
That sent you there.” “And loved you,” he said. “Hate-love, death-life, you
know:
Amphibian. That was the spark: without that
This run-down engine would have . . . run down . . . They caught me
young you know,
I’d never known any woman, and the army sea-gulls
Are things to puke at. Gypped, ah? Gypped again. Gypped out of
everything,
Even the quietness and sleep of death, the common black orchid
That blossoms for dogs and cats, lizards and birds,
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When life grows too foul to bear: gypped out of that too. So I lay choking,
and the red rage
Spread up and sprouted, clawed me out. You are beautiful, mother.
I didnt know you were beautiful. I
Am evil I think, an offence against nature, an evil will
Bearing up a corpse: will you put your arms around me
And kiss me? I am lonely in pain.” She instinctively
Retreating from him had felt her shoulder-blades
Press the glass of the window; but now she did
What he desired, her mouth dry as dead leaves
On his throats raging pulse. He was not like a son
But like a man. She strove against him and said
Let me go. Ah. Ah. No,’ twisting her body
Aside from him; he held her and said “I told you
I am degradation.” But the dead are a feeble race,
She turned her little wrist-bones against his throat
And broke free and stood clear. Coldly, and it seemed
Slowly she thought that in a world grown monstrous, rabies-bitten
And nightmare-false, where millions of men are sacrificed
For no reason but vanity, thousands of ships and great fleets of planes with
cram wombs day and night
Labor over farthest oceans to debark death, not on armies only,
But old women, babies and little dogs; and worse is connived at, and worse
is coming: if in such a world
A tortured boy wants anything: though it were vicious
Two years ago, it has no color now, and why
Had she denied him? Disgust? —is not a presentable
Cause to be cruel.

Hoult stood, panting hard, but his wooden face
Had no expression and stared at her. At length he said,
“There was a fellow in the Bible who said he wouldn’t
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Bel leve until he d laid his hand in the wounds.
Okay: do so.” He tore old the soiled tunic
And dragged his shirt up from the belt, and bared
H is chests left side. It was black with wounds, and one
Like a wide-grinning mouth, where a mortar-shell fragment
Had crushed in through two ribs, and enmawed itself
In the lungs room. Reine whined in her throat and stood
With shut eyes tottering; her hand clutched her left breast
As if all the pain were there. Hoult said "You weak leaf,
Cant you even look?’ She fluttered her eyelids as if they squinted
At the sun in his glory; and then wide open
White-ringed stood staring. He said "All right: put in.
Put in your hand and believe.
Have mercy on me.

She whispered, "I believe.

"Damn you, put in your hand.”

She came like a sleepwalker feeling her way,
Wide sightless eyes, and laid her hand on the purulent
Lips of the wound. He said,

Deeper,

she slipped

Her hand into the hollow, this lung was gone, she felt the dreadful
Fever of his body, and the heart flapping and leaping
In its wet sheaths, and the shudder of the diaphragm,
He breathed like a running dog, saying "Deeper, deeper. Oh,
You’re near me now. Oh I’ve been lonely.
Cut off by infinite hate and the foulness of death
From all that live. — Draw it out, dear. The pain.
Oh,

he gasped,

out!

She felt his heart clench and strangle, and hastily

Dragging her hand away, the jag-end and splinter
Of a rib scored it, her own blood in a moment
Mixed with the bloody exudate. Hoult said, "Pain, pain.
But not this horror,

handling the base of his throat

On the left side; and they heard Bolivar Gore
Come to the room and come in, saying "Hazel’s run out on us
For some reason - ” He looked at his wife and son
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And was silent. Hoult’s shirt had fallen into place
Over the wounds, and he groaned and said: “Old dog, you smell
something?
Put up your nose and bay, but you’ll never know
What we were doing here.

Gore eyed them heavily under dark brows.

Reine faltered: “He was showing me
His wounds. I mean his wounds.” Gore said “I see. Yes. The girl has made
off
For some reason. I ve fixed up the fire again: you’ll have to finish
Fixing the meat.

She gazed at her right hand, varnished with blood and

slime, and whispered
“With this.

Gore said “My God what’s that? Changing a bandage?

Is the wound running?” And to Hoult: “You ought to be in hospital.
Let me look at it.” Hoult said “Oh no you don’t. Nor no hospital.
I quit the army. I thought I’d probably be . . . killed:
So I deserted.” Gore said “You what?” Reine jerked her head up
From seeing lor the first time the infection-drenched
Cut on the back of her hand, and wondering how soon
It might catch fire. Hoult said “I deserted.
Under fire, you know; in the lace of the enemy.
I didn’t want to get killed. Will you hide me
When they come after me?" Gore stood silent, the lines
In his lace deepening to sooty slashes; Hoult smiled faintly, and Reine
Remembered he’d never smiled since he came home
Until this moment. She sighed and looked again at the scratch on her hand,
and answered, “He’s lying
Just to torment you. You’re easily teased, Bull.” Hoult said: “Father . . .
You are my father . . . I’m safe here, you’ll hide and save me. I might even
be shot, you know. This is not Germany,
Where they say sons and fathers run to the Gestapo
To inform on each other: this is liberal America, where blood is still
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Thicker than government.’’ Gore looked down at his wrist-watch, his hand
so shaking that he was unable
To read the dial; he said hoarsely, “I will give you
Twenty-four hours.” “Before you rat on me,” Hoult said.
“You’ll be well cut in the interval. It seems I’ve found something
To cut you with.” He changed and said, “Oh God,
How heartless you are! What? Your own son?
Father, have mercy on me, I can’t believe
You’d betray your own son. Besides that now
I’m listed missing, but if they courtmartial me,
Think what a shame and disgrace to you, as well
As death to me. Have mercy on yourself and me.
You had such a grand record in the other war: weren’t you promoted
Sergeant or something? And though you never saw fight,
Still you did land in France, where General Patton, Pershing I mean,
Is hacking them into pieces like a hot hawk
In a panic of pigeons —All right, all right; no mercy.
I’ll make a bargain: tell me one decent reason
Why the United States got into this war,
I’ll go and give myself up. I’ll give you” — he mocked him, pretending
To peer at a little watch on a shaking wrist — “twenty-four hours
To find one reason. Don’t say Pearl Harbor though.
That was a trick, a dirty one. He had already duped us
Deep into war, he’d fooled us into doing everything
Except declare it and send armies abroad: but if we were blooded,
We d be mad enough. Germany wouldn’t attack
Although we sank her boats and supplied her enemies:
He needled the touchy Japs and they did it for him. And don’t for God’s
sake
Pretend that we had to fight while we still had friends
In Europe: what do we want of Europe? we re stronger than the whole rats’
nest
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This side of Russia, those that fight and those that lie down, and you knew
it,
And its now proved. Oh, Oh,” he moaned, “God damn you, haven’t you
One single reason? And I died for that? Nor don't say freedom:
War’s freedom’s killer. Don’t say freedom for foreigners,
Unless you intend to kill Russia on top of Germany and Britain on Japan,
and churn the whole world
Into one bloody bubble-bath; don't say democracy;
Don’t talk that mush. And don’t pretend that the world
Will be improved, or good will earned, or peace
Made perfect, by blasting cities and nations into bloody choppets: if you
believe that
You’ll believe anything. There are lockable madhouses
For fools to simper and howl in: well, the whole planet’s one,
And here you’re locked. You will not trouble the moons of Jupiter, nor the
sweet planets that dance
To the piping of the suns in Orion’s belt. — I’m going up to my room,
mother,
And groan awhile. If you fix any food,
Fetch me up a plate. This wrecked machine, this hurting
And rotting resurrection has to be fuelled: the bitter will
That runs it is something else again.’

He was going out, staggering
With shrill exhaustion, handling his way
Between the table and the wall, Gore said ‘Wait a minute,
Here’s something for you,” and relaxed his clenched fists; Reine instantly
Began to cry like a gull, “Ah Ah Ah Ah,” Gore through that swarm
And wind of wailing, lightly as he thought, tapped
Hoult’s jaw with his open palm; lightly, but Hoult
Fell across the doorway like grass from a scythe, his head
Against the foot of the jamb. Gore stood over him, saying
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“Don’t talk against your country. Don’t do it.

Reine had stopped crying,

And stood and stared; and at length Hoult’s hand
Crept on the floor, dragging back toward the shoulder
In the first effort to rise; it was then Gore pitied him
And knelt beside him. “Damn it, I m sorry, boy.
I didn’t mean to hit hard.” But Reine; her timing was strange:
She had cried before the blow and been silent after, and now
It was repented she avenged it, hammering Gore’s back
With her small fists. Gore, without noticing her:
“I kind of lost my temper. Ah . . . forgive me, son.
I know you’re not quite right in your mind: it’ll pass.
Battle-fatigue. What the hell, boy, thumbs up.
I’ll stick by you.” Hoult crawled on the floor and hauled himself
Up by the door-post. Brown blood ran on his brow and he said painfully:
“You needn’t be sorry for me: I and you
Will have a settling.
Be sorry for the decent and loyal people of America,
Caught by their own loyalty, fouled, gouged and bled
To feed the vanity of a paralytic and make trick fortunes
For swindlers and collaborators. For a time’s coming —
Fairly soon, you’ll not see it —when the ends of the earth, from east and
west one world, will close on your country
Like the jaws of a trap; but people will say Be quiet, we were fooled before.
We know that all governments
Are thugs and liars, let them fight their own battles: and the trap is closing,
and an angry spirit
Will go through the camps whispering mutiny in conscripts’ ears: your
rulers are cooking another world-war,
Come and we’ll kill them: and that spirit will be mine. It will scream like an
eagle
Over the mountains, over the quisling cities and burning cities and
sabotaged air-fields,—while the enemy
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Makes good his beach-heads. But who knows that submission
Is better than war? / dont, I dont. I read Tolstoy too:
His little gospels: a fellow had them
And cut his throat the night before embarkation: if we were Christian
It would be easy answers, but we re not Christian.
I am the resurrection and the death, ha? — I m going up-stairs:
Keep your paws off me."

Late the next day
Reine saw a moving point far down the gorge-road, and anxiously
Watched it; any new thing made her anxious now.
When it came out again from behind the woods
It was a horseman: she knew the color of the horse.
At length he approached the house, but went to the paddock instead
And returned walking, carrying a saddle-bag
And a hunting-carbine. Reine amazed waited for him
By the great calla lilies that live in the leakage
Under the stilted water-tank: “Darling: what is it?
Hat re Jyou come here)’ “What?” he said, “Yes, Hoult asked me.
Didn’t he tell you?” They spoke low and stood carefully
Well apart from each other, and Reine said wearily, “He said
You were going hunting.” “He asked me to come to supper and sleep here;
He wants to start before daylight. He’s ... he insisted.
Is he better now?” Reine said “I’m . . . terrified.
I love Hoult.

“Ye ,” Larson said, “he’s changed, he’s been

Through hell I guess. I had no craving
To kill deer at this time.” “Oh David,” she said, “be careful. I mean
Take care of him.” She laughed feebly: “You’ll get
Practically nothing to eat, the girl has gone,
And I can’t cook.” “I can, I’ll help you.” They heard a distant
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Creaking of saddle leather, Reine unconsciously
Stopped breathing and looked sidelong: it was Bull Gore
Riding toward the corral. Larson said “I forgot.
I’ve got your mail; it was in the box when I came by.” He gave her a paper
And two letters; she without looking at them
Said hastily: “I have to tell you: he is . . . not . . .
Like people are. He is ... as if he were not living
And had come back.”

Gore came behind them; he had turned
From the corral when he saw them, and ridden down.
Reine turned her tormented face to him and said
“It’s David Larson; Hoult asked him.” Gore said “How are you,” and Reine
In her anxiety let the foldings of paper
Fall from her hand. Larson gathered them up, Reine said
“He brought the mail from the box. Here.” Gore answered,
“Hoult can’t go hunting, he’s sick,” and ripped open
One of the envelopes; yellow paper, a telegram
Mailed from the Monterey office; while he read, it shook
Without a wind. He read again and said furiously
“The bastards.” Reine said “Oh what?” He reached it toward her.
H is horse excited by his emotion leaped sidewise
From the fluttered paper. Gore checked him savagely and said “The
bastards,”
And gave the paper to Reine: the usual fatal formula,
”...

Your son Hoult Gore . . .” Reine said, “Deeply regret!

Stuffed shirts!” She folded the paper on the creases and said
“I’ll give it to Hoult,” but jerked it flat again
And handed it to Dave Larson. Gore said savagely
“Give it here.” He snatched it, wheeled short, and ran his horse
Up the hill to the paddock.
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Reine said “Hoult’s watching us.
Behind that window, I saw him move.
We must go in at once. Now remember what he was
When you knew him: strong and big-shouldered though still a boy, and
sweet-natured,
But even then he was always reading and thinking; I think he might’ve been
a great . . . scientist
If he’d had . . . time. Remember him
As he used to . . .” She came to the door and went in, and Larson
Looked once over his shoulder at the white clouds
And warm hills and went in.

Hoult said "Did she tell you all? What was
she telling you?" Reine hastily:
"About Hazel going out. He says he’ll help me get supper.” "Yea?" he
answered,
"Did she tell you I’m dead? It’s true.
But th dead have eyes." Reine sharply sighed: "I’ve got it started: if there’s
enough. You forgot, Hoult, to tell me
You’d asked a guest." "What," he said, "was that paper
You handed around? Let him talk." "Why,” Larson said, "a . . . letter, I
brought the letters
From the mail-box . . .” Reine said, "It was a —false —
Telegram. Deeply regrets: How do they dare to be
Stuffed shirts over dead boys?" He answered, “You looked ridiculous
Handing it from hand to hand: I thought at least
The Atlantic Charter: you looked ridiculous. How are you making out,
mother,
Between the bull and the calf? All smooth and shameless?" "Hoult.
Please!" and she said to Larson: “A horrible
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Dream that he has . .

Hoult said "Do you dare to make love to him

before my face? Well . . . patience awhile.
She’s right: I dream all the time: I was dreaming
About three dead men.” She, her voice torn and thin: "What do you
mean?" He said,
"And a live woman.” She turned to Larson, and breathed, and ruled herself
and said steadily: “He is not fit
To see you. You’d better go.’’ Hoult said "What? No.
Buddies of mine. Hake Newton from Pennsylvania’s here at the moment.
He was shot through the head
Before we beached. There he stands: can’t you see him?"

Old Soto came in the door, hoping for supper, and thev were so wrought
They stared at him. Hoult said, "Hake and I have great arguments
About —what do you think? —human dignity. He thinks the war
Is fought for human dignity; he thinks he gave
H is life for that. Pitiful guy, ah? He went to college.
That’s where they cheat them, that’s where they feed on false fruit. A lion
has dignity,
So has a hawk; even a barnyard bull or common whipped horse has a kind
of grace: but these
Peeled apes teetering on their back legs,
Male and female,
Snickering with little shames, pleasures and wisecracks,
Or howling horror: and two billion of them:
As for that, no. And take notice, their minds are as ludicrous
As their bodies and societies. Human dignity? How about it, Hake? But
people could
Be decent. Honest and kind; honest and kind. And free: people could
Refuse to be governed and refuse to make war.
Or couldn’t they?”
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Gore heavily came in, Hoult said
“Here’s the other member. What do you think, father,
About the dignity of man? I have a friend, poor devil,
Who thinks he died for it. I claim it has no existence.
Man, the eventual hell of life, the animal
Toward which all evolution toiled and was damned
From the beginning. You d better see about supper, mother,
The boys are hungry.” She looked from face to face,
Smiling with terror, and went out. Larson made to follow her, Hoult said
“Stay here.
Its woman’s work. Have y’ever thought what a treasure
A good woman is? You have a mother, Dave,
And though she’s not very beautiful, she is to you. How would you like it if
she went dirty
And took a lover? Hell, any woman can get a lover.
The things I’ve seen in the army. You and I are lucky, Dave,
We know we can sail to the tag end and tail of the world, to hell or the
Marianas Islands,
And when we come home we shall find our mothers
Faithful, loving and pure. Whatever is taken from us,
That remains ours. Or if we grow cynical
And sneer at the human race: that still is ours, that starlike
Purity, that love, that religion.” While he spoke he watched him
With his dead lustreless eyes; which Larson met
And looked away from, and resolutely engaged again but his feet shifted,
lips thinned,
H is hands fiddled and clinched. “I’ve noticed in the army,”
Hoult said, “the camps are sticky with morose men
Who know what their wives are doing while they’re away, but no one
Mistrusts his mother. Is it hot in here? Take off your coat, Dave,
I see you’re sweating.” “I?” he said hoarsely,
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“No, not a bit.” “OK yes you are. Your forehead
Is all rashed with clear drops. Ha? Though tongues lie,
Sweat tells the truth. That’s the point, you see.
Sweat is involuntary, tongues wag at will. The will
Is the corrupter. Or don’t you think so?” Larson’s throat
Clicked twice in the effort to swallow, and after a moment
Frail-voiced he said: “You’re too deep for me, Hoult. I’ve no idea
What you’re talking about.” “It doesn’t matter, it doesn’t matter. You
know, I can hardly wait
To hear the hawks of dawn whistle on the mountain. You’d think I’d seen
enough killing
Where I come from: by God I can hardly wait
To kill a buck, a young buck.”

Gore said heavily, “Yea. To-morrow’s the
day
Of guns and fools. To-morrow’s the day
A cow can’t walk through a bush without being shot. The young fools are
drafted,
It’ll be old ones. How much longer, Larson, d you think
You can keep out of uniform, ah? I hear your brother
Was hurt on the Anzio beach: what does he think of you
Sitting home on your arse on an agricultural exemption?” Hoult answered
for him:
“Right, it’s the day of guns: rifle and carbine, held and machine and
tommy, mortar and howitzer,
The great big cats and the little kitties,
The day of guns and fools. D’y’know what follows it?
The night of knives. That’s for you civilians
To hold in your happy minds.” Reine came in; Hoult carefully
Avoiding her anxious gaze turned and went out
Onto the porch.
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Several figures of shadow were standing there; Hoult
looked beyond them
At the deep-hearted west; low crimson, soaring smoked amber and high
rose of sundown; one of the shadows
Came in between and stood swaying. Hoult said “You, Schultzie? You got
it too?” It whispered like a wind and said,
“Those God damn cocoanut palms.” “Well,” he said, “I’m sorry.” The
figures whispered together; Hoult gazed
At the deep-hearted west. Reine came to the door:
“Will you come, dear? Its ready.” “What?” he said, “Oh. I’d nearly forgot
the filth and sailed out into that
Unhuman heaven. Look at it. Think of the little rats on the ocean islands
biting each other
Under that banner, that pure glory. It’s heart-breaking. These boys here,
mother,
Are deceased dog-faces, friends of mine. Good fellows in their time, fooled
out of life like me
By scoundrels and cullions. They come to watch us,
Because —as a matter of fact — I am the only dead body that has had the
energv to get up again
Since Jesus Christ. His whip was love, they say. Mine — ”
He followed her in through the door — “fury.”

He went to his father:
“Let me see the death-notice, will you? Everybody
But me has seen it: after all its my death.”
Gore said, “They told you, did they? The son of a bitch
Tally-man ought to be shot.” He fished his pocket
And gave it to him. Hoult reading it held the paper
For one behind him to see. “Here, Schultz. In a week or two
Your people up in Grants Pass will get one. They fall like snow
Over the country, silent and soft as snow,
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Freezing the hearts they light on. And not one voice, not one,
Curses the damned deliberate liars and dogs
That duped us in. — Have y got a pencil?”
He said to his father, who stared and said, “Over there
In the desk. Why?”

Reme meanwhile
Went around the table setting plates of food
At the five places; she carefully avoided
Passing behind her son, where the all but visible
Shadows were gathered. Her hands were shaking, her blade-thin
Face was mask pale with terrified sky-blue eyes,
And her mouth lined with lip-stick. Hoult went to the old
Roller-top desk where Gore kept his accounts,
And sitting by it made a quick drawing
On the telegram back. Reine said, “Please, Hoult,
Come while its hot.

He found a match in the desk, dipped its butt in ink.

And overtraced the pale pencil-lines; there was red ink, which with his
finger-tip
He streaked on for near sea and far sky, and glanced at the attentive shades
Behind his shoulder: “Ha? Right?” He stood up and said, “Yeh, very
comical.”

Gore gently said, “For Christ’ sake
Come and sit down.” Hoult laid the paper before him and said
” The boys like comics,” and went to his place and sat and wolfed food.
Gore gazed at the drawing: the low foreshore
Of a sea island: on the far ridge three cocoanut palms in the red-ink sky,
on the near strand
A great set rat-trap, wooden base and wire jaw: and the beauty
Of a drawing is in the lines, each line was beautiful
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By itself and with the others. There were only a dozen lines. Gore said,
Pretty good. Why comic?

Hoult swallowed

His lump of meat and said hoarsely, “Because the trap has no bait. There
was no reason.’’ Gore sighed and said,
I am not laughing.

Hoult said

The boys did. Well, it’s not finished, I’ll

finish
After I eat.

He took it from his father and reached it

Across the vacant place to Larson, who looked,
And gave it to Reine. Then Gore and the others for the first time
Became aware of the vacant place at the table; Gore stood up and said
Where is old Soto?

Reine, her thin face, raddled mouth,

Staring blue eyes, answered: “Gone after Hazel.
One by one, one by one." Gore said “The hell he has,”
And left the room. They heard him calling
In the house and out-doors. He returned and said,
“The old fool. Horse and all.’’

Hoult meanwhile
Finished his picture; he put a little man, neck and shoulder,
Under the clapper of the rat-trap; he scraped a match-end
In the neck of the catsup bottle to make a blood-splatch
From the manikin’s mouth. The tomato red
And pale smears of red ink, their insane relation
Made the drawing an obscenity; and out the west window
The darkening sky over the foundered sun
Wore the same colors, acid pink and foul spot,
As if the indecent mind of man had infected
The endless Pacific sky: but that’s not possible: — or is it? Hoult laid his
picture
On a clear place on the table, he did not show it
To his ghosts as before, but the living only, and he said:
“Now it is comic. Take it in remembrance of me. This is my body
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That was broken for nothing. Drink it: this is my blood
That was spilled for no need. Oh yes: for victory:
That rat-sucked hawk-egg. Next winter when a thousand carrier planes
from sunrise to darkness day after day rage over Tokyo,
And Germany is a blind giant beaten to his knees, twitching red pulp flayed
in the knife-storm: which one of you
Will be mean enough to exult? Or decent enough to pity? Or alive to
know? You, mother?
I wish I knew. Oh,” he said sadly, ‘‘the pictures name?
The War Department Regrets. Mother,” he said,
But the room was growing dark, and Reine in terror
Lighting the lamps. She muttered her scarlet lips; Larson said
‘What?’ ‘‘No,

she answered, “I was praying,” and she whispered audibly,

‘‘Deliver us from evil, deliver us from evil, deliver us
From evil . . .” Gore said “You could get one of those prayer-wheels,
Or play it on top of the mountain on a phonograph. Listen, Hoult,”
He said heavily, “there have always been wars;
And people get killed in them;
And now there are more people, there are more killed.
So what? A decent man will fight for his country
When it’s in trouble.” Hoult said, ‘‘I know. No matter how rotten
Wrong is the cause. Mother, I’d cry my eyes out for us, but always
Fury comes first. Think of ten million — no, twenty million —no, forty— ”
his mind like a tired horse
Slipping and swimming among the blood-lakes—“lives cast away,
With all their infinite capacities nothing used but the modulations of
torment: — for what? For nothing.
Nothing, nothing: the show. The old whirligig, the old runaround, the old
up and down,
And I am sick of it. You know what they call it? They call it History. What
our people came over
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From stifled Europe to escape. So now we go back, hot on the haggard
whores trail, that rouged-up, disease-blown
And lip-sticked queen,—y might a rubbed some shoe-polish into your
eyelashes,
Mother, made yourself perfect,—twice now we've taken
An ordinary European kennel-quarrel
And blown it into a world-war, and swollen our fate
Fat with dropsical victories, but wait a little, the third time's the charm, the
eternal —
Not justice, what is justice? —the eternal
Retaliation —will catch. What’s that to us? Be happy, for here are four of
us, complete and childless,
That are sailing out of these things into care-free eternity. To-morrow we
hunt the deer, and next day
Is not our trouble. I mean three, I mean three.”

Reine shuddered and said,
What is death like?

Painful-eyed she was watching

One of the lamps; the wick was wound too high and a snake-tongue
Of smoke flicked up the glass, but she couldn’t imagine
What was wrong, nor how cure it; her strained blue gaze
Worked back and forth between that and Hoult’s face:
“What is death like?” “What?” he said, “It’s bad for birds. It’s bad
If life is good.” “You are my lord and my king,” she answered,
“You will do what you please.”

She felt a motion
In her lap and looked down, and saw her own hand
Crawl on the lap of her skirt over her thighs,
White in the shadow, clenching and unclenching like a sick spider
By its own will, not hers, and she could not stop it, she gasped “Oh, Eloult!
Look here, look here.” He came beside her and said,
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“What is it doing;, is it writing?” She said “It hurts. Oh, — Hoult: that
dirty
Thing that you thought and I denied it: I lied.” “I know,” he answered.
Her hand lay quiet and she said, “But now I loathe him.
He is like a white slug. . . . He has a mother and a father.” Hoult said
“So had I. So had the boys that were killed to-day.
Its funny about your hand being a truth-teller: I knew that sweat —
I noticed an hour ago. The humble excretions: blood, sweat and spit, as the
fellow said,
They tell the truth.” Reine answered, “I am at peace.
I think I could even sleep.”

In the black throat of dawn several rifle-shots
Were heard far down the mountain along the coast-road, where lawless
hunters had fascinated their deer
With spotlights, and sprayed them with tracer-bullets, — tor the
army-camps
Leaked ammunition: — but under the pale gray forehead nearer shots
crackled: men had camped over night
At the heads of canyons, to catch their game in the first glimmer of the
season, tame and unwatchful
After ten secure months; and when it fled up the mountain from the rifles
below,
Here were the rifles.

Meanwhile at the Gore ranch-house
Lamps had been lighted; Hoult and his friend rode up the ridge
Under the first gray streak that gleamed in the east, where but now Orion
And the dog-star had stood.
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Reine lay in bed,
St iff as a two-day corpse, and she heard the hoof-strokes,
The low voices and creaking of stirrup-leather,
Die up the hill. She heard Gore come up-stairs
Into the room, carrying a lamp, its light
Reddened through her shut eyelids; he said “He’s crazy,
I couldn t stop him; maybe it’ll be good for him.
Hell, he’s not fit to ride; I told Larson
To try and take care of him. My God, Reine,
Are you asleep still?’’ He held the lamp over her,
She clenched her eyes and her fists; he peered at her
And saw her blade-thin face quiver in the wave of her hair, and said
d

might ve got up and made coffee for them: / made it,

And it was rotten.” While he spoke, a rifle-shot
Clapped in the mountain dawn, and Reine s whole body
Jerked on the bed as if the bullet had entered her; and again
She lay rigid and still. Gore said, “By God
That’s a grim kind of sleep.” He went to the door and returned,
And said, “Are you sick? What’s the matter with you?”
He laid his hand on her hip and she felt like glass, but she answered:
“No: resting.” “Rest?” he said.

He went out
And was saddling a horse, to ride on the hill
And guard his fences; the sun came up and stood intolerably bright
On the ridge of the world; and Gore saw Hoult, black in the light-river,
Returning down, hunched over the saddle-horn
Like a sick monkey. Gore called him and said, “No luck?” He straightened,
And answered: “One.” Gore said, “Where is it?’ He made no answer.
Gore said, “Are you all right?” and he made no answer. Gore followed him
Toward the house; but checked on the way, seeing smoke
On the shore in the north: cigarette or campfire,
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Or those contraband tracer-bullets, had lighted
The foreland grass: but it was well to the north,
And the smoke spired straight up, like the stem and cap of an immense
mushroom:
There was no wind.

Three distant rifle-shots
Hammered in quick succession; Gore saw in his mind Reme’s glassy body
Jerk on the bed; but when he came into the house
She’d come down-stairs. She and Hoult were standing
Facing each other but far apart in the long room,
She in her white night-dress, uncombed, her hair
Matted and staring, and unwashed, lor a trickle
Of dried-up blood lay from her bitten under-lip
Across the hollow ol her cheek. When Gore came in
Their two faces turned toward him, and turned again
To face each other. In a moment a glaze of tears
Began to stream down Reine s, but she made no sound,
Nor raised her hand. Gore stood and stared at them,
And said, “What is it?” “Nothing important,’ Hoult said,
“Another death in the family.’’ Reine flung her head back.
Except the lower jaw, which remained in place, opening her mouth
To a long screaming O; but only white silence
Came out of it; and Hoult said, “You gave him to me
Last night you know.” She then drew her head forward
Onto the lower jaw, closing her mouth, and she said:
“This one too?” “You’d better not speak of it,
Hoult answered. She went to the west window and leaned
So heavily that her hand went through the pane
And the glass was heard splattering; a wind came in, with the odor
Of the far fire; but neither Reine nor the others
Knew that she’d gashed her hand. Gore said “Watch out!” and said
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"What’s the matter with her?" Reine without turning said, "One by one.
You are next, father, and then the old wilderness
Will flow over this place." She flung her hands to her face
And wept: "Oh David. David. David." Gore shook himself
As if he had gone through cobwebs, the blind gray rags
Clung on his face:

Does she mean young Larson?

Hoult answered

wearily,
‘Your guess is as good as mine," and sighing sat down
In the big chair. Reine said, "I betrayed him to you. I loved him, I loved
him, I m not ashamed.
And now he is lying up there shot in the back, and the blind sun
Withers his dear blue eyes. I wish I had died for you,
Dear love, dear love." She turned and said ‘Til go and find him,”
And she was red from her hair down to her feet, the wound in her hand
had so spread its leakage
While she was weeping. Gore made a barking noise in his throat and said,
"What have you done to yourself?" She answered "Yes, we made love,
David and I, what harm did it do?
And Hoult killed him." Gore said "What is it, your hand?" seeing the rich
drops
Raining from it, "We’ve got to tie up your hand. Here, Reine. Here,
Reine." Hoult leaped up and shouted
“Keep your hands off her!" She was quiet when she heard his voice, and
they found a handkerchief,
She let them bind up the little gash; nothing vital;
Her weeping gesture had painted her over with it. Gore said, "All right.
Sing your song. Go ahead." She was silent; he said,
“Make your confession.” She was silent. Hoult said, "Dreams, old man,
female dreams. You’ve no idea
What fancies walk in a woman’s mind when she finds herself
Drying out of time and chance. This old faded wax flower have a lover?
You’re very simple."
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Reine rose up from the chair in which they had
placed her,
And went to the long mirror at the butt of the room, and had even lifted
her hands
To arrange her hair: she saw her starved face all blubbered over
With tears and blood, the gaudy blue of her eyes
Gleaming through the red streakage; she stared and silently laughed and
said
Ah? Poor old Europe.

Hoult said “Dont wash, mv dear; the bombers of

the next flight will be over you
Before you have time. Doesn’t she look like a bride, old man?
Destruction’s bride. Curious,” he said, “the power-mad vanity
Of one paralytic politician —who cares? You guessed it, mother.
We were riding through the tall bushes in the early twilight and some
impulsive
Hunter took him for deer.” She covered her face with her hands and made
no sound. Gore said “What? Who?
What are you talking about?” “Her blond boy,” he said, “her little
nordic. — What is that noise?
Old man: don’t you smell smoke?”

Gore opened the eastward door and
saw clouds
Driving up the wild slope in the copper light, he heard a distant roaring
that was not the sea,
Fool not to have felt the northwest wind rise with the sun,
Caught in their evil mysteries: he sprang to the saddle of the horse Hoult
had ridden;
He had cattle in the canyon; and swinging out from the house he saw the
red curtain and rage of flame
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Cram the gorge sea-throat. He thought, “If I had a son
He’d help me now.”

Reine crept onto the porch behind Hoult, and she
lound him kneeling
W ith his rifle on the rail; he said,

Dont look. The fire will drive up the

deer and I 11 slaughter them.
This is the height ol luxury. This is the way to go hunting and stay at
home.

She smelled the lever-smell

Ol his excitement and active death, mixed and more dreadlul
With the breath ol the fire, and she saw Gore
Riding the lence-trail across the canyon-head to reach the gate; smoke
drove up the trough; terrified cattle
Lowed in the brush.

The rifle slightly shifted, stood still and fired; the
distant rider —
H is elbows flapped out like wings; he was seen to lean forward, his lace to
the crest ol the running horse.
Tall bushes hid them, they reappeared, Gore had lost the saddle,
He had a grip on the mane and his body dragged; the horse reared and
pivoted
And came back empty, bucking against the flap ol the stirrups. Hoult said,
“Pretty good, ah? That’s pickin’ ’em.
Three hundred yards: right in the string ol the back.
Right in the loins.”

Reine lelt her mouth open
And her ribs lifting without will or intention,
As ii her lungs were sucking in all the fire-smitten
Air of the planet; which then her throat moulded
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Into one long, monotonous and ceremonial scream. Hoult waited until she
finished, and said
“By God he’s tough. Observe him”: for Gore was dragging himself, head
up, his hands
Hauling his body, along an open space of the trail; his head and shoulders
Passing behind the brush-fringe, they saw the helpless feet inch by inch
drag in the dust
Slowly from sight. Hoult said, “Poor old worm, the race is fixed.
You cannot win it. I don’t hate him at all, it’s justice.
I wish that every man who approved this war,
In which we had no right, reason nor justice,
Were crawling there in the fire’s way with his back broken, and all the
war-dead with all their women
Were here to watch. Look: it is God’s work: I believe in God: he sent the
fire,
He lined the sights.”

The van of the fire now raged in the gorge below
them; the grandeur
Eclipsed the terror; flapping sheets of clear flame flew from the tree-tops to
farther trees or into the air
Like monstrous birds above the red hell of the underforest; torrents of
smoke poured up the gorge,
The fire roared like a torrent, the air was full of white ashes driving
through dark red sunlight
In the whirls of hot wind, and now two deer were seen
Leaping out of the brush in long graceful arcs, like porpoises
From a green sea. Reine saw a redtail hawk
Dive from the high air into the canyon, gone mad apparently, and half way
down
Its flight-feathers caught fire, it fell like a stone,
Flame into flame. The brush at the canyon-head
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Began to roar; the red backs of the cattle
Plowed to the fence and huddled and fell and were overrun. Gore was seen
again
Crawling on the other side, twisting his head back
To look at the leaping flames, and they covered him. Hoult cried, "Oh
look! Its beautiful.
All my strength has come back to me, I am gay as a bridegroom.
Come into the house." He gripped her wrist, and his hand
Hot as the fire: which all around the house had been checked
By trampled earth, bare rock, and the water-tank leakage; but the tall calla
lilies
Cooked in its heat; and the hay-barn above the house
Flowered, a high standing flame; red glared the windows
In the house darkness. Hoult said, "Come little rose, little white rose
Among the red ones: there are giants in these days, are you afraid? My
corpse is huge.
It covers the western world and sprawls over Asia, people will hold their
noses in high Mongolia
And choke in London. Come, darling. Come, little one." The rapid fever
Of his nerves and flesh decomposing had reached a peak
And felt its imminent fall. "Oh quickly, quickly,
Before I am brained —brr —drained I mean — " and he said coldly, "I am
burning up. Oh, Oh, look down there! That’s hell,
And we are in it. The boiler of life and death: you can see faces: there’s
Tojo, there’s Roosevelt.
There’s Captain Blasted they shot in the back.
And my old father Bull Gore, bellowing.
And your dirty little dirty doggie Davy Larson, that stinky spaniel, he’s
dead: look at him!
Like overboiled meat-bits,
Hide, hair and bones, like a pot of boiled squirrels,
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All wriggling mixed. No distinction, no difference, no rank, no relation, no
end, nothing but infamy.
I do not believe that any human being is rank enough
To deserve boiling.” He was silent, and then cried out: “Cover me, comfort
me,
Cover me with your bed-clothes as when a child
And I was frightened. Oh why did you ever cast me out of you
Into this butcher’s dream?’

The rest is nothing
But a woman mourning a three weeks corpse.
She was found by some negro soldiers sent from Fort Ord
To fight the fire; they went up to the house
To fill their canteens with water, and they heard a noise
Like the howling of a small dog. They whistled to it
Through the open door: it answered and said, “Go away.
Let us alone, alone,” and howled again. They stood in the heavy
burnt-copper smoke-light
On ground bone-white with the fine snow of leaf-ashes,
And rolled their eyes at each other, big black bewildered conscripts from
Georgia
And Alabama: their officer came and they went doubtfully
Into the house; and the hard reek of death
Led them up-stairs. Reine from a thousand-year-old face
Under young hair yammered at them and said,
“Don’t take my boy: he’s all. He was never wicked,
He was abused.” But what lay on the bed
Was only bones and corruption, of what had died
On the far island; and Reine, seeing the black flesh of the men
And their broad-swollen lips: “Oh you poor people.
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Did the fire scorch you? Oh, Oh:-are you soldiers?
When they send you to fight in the third war, don’t do it.
Stay at home, love each other, you must love everyone,
And apples will hang in every sycamore tree —
No matter what they have done. Even my boy
Was deceived for a time. Hush, Hush, Don’t wake him.
His awful fever fell asleep in my arms.
\ou neednt roll those big eyes: nothing is wrong here, black men,
But kind and clean: kind, kind: we must be kind.
He melted into horror, his brain ran out
Through his nostrils: how could someone lon^ dead
Be alive from there down?” She whined and giggled in her throat and said,
’Oh —soldiers —
Are you dead too? That makes you black? Hm, hm, hm, boys— ”
She made a simpering smile, — “I m not afraid of you,
Come one and all. I will he down in the soldiers graveyard,
One, two, three, thousands, all the endless night,
War after war.” And she said slily, “Listen, soldiers,
111 tell you something —those that cause wars are damned
As those that suffer them. See: down there, down there: boiling. Now I will
dress myself.
I 11 make some coffee for you: I didn’t do so
For my own son. Please go outside the door
While I get dressed.” But when they left her alone —
For she was naked before the men, with sharp white breasts
In the pool of brown light, and it seemed wise
To let her clothe herself if she would — they heard her
Laughing, and then a rifle-shot. She’d kissed the steel mouth
And fired the last of four cartridges.
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II: THE INHUMANIST
old man with a double-bit axe
Is caretaker at the Gore place. The cattle, except a few wild horns, died in
that fire; the horses
Graze high up the dark hill; nobody ever comes to the infamous house; the
pain, the hate and the love
Have left no ghost. Old men and gray hawks need solitude,
Here it is deep and wide.

I
“Winter and summer,” the old man says, “rain
and the drought;
Peace creeps out of war, war out of peace; the stars rise and they set; the
clouds go north
And again they go south. — Why does God hunt in circles? Has he lost
something? Is it possible — himself ?
In the darkness between the stars did he lose himself and become godless,
and seeks — himself ?”

II
“Does God exist? — No doubt of that,” the old man says. “The cells of my
old camel of a body,
Because they feel each other and are fitted together, — through nerves and
blood feel each other, — all the little animals
Are the one man: there is not an atom in all the universes
But feels every other atom; gravitation, electromagnetism, light, heat, and
the other
Flamings, the nerves in the night’s black flesh, flow them together; the stars,
the winds and the people: one energy,
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One existence, one music, one organism, one life, one God: star-fire and
rock-strength, the sea’s cold flow
And man’s dark soul.’’

Ill
Not a tribal nor an anthropoid God.
Not a ridiculous projection of human tears, needs, dreams, justice and
love-lust.’’

IV
A conscious God? — The question has no importance. But I am conscious:
where else
Did this consciousness come from? Nobody that I know of ever poured
gram from an empty sack.
And who, I would say, but God, and a conscious one,
Ended the chief war-makers with their war, so humorously, such accurate
timing, and such
Appropriate ends? The man of vanity in vanity,
Having his portrait painted; the man of violence at violence most dire high
tide, in the fire and frenzy
Of Berlin falling.”

V
“And nothing,’’ he thought,
‘‘Is not alive.” He had been down to the sea and hooked a rock-cod and was
riding home: the high still rocks
Stood in the canyon sea-mouth alert and patient, waiting a sign perhaps;
the heavy dark stooping hills
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Shouldered the cloud, bearing their woods and streams and great loads of
time: "I see that all things have souls.
But only God’s is immortal. The hills dissolve and are liquidated; the stars
shine themselves dark.”

VI
Cutting oak fence-posts, he stopped to whet his axe edges. He
considered the double-bladed axe: “In Crete it was a God, and they named
the labyrinth for it. That’s long before the Greeks came: the lofty Greeks
were still bushmen. It was a symbol of generation: the two lobes and the
stiff: helve: so was the Cross before they christened it. But this one can clip
heads too. Grimly, grimly. A blade for the flesh, a blade for the spirit; and
truth from lies.”

VII
A sheet of newspaper
Blown from the road, the old man caught it and read at arm’s length, and
said, “No wilderness
But this babbler comes in. —What, will they have a long dusty trial
And hang the men, Goering and all his paladins: why? Why?
For losing the war.
That is a fact, and Julius Caesar or Genghiz Khan
Could be honest about it; not our gray hypocrites.
What judges, what prosecutors, what a panel!
Down, you apes, down. Down on your knee-caps, you talking villains, take
off your eye-glasses
And beat your foreheads against the rubble ground and beseech God
Forgive America, the brutal meddler and senseless destroyer; forgive the old
seamed and stinking blood-guilt of England;
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Forgive the deliberate torture of millions, the obscene slave-camps, the
endless treacheries, the cold dirty-clawed cruelty
Of the rulers of Russia. — By God,

he laughed, ‘winners and losers too,

what hellhounds.
What a nest this earth is.

He groaned and said heavilv,

If it were mine to elect an animal to rule the earth
I d choose tiger or cobra but nothing cruel, or skunk
But nothing foul.”

VIII
“What does God want?”
The old man was leaning on the dusk edge of dawn, and the beauty of
things
Smote him like a fierce wind: the heads of the mountains, the morning star
over them, the gray clearness, the hawk-swoop
Fall of the hundred-folded ridges, night in their throats, the deep-coiled
night dying
On the dark sea, — and all this hushed magnificence violently rushing
eastward to meet the sunrise: ‘‘How earnest he is.
How naively in earnest; nothing reserved; heavy with destiny. Earnest as the
grave eyes of a child
That doubts his mother.

I see he despises happiness; and as for goodness
he says What is it? and of evil, What is it?
And of love and hate, 1 hey are equal; they are two spurs,
For the horse has two flanks. — What does God want? I see here what he
wants: he wants what man’s
Feeling for beauty wants: — if it were fierce as hunger or hate and deep as
the grave.
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The beauty of things —
Is in the beholder’s brain —the human mind’s translation of their
transhuman
Intrinsic value. It is their color in our eyes: as we say blood is red and blood
is the life:
It is the life. Which is like beauty. It is like nobility. It has no name —and
that’s lucky, for names
Foul in the mouthing. The human race is bound to defile, I’ve often
noticed it.
Whatever they can reach or name. They’d shit on the morning star
If they could reach.”

IX
“Or as mathematics, a human invention
That parallels but never touches reality, gives the astronomer
Metaphors through which he may comprehend
The powers and the flow of things: so the human sense
Of beauty is our metaphor of their excellence, their divine nature: — like
dust in a whirlwind, making
The wild wind visible.”

X
The heads of the high redwoods down the deep
canyon
Rippled, instantly earthquake shook the granite-boned ridge like a rat
In a dog’s teeth; the house danced and hobbled, lightning flashed from the
ground, the deep earth roared, yellow dust
Was seen rising in divers places and rock-slides
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Roared in the gorges; then all things were stilled again and the earth stood
quiet. The old man coughed and said
Is that all? Aou have forgotten how to be angry: look again, old woman.
They were not half so disgusting
The time you split your tea-kettle at Krakatoa.”

XI
How quiet they are, the dead; humble and quiet; how careless; how quiet
they are!
The most amazing and painful things
Have happened to them, they have no answer. They go aside and lie down
in silence and shrink to nothing.”
The old man had gone up-stairs in the house to trace a roof-leak
That stained the planks; he moved in the stale air and still rooms, among
the little personal possessions
With dust on them. A man and his wife and their son had lived here;
Now I could take an axe and split all
To splinters; they would not lift one word nor one finger.

Time will
come no doubt
When the sun too shall die; the planets will freeze, and the air on them;
frozen gases, white flakes of air
Will be the dust: which no wind ever will stir: this very dust in dim
starlight glistening
Is dead wind, the white corpse of wind.
Also the galaxy will die; the glitter of the Milky Way, our universe, all the
stars that have names are dead.
Vast is the night. How you have grown, dear night, walking your empty
halls, how tall!”
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XII
A skeleton with hair and teeth, a black hound-bitch
Crawled from a bush and grovelled at the old man’s feet: he was in the
dooryard, admiring
The vast red ostentation of a December sundown, and when he looked, the
dog’s eyes
Were green with famine. He said “You have been betrayed by someone?
But hungry freedom
Is better than a bad master.” She moaned in her throat; he went in and
fetched food, but the first bite
The long teeth pierced his hand, blood ran on the knuckles: then he
laughed and said
“What? Are you human?” She erected all the hair on her back, snarling,
and sprang; and was kicked down
And stood crying, far off. “Neither,” he said, “am I: not entirely,” —
sopping the bread
In his own blood for savor and he tossed it to her.

In the morning she
was at the door; he fed her and said
“Go your ways,” but she would not. He said “You are fed and free: go vour
ways,” and flung stones at her, but she
Crawling returned. He said “Must you have security also? Stay, slave.”

XIII
Trespassers
From time to time crossed the place, then the dog yelled at them
And the man drove them off. One stayed to argue. “The land,” he said,
“belongs to the people; we make its value.
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I am one of the people.

The old man listened to his axe and said, “You are

the people.
You are Caligulas dream: only one neck. Listen, fellow:
This land is clean, it is not public. Surely you’ve noticed that whatever is
public, land, thoughts or women,
Is dull, dirty and debauched. And it is not my land: I have nothing
But an axe and a dog: I am the people-stopper. I tell you that exclusion and
privilege
Are the last bleeding clawhold of the eagle, honor.” Then the man thought
He is mad and he has an axe:
I will not vex him.”

XIV
But a day of black wind and rain
Another transgressor came; he was trembling with cold and blue with
terror: “Let me pass, I am hunted.
I am going to the hills to hide, I know a cave.
I killed my wife and her lover.” “Two,” the old man said, “out of two
thousand million. Do you see those horns
Coming over the hill? That’s the third world-war. It is not worth fearing
and not worth welcoming,
Futile as you: it will not kill one in ten.”

But after the man had passed he
thought:
“Ah, can I never swallow that lump the people? I am old and deaf, but the
huge music might miss
Their gnashing treble. — But two thousand million!”
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XV
In the morning soft,
white and staring snow
Lay on the ridges above the wet black slopes! the distant mountain-summits
glittered like wolf ’s teeth
In the gray sky; the old man rejoiced and said, “In this pure world ... In
this pure world. . . . Oh axe
You are not needed.

The axe twitched and giggled in his hand, as if it

were saying “You pure old innocence:
Because your hair is gone white; holy is whiteness.

No,

he answered,

“my eyes are snail-eyes, they are outside of me.
Man is no measure of anything. Truly it is yours to hack, snows to be
white, mine to admire;
Each cat mind her own kitten: that is our morals. But wait till the moon
comes up the snow-tops,
And you’ll sing Holy.’’

XVI
The old man heard
An angry screaming in heaven and squinted upward, where two black stars
Hunted each other in the high blue; they struck and passed,
Wheeled and attacked again, they had great hate of each other; they locked
and fell downward and came apart
And spiralled upward, hacking with beaks and hooks and the heavy wings:
they were two eagles;
He watched them drift overhead, fighting, to the east
And pass from view. Then the old man said: “To-day I shall meet someone
I know." He considered and said:
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How do I know that? Because any omen or senseless miracle, any strange
cry or sight
Stretches the mind: we feel the future through the strained fabric.”

XVII
In the
evening when he came home
There was a little fire in the dooryard and a tall girl
Stood up beside it. She had dark hair; doe eyes, and was minding a pot
That seethed on three stones over the coal-bed. The old man stood silent,
gazing at her; his dog at his knee
Made a low throat of wrath. The girl answered and said, ‘‘Come.
Supper is ready.

Yea,

he said, ‘‘for whom?” He saw the evening planet

Beside her shoulder in the deep-throated rose of the sea, and said more

“Eat if you are hungry, but you cannot stay here. I am not stone yet.” She
answered, ‘‘Don’t you
Remember me? I do you.” “No,” he said, ‘‘A gipsy?” ‘‘I am the
womans little girl.
You called me Gaviota, father.” He sighed and answered:
“My eagles did not tell me that. I thought I could live alone and enjoy old
age. First a dog: now a daughter:
And to-morrow a canary!” He looked attentively and said: “Your eyes,
Sea-gull, have lamps in ’em. It’s not for love
Of your fathers old bones.”

XVIII
For no apparent reason an army
bombing-plane
Pitched from the sky, and exploded on the rock-ridge
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Below the peak. The old man at that time was riding not far away; he
followed the smoke-tree
To its hot yellow root. A spirit in the fire sang
“Oh Kittyhawk.” The old man mocked it and said
“Oh Hiroshima.” It sang “Oh San Francisco, Seattle, New York.

He

answered “Oh stony goat-pastures.
But not to-morrow nor o’ Monday. But,’ he said, dismounting,
And kneeling on the sharp rock his old knotted shin-bones, “Oh holy fire,
the cruel, the kind, the coarse feeder,
Oh cleansing fire.”

XIX
That blown-over tower ol smoke, a swollen black
leech clinging
By its hot yellow teeth to the mountain’s neck, was seen far off
Along the shores and ridges and by ships at sea. A woman named Dana
Enheld saw it, and rode
With her brother Bill Stewart to see the crashed plane; they took the
bushed-over short-cut not lor years used
Up Llagas Ridge, and where it clears on the clifflaead they saw the white
mane ol a tied horse
In the green gorge below. Stewart looked, grinned and rode on; Dana
checked and said:
“Is there any other palomino in these mountains?
What is he doing down there?” “Oh: alter some cow," he said, “ — or
heiler.” He saw her lace
Grown sharp and sallow: she had a lox-pointed chin, pale lips, yellow-dusk
hair
And yellow eyes: she said “I have never spied on him nor listened to you
When you snickered and hinted. Will you go down and see?" “Yea?” he
said,
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To hell with that." She answered "What a coward you are when you are
sober,

wheeling her horse

On the precipice brink so blindly that stones fell: a bitter woman of forty
seeing in her mind
A long white child like a peeled willow-fork: it was the panting mouth
That made her sick, but in the dark of her mind more dreadful presences,
this war and this peace,
A monster leading a monster to the monster’s house, proceed.

XX
The old
man leaned on his axe and watched
Certain brown canvas bundles, the bodies of six young men lashed on three
horses,
Come down the bend of the mountain to the air-force truck
Parked at the drivehead. It is curious how things repeat themselves, but
always changed: it was thus Bull Gores
And David Larson’s were borne down the burnt mountain; their escort
soldiers were negro and these were white;
That was in time of war, this of so-called peace: it made no difference;
The horses went foot by foot, the men who rode them were dead.

The
old man’s daughter
Led the first horse; when she came down he called to her and said:
“Listen Sea-gull: there was a yellow-eyed woman here asking for you. The
truth is too precious
To be spent on such people: so I told her
That you’d gone back to town. I am not sure whose creek you are fishing
in, little one:
Look out for snags.”
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XXI
Like the steep necks of a herd ol horses
Lined on a river margin, athirst in summer, the mountain-ridges
Pitch to the sea, the lean granite-boned heads
Plunge nostril-under: on the rock shore between two great heads
Stands the Stewart ranch-house in its canyon-mouth,
Tall, cube-shaped and unadorned, painted dull yellow,
And the creek runs below. It is here that yellow-eyed woman lives
With her two brothers and her new husband,
And her daughter Vere Harnish.

Vere came up from the creek
Carrying a wet towel, her light-brown hair
Hung lank and wet; a narrow-hipped girl of sixteen or so, broad laced, and
thick
Eyelids that made the eyes reticent slits: she drew backward into the
gorge-bank bushes,
Hearing leather creak, wishing not to be seen, and watched a horseman
Go by; it was Clive Enfield her mothers husband riding his beautilul
palomino,
A hawk-faced young man with a silvered bridle and a red neck-cloth,
His quick eyes could not miss her; he waved and passed and went up the
canyon. Presently she heard the night-herons,
That roost all day in the canyon-throat wood, indignantly shouting. They
hate every passer-by
Under their private lorest; two or three flew up
Over the tree-tops, great birds with solt owly wings,
Wheeling and cawing.

Vere Harnish went on,
And met her mother by the side ol the house, who said flat-voiced,
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Which way did he go?

“What?” she answered sullenly. “Clive,” she

answered, “Did he go by the road
Or up the canyon?

\our husband,

she answered, “that great lover, that

slicked-up and perfumed tramp. Mother,
How you degrade yourself!” Who blazed at her
With her clear yellow eyes and said flat-voiced, “Did he go up the canyon?
I thought I heard
The herons squawk.

“You heard a crow or a gull. I liked you once,

mother, I even respected you.
Now I will go and wash again.” “Who,” she answered,
Made you my judge? Did I neglect you when you were little? Did I
neglect your father when he lay dying;
Month after month?” “And in six months another man. I wish you had.
You are horrible, mother.
All twittering with love and jealousy . . . Ah, ah, ah,” she moaned, “Ah,
Please yourself.”

XXII
A cold night of no moon and great stars, crystals in
granite, and little foxes down the dark mountain
Singing from ridge to ridge, the distant ocean sighing in her sleep, the old
man looked up
At a black eyelet in the white of the Milky Way, and he thought with
wonder: “There —or thereabout —
Cloaked in thick darkness in his power’s dust-cloud,
There is the hub and heavy nucleus, the ringmaster
Of all this million-shining whirlwind of dancers, the stars of this end of
heaven. It is strange, truly,
That great and small, the atoms of a grain of sand and the suns with
planets, and all the galactic universes
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Are organized on one pattern, the eternal roundabout, the heavy nucleus
and whirling electrons, the leashed
And panting runners going nowhere; frustrated flight, unrelieved strain,
endless return — all — all —
The eternal firewheel.”

While he considered the matter, staring upward,
and the nights noises
Hushed, there came down from heaven a great virile cry, a voice hoarser
than thunder, heavily reverberated
Among the star-whorls and cliffs of darkness: “I am caught. I am in the
net.” And then, intolerably patient:
“I see my doom.”

The old man trembled and laughed, gaping upward:
“My God: have they got Oedipus
Or Lear up there? Was it a cry of nature? Is it possible that mans passion
only a reflex of
Much greater torment; and what was shouted among the stars comes
dwindling and tottering down
Into human jaws and a kings bursting heart —or a lynched black’s:—very
likely: hates, loves and world-wars —
Hypnotized players: look at their vacant eyes:
Of obscure tragedies that being uncomprehended echoes of misheard
fragments are nonsense.
But the great voice was in earnest.”

XXIII
The rain paused about dawn, the southeast wind raged like an axe, there
was no sleep
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In the tumult ol storm and the house trembling. Vere Harnish dressed and
went down, she stood and stared
From a west window at the mud-yellow sky streaked with flying cloud, and
black under foam-sheets
The beaten sea; she heard the south window hiss in the pelting
Of twigs and gravel, she thought it might burst presently. Her mother
Dana Enfield came in half-dressed;
They had no eyes for each other and sat stiffly apart, staring
At the west window: branches of trees and formless rags of foam fled
Down the dark light, and streaks of yellow floodwater now became visible
below the foam-drift
On the sea’s beaten face: but all this rage of the air,
No air to breathe.

At that moment an undreamed-of thing like a flying
cowhide
Came dark on the south window and smashed it; glass-fragments rained,
chairs fell, Dana Enfield
Fled from the room; Vere sat frozen and saw a huge bird
Snared in its broken wing wrestling against the wall-foot; a pelican, the
mne-foot-spread bird
With the great beak; it had been cropped from a sea-rock and the iron
draught
On the clifFhead had caught it. Birds have their fates like men, and this one
Destined from the egg to die in a human house, — as the last Czar in a
cellar, or Goering the luxurious
On a cast-iron jail-cot —had met its appointment. Vere stood up coldly in
the whirlwind, she also
Under compulsion, she felt through two drawers and found a knife.

Sholto
Stewart
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Came into the room up the insane wind,
And Vere was on her knees in the room wreckage, mechanically pumping
the penknife blade
Through the bird’s bloody breast. Her mouth hung open like a dead
clam-shell, she had no look of anything
But dull duty well done. She said, “It smells like fish-blood, it nearly
mothers me.”

XXIV
A gray-haired walker with an erect back-bone and benevolent spectacles
Paced up the hill to the Gore place; the old axeman watched him and went
to meet him: “What do you want?” He answered:
“Advice, advice. I am a man much troubled about the future. I believed we
were building peace,
And suddenly fantastic expressions ol death and horror bob up like
jumping-jacks
On all horizons. Our minds and our words go wrong, the peace has gone
wrong, these years are deadly:
What can we do?” “Me you ask?” “Because they say you have a harsh
wisdom, unperlumed, untuned, untaught,
Like Heraclitus’s Sibyl.” “Whose voice,” the old man answered, “reaches
over ten thousand years
Because of the God.” “Well,” he said, “more or less.” “Who,” the old man
answered, “was Heraclitus? I have some wisdom —
In the head ol my axe.” “I am more humble than you,” he answered,
“I am willing to be taught, and I am willing to teach, and the world wants
wisdom. The axe
Is in its root.” The old man sighed and smiled: “I have noticed that.”
“What can we do,” he answered,
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To save the world? What has gone wrong with our peace? Why do we grin
at the Russians and they at us?
All hangs on that.

The old man counted his fingers: “France, England,

Germany. Japan. You and the Russians.
There were six powers in the world, and peace was possible. You could have
forced it and kept it, even when France fell,
But you preferred victory. Thence your two giants, alone in the rubble
world, watching each other
For the weak moment.” He groaned and said, “You are wrong. You are
twice wrong. Why cannot two friends in victory.
Two friends be friends?” “Two bulls in one herd?” he answered. “But
these,” he said, “are people. We have minds.” The old man
Laughed, and the other patiently: “Which side is evil then?
We or the others?” “Two stallions,” the old man answered, “in a run of
mares: which side is evil?’ “Well,” he said, “the Aggressor.”
“I see you are superstitious,” he answered, “you believe in words. But words
Are like women: they are made to lie with.” “I understand at least,” he
answered, “that you utterly despair.
If nations have no morality, and words no meaning, and women
No other purpose.” “Look down there,” the old man answered, “on the
green ridge, the second ridge.
Do you see the ivory-colored horse and the horseman —and the tall girl
Running to meet him?” “What?” he said: “Yes, I see.” “Look,” the old
man said, “look how she leans
Her breast on the rider’s thigh and his arm embraces her. Pretty, ah? It’s
even beautiful. Her name is Sea-gull.
She opens her little beak, she is gulping for love. She has no mind but an
instinct. She will drop twins,
The race will live, though civilization burns like a straw-stack." “Does that
please you?” He twitched his shoulder, saying “Me?
Had I a choice?
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I think the whole human race ought to be scrapped and is on the way to it;
ground like fish-meal lor soil-food.
What does the vast and rushing drama of the universe, seas, rocks,
condor-winged storms, ice-fiery galaxies,
The flaming and whirling universe like a handful of gems falling down a
dark well,
Want clowns for? Hah?”

XXV
The old iron crowbar driven into the mountain
To mark a corner of the Gore place, had been forced and disrooted:
whether by some intruder, or the sleepy rock
Moved underground, or a wild boar had moved it, rooting by moonlight.
The old man hammered it home again,
And heaped a cairn of stones above it to guard it. There were fine stones
on that ridge: the old man found himself
Taking an artist pleasure in his little pyramid, and said to himself:
“To whom this monument: Jesus or Caesar or Mother Eve?
No,” he said, “to Copernicus: Nicky Kupernick: who first pushed man
Out of his insane self-importance and the worlds navel, and taught him his
place.

And the next one to Darwin.”

XXVI
Sholto Stewart was repairing the window
The bird had broken; he had putty and a pane of glass,
And was taking down the planks he had nailed for shelter
While the storm raged. His sister Dana Enfield came suddenly
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Around the corner of the house; her face looked haggard green in the
sea-shine, her drab-yellow
Hair was uncombed and her yellow eyes turbid: “He’s gone again
Up the mountain to meet her. Sholto, Sholto,” she caught his arm,
“Get me rid of that hill-crawler!” “Yea?” he said, “I told you
Before you married him.” “I mean,” she said, “the bitch. Clive loves me but
he is soft.
It is the bitch.

He answered: “A cunning morsel, mud, rags and all. I never

liked him,
But I can see his point.

She is horrible,

she answered; and stood and

stared at the sea-glitter, her lips twitching
On silence: the way that lonely-hobbhng old women, turbulent and
undesired and remembering,
Talk to themselves. The man turned back to his work,
And drew with the claws of the hammer another nail; the wire shank
screamed
In the wet wood. At the same moment a sea-gull mewed in the air. Dana
breathed and said
“Lend me your hammer, Sholto.” “What?” he said, detaching it
From another nailhead, and he gave it to her: she instantly
Swung it against the pane of glass at the wallfoot; the bright sheet flashed
In jags and fragments. “Well,” he said: “What a woman.” “I couldn’t help
it,” she answered, “the handle
Slid in my hand.” “So you say, Mrs. Fury.” “Oh, it’s my fault,” she
answered; “I’ll have to se nd
Clive to town for more glass. While he’s gone, Sholto,
We ll have a party. I have three or four quarts
Put away for New Year’s: this will be New Year’s
I hope and pray.”

Hope, as the old man said, is a great folly. It is often
the wickedest
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Hop es that prevail, as gardens liefer bear weeds than fruit, but good or evil,
they are weighted
With equal fear. It is far better therefore, the old man said, not to
complicate
Action with expectation, but go on by instinct. What comes will come.
The great bear and the sabre-tooth tiger, the powerful ones perish; an
absurd ape drops from a tree
And for a time rules the earth.

XXVII
Sea-gull: because a horse’s hide is the
color
Of ancient ivory, and his mane and his tail white as a wave and a torrent: it
does not prove
That his rider is with him. Be careful, Sea-gull. But she, when she looked
down the mountain
And saw the palomino on the green ridge in the winter sun-gleam tethered
and beautiful,
Had no distrust; she ran on the side-hills and hastened
In the leaf-green barranca, she heard a trampling
In the bushes behind her: “Oh Clive where are you?’’ but it was Sholto
Stewart
Grinning on a bay horse, whirling his rope, and the noose flew
But she escaped it. She fled and two men on toot pushed through the
leaves; one was young and dark-skinned,
A Spanish boy: she turned to him and smelled whiskey and said “Que hay
amigo?” He in English
Giggled, “It is a peek-neek. You are invite,” and caught her by the slim
wrist. She strove against him,
But the older man, heavy and red with bloodshot blue eyes,
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Lurched alongside her, Sholto rode hard behind, they ran her down to a
clearance
Where two horses were tied and that yellow-eyed woman Dana Enfield
came under a tan-oak tree,
Saying

Here you are. A long time I ve tried to find you. Until my husband

lent me his horse:
He said you d come.

No,

she said.

Oh, but he did,

she answered, "Do

you think he cares lor you? You were his plaything,
His dirty dirty toy and he laughs at you. How could I know about you
Unless he told me!

The girl shook her head silently, writhing her arm in

the hands that held it, beautiful
In the upward-beating soft golden sea-light, lor the sun was clouded. A
heavy wedge ol dark hair fell forward
On her thin lace; her worn shirt, torn at the throat, exposed
The thrust ol the fine shoulder; and Sholto Stewart, now dismounted,
Stared at her, licking his hard thin lips, and the others held her. But Dana
saw nothing beautiful in her,
But answered hoarsely: "He did though: he gave you to me. Men like to
amuse themselves with little dirty ones,
Rags, bones and smell, but when it’s in earnest, when it comes to the pinch,
they choose a clean woman,
A person ol some honor and importance. All right: he chose. He gave you
to me. I’ll tell you
What we are going to do." Her pale yellow eyes
Blazed hard and little, suddenly the reined-in wrath overcame her
And she shook like a flame: “You cast off rag-doll, you dirt-queen.” Her
hand flashed and she struck
The thin young lace: "You soiled hill-crawler." Bill Stewart said heavily
"Easy, Sis, take it easy.” Then Sea-gull with tears in the under-lids
Of her long eyes, and on her lip a small fleck ol blood: "You needn’t waste
anger on me. Oh why?
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I never harmed you, I never saw you before, I never spoke of you. I was
happy to take the bits
Under your table.” Suddenly the Spanish boy laughed like a fool; Dana
Enheld glanced at him
And said to Sea-gull: "You re going to be whipped until you roar: bring
the rope, Sholto.
You’re going to go away and never come back —take your sore back
Out of these hills.” Bill Stewart said heavily,
"You said that you would talk to her. To hell with whipping.
Whipping’s for horses.” "Until she’s raw,” she answered. "Until she falls,
And then awhile.” The Spanish boy Louie Lopez said solemnly,
"You are dronk, Mrs. Enfief?” But Sholto, his meagre face twitching one
side, from the right eye
To the corner of the mouth, came with his rope and stood swaying and
said, "This is it, Erowline.” Bill Stewart
Stood back from her; Lopez stood forward, saying "You are dronk. You
will not do it.” Sholto answered,
"Off,” and his free hand suddenly striking forward took the girl’s shirt, the
neckband behind the shoulder
And tore it from her; she cried bitterly three times:
"Clive, help! Clive, help!” Dana answered, "He hears you:
He will not help you. Tie her up to the tree, Sholto: I wish the quirt
Were boiled in salt.” The Spanish boy wildly laughed again,
Staring at the bared breasts: "I tell you. We take her
Into the bushes. Ah? Ah?” He was all at once as pale as his corpse would
be; yellow gray. Sholto
Handling the rope said, "Hold out your hands, Erowline.” Then Sea-gull
turned and began to run, but Lopez
Tripped her first step and fell with her. She fought against him
On the ground in sharp silence. He tore open her blue-jeans
And was dragging them down; Dana cried fiercely, "You half-wit.
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\ou drunken swine,

and Sholto hooking his hands on the boy's throat

subtracted him
From what he sought.

Wait your turn.

He knelt by Sea-gull

And struck her throat with his fist. Dana gasped and said,
“When you re done with her, call me.

She turned away a few steps, and

stood
Looking down toward the sea. The sun hung in the cloud-bank a huge red
disk, and across the water
A red causeway ran out to it; the mountainfoot shore
Was blue as dreams.

While up the slope that bestiality—I mean, that
humanity —
Man and no other animal — performed itself. Louie Lopez
Stood leaning forward, gazing religiously
At the girl's sprawled white legs and her gasping face; Bill Stewart on the
other side stood like an ox,
H is little blue eyes staring at nothing, his red jowls ruminant, chewing his
cud
Like an old ox that the butcher has forgotten: but after his brother and the
Spanish boy finished
He took his turn. Then Lopez felt new desire and spent it. Sholto said,
<<

Uet up,

11

But he would not, and Sholto with the whip flicked him; he stood up
sullenly
And drew his clothing together. Sholto s breath hissed
As he striped the girl’s flank: one stripe: and Lopez
Sprang at his throat. While they fought, clumsy with drunkenness,
Sea-gull fled naked into the brush to the north
And hid herself until night-fall; she went home wearily
And lay and slept. In the morning the old man her father
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Said, “Why were you crying, Sea-gull? What happened to you?

Oh no,

she answered.
He said “Was he unkind to you?” “Oh no,” she answered,
Turning her face from him. “What bruised your face?” “I fell in a bush of
trees
From a tall rock.”

XXVIII
It rained all night and coyotes gathered, snapping and
scritching
At the doors of the house; yet his black hound-bitch, the old man
In common kindness had brought in-doors, never rebuked them; and in the
morning he said:
“Snapper you are too happy, you are too American. You need a little sleet
on your hide.
And to taste hunger.” She drooping her ears and tail trotted behind him,
but at noon vanished. In the evening
Thunder from ridge to ridge leaped like a goat and bursts of hail
Whipped the hills white, Snapper had not come home; in the darkness the
weather worsened; coyotes apparently
Fought a pitched battle, and complete with screams of the dying, right at
the house-door; the old man went out
And all but the dark wind and sharp sleet was peace. But at dawn he looked
out and saw
What darkness hid: the torn corpse of a dog in a cirque of bushes; gnawn,
blood-smeared, the ears bitten oil
And the teeth glaring. “This is strange. It is not Snapper. Do you know
him, Sea-gull?” She on the doorstep,
Hooded with a blanket for the shrill air: “Where did he come from?
What happened to him?” “I think,” he said, “he died for love,
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Like a fellow in a play.

Look,

she answered. Far away up the hill

Snapper was seen
Coming down delicately between the black bushes in the gray light
From the dark dawn. She sniffed the carcass daintily and came to the house
ears lowered. The old man answered:
“How should I know that you were singing a love-song
In the throat under your tail, and with musk for music? But the wolves
heard you, and that stark hero, wherever
He comes from, heard.

She looked up and laughed doubtfully, as a dog

does; and Sea-gull: “Oh she is hurt.
There is blood on her jaw.” “Not hers,” he said, “nor a wolfs either.
She has been a traitress, and in spring she’ll drop wolf-cubs.
The world reverts. Dogs and men tire of a slow decline.”

So he said.
There was in fact a more merciless
And more life-weary beauty in the vast landscape, the dark gray light, the
one dull streak of sulphur for dawn,
Dark headlong slopes, the black-fanged rocks and high grinning
snow-teeth, the long row of the snow-struck mountain-tops
High up in heaven. The old man looked up: “Am I also a renegade? I
prefer God to man.
But,” he said grimly, “Snapper, I have not tasted
Any cannibal feasts. It is the people-lovers and nation-leaders, the
human-centered,
Have bloody chops.” He sighed and said, “In this pale light
All the little tricks are played out and finished. Retreat is no good,
treachery no good, goodness no good.
But still remains the endless inhuman beauty of things; even of humanity
and human history
The inhuman beauty; — and there is endurance, endurance, deaths nobler
cousin. Endurance.
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XXIX
Sea-gull awoke to an angry noise of grinding in the deep night, and lay
still,
Loving her own bare body warm in the bed, how clean and alive it was; nor
man’s brutality
Nor sky’s hardship had numbed it; she thought that nothing could, —
But that’s youth’s dream,—and soon, the high angry noise continuing,
She stood up barefoot and wrapped the blanket around her and went to
look. She found her old father
Working the treadle grindstone behind the house, grinding an axe, leaning
the steel on the stone
So that it screamed, and a wild spray of sparks
Jetted on the black air. “What are you doing to your axe, father?" He
would not hear her; she clutched
H is hard shoulder and drove the finger-nails in. “Why are you grinding
your axe, father,
In the deep night?” He turned a contorted face and said:
“It is not mine. Why should I ruin mine?
This is a rust-headed skull that the former people
Left in the shed.

The steel screamed and she shouted “Why are you

grinding it?" “I hate, and I want to kill."
“Whom are you going to kill?” “No one,” he groaned, “Who is worth
killing? I am sick to-night, I am human:
Lhere is only one animal that hates himself. Truly the sweating toad and
poison-gorged pit-viper
Are content with their natures. I’ll be a stone at the bottom of the sea, or
any bush on the mountain,
But not this ghost-ridden blood-and-bone-thing, civil war on two legs and
the stars’ contempt, this walking farce,
This ape, this —denatured ape, this —citizen—’’ He stooped over the
stone, the steel screamed like a horse, and the spark-spray
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Spouted from the high hill over land and sea. It was like the glittering night
last October
When the earth swam through a comets tail, and fiery serpents
Filled half of heaven. But in the morning Sea-gull said: “What was the
matter with you, father, last night?”
You are mistaken,

the old man answered. “Possibly you saw my ghost: it

may have gone out of me,
For I slept like a rock.”

He looked up and down
At the cold peaks lining the lonely sky, and that opaque gray monster the
ocean, incessantly
Gnawing his rocks. “Is it not enough? I see that the world is very beautiful,
great and —in earnest.
It bred man and surrounds him and will reabsorb him: what more do I
want? — It bred,” he answered himself,
"Louse too: noble and ignoble, the eagle and her lice. What more I want is
a little nobility in man
To match the world’s.” He looked again at the great landscape and laughed.
“I am asking something.

Nevertheless —
Every tragic poet has believed it possible. And every Savior, Buddha down
to Karl Marx,
Has preferred peace. Tragedy, shall we say, is a cult of pain, and salvation
of happiness:
Choose and be sifted.

But I will be turned again to the outer
magnificence, the all but inhuman God.
I will grind no more axes.
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XXX
The tide ran out, leaving a forest of tumbled
rocks, wet fur and brown weed,
Where late ran the tall waves. Sholto Stewart and Clive Enfield came down
from the house
To gather shellfish, and soon Enfield came back with a sack of mussels,
along the slippery
And whale s-back reef At the angle of the cliff by the creek sand-beach he
met Vere Harnish
H is wife’s daughter coming stiffly to meet him, her broad face greenish
white, her hands huddled up
Against her breast. Her mouth, with the white lips drawn on the teeth,
Moved like a fish’s mouth. Clive dropped the brinyDripping sack from his shoulder and said, “My God —
What is the matter?’’ She moved her mouth like a fish two or three times
on silence, and moaned:
It hurts me so. Kiss me, Clive, I am dying.’’ She opened her hands at him
And they were full of blood from the slashed wrists; nothing arterial,
shallow razor-cuts
That would heal in a fortnight: and Enfield knew it: but he bawled for
Sholto;
And heard with dull contempt his own voice
Beating between the sea and the mountain like a mournful bird.

XXXI
Wildcat, coon and coyote, deer and wild pig, weasel and civet-cat, the
stalking puma and the dainty foxes
Travelled together, they all went the one way. On the other side of the rock
a dense-packed river
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Of humanity, all races, brown, white, black, yellow, flowed along the wide
ridge
In the opposite direction. The old man leaned on the rock, watching both
ways. He heard the sad animals
In their innocence hum to each other “We are going into the past, into the
past, we have no place
In the great age.” Therefore he turned to the others and said:
Where are you going?

Into the future with the dawn on our faces.

Come along with us.” “No,” he said.
They answered, “Will you go with the beasts then?” “Certainly not,” he
answered. “I would break both my legs
Liefer than go with beasts or men or angels

en masse.

What are you

seeking?”
The future, the human future.” “You’ll be surprised,” he said.

“However,”
he said, ‘time is a ring: what’s future?
And when again you meet the beasts on this pleasant hill, the fox yaps in
your faces, your harps are hushed, future is past, —
I shall be here.”

XXXII
The palomino and his rider with a led horse, a gelding sorrel, came up the
hill-drive
Toward the ranch-house. The old man did not see them; he saw his
daughter staring, her hands at her throat;
He took his axe and stood beside her and saw the two horses: “Well,
Sea-gull. I think your wings
Lift from this rock.

She made no answer; he said “Are you happy?” She

made no answer, her eyes
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Pinned on the nearing rider. The old man said impatiently

Instinctive

female: in all this magnificence
Of sea and mountain —one man.” Her lover at the head ol the drive let in
the spurs; he ran the level, reined hard,
And said from the rearing saddle,

Come on, Gaviota.

She ran to him, he

leaned and kissed her and said,
"Get your stuff and we ll go.

' Nothing,

she said;

I had clean clothes but

I lost them
The other day; they were torn all to pieces. Darling, it I had nothing at all
I’d ride with you
Naked.” “Yea,” he said, “cold but beautiful.” The old man said:
“Remember, Sea-gull: if he turns bad,
Or goes to live in a city, you can come back here. Where are you going?
Clive answered him:
“We’ll flip a nickel. All I know is, it’s time.
I have been seduced by a chlorotic brat, and knocked my brother-in-law’s
Teeth down his throat: — What did they do to you, Sea-gull, the other
day?” “Oh,” she said, “nothing.
I think they wanted to beat me; I got away.” “Besides,” he said, “I am very
weary
Ot that yellow-eyed woman every night draining me.” The old man said:
“Be warned, Sea-mew: be moderate.” She in her golden haze ot joy
overflowing gold
Suddenly flung herself on her father and embraced him, “Good-bye,
good-bye,” worming her body against him,
Crushing the fine grapes of her breasts
On his old ribs. He groaned across her dark hair to Enfield: “Look here,
young man:
Give her a baby soon or she’ll melt the rocks,” — but she had already left
him, and leaped
To the saddle of the sorrel, and they went their way.
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The old man heard
A crying against his knee and looked down at the eyes
Oi his black hound-bitch; he said “You are wrong, Snapper. It is no harm.
We shall have less distraction now.
Death and departure are not evil things. I tell you sadly: every person that
leaves
A place, improves it: the mourners at every funeral know that
In their shamed hearts: and when the sociable races of man and dog are
done with, what a shining wonder
This world will be."

XXXIII
But the hounds eyes wavered from him, and
suddenly
Grew fixed and wild, the black hair on her back stood like a hedge and her
teeth like knives: the old man
Looked then, and saw himself, or an image of himself, tall, bony and
repulsive to him, trough cheeks, gray beard-stubble,
And whitish gray eyes in sagging eye-slots: he like the hound flinched
backward. “Did I say undistracted!
We send the living away: dummies and shadows
Pop up out of the ground. Can you talk?” “Yes,’' it said gravely. “What do
you say then?’ “That you are not honest.
If you in truth believed that man is a nuisance and life an evil —you’d act.”
’Act then,” he answered.
“You know,” it answered, “I cannot: I am a phantom.” “You are a
phantom,

he said, “you will be gone

In five minutes: and the human race in a million years: and I in twenty: we
phantoms.
But,

he said,

as to action

truly the world is full of things the mind must

know
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And the hand must not do. Come, tool: be patient.
Life is not logic.”

XXXIV
Sholto’s aching mouth kept him awake; light foot-steps
and candle-flicker
Went up the passage; a bedroom conversation began; he lay and grinned
Painfully in the dark. A crazy cluster of screams got him up. One door-sill
was light-lined,
His sister s room, he went and pushed wide the door and saw the candle on
the dresser, and Vere Harnish
Kneeling against the bed beside her mother’s half naked body, pumping a
penknife into it,
As she had done to that storm-blown bird. There was a good deal of blood,
and Sholto stood
In the room and howled. Then Vere stood up, saying “I loved my mother,
but a certain thing happened,
She had to die. I have my reasons. She was a bad influence,
I have no respect for her.” She passed him unhindered, and heard his
brother Bill Stewart panting like a hill-climber
In the house darkness, and passed him.

XXXV
Rain-gray and dark the dawn, but
for some reason
The old man’s heart melted; he stood at gaze, his frost-gray eyes
Warm and hollow as a cow’s. He leaned on his axe and slowly turned
himself from the noble hill-tops
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To the gray eye of the ocean, the gray rivers of mist in the branching
gorges, the tall black rocks
Gray-based, and the still lakes of pale silver air, and slowly back again
To the nobility of the hill-tops. Suddenly he knelt, and tears ran down the
gullied leather
Of his old cheeks.

Dear love. You are so beautiful.

Even this side the stars and below the moon. How can you be .

all this

. . . and me also?
Be Human also? The yellow puma, the flighty mourning-dove and flecked
hawk, yes and the rattlesnake
Are in the nature of things; they are noble and beautiful
As the rocks and the grass: — not this grim ape
Although it loves you. — Yet two or three times in my life my walls have
fallen — beyond love — no room for love —
I have been you.”

His dog Snapper
Pitied him and came and licked his loose hand. He pushed her off :
“I have been_yoM, and you stink a little.”

XXXVI
A small sharp light flashed on the black-green mountain
Opposite the morning sun: the old man looked attentively and rode down
to it, and found a stranger
With glittering concave glasses on white-lashed eyes, who spoke from the
back of his throat: “Is here not free either?
I do no harm here.” The old man considered him and said “But plenty
elsewhere: is that it?” “Ach no,” he answered,
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“I haf escaped. Is now with me clean science or nothing; I serve no more.
“But you did serve,” he said,
“Death, while it lasted.” “While it lasted?” he answered, “It lasts, it lasts.
That you will see. ’ “You are not telling me news,

the old man answered,

and listened to his axe
As one listens to a watch whether it ticks, and he held it toward him:

Do

you hear it?” The foreigner heard it
Humming and yelping to itself, and stepped backward from it: “What for a
thing is that?” “A hungry eagle-chick,”
The old man said, “yelping to itself.” The foreigner’s glasses flashed in the
sun as he shook his head:
“It is not scientific.” “No,” the old man answered,
“It knows too much. It says that bitter wars and black ruin are necessary:
but woe to those
That call them in.” “I know,” he said, “I have seen that.
I was a German.” “And now,” the old man said, “an American?” “No,

he

answered, “I serve no more.
I serve no more. I tell you: I was designing new weapons to save my people:
it was not always shameful
To be a patriot: then all went into ruin and the Russians coming, we made
a choice,
We will go with the West. I hired myself to the American army, my
people’s enemy,
A mercenary soldier, a man of science, and they gave me to work: and I
knew well what war
I was preparing.”

He paused and wiped the sweat from his pink forehead
and said, “But I found something.
It was to make a weapon, it is much more. It is a mathematische Formel,
and I tell you
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It solves, it solves. It brings under one rule atoms and galaxies, gravitation
and time,
Photons and light-waves.

He fished his pocket and produced a black

note-book: “I let you see.
^ou will not understand.

The page was lined with symbols like small dead

spiders; one brief equation
Stood pencil-circled. The stubby forefinger struck it and the man said,
“'lour axe, it sings: but I tell you
This louder sings.

The old man squinted down at it: “Not to me. And it

is likely
The lost war and much learning have turned you mad. But, if the thing
were proved, what will you do
With your equation?” “It is,” he said, “proved.
Through work of some other men and three cheap experiments of my own.
So I will die and not publish.
I tell you why: — this little Gleichung, this bite of the mind, this little
music here,
It can make mortal weapons or immense power, an immense convenience to
man: these things I will not.
Science is not to serve but to know. Science is for itself its own value, it is
not for man,
H is little good and big evil: it is a noble thing, which to use
Is to degrade.” “I see you are not American,” the old man answered, “nor
German either.” And the other:
“Therefore astronomy is the most noble science: is the most useless.” “You
are probably mad,”
He answered, “but you think nobly.” “So I have cheated,” he said, “the
American army and am run away.
Science is not a chambermaid-woman.” “Brother,” the old man said, “you
are right.
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Science is an adoration; a kind of worship.” “So?” he said,
“Worship?” His round blue eyes behind the bright glasses grew opaque and
careful:
“What then is worship?” The old man considered him and said slowly: “A
contemplation of God.

Das noch!

he answered,

“Das fehlte noch! I am a man who thought that even old peasants and
leather cowboys after this war
Had learned something.” “A coming nearer to God,’ the old man said
slowly. “To learn his ways
And love his beauty.” “Ja: so,” he said, “Der uralte Bloedsinn. I hope the
Russians
Destroy you and your God.

Instantly the axe in the old mans hand

Began to scream like a hawk; he huddled it against his thigh, saying “Hush,
be quiet. We and the Russians
Are,” he said, “great destroyers: — and God will decide the issue. You have
perhaps heard some false reports
On the subject of God. He is not dead; and he is not a fable. He is not
mocked nor forgotten —
Successfully. God is a lion that comes in the night. God is a hawk gliding
among the stars —
If all the stars and the earth, and the living flesh of the night that flows in
between them, and whatever is beyond them
Were that one bird. He has a bloody beak and harsh talons, he pounces and
tears —
And where is the German Reich? There also
Will be prodigious America and world-owning Russia. I say that all hopes
and empires will die like yours;
Mankind will die, there will be no more fools; wisdom will die; the very
stars will die;
One fierce life lasts.”
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While he spoke, his axe
Barked like a hunting eagle but incessantly; the old man lifted his voice to
be heard above it;
The German, stunned by their double clamor, flung up his hands to his
head and returned away from them
Down the dark silent hill. The gaunt old man on the little gray horse
Gazed after him, saying, “God does not care, why should I care?” He felt
in his mind the vast boiling globes
Of the innumerable stars redden to a deadly starset; their ancient power and
glory were darkened,
The serpent flesh of the night that flows in between them was not more
cold. Nothing was perfectly cold,
Nothing was hot; no flow nor motion; lukewarm equality,
The final desert. The old man shuddered and hid his face and said,
Well: God has died.

He shook like an epileptic and saw the darkness

glow again. Flash after flash,
And terrible midnight beyond midnight, endless succession, the shining
towers of the universe
Were and were not; they leaped back and forth like goats
Between existence and annihilation. The old man laughed and said,
Skin beyond skin, there is always something beyond: it comes in and stirs
them. I think that poor fellow
Should have let in the mad old serpent infinity, the double zero that
confounds reckoning,
In his equation.”

The axe was still fiercely yelling, the old man answered:
“What! After endless time?” He stripped his coat off
And huddled the axe-head in it, and rode down hastily
Behind the stranger. He came to him and said: “Brother:
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Because you have chosen nobly between free science and servile science:
come up with me —
If you are hungry, or have to hide from pursuers
I know every crack of the mountain.

But the man would not.

XXXVII
The old
man heard rumors,
Of life and death, and heard that the power of Britain was falling in pieces
Like a raft on a reef. “I knew that,

he answered,

“At the time of the Boer War.
I saw the most greedy empire gorged and disgorging.
It seems to me that all things happen in my mind
Before they happen.”

And again: “How beautiful,” he said, “are these
risings
And fallings: the waves of the sea, the Athenian empire,
The civilization of Europe, the might of America. A wave builds up
And it runs toward the shore, higher, higher, higher; nothing, you’d say, can
resist it; it rakes the stars out of heaven;
It spouts a foam-head of empire and dirty wars and drives on, toppling and
crashing, and it sighs its life out
At the foot of the rock. Slow was the rise,
Rapid the fall: God and the tragic poets
They love this pattern; it is like the beauty of a woman to them;
They cannot refrain from it. What goes high they bring down. And look —
the race of man has become more numerous
Than the passenger pigeons, that flattened forests
With the weight of their hordes —but something has happened to them
suddenly . . .’
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XXXVIII
Dark planets around a dead star, the vultures
Circled, and glided down. The old man came; they perched on rocks round
about, jutting their beaks
And bald red necks, huddling their scrawny bodies
In the bioad wings. The carcass had little lace and was eaten hollow, but
the hair on its head
And the hair below the belly were a nubile girl’s. The old man dismounted
and stood
Looking down through the stench; the carcass mumbled with its black
tongue: "Have pity on me.
Pass your axe through my neck.

The old man answered, "Surely you are

dead and decaying for many days.
Surely a stone is a stone and stone-dead is dead.
Why can you talk?” The black mouth worked and bubbled, it said "Vee
honsh," and cleared itself and said
"I am dead but I cannot sleep: I am Vere Harnish:
Choked by my mother’s blood. Blub-lack, blood is black
By candleshine. I ran after her man
Because I loved her. When he unvirgined me
I was horrible to myself, but now I am
More horrible.

The old man stood looking down through the awful

invisible cloud
Of the stench, and said nothing; and again the slime
Crackled and labored in the black throat: "Do you understand me?
I killed I killed. ’ He answered, "There has been a war: the world is full of
people who have killed:
And I do think they sleep.” It said: "My mother.” "Well," he said, "she was
nearest.
It is a need, to kill.’ "The coyotes," she said, "have been, and the wild
swine have been, and the vultures have been,
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And nothing sleeps me: but if you would Hew the head
That dreamed it from the hands that did it.” He groaned, and suddenly
Swung up the double axe, but as it flashed down
The carcass screamed: the mans heart failed, the blade
Hacked the gray earth. He stood gasping and looking down, the carcass
mumbled
“Oh do it do it do it.” “Not again,” he said. It mumbled, “Have mercy on
me.
I’ll give you my mothers golden eyes.

He was silent, and said

Was that

Yellow-eyed one your mother?” “Strike oft my head, and look
Under my left arm-pit and you will find
Her golden eyes.” “What do I want of gold?

“To buy a boat,

It answered, “to buy a boat
When your need comes. Oh strike!” “There is not enough gold
In all the West.” “But for pity,” it said. It screamed again,
And he chopped the scream short.

He pried up the left shoulder
With his axe-head and found two lumps of speckled gold
On the stained soil. He said: “Perhaps the dead (when they talk!) are
prophetic, my need is coming.
I will go buy a boat.”

XXXIX
He was on the fish-wharf
Buying a boat: a man with white lips and the long eyes ot terror tiptoed
behind him whispering
“Are you going to escape?” The old man turned and made him a sign lor
silence and whispered
“I have escaped.” “Oh,” he said, “take me with you, take me with you.”
“But,” the old man sa id, “it is likely
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I have escaped the things you want, and am seeking
The things you fear. What do you fear?” “The war, the war,” he said, “the
death-rays, the hre-hail,
The horrible bombs.

Certainly,

the old man said, “there will be a war —

Alter while. There will be a new ice-age —
Alter while.

Oh God,

he answered, “more terror!”

It chanced that a
load ol ice for the fish-stalls
Had lately passed, and some lumps fallen lay melting: the man saw them
and shouted, “Oh God, more terror.
An ice-age comes!” He ran and leaped from the wharf and cast himself
Into the seas cold throat. The old man leaped after him,
And wrestled with him in the choking water,
And saved his lite.

“Why have I done so insanely?” the old man said. “It
would be better
That twenty million should die than one be saved. One man in ten miles is
more
Than the earth wants: and clearly this mans life’s worthless, being full of
fears. I have acted against reason
And against instinct.’’ He laughed and said: “But that’s the condition of
being human: to betray reason
And deny instinct. Did I tell this poor fellow
I had escaped?”

The man clung to him, as a pilot-fish
Clings to a shark. The old shark groaned and said, “The crime and the
punishment: because I saved you
I must endure you.” But when the boat was boughten and they sailed it
south and were olf Point Sur,
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The man screamed

I fear shipwreck!

and Bung himself

Over the side into the sea’s cold throat. The old man watched him and said,
“Who am I, that I should come
Between man and mans need?
swung back: “By God,

But in a moment he kicked the tiller and

he said,

“I have been in error again; I am full of errors. It is not death they desire,
but the dear pleasure
Of being saved.” He caught the drowner by the hair and dragged him
Inboard; who, after he had breathed and vomited,
“Beware,” he gasped, “beware, old man, the dear pleasure
Of being Savior.” “I am well warned,” he answered.

XL
So he brought him home; but when they came up the hill to the house,
it was full of people. The old man said, “Who are you, and where is my
dog?” They answered, “We are refugees. The omens are coughing and
sputtering again —
Woe is the world and all tall cities fall —so we have fled from the cities,
and we found this house vacant.” He said, “Where is my dog?” “There was
a black hound here,” they answered, “she bit a child and ran away.”
Then the old man said to his companion, the man of many terrors: “I
have made a bad bargain: I have got a man and lost a dog. Also I have got a
boat and lost a house: but that bargain’s debatable. I shall debate it.”
He said to the people in the house: “You are too many for me to drive
you out, even with an axe; and as for me, I can sleep on the hill. But my
friend here is sick, he is sick with many terrors. He is a refugee like you,
and you must take him into the house w ith you.” So they did.
Then the old man went and sat on the hill, watching the house, and
presently his dog Snapper crept from a bush and joined him. He greeted
her, and he said:
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Let us sit here, Snapper, and watch the house. I have put an
infection-carrier into it.
I have added fear to the fearful. When they smell his body, even
unconsciously, their own fears will stand up and scream.
Terror is more contagious than typhoid, and fear than diphtheria.’’
So they sat and watched the house; and after three hours the doors burst
open; the people fled and were scattered on the mountain, screaming like
birds.
The old man said: “Did I call that fellow’s life valueless! Nothing is
valueless.”

XLI
However, after he had considered the matter more fully, he said:
Nothing is valueless; but some things are obnoxious.”
Then truly began the strain of thought. The old man paced back and
forth on the hill, sweating and groaning, and at length he said humbly:
< i' | ■

io me.

>»

But even so the matter was not concluded, for the old mans axe in his
hand began to spit like a cat, and he stared at it and said proudly: “I agree
with you. To me. Who has a better right to judge?
God does not judge: God is. Mine is the judgment.”

XLII
It was rumored the old man had found gold,
Besides the bits that he had spent for the boat: therefore three robbers
came up at moondown
Deep in the night; but the dog Snapper smelled them, the axe killed two of
them, the old man wakened from sleep
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And saved the third. He heard the man’s teeth clacking, and the white dawn
stole down the mountain,
He knew him and said, “My man of terrors—is it you? Why do you haunt
me?” He chattered his teeth and said:
“I am your other self. The other half of yourself, white of your black. I am
always with you.”
“Therefore,” the old man said, “you betrayed me
To these two thieves. Come,” he said, “we must take them down to the
water. Their bloody corpses here
Would make us trouble.”

They tied them onto horses and led them
down; and the old man said
“Now we must load the boat: here is that need
The damsel spoke of: and let these thieves not lack provision
Where they are going.” So they laid stones in the boat for ballast, and
wood for burning, and stretched the bodies
On the dry wood: then the old man looked at his companion, the man of
terrors,
Whose hands had never ceased to tremble nor his teeth to chatter: “Thrice
I have saved his life; now it seems
That he is I. — Lean forward,” he said to him, “settle the log more decently
Under that dead thief ’s head.’’ Then the man of terrors
Understood fate; and his teeth ceased from rattling, his face composed
itself: “Sharp,” he said, “is your mercy,’’
And leaned forward over the loaded boat. The old man struck once, and
fell
On the sand at the boat’s tail and lay there senseless
Until the day’s end.

H is axe shook off the blood from its eyes and stood
guard for him, and his dog Snapper
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Licked his dead-seeming face. About sundown the old man groaned and
came to himself, and said,
It was not easy. Fortunate, Snapper, are all the beasts of the mountain:
they live their natures: but man
Is outrageous. No man has ever known himself nor surpassed himself until
he has killed
Half of himself.

He leaned on the boat stern-strake and turned his dead

man face upward, and the dead face
Was his own in his youth. He pulled him higher onto the firewood logs,
and laid him straight
Between the others; then hoisted sail and struck fire, and pushed the
boat-stern
Into the purple-shining sea from the sand, and the wind was east. The old
man, the axe and the dog
Watched from the shore; the boat went softly out to sea, flaming
Into the crimson-flaming heart of the sunfall, and its long smoke
Mixed with the cloud. The old man laughed with gray lips. “There,” he
said, “goes myself, my self-murdered half-self
Between two thieves. It might be some tragic hero’s death-voyage:
Agamemnon’s war’s end, or world-hounded
Hitler’s from the lost land he loved and misled
To stinking ruin: that mortal sea-star flaming away to the flaming cloud: it
is no hero,
But how beautiful it is. Thank you, Vere Harnish.”

XLIII
Rayed and
tiger-straked, fire-hearted
Sundown went down; the world was misted, the afterglow made its vast
rose; one tender color,
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Solemn and high and luminous, terribly mournful. The old man stared, and
muttered, “Is it possible Americas
Bottomless luck has run out at last? We were foolish with happiness. We
were a generous people
While we enjoyed it.”

XLIV
A scattering pox of insurrections and civil war
Plagued the whole planet; even the patient Russians, a palace revolution
Was in the rumors again; even in North America
The pepper and salt of civilization, machine-guns and tear-gas, pickled the
normal
Discontents of mankind and mistakes of government: and what they were
doing in holy Asia
Made deserts there.

The old man was in a Monterey shop,
Fetching his monthly ration, meal, meat and beans, no Pythagorean. He
heard a yell in the streets
And looked, and a headless riot was looting the stores. He observed them
and said:
“Well, I was wrong. America has strained her luck: it has not run out vet. It
is not the food-stores,
It is the liquor shops and the haberdashers: Happy America: the luxuries
and the vanities,
Whiskey and silk.”

But certain people came to him and said: “What shall
we do?
For civic order is dying, all men are law-breakers. They say you watch the
world from your mountain —no doubt too high
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To see it clearly — ” So they mocked him and said,
Whats your advice?” “Mine?” he said, “It is not new: all the rulers know
it.
II there s a flea in the water, swallow a toad. II you have trouble at home,
Try foreign war.

hou are very foolish,

they answered, “or very wicked.”

“Both,” he said. “But look
How wealthy and how victorious you are. hou will not labor to avert fate.
Fate is your need.”

XLV
When he went home to his mountain the summer cloud
Hid the high places. The old man rode in its fog and said:
“I am very foolish or very wicked. It is not little foxes crying in the gloom,
It is the children.” He turned in the saddle and heard his own voice like a
blind vulture
Beat through the canyon, bumping against the faces of rocks
In the smother of the air, while he said: “Come, little ones.
You are worth no more than the foxes and yellow wolfkins, yet I will give
you wisdom.

Oh future children:
Trouble is coming; the world as of the present time
Sails on its rocks; but you will be born and live
Afterwards. Also a day will come when the earth
Will scratch herself and smile and rub off humanity:
But you will be born before that.

Oh future children:
When you are born do not cry; it is not for long.
And when your death-day comes do not weep; you are not going far.
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You are going to your better nature, the noble elements, earth, air and
water. That’s the lost paradise
The poets remember: I wonder why we ever leave it: — Hmr \\ hat: —
Experience.
What an experience.

He was silent, and heard the children crying, and he
said: “Why?
It is not bad.
There is one God, and the earth is his prophet.
The beauty of things is the face of God: worship it;
Give your hearts to it; labor to be like it.
Oh future children:
Be reticent. Make no display. Let peafowl scream,
And red roses cry, Look at me: they are beautiful: but human minds
And bodies are not so pleasing. Therefore be reticent.
Make no display.

Oh future children:
Cruelty is dirt and ignorance, a muddy peasant
Beating his horse. Ambition and power-lust
Are for adolescents and defective persons. Moderate kindness
Is oil on a crying wheel: use it. Mutual help
Is necessary: use it when it is necessary.
And as to love: make love when need drives.
And as to love: love God. He is rock, earth and water, and the beasts and
stars; and the night that contains them.
And as to love: whoever loves or hates man is fooled in a mirror.” He
grinned and said:
“Lrom experience I speak. But truly, if you love man, swallow him in wine:
love man in God.
Man and nothing but man is a sorry mouthful."
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At this time a wind
came
And split the cloud. The old man stared up and down the enormous
unpeopled nave of the gorge and laughed again:
How strange that I cannot see them: but my voice carries
A long way oft.”

XLVI
The sun blazed from the west; the old man saw his own
shadow on his horse’s shadow
Wending beside him along the cloud-wall. “Well, it is very curious,” he
said,
“That Worse always rides Better. I have seen in my lifetime many
horsemen and some equestrian statues.
I have observed the people and their rulers; and a circus monkey on a great
dane; and man on the earth.”

XLVI I
A youth came, and desired to be the old mans disciple. “But first tell me
your name, so that my friends may know it and listen, when I speak wisely.”
“My name,” the old man answered, “is Jones or McPherson or some other
word: and what does it matter? It is not true that the word was in the
beginning. Only in the long afternoon comes a little babble: and silence
forever.
And those,” he said, “to whom the word is God: their God is a word.”
“Yet I will be your disciple,” he answered.
“My conditions,” the old man said, “are not easy. My disciples must
never sleep, except the nights when a full moon sets at midnight.”
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The young man said, “When is that?” And he considered and said: “You
do not want disciples!”
“But how,” the old man answered, “did you ever guess it?”

XLVIII
The old
axeman slept
In the house dooryard; a saddle —though he rode no more —served him for
head-rest; he awoke, and the night
From the peaks to the sea was a standing pool of prodigious moonlight: he
saw a white-legged woman
Lean over him, gazing at him; her jaw was crooked
And her mouth splotched with blood; and the white air
Smelled of geraniums. The old man stared upward at her,
And thought —having long ago inquired the story of the house —that she
was Reine Gore, revisiting
Her scene and sorrow. He reached therefore his arm’s length her narrow
ankle, and felt his fingers
Through the skin and the bone close on mere nothing: as one feels the
wind
And cannot see it: but here the sense of touch out of use,
The eyes went up the clear white legs to the female hair, and up the white
belly and the sharp breasts,
To the dark dislocation and blood-splatch that were the face;—but that
wried mouth
Labored to speak, not a murmur was heard: — therefore two senses
Were out of use. And two others active —the intense odor of geraniums! —
The old man moistened his lips and said:
You are not Reine Gore: that woman is gathered into the elements: You
are a shell or a token.
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Why are you sent?

She waved her long white hands toward the northeast,

and passed him and glided away,
But he observed that she had a shadow.

He thought: “What a futile
visitor! Why did my mind make that?
— Or be sensitive to that? — Trouble is coming.”

XLIX
The horses were lame with age; as for the colts,
The old man was too old to catch them; therefore he went on foot
When he went up the mountain. He came to a place of dry rocks and wild
sun, he saw three vultures
Perched on a crag; they looked as tall as old women, and their necks were
yellow, their wings like the sails of ships
When they unfurled them; they were not common vultures but condors.
The old man stared and said: “Ifyow are coming back here,
Perhaps the race of man is withering away.
It is a thought; but unlikely.”

L
“The unique ugliness of man and his
works,” the old man said,
“Seen astronomically, little and whole, in relation with time and vastness,
the star-world,
And the bitter end waiting for modern man,
Disappears; it falls into pattern with the perpetual
Beauty of things. This is obvious, and this I have learned.
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But the evil, the
cruelties, the unbalanced
Excess of pain —that brutal survival-instinct
Tying the tooth to its ache and the man to his cancer —
These damn the race. I do not like the pyres of the martyrs.
I do not like barbed wire, squalor and terror. I do not like slave-sweat, I do
not like torture.
Man invented these things.

It is ignoble,” he said, “and nearly senseless,
to pray for anything.
But in so great and righteous a cause: — hear me, Lord God: Exterminate
The race of man. For man only in the world, except a few kinds of insect,
is essentially cruel.
Therefore slay also these if you will: the driver ant,
And the slavemaker ant, and the slick wasp
That paralyzes living meat for her brood: but first
The human race. Cut it off, sear the stump.”

So he prayed, being old and
childish, and the Lord answered him
Out of the driving storm: “I will; but not now.”

The old man looked at
his axe,
For it was neighing like a stallion. “You wish to kill,” he said,
“Every man that we meet. You two-faced violence,” he said, “on the
foresweep enemies,
And on the backsweep friends. But that is for God to do, not for you and
me; and he has promised it. Meanwhile —
To cool your ardor: for I am sick and weary of the violences
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That are done in the world : — He carried the double axe down to the sea,
and whirled it, and flung it
From the high cliff; it flew a long flashing arc, dived gannetlike
And breached the wave: the old man rejoiced and said, "How quiet we shall
be.”

But presently the sea boiled,
The water blackened and a broad corpse came up, it was one of those
eight-armed monsters, beaked and carnivorous,
That crouch in the cold darkness in the deep sea-caves: its bulk was all
hacked and mangled, and a fury of sharks
Fed on its wounds. But the axe floated clear among the shark-snouts,
And swam like a small gray dog in the whirling surf under the gull-sky, and
came to the cliff and climbed it, and came
To the old man’s hand.

Who gripped the hickory throat of the helve and
answered: “Is it not enough
What they are doing in Europe and pitiless Asia, but you have to chivy
The deep sea also?”

LI
After this his dog left him,
To den with her mate the wolf. He rejoiced and said, “At last
The delight of old age: I am alone. Neither dog nor woman,
Nor church nor state.” But something jerked in his hand, he looked down
at his axe: “You old gray gnawer,
Be quiet now. Bird with two beaks, two-petalled flower of steel, you rank
blue flesh-fly
With the two biting wings: will you stop buzzing?
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Though you are hungry to hack down heaven and earth, it is peace now.
We are as old and alone
As the last mammoth in white Siberia
Mateless alone plodding the tundra snow. Here is our peace.”

But the axe
giggled in his hand,
And presently the great disasters began to fall. The sky flashed like a hshs
belly, earth shuddered,
And black rain fell. “Perhaps I was wrong," the old man said, “I am not
alone yet —
But soon to be.” The sun’s face came red through smoke,
A young man came up the hill in the dark red light, and his livid lace
Looked green against it. The old man met him and said, “What are you, a
mammoth-hunter?” “Are you laughing?” he said,
“No one else laughs.” “No,” he said, “it was my axe. She
Has the last laugh.” “Death is hunting us,” he answered, and suddenlv
screamed:
“The Are, the blast and the rays. The whifls ol poisoned smoke that were
cities. Are you utterly merciless?” “No,”
He answered, “care-free. I did warn you.” “I know you,” he screamed,
“You have betrayed us, you have betrayed humanity. You are one ol those
that killed hope and laith,
And sneered at Progress; you have killed the lies that men live by, and the
earth
Is one huge tomb.” “A beautilul one,” he answered. “Look. Only look.
Even in this bad light
What a beautilul one.” Then the youth flashed a kmle and stabbed at him,
But failed through weakness. The old man laughed and said, “How they
love to be comforted.
Yet,” he sa id, “it is more than comlort: it is deep peace and final joy
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To know that the great world lives, whether man dies or not. The beauty of
things is not harnessed to human
Eyes and the little active minds: it is absolute.
It is not for human titillation, though it serves that. It is the life of things,
And the nature of God. But those unhappy creatures will have to shrug off
Their human God and their human godlessness
To endure this time.”

LII
The day like a burning brazen wheel heavily
revolved, and in the evening
A tribe of panting fugitives ran through the place: the old man caught one
of them,
Who was too sick to flee. He crouched and vomited some green bile and
gasped, “God curse the army
That got us in, and the air-force that can’t protect us. They’ve done it
now.

‘‘Done,’ he said, “What?” ‘‘Rammed their bull-heads

Into the fire-death. This is the end of the world.” ‘‘Yea?” he said, “Of yours
perhaps.
The mountains appear to be on their feet still. And down there the dark
ocean nosing his bays and tide-breaks
Like a bear in a pit. As for the human race, we could do without it; but it
won’t die.
Oh: slightly scorched. It will slough its skin, and crawl forth
Like a serpent in spring.” He moaned and cried out and answered, “What
is that to me?
/ am dying.” “Come to the house,” he answered, “poor man, and rest. You
will not certainly die.” But the man
Coughed blood and died.
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The old man sat down beside his body in the
blood-brown days-end
On the dark mountain, and more deeply gave himself
To contemplation of mens fouled lives and miserable deaths. “There is,
said, “no remedy.—There are two remedies.
This man has got his remedy, and I have one. There is no third.
About midnight he slept, and arose refreshed
In the red dawn.
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Hungerfield
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THE CRETAN WOMAN
Based on the Hippolytus of Euripides

C

W_/cene: In front of the house of Theseus at Troezene. Old masonry; big
door, two or three stone steps up to it.
Left foreground, stone altar of Aphrodite. Wooded hills in the blue
background.
Persons:
CHORUS —three poor women of the country. Tattered clothes, colorful

patches; flowers in hair, or bright ribbons. SECOND WOMAN carries a
basket, THIRD WOMAN a primitive musical instrument, called here a zither.
SELENE — Phaedra’s waiting-woman; neither young nor old; demurely well

dressed according to her station in life.
PHAEDRA.
THE GODDESS APHRODITE.
HIPPOLYTUS.
ALCYON and ANDROS, friends of Hippolytus.
MESSENGER.
THESEUS —old, powerful, heroic in appearance.
ARMED ATTENDANTS of Theseus.
<)Chorus — the three poor women — enter from the right, along a curving path that goes near the
altar before it reaches the house.)

FIRST WOMAN

We have never quite starved, thanks to some God or

other: but my husband has had no work since New Year’s.
SECOND WOMAN

Don’t be troubled, darling. You are still young

enough to attract a lover from time to time. Some kindly old gentleman —
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How you talk!

FIRST WOMAN

A piece of fish or a pound of olives, if not a copper

SECOND WOMAN
com.

My husband has plenty of work, and well-paid too; but

THIRD WOMAN

he drinks every penny. I don’t think we could live without these hand-outs
from the palace.
(They art approaching the altar.)

FIRST WOMAN

We have still a handful of meal in the bin—

her hand to her heart, staring at the altar, and steps backward.)

THIRD WOMAN

(staring and retreating)

Oh

—

fShe throws

hush!

I feel It too!

FIRST WOMAN

Something divine is here. There was such a dizziness at my heart
suddenly —
THIRD WOMAN

I feel my eyes dazzle and my knees tremble.
SECOND WOMAN

Did you feel something? It is the great Goddess — Aphrodite — her altar.
FIRST WOMAN

(her hand at her throat)

Walk wide of it! She is angry. There is a divine anger in this place: like the
glaring eyes
Of a wild beast. Yet she is kind, we know . . .
What I felt —like an

SECOND WOMAN

earthquake. Something has roused her.
(They tip-toe at distance around the altar, and approach the door of the house.)

FIRST WOMAN

(speaking low)

I hope that all’s well in this great house. The Goddess doesn’t waste wrath
on poor people.
THIRD WOMAN

I am still afraid. Terribly. I feel the power . . .
SECOND WOMAN

If this great house ever falls — I wish it no evil — I wish my boy had the
looting of it.
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FIRST WOMAN

The door is tight shut, and I dare not knock. Make a little music on that
zither of yours, Cleone. But softly.
(Third Woman plucks the strings of her instrument; a low music is heard. The door opens
partially; Selene speaks through the opening.)

SELENE

(intensely whispers)

Go away. Be quiet.

Our children are hungry. Have you nothing for us

FIRST WOMAN

to-day?
SELENE

Be old. Let my lady sleep.

FIRST WOMAN

Not even a spoiled cake or a stale crust?
SELENE

(slips through the doorway and stands on the threshold, closing the door carefully behind her)

Will you worry me to death? Be
quiet, women.
My lady is ill; she never closed her eyes all night long,
And has just fallen asleep. She has been delirious, I think.
I have been beaten like a fluttering bird, all night and day,
In the storm ol her mind.
What is it, a fever?

FIRST WOMAN

And for three days she

SELENE

has not tasted food.
Oh, I am weary!
SECOND WOMAN

You mean there was food and she wouldn’t eat it!
She

SELENE

is like someone possessed
By an angry God.
THE WOMEN

(startled, look significantly at each other, and back toward the altar)

Oh!
FIRST WOMAN

What Goddess?

SELENE

A divine power —how could

I know? There is a mystery —
In the delirium, in all the wild rush of her mind
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There is something she avoids, something she hides. Like the mad waves
the sea, moulding but hiding
A sunken reef.
FIRST WOMAN

I will tell you. We felt the anger —we all relt it —of a —

certain Divine Person
When we approached this house.
What Person?

SELENE

(First Woman shakes her head, finger to lips, afraid to speak, j

I say what God, or

what Goddess?
(First Woman shakes her head; Second points stealthily toward the altar.)

SELENE

There? Aphrodite? That’s out. Or it has nothing to do with my lady
Phaedra.
She is loving and good; and she neglects no divinity.
And faithful to her dear husband, my lord Theseus: almost too faithful
To be a woman. Oh what a time I ve had
Trying to make her eat, cooking things . . .
SECOND WOMAN

(hungrily)

What kind of things?

SELENE

Little Cretan cakes, for instance. Brown spice, golden honey, a whipped
eggSECOND AND THIRD WOMEN

Oh! Oh!
SELENE

I thought perhaps she was homesick for the dear island
Where she was born. That’s what they eat there.
She poured the dish on the floor when it came in —
SECOND WOMAN

Oh!
And the

SELENE

slaves had them. Worse than that:
Once she called for raw meat, flesh with the blood, like a northern
barbarian: she, royal-born,
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Of the most highly cultured family in Europe! and naturally
Shrieked when the mere smell—

Oh dear! Is she calling me?

(listening)

Is she awake?
(The door opens as she turns to it. Phaedra stands in the doorway; a beautiful woman wound
carelessly in a cloak, haggard but royal. Selene steps back from her.)

My lady!

SELENE

(Phaedra stands bewildered, gating at the women and the scene. Her lips move, but without a
voice. Finally she speaks aloud, slowly and clearly.)

PHAEDRA

I will not shame myself. I will not defile this house.
SELENE

What are you

saying?
PHAEDRA

I

will

not.

And you, be silent. You are my servant, I think. What’s your name? Selene?
My poor Selene.
(She gazes from one to other of the women.)

W ho are all these women, Selene? So many and so very many and such
proud faces?
Are you the queens of the East that have come to comfort me?
I w ill die sooner.
You are ill, my lady. You are weak, trembling w ith

SELENE

fever: come back, dear,
Into the house.
PHAEDRA

(stepping down from the doorway)

Not at all: I will walk in my lovely garden: up and down:
and feel the warm sun—

(She shudders violently.)

They say deaths bitter cold. Ah? You beautiful haughty queens,
I shall soon know.
PHAEDRA

(to herself)

(Selene supports her as she moves forward. The Women follow.)

I’ll tear it out of me. Tear.

Tear,

you know: like a

barbed spearhead
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Out of my bitter heart.

(She shudders.)

Bitter cold: bitter heart: my bitter

longing. The bitter end.
What a queer word!
She is going straight toward the Goddess.

FIRST WOMAN
SECOND WOMAN

The

altar: see? Like a gray moth
To candle-flame. Like a sleepwalker.
Let us go back to the great door,

FIRST WOMAN

Cleone,
And see if we can get something.
(They return to the door, but often looking back to see what happens.
Third Woman plays her zither. Presently the door half opens, the basket is passed through it.
Meanwhile Phaedra moves helplessly toward the altar. )

SELENE

(trying to draw her aside)

This way, my lady: the path is better.
Let

PHAEDRA

me alone, woman.
I will pray here: it seems to be a religious place. I cannot well
remember . . .
There are so many Gods in so many places . . .
Do not go near it!

SELENE

(She reaches out her arms in vain; Phaedra blindly moves on. But suddenly jerks and stiffens,
throwing her head back.)

PHAEDRA

This

(in a strangled voice)

is the one!

(retreating)

The awful power

That has me in hand. The Goddess of love and longing, cruel, cruel and
beautiful. I may as well confess now.
The crime is not great if I will not yield. — It is my husband's son by that
Amazon woman.
It is Hippolytus.
I have long loved his beauty: but now the Goddess has thrown stark madness
Into my heart: I want. I want ... I will never yield to it.
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SELENE

You — are in love

with — Hippolytus.
If you call it love!

PHAEDRA

This loathsomeness in me. This disease. This burning shame,
around)

(dazed, looks

Why: where have my great queens of the East gone to?

(laughing)

They thought I meant it! They thought I didnt know a beggar-woman
From a great queen!
SELENE

(pointing)

They are at their trade yonder,

(thoughtfully)

Hippolytus . . .
Is not the kind ol young man for any woman to love.
What?

PHAEDRA
SELENE

He does

(with slow emphasis)

not care lor women.
PHAEDRA

I am glad of that. Why should he waste himself ? Cold, proud and pure. —
I'm going in, Selene.
Oh, I am tired of the light. I have a cold edge in me
That thinks it is worse than evil; it is ridiculous. — Like all our miseries! —
Will you come?
— And of course you understand that this is secret; and we’ll never, never,
speak of it again. I shall not live long.
SELENE

You are better for having told me, dear. You walk more firmly; you have
faced the truth —
PHAEDRA

Be silent will you!

I have not faced the truth but an idiot deception, a great lalse fire in the
fog
On a phantom coast. — II decency and common shame were out of the
question—For I love his father,
My husband Theseus. It is not even possible to love two men. I know how
my heart lighted up
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When I came down the plank from the Cretan ship and saw him

tall,

fierce and tender, there waiting for me,
In the dirty-cluttered Athenian harbor among the sailors —like the temple
of a God
On a high rock. For I love him you know! Theseus I love. I have been
fighting myself . . .
He is —not young —if any person he loves should betray him . . . When
anyone s very young he can slide
From one lust to another, nothing is mortal: but a fierce man of war
growing grizzle
Under the helmet: I know him: if anyone should betray him even in
thought,
He’d hate the world. — And when I look at . . . his son ... my eyes
Scald with the stupid tears. — Die . . . ah? No choice,

(quietly)

I am

going in to hide myself
From the great eye of the sun; I have only one God
To pray to now. Not Love, not Light, not Fortune. Death, tall and silent,
Has a flower in his hand, its name is Forgetfulness.
Its name —we hope — is Peace.

(They approach the door.)

Why, look: here are

my gay-colored East-queens!
Have you had good fortune, majesties?
No: show me.

(It is shown.)

(Second Woman hides the basket behind her.

Poor women: it is not much. May I take a

crust from it?
I do not think I have eaten since dawn.
My lady!

SELENE

One little crumb. I

PHAEDRA

have been too proud in my lifetime:
That’s a great sin. But now I will beg of beggars, a bit of bread to eat. You
are kind, women.
I am truly grateful.

(She goes into the house; Selene follows, weeping. The stage is gradually

growing darker.)
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The Goddess has unravelled her mind. As if she were

FIRST WOMAN

struck by sudden lightning
When she went near the altar.
SECOND WOMAN

(terrified)

The altar! Look!

[The women cower and shield their eyes. The Goddess Aphrodite has glided from behind a flowering
bush, and leans her hand on the altar, her spot oj light increasing. She is tall and very beautiful,
marble white and marble-polished, but perhaps pale gold hair. She has a spray of fruit-blossom in
her hand, and plays with it. She speaks as if she were alone, thinking aloudf

.... So I have come

APHRODITE

down to this place,
And will work my will. I am not the least clever of the powers of heaven.
I

[She smiles, fondling the blossom-sprayf

am the Goddess
The Greeks call Aphrodite; and the Romans will call me Venus; the
Goddess of Love. I make the orchard-trees
Flower, and bear their sweet fruit. I make the joyful birds to mate in the
branches. I make the man
Lean to the woman. I make the huge blue tides of the ocean follow the
moon; I make the multitude
Of the stars in the sky to love each other, and love the earth. Without my
saving power
They would fly apart into the horror of night. And even the atoms of
things, the hot whirling atoms,
Would split apart: the whole world would burst apart into smoking dust,
chaos and darkness; all life
Would gasp and perish. But love supports and preserves them: my saving
power.

This is my altar,
Where men worship me. Sometimes I grant the prayers of those that
worship me: but those who reject me
I will certainly punish. Not because I am angry: love is my nature: the man
who rejects love
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Will be certainly punished.
There is a young man here,
Hippolytus, the son of Theseus, who rejects love and disdains to worship
me. Horses, hounds, and keen hunting,
And the dear friendship of the young men his comrades, are all he cares for.
(bitterly)

A chaste young athlete. He boasts of it:

That he will never make love to a woman, nor worship
The Queen of Love.

(pauses and smiles, admiring the blossom-sprayj

Well ... I shall have my will of him. The young
man
Will be taken care of. It is not right —nor safe —to be insolent
To a great Goddess.
I am a little sorry for the lady Phaedra, his old
father’s young wife,
Who must go down into shame and madness to make his ruin; and I am
sorry for the old hero,
Theseus, his father: but to suffer is man’s fate, and they have to bear it. We
Gods and Goddesses
Must not be very scrupulous; we are forces of nature, vast and inflexible,
and neither mercy
Nor fear can move us. Men and women are the pawns we play with; we
work our games out on a wide chess-board,
The great brown-and-green earth.

(She pauses, lifts her head and smiles frankly at the

You are gathered here

audience.)

To see the game?
Watch, then. I have planted the agony of love in that
woman’s flesh, like a poisoned sword
In her beautiful body: and I shall watch unseen, from my altar here, the
sudden accomplishment
Of my planned purpose. The day will be
To-day. This day. Look; the dark night is passing;
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The beautiful feet of dawn come over the mountain, the pale bright feet
sandalled with music,
Driving the gentle stars, like a man frightening
A flock of birds.
(Light increases on the sky and background, and comes slowly downward onto the stage. Pastoral
music of flutes, increasing with the light. Meanwhile the spot of light fades from the altar; the
Goddess vanishes. She leaves her blossom-spray on the altar.
The Women, who have been crouching by the door of the house, are seen clearly again. They move
like persons awaking from a night’s sleep.)

FIRST WOMAN

(pushing back her hair)

I had a terrible dream.
A dream? I too!

SECOND WOMAN
FIRST WOMAN

I dreamed that a strong flame burned on the stone . . .

(furtively pointing)

The altar there ... a white-hot column of fire,
Whirling and smoking: and little men and women were struggling in it,
Burning alive. Frightful . . .
SECOND WOMAN

I dreamed that a great white cat —a

snow-leopard —
With pitiless glaring eyes and fierce claws unsheathed
Crouched on the altar, ready to pounce ... on me I thought . . .
Oh how foolish it is to tell our dreams!
They bring bad luck.
THIRD WOMAN

Not mine, dear. I too had a dream, a pleasant one.

I dreamed that a pure-white dove came down from heaven
And perched on the altar; she had a spray of white apple-blossom
In her beak . . . Why, look, look! There it isl
Was my dream true?
FIRST WOMAN

No doubt someone left it there in the evening.

(The door opens, and the Women move backward from it.
Hippolytus stands in the doorway, tall and young, dressed for hunting. He has a short heavy lance
in his hand. He moves forward on to the door-step, his head held high, looking at the distant
country. Another young man, slender and rather effeminate, comes from the door.)
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How beautiful the early light is; when the mist rises from

HIPPOLYTUS

the mountain and the lark sings high. Did you bring the heavy arrows,
Alcyon?
ALCYON

Heavy and light, both quivers, for beasts and birds.
My lord Hippolytus —
Come, come! We have no lords here.

HIPPOLYTUS

I am Hippolytus: you are my dear friend Alcyon,
My young hunting-companion.
ALCYON

I will remember, sir.

HIPPOLYTUS

And no sirs either. Indeed I think I am half a year
Younger than you are, Alcyon.
That’s true.

ALCYON

(A third comes into the doorway. He is a burly young man, somewhat older than the others,
heavy-shouldered and yawning.)

HIPPOLYTUS

Our studious friend,

(with a gesture)

Andros.
ALCYON

Studious, you call him?
Of drinking-songs and merry music.

HIPPOLYTUS

Oh, he’s a student.
What got you up so early, Andros?
The cock crowing: the tall bird that

ANDROS

hates sleep.

(He rubs his eyes sleepily.)

We’ll eat him, I hope, this evening.
HIPPOLYTUS

(laying his arm affectionately around Alcyon’s shoulders)

What shall we do with our day,
Andros? Do we hunt again?
The country people say that a great wild boar
Rages in the wood yonder.
All right: all right: I’ll risk anything.

ANDROS

I am still drunk . . . with sleep.
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Or shall we race

HIPPOL'iTUS

Our horses along the shore, where the careful waves
Comb the sand clean and smooth?
Just as yOU [jke< — But what’s

ANDROS

happened to you?
Are you in love, Hippolytus? I never knew you
To lack decision.
HIPPOL'iTUS

We 11 hunt, then.

(He smiles at Alcyon, turns back to Andros.)

I love my friends, Andros . . .
II the y are brave and beautiful.
Thats good. But pretty girls too,

ANDROS

And tenderly smiling women are worth considering. There is a kind of an
altar over there

(pointing)

You ought to pray to.
I? No. I will worship the great Goddess of

HIPPOL'i TUS

Love . . .
At a great distance.

{He makes a gay gesture of salutation.)

All hail! Hail,

Aphrodite!—The truth is:
I am a little cold toward the divinities
That are worshipped at night, with grotesque antics; the Goddess of
Witchcraft and the Goddess of Love —
Such a pair! Seriously, Andros:
The world is full of breeders: a couple in every bush: disgusting. As for me,
I 11 spend my passion
On wild boars and wild horses.
THIRD WOMAN

I see the blossom-spray

Move on the altar!
SECOND WOMAN

I see the glaring eyes —
FIRST WOMAN

I see the fire of her anger —
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What are the women singing, Alcyon?

HIPPOLYTUS
(pointing)

Those poor patched women?
Some uncomfortable old ballad, no doubt.

ALCYON

They are too far away: I can hear the voices
But not the words.
(Selene comes around the corner of the house, wringing her hands.)

SELENE

I don’t know what to do! I know well enough: I must obey my lady’s will.
But I’m terribly afraid . . .
(She approaches the young men from behind them. They are looking at the beggar-women, i

ANDROS

Those three? They come to the house every day with their little basket;
they make a music
And beg for food.
ALCYON

(to Selene, seeing her behind his shoulder)

What is it?
I have a message for my lord Hippolytus.

SELENE
HIPPOLYTUS

(turns and looks down at her; speaks impatiently)

Well:

what?
From my lady Phaedra . . .

SELENE

It is private, sir.
HIPPOLYTUS

Speak your message: these are my triends.

SELENE

I should

have said
Secret. . . . She is dying, sir.
HIPPOLYTUS

What!
I think so.

SELENE
HIPPOLYTUS

I am sorry that she is ill. Will you go down to the stable, my triends? I’ll
see you presently,
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Or send for you.
Bad news comes suddenly!

ALCYON

(to Andros, as they go of together)

ANDROS

The mornings are unlucky, hoy. We ought to sleep

longer.

(exeunt)

HIPPOLYTUS

I knew that your lady had been ill, Selene: I never thought —
SELENE

It was last

night, sir.
She lay like one in a trance, perfectly motionless, drugged with her sorrow,
not even breathing —
What sorrow?

HIPPOLYTUS
SELENE

I cannot tell you.

(a pause)

Suddenly—it was near dawn —she started up

With a moan like a scream. She stood like a dim white pillar in the dark
room, saying “I can’t die
And I can’t live. Why should I bear this pain forever in silence?” It was
pitiful, sir.
HIPPOLYTUS

Certainly. But what can I do?
She made me comb her bright hair, “to

SELENE
look well,” she said,

“When I am cold. For I am the daughter of a great man, and the wife
Of a great man.” And now for hours
She has walked back and forth, back and forth, moaning. This is the restless
agony that comes when death
Is at the door.
(Phaedra comes into the doorway; pale, calm, self-possessed; clothed like a queen. They do not see
her yet.)

SELENE

She spoke your name once or twice.

Your father is away from home, and in his absence
You are head of the house.
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HIPPOLYTUS

My father will be back to-morrow, I believe.

PHAEDRA

do not know
Whether I have to die. I shall soon know.
Oh my lady —

SELENE
PHAEDRA

You

ma7

g°

in, Selene.
I shall not need you.
Speaks imperiously.)

(Selene hesitates; Phaedra comes down and stands on the lowest step.

Go in!

With the other servants.
(Selene, wringing her hands, returns as she has come; but stops and stands watching by the
house-corner.)

You have been ill, Phaedra.

HIPPOLYTUS

I have been

PHAEDRA

patient, Hippolytus.
I think we must bear our fates, and accept
What the Gods send. They send sickness or health, evil or good, passionate
longing
Or the power to resist it. We have to do
What the Gods choose.
Not entirely, Phaedra.

HIPPOLYTUS

We have to suffer what they choose: but we control our own wills and acts
For good or evil.
PHAEDRA

But if one becomes insane, Hippolytus? The Gods send

madness too. Madness, you know.
And we have to submit,

(smiling suddenly)

What a bore these philosophies

are, my dear! Good-and-evil! We re not school-children —
Though fairly young still.
HIPPOLYTUS

I am very glad, Phaedra,

That you are not so ill as your woman said. She pretended
You had a dying message for me.
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Why. Yes. I have. I nearly

PHAEDRA

Forgot. And I am truly very near to death. It is not well with me —
[pressing her hand between her breasts)

In here,

(a pause)

I am your lather’s wile, Hippolytus: I love you. I love

you very deeply.
It is my duty. — How high and angrily you turn away from me! That
haughty thrust ol the chin. I’ve always noticed
This coldness in you: it grieved me.
You are quite wrong. I am not

HIPPOLYTUS

demonstrative perhaps ... I have affections
Like other men; or perhaps more than others —and I am very glad that my
lather chose
So good and beautilul —
Let us not speak any more of your father: this

PHAEDRA

concerns me. I only want you
To be kind to me —as I would be to you—

(She breaks off.)

I think so

much ot my childhood lately,
In the high sacred island, in my father’s palace,
Beautilul Crete: we used to play a game there called hide-’n’-seek: there
was room there: one of my sisters
Got lost in the endless echoing corridors, the famous Labyrinth: we hunted
her lor hours, we could hear her crying
Pitifully, far off . . . Hunt me, Hippolytus!
You are a great hunter, it is your life,
Hunting wild, beasts in the black woods: can’t you hear me crying? I am
lost, I am lost, I am crying
Pitilully . . .
HIPPOLYTUS

I am bound to honor you: I cannot understand you clearly.

You

PHAEDRA

cannot understand?
No: you can’t understand. You know the secret ways ol the deer on the
mountain; you know where the wolves run;
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You know on what rock over what hidden water deep in wet woods the
spotted lynx
Watches; and her wild topaz eyes
Burn like twin fires in the green twilight, flaming for blood: — but what a
woman wants . . .
No: you can’t understand. You think I have something monstrous hidden in
my mind. It is not true.
Kindness I want. Only kindness: Is that a monster? Why do you hate me,
Hippolytus?
All cold, all angry.
(He turns sharply away from her; and turns hack.)

HIPPOLYTUS

You are mistaken in that, Phaedra. I have felt kindness

... I will confess it:
In my manner I loved you. The way you moved, and your mind and soul. I
have thanked God that my nature
Is not . . . inclined toward women: or I might have loved you
Beyond what’s right. Oh, I could conquer it: we know how to rule
ourselves, we have self-control; we are not leaves
Blown by the wind!
But it might have been painful.
PHAEDRA

So I am to suffer all the pain,

And you go free! — The battle-captain of those grim warrior-women, the
breastless Amazons,
Was your mother: your father conquered her with his sword and his spear,
he clubbed her down and she hated him —
And he raped her. You were born of that horror: no wonder
You distrust love! — Listen to me. I am a civilized person, Hippolytus, in
exile here
Among savages: the fierce little cutthroat tribes of Greece, feudists and
killers. — Lovers of tragedy! — We Cretans
Love light and laughter. We like things refined and brilliant; bright games,
gay music, brave colors. We have girl-acrobats
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Who ride wild bulls, diving over the horns, blithe on the snout of death:
our courage, that hates no person.

I tell you, Hippolytus, there are two heads of civilization on earth:
Egypt and Crete: but holy Egypt
Is so old, so old, stone-stiff and pious
In the petrified desert: we Cretans
Can be passionate still. We have hot blood, we love beauty, we hate
bigotry,
We know that good-and-evil and virtue-and-sin —are words, tired words:
but love is more beautiful than sunrise
Or the heart of a rose: the love of man and woman can be more beautiful
than the great-throated nightingale
Her heart-break song: when all the leaves of the trees hang still to hear it,
and the stars in hushed heaven
Hold their breath and lean lower. — Ours could be. Our love could be.
(The three Women have come near them to listen.)

HIPPOLYTUS

I say

keep your tongue carefully,
If you have evil thoughts do not speak them,

(pointing)

These peering

creatures have ears
Under their hair.
PHAEDRA

(staring with dazed eyes at the women)

There are people here? Why — who cans? — not I.
Listen, women:
I have put all my life on this little hope —and I think I am losing it —
I am no doubt a dead woman talking to you: Theseus will kill me

If this man will not—but I am not ashamed of this little hope, I will not
hide it, I will sing it aloud
From the tops of the houses —
HIPPOLYTUS

Have you gone mad?

(Selene, who has been watching, runs to her.)
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FIRST WOMAN

are your

friends, my lady. What wrong is done you?
PHAEDRA

(to Hippolytus, ignoring the Women)

Mad —if you like —more or less — But not so mad as a rabid dog in the
dog-days, in the white of summer,
Slavering and snapping —And not so mad as my mother who went insane
with love of a black bull,
That snuffling horror: — I know well enough
All the shames of my race; the slaves used to whisper in the dark arches
. . . There is a Goddess, Hippolytus,
A terrible one: she rides me —
SELENE

(catching her arm, terrified for her)

Hush! Hush!
Merciless, with quirt and

PHAEDRA

spur . . . She is like a leopard
That has leaped on a deer: the great hooked claws drag through the tender
flesh: the young doe staggers
Under that weight of pain, sobbing and running — Forgive me: I do not
want to seem pitiful —
She is called the Goddess of Love, that merciless one—I cannot help
myself — forgive me —

(sobs, hiding her face from him)

My lady!

SELENE

For God’s sake, hush!
HIPPOLYTUS

Let her go on, woman. Let her speak it all out, all

her stark madness:
And I shall be proved innocent. There are witnesses —
Now: and it the woman wants to destroy herself: let her do so.
My patience has reached an end.
PHAEDRA

Be careful! You are not perfectly sure of

being proved innocent, Hippolytus.
A black thought crossed my mind —like a vulture
Across a window —but I’m not mean enough —
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Oh be at rest, tear nothing. I have degraded myself already
Beyond all bounds.
SELENE

(her arm around her)

Come into the house, dear. My darling ... my
precious . . .

(Phaedra shakes her off.)

Keep ofi me, will you!

PHAEDRA

(raises

her head proudly)

As I was

saying, this Goddess —
I was speaking of one of the powers of Heaven, I think? Some divine
one —My mind goes black suddenly
From time to time . . .

[She draws her hand over her eyes.)

This Goddess, the

Cyprian, the sweetly smiling white Aphrodite —
She was born of the sea, and the sea’s treachery
Is in her blood: she has broken my little boat — no more of that!—she has
the sea’s sucking whirlpool
In her white body: all women have: it wants ... it wants ... As for me:
I am a little mad, as you say. —You breed horses, Hippolytus?
HIPPOLYTUS

(turning from

Observe

her)

her, women.
And if you are called in witness, report it. She is clearly insane; not
responsible; not to be blamed.
As if some raging alien spirit overpowered her: demon or Goddess:
Outside her own pure heart. You know the taint in the blood —curse, if
you call it so —
On the royal family of rich Crete —
PHAEDRA

This man so hates me

That he digs up my father and my mother and my ancestors!

(to Hippolytus)

You have a good lance there:
That boar-spear with the great metal head, your toy that you play with: will
you do me a kindness, fellow?
You say you are not unfriendly to me

Stick it into me!

—

(She kneels, tears at the

cloth on her breast.)

Here! Here I say. Slake your hate and my love!
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HIPPOLYTUS
PHAEDRA

^ou see her, women?

(gravely, with pity)

(still kneels, her body and head arched backward)

^OU d

better strike: I am growing dangerous.

I am growing to be a poison . . . Oh, my dear, my dear, have pity' on me. I
am not hateful yet.
My skin is white I think, and my mind still clean, and my body stainless: at
least
It is not ugly: my women have sometimes called me beautiful. Slaves
flattery: ah? Well: not much worse
Than a deer in the woods, or one of those wildcats
You hunt so avidly . . .
This arm seems round and smooth, and the throats fair enough; and the
clear shoulders: I have no blemish I know of—
I am the humblest person alive, Hippolytus,
Here, praying to you.
HIPPOLYTUS

(relenting)

Let me say this, Phaedra,

And then be silent forever: it is true you are very beautiful; and I could
love you ... in spite of nature . . .
But not of honor. That holds me.
PHAEDRA

(embraces his knees)

I am so thirsty for you, Hippolytus!

I am burning alive. Forget your father: forget your honor and mine, what
do they matter? Forget
Your impediment of nature. I have put life and death on this throw of the
dice: and degraded myself —
I am not insane. I have loved you a long while. I have degraded myself —
Take this degraded body here kneeling to you. Do what you like: love it or
kill it. Oh —
Lift It up: love It!
HIPPOLYTUS

(She embraces his knees.)

Shameless: take your hands from me. Stand up, will

you! It is not my intention
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To be made publicly ridiculous,

(to Selene)

You there! Uncoil your

madwoman: she wearies me.
Nurse her into the house.
PHAEDRA

I do not need

(standing up)

Anyone s help. And I am not a weeper, either. I’ve played my life and lost,
and here’s death —
Without a tear. — Very well: go back then:
And hunt your beasts. Ride with your laughing boys. Run your fleet horses.
It is possible some pointed thing
Will fly after you.
HIPPOLYTUS

(turning to go)

There is nothing so unclean as madness.
Selene)

Watch your mistress carefully:

Not to do herself harm.

(Hegoes toward the rear.)

Me? Let him watch his own disaster!

PHAEDRA
ANDROS

(turning back to

(comes from the trees in the distance; stops at sight of Hippolytus)

Oh: are you coming?
We waited long for you: horse, hound and man too. Is the lady really so ill?
HIPPOLYTUS

Very

(shaking his head, joining him)

ill, very ill.
Ask me no questions, Andros: the best is silence.
I am sorry for her. — Are Alcyon and the others there?
Fussing with

ANDROS

dog-leashes . . .

(They go out together.)

(Meanwhile Phaedra has fallen on the door-steps, in spite of Selene supporting her. The Women
stand watching.)

FIRST WOMAN

This is the worst thing that can happen to a woman: when love meets
contempt.
(Phaedra’s body jerks as under a whip-lash. She half raises herself.)

PHAEDRA

Contempt. I know: contempt —

Is for the fallen. Not alone I will fall.
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To give gold for saw-dust, and love

SECOND WOMAN

for light ashes —
Is woman’s fate. To give her dear fragrance for a dog-bite —
PHAEDRA

(sitting on the step)

He said: “Keep your hands off me.”

(looking at her hands)

Rejected: you pale

things: I will send rougher hands
Than these poor lilies.

(She relapses on the step, face down, sobbing.)

Ah darkness, darkness, darkness . . .
Hush,

SELENE

child. Oh hush . . .
THIRD WOMAN

While the young man goes laughing with his companions.
PHAEDRA

He will not last long! — What arejyon? Spirits tormenting me?
There was a kind of hypocrisy about my passion before. I could see
through it more or less:
Now it’s deep, thick ... I have quite lost myself.

(looks down at herself. Feels

This thing: this pitiful flesh: is this Phaedra,

herself with her hands)

The daughter of the wise ruler of famous Crete?
— Or a scorned whore?

(stroking her hand down her arm)
Oh: here’s something.

(She takes off her bracelet and flings it.)

THE WOMEN

Break It m three pieces.

(pick up the heavy bracelet, show it to each other)

gold. We are rich!
(T man running dashes onto the stage, speaks breathlessly.)
MESSENGER

He sent me ahead. I ran faster than the horses.
I heard the wind of their breath blowing behind me.
Is all well here?
(The Women gape at him in frightened silence. Phaedra in her black meditation ignores him.)
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Gold,

PHAEDRA

(her hands tearing at each other)

A refused whore!

(Shegathers herself; stands up, cool and

What did you say? Certainly all is

self-possessed.)

well here. And my lord Theseus
Is well, I hope?
MESSENGER

[who did not see her at first)

Oh — Very well, Madam: but much troubled
By the tone of the oracle.
(calmly)

PHAEDRA

The oracle — I remember. He went to consult

it.
MESSENGER

And it answered —
PHAEDRA

You neednt tell me, Messenger. My lord will tell me.
It answered

MESSENGER

strangely.
It said that his house was burning, he must hasten home!
PHAEDRA

(easily)

Did it so? Very interesting.
But you can see there’s no fire here: no sort of trouble.
Take the man into the house, Selene. Let him eat and drink.
MESSENGER

No, no. My thanks, Madam. I must race back
To say all s well.
PHAEDRA

(He goes.)

(instantly dismissing him from her mind, relapsing into black meditation)

A scorned importunate whore: refused
And despised: kneeling, hugging his thighs: let her be hanged. — And how
his young men will laugh!
Between the minstrel’s song and the juggler’s tricks,
Over the wine.
FIRST WOMAN

Truly his house was burning, and the God knew it.

But that fire’s out.
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Is it out? A worse burns then.

PHAEDRA

A deadlier fire.
No: on the kindly hearth:

SELENE

The warm life of the house.
From the hearth to the rool-beams

PHAEDRA

This red fire leaps.
No. No. No! —Women: will you hear me? I pray you

SELENE

listen to me.
You are friendly to my dear mistress: you take her bounty: I think you love
her: promise me on oath, women,
Never to speak of what you have seen and heard here, neither to my lord
Theseus nor any other:
Your husbands, your children: not to any acquaintance: never to whisper it.
For gossip and scandalous tongues are worse
Than fire in the roof.
I promise. Oh I swear it.

THE WOMEN
SELENE

My mistress is pure and

good: you know that.

Our silence will make her well. This wound will heal,
This black storm will blow over.
Fool!

PHAEDRA

Truly it will, Phaedra! For

SECOND WOMAN

time, that eats up our pleasures,
Also mends pain.
FIRST WOMAN

A man crossing the mountain

Feels the cold like a knife
Severing his bones; he sees black abysses
Infinitely far down;
And here the jagged rock-heads, the death-white
Teeth ol snow on the rock.
He shudders in the knife-keen wind.
It is death, he thinks.
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PHAEDRA

I Jo not think: I know

That death is here at hand: but not a clean death.
SECOND WOMAN

From the wide plain looking backward, lrom the rich plain
The traveller: his mountain
Hangs like a hyacinth bell,
Purple on the pale sky:
The peaks of the rock are like a flowers petals
And the color joyful —
PHAEDRA

I am preparing a thing that will not be joyful.

FIRST WOMAN

Would God that I knew the joy
Of driving through pleasant valleys in a green land,
As Theseus does: the horses lean on the yoke,
The y snort the storm of their breath:
On one side of the way is clear water welling
Cold under willows; behind me white dust
Floats in the sun like a flag;
On the other side of the way is perhaps a hill
Clothed with green vineyard,
The little wax-yellow flowers and the curling tendrils
Like a girl’s hair: on high the temple of a God
Lifts honey-colored marble above green leaves.
Happy are the hours there —
PHAEDRA

The woman sees happiness.

But as for me, I see shame, I see corpses.
SECOND WOMAN

The girls and young men go up
Singing together, carrying the lamb and the golden corn,
The broad green leaves and the grape-clusters,
To the beauty of the God in the blue-veiled autumn —
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I say, be quiet! — How can I endure myself?
He knew me for what I am, and he did rightly
When he despised me. False to the bone. I think too much,
And lose myself among the pictures my mind makes. The core of me —
the —what they call heart —
Hidden and I cannot find it. I feel my mind swooping, I feel the awful
storms of brute instinct,
And between — nothing. — But this I know: I will not betray him.
I will not be false. — As for you, women, I pray you —when Theseus
comes —
Be silent. Cover up my folly. Have mercy on me. Let my name be
remembered
As one who was chaste and faithful, never looking aside from her one man,
and died young,
For no particular reason —
SELENE

He is coming now mv lady! Listen: they are

(frightened)

here.
We must be ready, we must smile and be quiet: that’s woman’s happiness.
Woman’s

PHAEDRA

. . . happiness!
I pray you, my lady!

SELENE
PHAEDRA

Let him come.
FIRST WOMAN

(to Phaedra)

Silence is God’s best gift.
(Theseus, with armed attendants, comes rapidly forward.)
SECOND WOMAN
SELENE

Lock up your lips, women!
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I will be silent —

THESEUS

(looking at the house; to Ins nearest attendant)

The house has no damage at all; nor the roof
either.
No smoke; no wailing. What did that priestess mean?

(suspiciously)

Why are you crowding the door, women?
(They move aside, in silence. Theseus sees Phaedra, sitting on the step, staring at him. )

Is it well with you,
Phaedra?
SELENE

(She stares at him, without moving.)

(stammering with nervousness)

She has been a little ill. I brought her out for the sun . . .
It is no great disorder, my lord: your absence
Has made her sad.
THESEUS

I galloped home at the full stretch of the horses, my

charioteer

Whipping and shouting: for the oracle
Sang that my house was fired. What has happened?
Nothing, sir.

SELENE
THESEUS

Why does she not speak then?
Nothing whatever, sir —

SELENE

Except my lady’s small illness.
PHAEDRA

(standing up, clear and bitter)

She lies, Theseus.
THESEUS

What?

PHAEDRA

Evil has

happened.
The worst and shamefullest.
SELENE

(rapidly)

She is full of fever, my lord: her mind

wanders and boggles like a lost bird —
PHAEDRA

What a desperate liar!

But it is not her fault: I’ll not let any servant of

mine
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Be whipped for me. I say the woman is an open liar; but trying to protect
me
From your just wrath. My lord, a common sweating peasant weary at the
plow
Would not endure it.
Her delirium of fever —

SELENE

Silent, you!

PHAEDRA

Pray to God in your heart.
I am not a patient man. I hate the female

THESEUS

herd, that chatters like monkeys
And never speaks.
Without chattering, my lord: nothing shrill, no outcry:

PHAEDRA

Coldly and clearly:—Your bed is defiled and your house broken. If I should
bear a child,
It will not be yours.
('Theseus draws his short sword half way from the scabbard, and slams it back again; staggering
with rage.)

Go on. Speak.

THESEUS

This defiled body

PHAEDRA

Is waiting for you to scour it with sudden death.
Go on. Speak more.

THESEUS

Its

PHAEDRA

woman-weakness met violence,
In the bed of shame.
So you say. They all say that. — Who was the man?

THESEUS

It

PHAEDRA

is true, my lord.
See on my throat the marks of his strangling hands.
THESEUS
(shouts)
PHAEDRA

I do not see them.
Who?

A man well known to you.

Now give me death, Theseus.
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THESEUS

Presently perhaps. Who was it?

(no answer)

Who?

I will not tell you.

PHAEDRA

White fool-

THESEUS

Will you drive me mad?
No. He was mad, I think. / will be silent.

PHAEDRA

I will not drive you mad: you’d run stark raving
If I answered you.
You’ll answer, you’ll answer. You cheap toy —broken

THESEUS

trinket —mud-trampled rose-petal —
I have to kill a swine: what swine?
You have killed too many men,

PHAEDRA

Theseus, famous for blood. Your hands stink of it.
I noticed that.
THESEUS

(shouting)

Who was it?
No matter how well you wash them,

PHAEDRA

Theseus. — I’d sent my woman away
Because her breathing made a noise in the night. I was alone,
Naked in bed, half asleep: the door moved on its well-oiled hinges, and
that young man
Stood in the room.
THESEUS

i

black with rage, controlling himself)

Patience. Patience.
PHAEDRA

I saw him well: there was a

night-lamp:

And he told me his name. He said that something deadly had happened,
and he had to speak to me.
I knew him well, Theseus; I perfectly trusted him;
I let him come near the bed. When your wrath cools
I’ll speak his name. It is one you trust. He held a knife at my throat —
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And . . . did ... his will. I was too weak and cowardly to cry to the slaves.
I pled with him.
I wept and pled: saying, “Though my life and honor are nothing to you,
Will you dishonor your father Theseus, whose wife I am?
THESEUS

Agh! — No.

(shouting)

— What were you saying?
What did you say, Phaedra?
That my prayer was vain. He was like a

PHAEDRA

beast, like a wild beast.
That is his nature.

(coldly)

THESEUS

(drawing his sword)

You dirty leavings. — You say that my son

Hippolytus —
PHAEDRA

I will not send the father against the son.
I never named him.
— took you by force? Raped you? Oh lying fool —

THESEUS

Tell me something true once!
SELENE

Al!

(screams suddenly)

PHAEDRA

(sobs)

Oh, Oh . . .
These women

(coldly watching her)

know it.
They will probably lie, to cover it.
Who caught you at it? Who? That

THESEUS

woman?

(indicating Selene)

You’d not tell but for that.
No one. They slept. But I being mad with

PHAEDRA

grief and my life is death —
I told them.
FIRST WOMAN

We saw her making lamentation, sir.

This morning. Weeping and crying.
You repented —ah?

THESEUS

You tempted him, you perverted him, handled him, slavered on him —
And you repented,
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I don’t believe it.

Somebody caught you at it: you wept for that,

(covering his eyes)

-My own loved son.
Oh, she is not to blame, sir, not to blame;

FIRST WOMAN

guiltless. It was her misfortune
But not her crime.
Call it misfortune do you, foul-mouth?

THESEUS

You prim-tongued fool! Misfortune! God help me hold myself!
I want to go stabbing, stabbing, stabbing ...

(to his nearest attendant)

Bring

him in!
ATTENDANT

What, sir?
Bring him in. H e is either hunting or about the place

THESEUS

somewhere —
[Phaedra smiles a little.)

THESEUS

(grimly self-controlled)

I will not enter my house
Until I’ve cleaned it.
ATTENDANT

We 11 find him, sir.

(He and another go out.)

Take men with you. Bind him

THESEUS

if he resists.
But wound him not.
ANOTHER ATTENDANT

(an old man)

Take heed, my lord, not to judge rashly. We know
That all women are liars.
Not to their own hurt.

THESEUS

Even to their own

OLD ATTENDANT

hurt, my lord.
And your son, we know, dislikes women —
Therefore he did it.

THESEUS

Pure hatred. Pure evil.
PHAEDRA

(almost brightly)

How many people have you killed in all your life,

Theseus? Three hundred?
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With your own hand?
That’s what they call a hero. That’s what they call a great man. Kill, kill,
and kill:
They put up statues. But spare your son, Theseus,
Though he is vicious: a beast, an evil beast: you twisted his name out of
me —
THESEUS

(ignores her; sheathes his sword; his eyes rove about the scene;fasten on Third Woman)

You with the zither.
You patched thing. Make music.
Me, sir? It is vile music, sir, dog’s

THIRD WOMAN

music —
And we are so broken with the woe of this house —
THESEUS

(both hands on his temples, his body tense and writhing)

Play!
It will not

PHAEDRA

heal your wound, Theseus.
Only blood heals . . . your wounds.
It will pass the interval. You have half

THESEUS

an hour, I believe, of life yet.
Before your breath stops.
PHAEDRA

(smiling)

But I wish to die, Theseus!

(Third Woman begins to play.)

I am terrified . . .

SECOND WOMAN
(She sings—or rather speaks, but with consciousness of the music.)

What is best for a man?
For our human half-darkness under the stars
Is full of evil; grief after grief comes in,
Like wolves leaping the fold-wall —
FIRST WOMAN

Silence is best.

SECOND WOMAN

Grief after grief,
Like waves flooding the sea-wall: but wealth could stop them.
A golden dyke: a rich man can buy security . . .
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FIRST WOMAN

Then why do the great kings die by violence?
SECOND WOMAN

Pure love is best.
Let pure love be my heaven, and fair love my fortress . .
FIRST WOMAN

But if you love someone, death comes and takes him.
TFilRD WOMAN

(striking the zither strings with her hand, breaking off the music)

Then death is best!
Death is good in his time.

FIRST WOMAN

Silence is best.
THIRD WOMAN

An old old song, my lord. It doesn’t make sense —
And I can’t help it.
See how you’ve calmed him, women! He has bitten

PHAEDRA

his lips through, the beard’s blood-lined,
Black-red on the grim gray. Why—it’s the gnashing muzzle of a wild boar!
Perhaps Hippolytus
Would like to hunt it! — I warned you, Theseus,
Music will never soothe: you didn’t even hear them. What your wound
wants for cure is somebody’s blood.
Sword’s joy: a turn of the wrist —
And the flashing red river.
I have been thinking

THESEUS

SO.

(He moves threateningly

toward her.)

PHAEDRA

stabbing . . .

The joy of
(He comes to her, hand on sword-hilt. )

— Me? No! Not me Theseus!

(She shrinks backward from him.)

Not me! You are grim, dearest, but you are just. All men have said
That you are just . . .
THESEUS

(She kneels to him.)

What a harlot’s face you have.
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Now my life hangs on a

PHAEDRA

hair —consider yet,
Would I — or any woman — willingly embroil myself with a young man well
known
Averse from women? Think what you like of me — dearest, dont strike!
I am not such a fool. Hippolytus is that sex —higher or lower, I know not,
but strange —
That loves its own . . .
I’ll ask him when he comes. I see you have

THESEUS
considered him.

Not till you forced me to!

PHAEDRA
THESEUS

It doesn’t matter. You’ll not be alive when he comes. As you say:
It will be a great pleasure. I know that my son Hippolytus
Is pure and true.
PHAEDRA

(standing up)

Very well..I beg no more. How they’ll laugh in Athens!
How they’ll whisper it here: “That poor Cretan woman!
The son wronged her and the father killed her, though innocent. That,
what she gets for marrying a deadly Greek!’’
I have a strange horror of that gray blade, Theseus: but here’s mv throat.
I am not a coward.
THESEUS

(sighing)

You have a few minutes yet: I’ll hear him first. I am

just, as you say.
I have lived with some honor and respect. I have led the people and been
true to my friends, and done —they tell me —
Valiantly once or twice. I have been thought of as a man who could —at
least —
Guard his own gear . . . But old age comes, old age comes,
And flies defile us. — Presently you will hear such a slapping of flies around
here — but not Hippolytus,
Not for your weight in lies. . . . Oh Phaedra, Phaedra!
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This is a dream, not truth. You will wake up and say: “What was I saying?
It was a dream.

. . . I know you are not false —when I first saw you —those

wide-open shieldless eyes
Full ol trust, brave little circles of tender sky — and the soft mouth that
knew not
Whether to laugh or weep, and did both at once — I loved you, Phaedra,
forever.
hou were like a small child: a beautiful courageous child . . .

(He lifts bis bead

Are they coming now? Tell them its over.

to listen.)

It was a dream. — But truly, if my son hurt you —
He shall not live.
(Hippolytus enters. He moves freely and with confidence. But the two guards, walking slightly
behind him on each side, look like jailers rather than attendants.)

PHAEDRA

(clearly and carefully)

Do you still despise me, Hippolytus?
HIPPOLYTUS

(ignoring her)

hou have come home, father: I am glad of that.
°

-

why in anger? — At least your honest idiots, the axemen here,
o believe so . . . Apparently they are right for once. I see the black
i your brow . . .

THESEUS

(eyes him gravely in silence; turns to Phaedra)

Is this the man?
No.

PHAEDRA

What do yo u mean —

THESEUS

no? That you lied?

(trembling with anger again)

And now confess it? I will put the matter more plainly:
Is this the man who rode you last night?
HIPPOLYTUS
THESEUS

Are you raving-mad, father!
Someone

is going to die.
Not you, perhaps.
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PHAEDRA

(to Theseus)

I have some nerves of decency still: though you

don’t think so. I will not talk your sword
Into the belly of your son.
THESEUS

(his hand on the hilt)

PHAEDRA

(calmly)

Into your own then?
I am such a coward,

Theseus. If I hadn’t been a coward
I’d have screamed and got help: but he was over me
Like a wild beast. Don’t strike, dear! It was he: yes: Hippolytus. Don’t
strike!
THESEUS

Do they say I am not a patient man?

Fools! Cold as stone,

(to Hippolytus)

Why were you not hunting to-day?
She

HIPPOLYTUS

lies, father: that’s clear enough:
Either out of insanity or shaking terror. Shut her up: and tell me clearly
what monstrous thing
I am accused of.
THESEUS

A crime. You are my son, God help me. A crime that

only iron-in-the-guts
Cures. — Why were you not hunting to-day?
Because I did not choose to.

HIPPOLYTUS

I was somewhat . . . dejected.
I was at the stable: some of the young men went —
Dejected?

THESEUS

Sad;

HIPPOLYTUS

tired; sorrowful —
THESEUS

In the night tired you?

Oh! Your exertions
(moaning with rage)

Oh, Oh . . . You . . . blond

pillar of righteousness! Filth: filth: filth!
God strike you dead!
HIPPOLYTUS

God is more just, I hope,

Than you are. d his is blind nonsense. Have you ever known me
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To follow women? As for being .... tired: a person whom I once loved
and honored had done
A shameful thing. It grieved me.
What person?

THESEUS

I cannot tell you,

HIPPOLTTUS

father: I am not a tale-bearer.
The thing failed, and is finished.
Do you think it is finished, Hippolytus?

PHAEDRA

Love has an end: but deep hate has no floor,

It falls forever. — I say that he had neither shame nor mercy, Theseus.
He choked me with his claws while his body soiled me.
You take it quietly. It is true you are growing old, Theseus.
Shut your

THESEUS

mouth.
PHAEDRA

It is right for a violent man to be very careful
Before he acts.
HIPPOLYTUS

(to Phaedra)

I understand you now: clearly. There is not one hair of
difference between the extremes
Of love and hate. They are the same thing, one identical fury.—This
woman is insane, father.
She is unspeakably false.
PHAEDRA

(quietly and sadly)

I loved you once, Hippolytus.

HIPPOLYTUS

Yes? I will tell

him.
PHAEDRA

And you, pitiless,

Came in and robbed me! I pray you, Theseus, to kill me now. You are a
man of blood, as all know.
They say shame dies in the grave. But as for the young man, although he is
evil, and has earned sudden darkness:
He is your son, remember.
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THESEUS

(scowling with doubt, looking from one to the other, like a tormented bull)

The worse. But something holds my
hand . . .
He was right, then. He said,

PHAEDRA

“My father is an old man and will hardly care.”
THESEUS

Ah . . .

(sword in band)

He takes a step

toward Hippolytus, but turns to look when Alcyon cries out.)

ALCYON

(has entered in wild haste, cries loudly)

What are they doing to you, Hippolytus?
Nothing ... A little matter of

HIPPOLYTUS

life and death, my dear.
And honor, as they say —if anything like that is left in this foul pit.
You cannot help me. But wait, for these women may.
ALCYON

(struggling to come near him, but held back by the guards)

I’ll serve you with my life or my death: that much I know.
HIPPOLYTUS

Women:

(5miles at him, then speaks to the Women)

were here this morning, when . . .

(pointing)

she

VOU

there

Displayed her shame. I was sorry for it. But now you can bear true witness.
The woman made a shrill noise,
Pitiful and indecent ... no more of that. Did she say at any time she had
suffered violence?
From me or anyone?
(They stand silent, gaping at him.)

Answer!

THESEUS
FIRST WOMAN

(after a moment)

Silence is best.

THESEUS

You gaudy dummies, who bribed you?
SECOND WOMAN

(to attendant)

Bring whips!

(to Hippolytus)

She

begged you to kill her, sir.
HIPPOLYTUS

Did she accuse me of anything?
SECOND WOMAN
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She said, “hard-hearted” -

PHAEDRA

He had come to my bed

like a wild beast in rut:
I said, hard-hearted! Tell him the truth, women, the truth at last: that I said
He had destroyed me —that I said he had come —
Silent! Let them talk.

THESEUS

You

PHAEDRA

then, Selene! You know well
Whether he had me or not, by force and violence,
In the awlul night.
And from that moment

SELENE

You have never ceased weeping. Oh, it was cruel! Oh, it was monstrous! I’d
gladly cut out his eyes
With my own hand.
THESEUS

(gravely, moving toward his son)

You have heard your death sung, Hippolytus.
ALCYON

(screaming)

It is a lie! Stop! She lies. She’ll say anything
To please her mistress —
What the woman says is true, sir,

SECOND WOMAN

God’s frightful truth. Although I begged her to cover it up with silence —
there is no crime in silence —
It is all true.

FIRST WOMAN
ALCYON

(screaming)

Stop! Kill her: kill Phaedra: she is the one —
fMeanwhile Theseus has come slowly and fatally to Hippolytus.)
HIPPOLYTUS

(holding out his hand to ward off the sword; speaking quietly)

They’re making a fool of you, father. — It is bitter to be killed innocent, by
women’s lies.
THESEUS

You model of chastity!

(He shifts his sword with skilled suddenness, drives it under the breast-bone, from below upward.)

HIPPOLYTUS

Fool. Oh . . .

(bending forward and falling)
(shocked silence; then Phaedra’s clear voice)
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Do you still despise me, Hippolytus?

PHAEDRA
HIPPOLYTUS

Stand

(strugglingfor breath)

off . . . Give me room to die in . . .

(He raises head and shoulders from the

ground: a gasping shout.)

Yes!

I despise you.
father.
PHAEDRA

(turns painfully

in silence; looks up at Theseus and says tenderly)

My poor

(He dies.)
(like a bewildered child, quietly, her band to her mouth)

But I love him, Theseus!
ALCYON

(struggling with a guard)

Let me pass. Let me pass, fellow. Let me at him.
Watch out: he has a

THE GUARD

knife—

(a yelp of pain)

ANOTHER GUARD

Ow!

(behind Alcyon, brutal and unexcitedj

Kill: huh?
(He stabs him from behind; Alcyon drops silently.)

Woman-boy, huh? Lie

down.
(No one gives attention to this by-play. Theseus stands looking down at his son.)

PHAEDRA

But I’d have died for you, Hippolytus! Gladly have died

for you. I fought myself—
I tried to save you —
He was your best, old man: and so you have killed him. The best youth in
all Greece, beautiful Hippolytus,
Is slain for me. I lied, you understand: he was clear: he was pure as crystal:
and any fool but you, Theseus,
Would have perceived it. I ran mad for love of him; I prayed to him, I
pursued him, I hugged his knees —
Here, before these women, in the eyes of the morning —
And he refused me. He loved me perhaps a little: but he was pure
And honorable: so I had you kill him.
It was you I hated, Theseus: an old gray manslayer; an old gray wolf,
stinking of blood, destroyer
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Of generations. For fifty years you have been killing the sons of men — and
now your own son.
THESEUS

(looks vaguely up at her)

Pray you, be quiet ...

(He looks down again.)

\ou understand you have killed him, Theseus?

PHAEDRA

Your son is dead: he will never rise again.
Your beautiful son. You killed him. Now me, I hope.
(His face is contorted; he shudders; fnally looks up.)

THESEUS

'lou yap at me like a sick hound, and I cannot hear you.
I see tHat you

PHAEDRA

understand though, Theseus,

(a pause)

Dull, and a man of blood, easy to fool ...
'tour lovely son.
heart.

Mine’s

Hold all the agony you can. StufF it into your

(a pause)

full,

[a pause)

Still silent?

You will soon burst, Theseus,

(a pause)

Perhaps you will kill yourself.

Me first, you know.

(a pause)

THESEUS

(a pause)

I have some blood in them . . .

(looks at her; rubs his eyes)

Dull, and a man of blood . . . Some God came into me;
Some evil God.
PHAEDRA

He looks down again.)

How cowardly it is in men, to say

That a God did it! You did it.

(a pause)

Surely you can do It again? For me?
her breast.)

See: deep!

And / . . . deluded you.

(a pause)

(She comes near him, pulling open the clothing at

(Hegives her no attention.)

Not yet? — I am almost a little sorry for us. — I wish the long black ship
that brought me here
Had split on the sharp reef in the raging storm. I wish my bones were
churning unfleshed forever,
White in black water, out of the sun, wide-washed, far-apart-scattered; and
slime-running seaweed —
Those cold black leaves —grew where my blood runs —where my heart
beats —here in the ribs —here —
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Where your red sword should rest soon. — You were so beautiful,
Hippolytus, you were so beautiful!
I sought you as a brown moth seeks the bright flame: or as the young
darkness
Loves the evening star: or a starved beast his prey. I was that beast. On my
knees I hunted you.
You have died: who can live?

(She has approached the steps, and now goes up into the

I loved you

doorway; gazes back at the body.)

SO.

The woman makes a great

THESEUS

noise
And it means nothing.
Are you beginning at last to understand? Are you

PHAEDRA

beginning
To feel now, Theseus?
THESEUS

(on one knee by the body; shakes his head in bewilderment)

I loved him . . .
PHAEDRA

I know. I counted on it.

(pityingly)

How wretched I should be if I alone wept! — Stay there and watch him for
me, Selene,
And tell me all that he does: his groans, words, grief, outcries and so
forth —
And whether he goes wild or not. Watch very carefully:
For he —my husband —is a great man, powerful and pitiable; the glory of
Athens and Greece,
Famous into far Asia: and I have almost come to the Greek opinion: that
there is nothing
Nobler than a great man in his mortal grief. Or . . .

(She begins to weep. )

a loved beautiful youth . . .
Suddenly slam. Oh . . .

(She raises her head, speaks proudly.)

These are the agonies that men remember forever; imperishable jewels of
the age; and their mighty spirits
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In spite of God live on. As ior me —me too perhaps they’ll remember —to
spit on.
I can t sat that I care. As for you, Theseus—

(She smiles brightly at him, speaks

slowly and lovingly.)

Come soon, dear. What else can you do? Weep, and then come.
(She stands a moment, gating, and goes into the house.
Theseus ignores her, crawling beside his son’s body. Violently trembling he touches the body; shakes
his head stupidly. Touches it again.)

FIRST WOMAN

H e will not dare to touch the face.
SECOND WOMAN

He has touched the face.
THIRD WOMAN

H e never will dare to kiss it.
FIRST WOMAN

When his mind comes back to him,

Suddenly he will give a great cry,
And spring at us with his sword —
SECOND WOMAN

Do you think so!

THIRD WOMAN

And kill us all.
(They, with Selene, withdraw from him in terror, still watching. The guards have already stood
back, drilled and impassive. The body of Alcyon is concealed behind them. Theseus is alone with
his dead son.)

FIRST WOMAN

He is gazing at him. He has touched his throat.
SECOND WOMAN

He is fondling the bright hair. He is fondling —
THIRD WOMAN

He kissed the face!
FIRST WOMAN

He is stroking the cheeks and the bright hair —
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THESEUS

Quick, you dogs! Help

(leaping up)

me!
I saw him breathe. The color is creeping back
Into his lips. Bring water and wine and a great linen bandage —Oh! Did I
hurt you?
You’ll live, you’ll live!
FIRST WOMAN

(He half raises the body; lets it down again; kneels by it.)

(after a pause)

The man you have struck never lives, Theseus.
Oh

THESEUS

God of the Sea: my God,
My foster-father, God of the high and shining and leaping Sea: you
promised me
You’d answer three prayers of mine, whatever they were. I pray you all three
at once:
Make my son live! Make my son live. Make my son live.
You would have to

FIRST WOMAN

pray to the God of Death, Theseus,
Not to the Sea. He has no power in this matter.
And as to Death: those

SECOND WOMAN

gray stone lips
Have never answered a prayer. His ears are stone: men never pray to him.
H is cold gray hands implacably
Hold what they take.
(A scream is heard from the house; running feet and voices.)

CONFUSED CRIES IN THE HOUSE

Ai! Oh Oh! Help me. Lift her higher, loose the
cord! A knife, a knife!
(Theseus, kneeling by the body, seems not to hear them.)

SECOND WOMAN

What new horror has happened!
SELENE

(screams)

the house.)
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My dearest! Ai! My baby!

(She runs into

FIRST WOMAN

(pointing at Theseus)

Look, women!

He has kissed the wound!
(A hurst of lamentation —keening —is heard from the house.)

Listen: do you hear them?

SECOND WOMAN

Someone has died

FIRST WOMAN

in the house.
THIRD WOMAN

Death in the house: death here.

(She strikes her zither and joins in the musical

lamentation.)

SELENE

(comesfrom the doorway, stands on the top step; cries loudly)

Theseus! Theseus!
My lady is dead. My lady Phaedra has died. She hanged herself.
She knotted the hard cord around her white throat—

(weeps, covering her face)

Oh, Oh, Oh . . .
THESEUS

(slowly stands up; shakes his head like a hurt bull)

Be silent, yelpers.
You howlers in the doorways—

(shouting)

be silent!

(He looks all about the scene, except at his son’s body.)

I am not so stupid as you believe. I wish my mother had strangled me
In the night I was born! I wish the sun had gone blind that morning. I wish
that Aethra my mother
Had pointed her breasts with poison before she suckled me, before I began
to be a slayer of men
And a womans fool. I say there is no pleasure in it; it is not delightful
To be old, mocked and a fool. I say that liars have swindled me out of
reason, like a poor old peasant
Duped in the market; they have diddled him out of his land and his cows
and his very teeth —and there they go laughing
And hang themselves. Why did she laugh like that? What did she mean? I
will never draw sword again.
I wish it had turned in my hand and stabbed me, in my first fight: but now
let it stick in the sheath, blackened
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With dear dear blood. My enemies will come and mock me, old and
disarmed: I shall say, “Where is my son
To speak to them between the tall stones? Where is my son Hippolytus
To take my part?” He will lie still, he will not come, he will not answer.
There is a darkness:
And those who enter it have no voice any more; and their hands and feet
Will not move any more; and the dear flesh falls from the rotting bones,
and the beauty is ugliness;
The brave cold eyes are humbled, the bodies stink. I wish I had died for
them!
They were like two stars in heaven: when the high clouds break open, and
warm wind
Blows in the dark: but I was easily fooled —
And my hand leaped. They were nearly the same age; they were brave and
beautiful. I should have helped her
In her deep trouble.
And all this noise was nothing — froth and a noise —a little noise in the
night. The two I loved
Are gone: that’s all. I stand
Between two Gods; and my north is grief and my south is wailing, and the
children laugh at me.
She was in trouble and I did not help her. Indeed I never understood her;
she was too beautiful for me,
Her mind moved like a bird.
And now I have to go down all alone in blood, having lived in it, alone to
death,
Having loved deeply. As to —my dear, dear son —
(He looks down at the body, gives an animal cry of pain, flings himself on the hod\. The scene
begins to darken.)

FIRST WOMAN

A mighty man, like a beaten dog or a shot bird,
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Crawls in the dust.
The worst wounds that we sutler we inflict on ourselves.
SECOND WOMAN

Hippolytus was happy.
He had his youth, he did no evil, suddenly he died.
The pity ot these things has broken my heart.
(The scene has darkened to deep twilight.
Clear female laughter is heard from the altar of Aphrodite. Light shines increasingly on the altar;
the Goddess appears there. All gaze at her; except Theseus by the body of his son.)

APHRODITE

(laughing)

We are not extremely sorry for the woes ot men. We laugh in heaven.
We that walk on Olympus and the steep sky,
And under our teet the lightning barks like a dog:
What we desire, we do.

(She smiles.)

I am the power of Love.

(She stands smiling and considering.)

In tuture days men will become so powertul
That they seem to control the heavens and the earth,
They seem to understand the stars and all science —
Let them beware. Something is lurking hidden.
There is always a knife in the flowers. There is always a lion just beyond
the firelight.
Her light dims out and she vanishes. The scene is all dark.)
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ANIMALS
/Vt dawn a knot of sea-lions lies off the shore
In the slow swell between the rock and the cliff,
Sharp flippers lifted, or great-eyed heads, as they roll in the sea,
Bigger than draft-horses, and barking like dogs
Their all-night song. It makes me wonder a little
That life near kin to human, intelligent, hot-blooded, idle and singing, can
float at ease
In the ice-cold midwinter water. Then, yellow dawn
Colors the south, I think about the rapid and furious lives in the sun:
They have little to do with ours; they have nothing to do with oxygen and
salted water; they would look monstrous
If we could see them: the beautiful passionate bodies of living flame, batlike
flapping and screaming,
Tortured with burning lust and acute awareness, that ride the storm-tides
Of the great flre-globe. They are animals, as we are. There are many other
chemistries of animal life
Besides the slow oxidation of carbohydrates and amino-acids.
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TIME OF DISTURBANCE

T

-L he best is, in war or faction or ordinary vindictive life, not to take sides.

Leave it for children, and the emotional rabble of the streets, to back their
horse or support a brawler.

But if you are forced into it: remember that good and evil are as common
as air, and like air shared
By the panting belligerents; the moral indignation that hoarsens orators is
mostly a fool.

Hold your nose and compromise; keep a cold mind. Fight if needs must;
hate no one. Do as God does,
Or the tragic poets: they crush their man without hating him, their Lear or
Hitler, and often save without love.

As for these quarrels, they are like the moon, recurrent and fantastic. They
have their beauty but nights is better.
It is better to be silent than make a noise. It is better to strike dead than
strike often. It is better not to strike.
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FIRE
F.re flickers on the deep hearth in the dark hall;
The people have left it, no doubt they are sleeping;
Fire all alone: the busy pleasure ol its life,
The little blond dancers flinging their arms up,
The gentle roar and incessant rustle and the embers dropping;
The shadows of great gaunt stones in the walls
Dance up and down with it, the shadows of the stone pillars waver like reeds.
How wise it is, living its rich red life
It cares not where, nor who watches, nor A no one watches.

A campfire in the slit gorge ot Ventana Creek
Flickers on smooth bare rock, the foundation of the mountain. Half a mile
higher
A doe looks down from the brink of the upper forest,
Her fawn staggering behind her. She smells a little trouble of burning,
She sees the black of night stuffing the gorge,
Heavy and solid under the star-gray, black basalt idol
Stuck in split rock, and under it and right through it
A small red point twinkles, terribly alone,
Reddest of stars, deep underneath, deep in the pit.
She focusses on it her long soft ears, but at that distance
It has no voice.

Or a turf-fire in Connemara,
In the black throat of the hut, between the bog and the sea.
The lean countryman and his toothless old wife
Sit in its feeble glow. Their children have gone away; they think ot past times.

There is another nature of fire, but the same fire,
Slayer of forests: lion-color bulks of flame burst through the trunks
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And the trees crash, flame runs like monkeys among the branches,
And the noise is like the roar of a hurricane
On a rock shore; flame flies out of the tops of the trees
Like monstrous bats flapping from peak to peak,
Hissing in the high air. Blue-jay and squirrel,
Wild-cat and coon and wood-rat, man and his cattle,
Are caught alive.

There is another nature of fire; not the same fire,
But the fire’s father: “Holy, holy, holy,”
Sing the angels of the sun, pouring out power
On the lands and the planets; but it’s no holier
Than a fire in a hut, it is another chemistry,
More primitive, more powerful, more universal, power’s peak,
1 he fire of the sun and stars and the pale sheet-fire
Of a far-off nebula, a mist-fleck at midnight
In the infinite sky; a sworl of a million million suns, dragging their satellites
Like dark women by the hair
Through the wild acre.

It is with this kind of fire
Our people are playing tricks and will blast their enemies.
How brave we are! I would rather think of the little bale-fires
That flickered around the night-gleaming Aegean on the peaks of
promontories,
Telegraphing Troy’s fall: and that grim queen had her axe whetted
When the commander of the armies came hulking home.

Fire answered
fire,
Blood cried for blood; crime and reprisal, the bomb and the knife, echo
forever
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To no atonement:
Until annihilation comes leaping like a black dog and licks the dish clean,
that is atonement.
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THE BEAUTY OF THINGS

To.0 feel and speak the astonishing beauty of things — earth, stone and
water,
Beast, man and woman, sun, moon and stars —
The blood-shot beauty of human nature, its thoughts, frenzies and
passions,
And unhuman nature its towering reality —
For mans half dream; man, you might say, is nature dreaming, but rock
And water and sky are constant —to feel
Greatly, and understand greatly, and express greatly, the natural
Beauty, is the sole business of poetry.
The rests diversion: those holy or noble sentiments, the intricate ideas,
The love, lust, longing: reasons, but not the reason.
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THE WORLD'S WONDERS
Joeing now three or four years more than sixty,
I have seen strange things in my time. I have seen a merman standing
waist-deep in the ocean off my rock shore,

Unmistakably human and unmistakably a sea-beast: he submerged and
never came up again,
While we stood watching. I do not know what he was, and I have no
theory: but this was the least of wonders.

I have seen the United States grow up the strongest and wealthiest of
nations, and swim in the wind over bankruptcy.
I have seen Europe, for twenty-five hundred years the crown of the world,
become its beggar and cripple.

I have seen my people, fooled by ambitious men and a froth of sentiment,
waste themselves on three wars.
None was required, all futile, all grandly victorious. A fourth is forming.

I have seen the invention of human flight; a chief desire of man’s dreaming
heart for ten thousand years;
And men have made it the chief of the means of massacre.

I have seen the far stars weighed and their distance measured, and the
powers that make the atom put into service —
For what?—To kill. To kill half a million flies —men I should say —at one

I have also seen doom. You can stand up and struggle or lie down and
sleep —you are doomed as Oedipus.
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A man and a civilization grow old, grow fatally —as we say —ill: courage
and the will are bystanders.

It is easy to know the beauty ol inhuman things, sea, storm and mountain;
it is their soul and their meaning.
Humanity has its lesser beauty, impure and painful; we have to harden our
hearts to bear it.

I have hardened my heart only a little: I have learned that happiness is
important, but pain^ives importance.
The use ol tragedy: Lear becomes as tall as the storm he crawls in; and a
tortured Jew became God.
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THE OLD STONE-MASON
Stones that rolled in the sea for a thousand years
Have climbed the cliff and stand stiff-ranked in the house-walls;
Hurricane may spit his lungs out they’ll not be moved.
They have become conservative; they remember the endless
Treacheries of ever-sliding water and slimy ambushes
Along the shore; they’ll never again give themselves
To the tides and the dreams, the popular drift,
The whirlpool progress, but stand steady on their hill —
At bay? —Yes; but unbroken.

I have much in common with these old
rockheads.
Old comrades, I too have escaped and stand.
I have shared in my time the human illusions, the muddy foolishness
And craving passions, but something thirty years ago pulled me
Out of the tide-wash; I must not even pretend
To be one of the people. I must stand here
Alone with open eyes in the clear air growing old.
Watching with interest and only a little nausea
The cheating shepherds, this time of the demagogues and the docile
people, the shifts of power,
And pitiless general wars that prepare the fall;
But also the enormous unhuman beauty of things; rock, sea and stars,
fool-proof and permanent,
The birds like yachts in the air, or beating like hearts
Along the water; the flares of sunset, the peaks of Point Lobos;
And hear at night the huge waves, my drunken quarrymen
Climbing the cliff, hewing out more stones for me
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To make my house. The old granite stones, those are my people;
Hard heads and stiff wits but faithful, not fools, not chatterers;
And the place where they stand to-day they will stand also to-morrow.

LYRICS

TO DEATH
I think of you as a great king, cold and austere;
The throne is not gold but iron, the stones of the high hall are black basalt
blocks, and the pavement also,
With blood in the corners:
Yet you are merciful; it is for you we labor,
And after a time you give us eternal peace.

I think of you as a mean little servant, but steward of the estate,
Pale and a hunchback, shuffling along the corridors,
Tapping at every door. You have the keys of the treasury.

You are the arbiter of the games and bestower of prizes.
For you the young men sweat and the boys play battle, for your award
Their hot young lives: what can they win with their lives —
Whether they bide at home or bleed on the capes of Asia,
Or add columns of figures or the fates of Europe —
But eternal peace?

You sit and watch men fighting, and to you they come.
You watch the victors go home, and to you they come.

You have a sister named Life, an opulent treacherous woman,
Blonde and a harlot, a great promiser, and very cruel too.
Even the meanest minds after some time
Understand her tricks and her guile. You have a cousin named Christ
To whom men turn; but presently all to you. To you the conquerors
And to you the pale saints. The lions of the desert
And the sky-swimming eagles flock to your feet. Athens and Rome
Turned to adore you; and America will, no doubt of that:
We are intelligent too; we shall turn and bow down our heads.
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If time is only another dimension, then all that dies
Remains alive; not annulled, hut removed
Out of our sight. Una is still alive.
A few years back we are making love, greedy as hawks,
A boy and a married girl. A few years back
We are still young, strong-shouldered, joyfully laboring
To make our house. Then she, in the wide sea-window,
Endlessly enduring but not very patient,
Teaches our sons to read. She is still there,
Her beautiful pale face, heavy hair, great eyes
Bent to the book. And a few years back
We sit with our grown sons in the pitching motor-boat
Off Horn Head in Donegal, watching the sea-parrots
Tumble like clowns along the thousand-foot cliff, and the gannets like
falling stars
Hawk at the sea: her great blue eyes are brimmed
With the wild beauty. Or we walk in Orkney,
Under the mystery of huge stones that stand there,
Raised high in the world’s dawn by unknown men to forgotten Gods,
And see dimly through the deep northern dusk
A great skein of wild swans drop from the cloud
To the gray lake. She weeps a little for joy of beauty. Only the
home-coming
To our loved rock over the gray and ageless Pacific
Makes her such joy.

It is possible that all these conditions of us
Are fixed points on the returning orbit of time and exist eternally . . .
It is no good. Una has died, and I

HUNGERFIELD

Am left waiting for death, like a leafless tree
Waiting for the roots to rot and the trunk to fall.
I never thought you would leave me, dear love.
I knew you would die sometime, I should die first —
But you have died. It is quite natural:
Because you loved life you must die first, and I
Who never cared much live on. Life is cheap, these days;
We have to compete with Asia, we are cheap as dust,
And death is cheap, but not hers. It is a common thing:
We die, we cease to exist, and our dear lovers
Fulfil themselves with sorrow and drunkenness, the quart at midmgh
And the cups in the morning —or they go seeking
A second love: but you and I are at least
Not ridiculous.
September again. The gray grass, the gray sea,
The ink-black trees with white-bellied night-herons in them,
Brawling on the boughs at dusk, barking like dogs —
And the awful loss. It is a year. She has died: and I
Have lived lor a long year on soft rotten emotions,
Vain longing and drunken pity, grief and gray ashes —
Oh child of God!
It is not that I am lonely for you. I am lonely:
I am mutilated, for you were part of me:
But men endure that. I am growing old and my love is gone:
No doubt I can live without you, bitterly and well.
That’s not the cry. My torment is memory.
My grief to have seen the banner and beauty of your brave life
Dragged in the dust down the dim road to death. To have seen you
defeated,
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You who never despaired, passing through weakness
And pain —

to nothing. It is usual I believe. I stood by; I believe
I never tailed you. The contemptible thought, —
Whether I tailed or not! / am not the one.
/ was not dying. Is death bitter my dearest? It is nothing.
It is a silence. But dying can be bitter.

In this black year
I have thought otten ot Hungerheld, the man at Horse Creek,
Who tought with Death — bodily, said the witnesses, throat for throat,
Fury against lury in the dark —
And conquered him. If I had had the courage and the hope —
Or the pure rage —
I should be now Deaths captive no doubt, not conqueror.
I should be with my dearest, in the hollow darkness
Where nothing hurts.

I should not remember
Your silver-backed hand-mirror you asked me for,
And sat up in bed to gaze in it, to see your face
A little changed. You were still beautiful,
But not —as you’d been —a falcon. You said nothing; you sighed and laid
down the glass; and I
Made a dog smile over a tearing heart,
Saying that you looked well.

The lies —the faithless hopeless unbelieved
lies
While you lay dying.
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For these reasons
I wish to make verses again, to drug memory,
To make it sleep for a moment. Never fear: I shall not forget you —
Until I am with you. The dead indeed forget all things.
And when I speak to you it is only play-acting
And self-indulgence: you cannot hear me, you do not exist. Dearest . . .
The story:

Horse Creek drives blithely down its rock bed
High on the thin-turfed mountain as we have seen it, but at the sea-mouth
Turns dark and fierce; black lava cliffs oppress it and it bites through them,
the redwood trees in the gorge-throat
Are tortured dwarfs deformed by centuries of storm, broad trunks ancient
as Caesar, and tattered heads
Hardly higher than the house. There is an angry concentration of power
here, rock, storm and ocean;
The skies are dark, and darkness comes up like smoke
Out of the ground.

It was here that Hungerfield sat by his mothers
bedside
In the great room at the house-top, under the heavy slant of the rafters: she
had chosen this loft to lie in
Because it was as wide as the house, one could see west and east, ocean and
mountain, from the low-silled windows
Without lifting from bed. But now her eyes were closed, she lay under
opiate, gasping and muttering;
A tall woman, big-boned and aquiline-faced, with thin gray hair
And thin gray lips. She had been on her bed helpless for half a year
Like a ship on a reef.
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Hunger-field sat beside her, his great shoulders
hunched like a vulture’s.
There was nothing to do, and he felt his strength
Turn sour, unused. He had been a man of violence, and formed for
violence, but what could violence do here?
He could not even breathe for her. She was in fact drowning, here on the
bed; metastases of cancer
Had found the lungs.

This is my wound. This is what never time nor
change nor whiskey will heal:
To have watched the bladed throat-muscles lifting the breast-bone, frail
strands of exhausted flesh, laboring, laboring
Only for a little air. The poets who sing of life without remembering its
agony
Are fools or liars.

Hungerfield watched the winter day’s-end die in dark
fire
In the west windows. He lighted the little coal-oil lamp in its bracket and
sat down again,
Hunched, full of helpless fury. He had fought in two so-called world-wars,
he had killed men, he knew all the tricks,
But who kills cancer?

He remembered when he was young, after his first
battle,
He had met Death in a hospital. Dreamed it, no doubt, dizzy with ether,
having three machine-gun slugs through his belly
And killed some men, two of them with his hands after he was wounded:
he had seen Death come in for him,
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Into the French barn which they called a hospital. Death walked in human
form, handsome and arrogant
Among the camp-cots, a long dark and contemptuous lace, emperor ol all
men, choosing the souls
That he would take. It was nothing horrible; it was only absolute power
Taking his own. He beckoned: the obedient soul
Flew into his hand. Hungerfield thought that Death was right to despise
them, they came like slaves. He thought,
“The poor bastards are tired alter a battle” — he thought in his own
language — “and their wounds hurt,
They want relief ” — but at that moment the towering dark power
approached him and made a sign,
Such as one makes to a dog, trained but not liked,
“Come here to me.” Hungerfield felt such a wave ot rage
That his wounds closed their mouths; the leonine adrenal glands poured
their blind fury
Into his blood, and the great nerves ot the brain
Gave eyes to it; he was suddenly well and powertul, with burning eyes:
“Come and try me. We’ll see
Which ones the dog.” Death amazed glared at him.

He was like the
defeated Roman dictator in the ruins ot Carthage,
Alone, when the two soldiers found him, unarmed and guardless, his head
worth an ass’s load ot gold:
He lifted his indomitable head, scowling, and they
Fled trom him, like boys who have chased a rabbit in the bushes and find
bear. So Death stared at Hungerfield,
Death himself with his empty black eyes and sneering astonished tace, at
such a mask ot tury
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That he preferred to avoid it. The blue eyes and the black ones fought in
the air: it was Death’s that failed.
He shrugged his high heavy shoulders and turned aside.

“My senseless
dream,”
Hungerheld thought,

The loss of blood and the dregs of ether made a fine

dream.
How I wish it were true.

He looked at his mother’s face, gasping and

drained, and the thin lips
Black in the half-light. She had enormous vitality, he hoped she was not
conscious. He heard light footsteps
Mounting the stair, and the door opened. It was his young wife Arab, a girl
so blonde that her hair
Shone like another lamp at the end of the room, in the dark doorway. She
stood a moment,
And came quietly and kissed him. “Won’t you come down to supper,
dearest, I will stay here.” “No” he said,
And twitched his thumb toward the dark door: she patiently
Went out and closed it.

Hungerfield was waiting for his enemy,
And coiled to strike. The conscious upper layer of his mind did not one
moment believe
That Death had a throat and one could reach it, but his blood did. What
he had seen he had seen. It was dangerous
For any person to come into the room: he had only by force and will kept
his hands
From his dear Arab.

Meanwhile the gentle click of the door-latch and
Arab’s entrance

Had touched the ears of the old woman dying; and slowly from
nerve-complex to nerve-complex
Through the oxygen-starved brain crawled into her mind. She rolled her
head on the pillow: “Who is that? There! There!”
Her tremulous finger pointing at shapes and shadows in the room twilight,
her terrified eyes peering,
Following phantoms. “Nothing, mother, nothing: there’s no one. Arab was
here,
But she has gone.” “I’m dying now,” she said, “Cant you see?
She gasped rapidly awhile and whispered, “Not a nice death: no air.” “You
will not die, mother.
You are going to get well.”

It is a common lie to the dying, and I too
have told it; but Hungerfield —
While his mind lied his blood and body believed. He had seen Death and
he would see him again.
He was waiting for his enemy.

Night deepened around the house; the
sea-waves came up into the stream
And the stream fought them; the cliffs and standing rocks black and
bone-still
Stood in the dark. There were no stars, there were some little sparkles of
glowworms on the wet ground,
If you looked closely, and shapes of things, and the shifting foam-line. The
vast phantasmagoria of night
Proceeded around that central throat begging for breath, and Hungerfield
Sat beside it, rigid and motionless as the rocks but his fingers twitching,
hunched like a cat
To spring and tear.
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Then the throat clicked and ceased. Hungerfield
looked at it; when he looked back
The monster was in the room. It was a column of heavy darkness in the
dim lamplight, but the arrogant head
Was clear to see. That damned sneer on his lace. Hungerfield felt his hair
rise like a dogs
And heard Death saying scornfully: “Quiet yourself, poor man, make no
disturbance; it is not for you.
I have come for the old woman Alcmena Hungerfield, to whom death
Will be more kind than life.” Hungerfield saw his throat and sprang at it.
But he was like a man swimming
A lake of corpses, the newly harvested souls from all earths fields, faint
shrieks and whispers, Death’s company,
He smote their dim heads with his hands and their bowels with his feet
And swam on them. He reached Death’s monstrous flesh and they cleared
away. It had looked like a shadow,
It was harder than iron. The throat was missed, they stood and hugged each
other like lovers; Hungerfield
Drove his knee to the groin, Death laughed and said,
“I am not a man,’ and the awful embrace tightened
On the man’s loins, he began to be bent backward, writhing and sobbing;
he felt the years of his age
Bite at his heart like rats: he was not yet fifty: but it is known that little by
little God abandons men
When thirty’s past. Experience and cunning may perhaps increase
But power departs. He struck short at the throat and was bent further
backward, and suddenly
Flung himself back and fell, dragging Death down with him, twisting in the
fall, and weasel-quick on the floor
Tore at the throat: then the horrible stench and hopelessness of dead bodies
filled the dim air, he thought
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He had wounded Death. What? The iron force and frame of nature with
his naked hands? It bubbled and gasped,
“You fool — what have you done!

The iron flesh in his grip melted like a

summer corpse, and turning liquid
Slid from his hands. He stood up foaming and groped for it, there was
nothing. He saw in the stair-door
Arab, and Ross his brother, and the hired cattle-hand
Staring with eyes like moons. They had heard a chair crash and seen the
fury; Arab had screamed like a hawk,
But no one heard her; now she stood moaning, gazing at him. But Ross
entered the room and walked
Carefully wide around him to their mother’s bed. The old woman was
sitting up and breathed easily, saying
“I saw it all. Listen: they are taking him away.” A strain of mournful music
was heard, from the house
Flitting up the black night. This was the time —it was near midnight
here —for a quarter of an hour
Nobody died. Disease went on, and the little peripheral prophetic wars, the
famines and betrayals,
Neither man nor beast died, though they might cry for him. Death, whom
we hate and love, had met a worse monster
And could not come.

Hungerfield writhed his mouth striving to speak,
and failed. He stood swaying,
And spoke loud but not clearly: “To kill the swine. How did he get — ” He
lurched a step toward the bed
And righted the fallen chair and sat on it, vulture-hunched and gray-faced.
Then Arab ran to him,
But stopped a man’s length distant: “Dear are you hurt?” “No,” he said,
“Keep away from me.” “Oh God I’m in terror of you.
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What have you done:

Nothing. Nothing at all. I wiped the damned sneer

oft h is face but he got away from me.”
She with her hands on her throat like a leaf shaking:
Who was it, who?

Uh,

he said, “Death. Can’t you smell him? But the

swine tricked me,
And slip-slopped out.

He worked his hard hands and stared at them:

“Ross: is there any liquor in the house?” “Drunkard,”
The old woman answered, “as your father was.” “Yea?” he said. “You’re
better, uh?
You 11 be all right, mother.”

In the morning she dressed herself without
help, in the dim of dawn,
And came down-stairs. Then Hungerfield, who had watched all night
beside her and dozed in the graying, awoke
And followed down. He made a fire in the stove, and washed his hands and
sliced meat; the old woman fried it
And brought the coffee to boil. Arab came in with her little son, who ran
to Hungerfield:
“What happened. Daddy?” "Your grandmother has got well,” he answered.
“Then why is Mahmie so scared?” “Uh? No.
Your Mahmie’s glad. — Arab,” he said, “I know there’s a little whiskey
hidden in the house.
By God I want it.” She smiled, and brought a half bottle from the
linen-closet behind the linen. He said
To his mother, “Don’t look, mother,” and filled a water-glass full and
drained it; she watched him with sidelong hatred
Through her gray brows. “Take a little more,’ she said, “and go blind —
While Ross goes in to Arab and Death to me.” “I had my hands in him,”
he said—“Uh? — What?
What did you say?” “I said that one of my two sons is a drunken bully, and
the other defiles
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His brother’s wife.

He stared at her and said,

hou re . . . pretty sick,

mother. Forget it, Arab.
Something has happened to her.
old woman answered.

Something has happened to me,

the

I was dying and you filed the room

With beastly violence. My beautiful dark angel, my lord and love, who like
a bridegroom had come lor me,
You took him by the throat and killed him. Will you like it, Arab,
When he kills Ross?” The girl suddenly knelt to her, where she was sitting,
and laid her hands on her knees:
“Please tell the truth, mother.” “I’m telling the truth. From my windows I
watched you. He will surely kill him,
He kills horses and men.”

Ross at that moment sleepily came in the
room. The old woman said
“How do you dare?” “What?” he said. “How do you dare to come in
where our handy killer whom you dishonored
Waits for your throat?” Then Arab, her lace withered halt size and as white
as paper, leaped up from kneeling:
“Quit lying, mother!” and furiously turned on Hungerfield, who had not
stirred, “Be quiet!” she said, “Stand still!
It is a dream from hell.” “No,” he said quietly, “from the morphine.
They get delusions.” He looked over Arab’s head at his brother: “It’s all
right, Ross.” And to his mother:
“I have to think you’re mistaken.” “Tell that sulphur-haired harlot,” she
screamed, pointing, “that I always hated her —
And well she earns it, I watched their antics.
I kept it quiet while I died, not to cause trouble: but you force me to live
in this horrible world,
I’ll see it straight. Here’s a knife, Hawl —
If you’re tired from last night.” Suddenly she hooded her face with her
hands
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And wept in them.

Don t you believe me, Hawl? You are as quiet as a

great cold stone standing there,
Standing there blind — ” “I think you’re still sick, mother. You will get
well. ’ “What have you done to me?

she answered,

“What awful thing? All that I said was false and I knew it.
You are all good and faithful, so far as I know. I hate life.
I hate the world. Oh children, pray for me.
Forgive me: I might have managed a horror here —
If your minds had been quick — ” “I think you’re still troubled by the drug,
mother,’’ he answered; and Arab’s child
Began to wail like a little dog that has lost his master. He is all alone by the
bombed house,
And they never come home; he sits in the empty gate, his mouth small and
rounded, turned straight to heaven,
Starving, and wails.

The old woman watched Arab trying to quiet him,
And spoke, but no one through the crying of the child
Could hear her words. She tottered up from her chair and reached her
hands to him, but Arab
Turned her shoulder against her, hugging him from her; then little Norrie
(they called him) ceased crying,
But only sobbed, and looked up dimly through tears and said
“Granma.” She reached her hands to him: “He knows already, he knows
what life is, it breaks his heart;
But we shall be so good to him . . . Oh little pearl, little wet frightened
face, flower in the rain,
Forgive me dear, I forgot
That I have someone to live for and love and pray for. Come to me dear.”
Hungerfield watched her carefully,
And said, “Let her have him, Arab.’’ “No,’ she said, “I will not.’’ His eyes
darkened toward wrath. The old woman said,
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“You know that I’d never hurt him, are you jealous of me? Will you come
to Granma dearest?’’ He smiled at her
Over Arab’s arm. “See now, hes not afraid of me —

I

am afraid of you,

Arab answered,
And took the child in her arms out of the room.

All that day
The old woman wandered about the house unreconciled, wringing her
hands, peering at the household things,
Jealous of changes. Hungerfield remained near her, fearing that his great
enemy might yet return —
Not hoping now —for his wrath was spent and his blood stilled,
Like the black ebb of the sea, cold, flat and still: deep-lying rocks, furred
with dark weed and slime,
Rise from the slack. Suddenly she turned on him, crying wildly, “Let me
alone! You’ve done enough to me.
D’ y’ have to follow me like a monstrous poodle all through the house?”
He patiently answered, "Well, mother —
You nearly died . . .” “I died,” she said, “and you dragged me back, to
gloat on my misery.
Oh you are very brave with your strangler hands: your murderous hands
tearing the holy angel of God —
God will punish you for it.” “God-if-there-is-a-God,” he answered wearily,
“is neutral, it is nothing to him.
He has the stars.” He made a thin smile on his mouth and said “ — as
\ America
Ought to have been.” “He is punishing

me,"

she said, “I know for what

crime: life is the crime. I gave you
The horrible gift, I was ignorant and gave it.
I forced out that great head of yours between my thighs, bleeding and
screaming, tearing myself to pieces:
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I am now punished for it —and the monstrous plant that grew up out of my
bod y is the stick to beat me:
Thats you, thats you!

hou ve had a bad time, mother,’ he answered

patiently, “you 11 soon be better I think.
Will you go up to town to the doctor with me? Or the young doctor
Can come down here.

I had one friend in the world,

she answered,

loving and faithful: when he came you killed him.
I hate your hangdog face and your horrible hands: I cannot bear you: have
mercy on me,
Get out of my sight." He felt a sharp gust of wrath returning: “I didn’t kill
him:
By God I will." “I am so homesick for him, his peace and love, it is pitiful,”
she answered.
But she came more into control of herself
As the days passed. She stared at the sea a great deal; she watched the
sunsets burn fierce and low, or the cormorants
Roosting on the offshore rock, their sharp black wings half spread, and
black snaky throats; and the restless gulls
Riding the air-streams. She watched coldly the great south storms,
tiger-striped, mud-yellow on purple black,
Rage in the offing. She seemed to find consolation in them. There is no
consolation in humanity —
Though Arab sometimes allowed her (carefully in her presence) to hold
Little Norrie in her arms —only the acts and glory of unhuman nature or
immortal God
Can ever give our hurts peace.

But Alcmena Hungerfield
Was not for peace; she had become Death’s little dog, stolen from him
By the strong hand, yelping all night for her dear master. She stared at the
sea a great deal, and her son
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Came in from Monterey, stinking of whiskey but not altered by it: “Heres
the paper, mother,”
He said, and laid it carefully on her knees, the Monterey newspaper
With headlines about the outflash of war in Asia. “We’ve got our nose
caught in the door again.
We always do.” “Well . . . what?” she answered, staring at him
As she stared at the sea. “I thought you might be inf rested,” he answered,
“Ross and I are too old
To go to it.” She turned to an inner page and read,
Squinting her eyes to pull the print into shape, in the manner of old age
In lack of glasses. Suddenly she began to tremble and said “Thank God!
Why did you he to me, Hawl? People still die.” “So do the calves,” he
answered,
“Three or four every night and no reason known.” “Why did you lie about
it then? Look here” —
She thrust the paper at him, trembling and pointing — “Satella Venner died
yesterday, my old friend.
I never liked the old woman but I’d like to go.” ”Uh,’ he said, “the
funeral? Sure.
I’ll take you there.” “I want to see her dead face,’’ she answered.

In the
night Arab sat up
Gasping with fear. “Wake up!” she whispered. He lay inert, softly
breathing; she dug her finger-ends
Into his great shoulder and the softer flesh over the gullet: “Wake up for
God’s sake, Hawl.
He has come in!” Hungerfield brushed the little hand from his throat like a
biting fly and said
Quietly “What?” “Something came in,” she whispered through clicking
teeth, “I can hear it padding
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Inside the house.

Ah hell,’ he said impatiently; but slid from bed and

went about the house naked,
Flashing the little electric torch into doors and corners, lor the night was
black. He went up-stairs
To the loft where his mother lay, and heard her on the bed quietly
breathing. He drew the torchlight across,
And her eyes were wide open. “Are you all right, mother? Its Hawk’’ She
made no answer. He stood awhile,
And said,

Good-night, mother.

He went back to bed, and Arab

Sat huddled on it, small as a frightened child, hugging her knees to her
throat. “Every night I hear it
Hulking around the house, pawing at the walls —
But to-night it came in.

Lie down, ’ he said, “and be quiet.’ “Let her die,

Hawl, she is so unhappy.
Oh let her die!

Little fool,

he said, “there was nobody. I’m sorry for

her. Unhappy —what’s that?
We win or they do.’’ “I pray you, Hawl,” she answered, “as if you were God:

when my time comes
Oh let me die!’’

In the morning Hungerfield took his mother to
Monterey, to her friend’s funeral. They drove home
Late in the afternoon in the amber afterglow. The day had been like a
festival. Hungerfield
Accepted his mother’s mood and was patient with her, and had supper with
her
On the Monterey fish-pier, they alone together. He thought that she
seemed at last perhaps
Not quite unhappy. She was even willing to taste wine, in the bright wind
on the platform
Over the gentle sea, and made no objection to him
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That what he drank was more violent than wine. She had even urged him
to it, saying that the day
Was a holiday; he failed to observe the calculation
In her old eyes.

They were driving the coast-road
Where it loops into Torres Canyon over great precipices in the heavy
half-light. She said, “De Angulo
Went down here, he lay all night in the butt of the gorge, broken to bits
but conscious,
Lying crushed on his dead son, under the engine of the car —lets try, lets
try!” —she leaped at the steering-wheel,
Trying to slew it to the right, to the blue chasm: it was firm as rock. She
like a mountain-cat
Fought with her finger-nails her son’s hands; he said indulgently, “Don’t be
afraid, mother. I’m driving.
You are quite safe.” “Safe in hell,” she panted. “Oh —child —
What have I done to your hands!” They rounded the great headlands and
came to Granite Point and drove down
Into the heavy fog clotted on Horse Creek.

The front of the house was
empty and blind
When they came near; only at the side two dim-lit rectangles
Faintly reddened the fog-stream. The front door stood wide open, the steps
were wet. Hungerfield
Helped his mother out of the car and they climbed them. A wavering light
Walked in the room: Ross came slow to the door, the smoke-blackened
glass lamp skew in his hand;
He moved a chair with the other and said,
“Sit down, mother.” “We’ve had supper,” she said, “I’ll go straight to bed.”
Hungerfield said fiercely:
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Whats the matter? Wheres Arab?

Gone . . . gone,

he answered. His

face was like a skull, stripped and hollow, and the lamp
Rolled in his hand, so that his brother took it and said
Are you drunk, Ross?

He mumbled, ‘ Unq-uh,

shaking his head. “Four

more calves and your bay horse
Are —dead" — he screamed the word — “He comes behind you, Hawl,
He works n the dark —his head still shaking, apparently he could not stop
it; his hair and his shirt hung
As if they were soaked with water. Hungerfield said “You fool: talk sense.
Where has she gone?

Oh, wait,

he said,

for Gods sake,

pointing at the

inner doorway; and gulped and shivered:
In there.

Hungerfield set the lamp down and strode to the door: it was

pitch dark within: he said, “Arab?
Are you there, Arab?” Ross echoed him for no reason, saying loudly,
“Arab.” His brother entered the room and they heard him fumbling in it,
and his voice: “Where are you?” The old woman,
Leaning against the chairback said coolly: “Well, Ross,
What has happened?” “Mother,” he said. He stood moving his lips without
further words, and they heard Hungerfield
Move blind in the black room, and croak
In a strange voice, “Light, light!” They stood and stared at each other; then
Ross opened his mouth and sucked
His lungs full, as if he were going to dive into deep water; he took the
lamp from the table and carried it
To the dark room. The old woman followed him; and in the room quickly
found matches, and lighted
A second lamp.

Arab and little Norrie lay without life together on the
narrow bed,
Phantoms of what they had been. Hungerfield stood above them, gaunt,
straight, and staring
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At Arabs discolored hair: their clothes and their yellow hair soaked with
water and foam. Hungerfield said,
“I knew in the dark well enough.” A frond of sea-weed stuck beside the
child’s nostrils, but Arab’s face
Was clean pale marble; except her eyes were open, blue and suffused, and
her halt open mouth
Had foam inside. Hungerfield said heavily ‘‘How did they drown?” Ross
answered:
“I dived and pulled them out. I pumped her ribs with my hands for an hour
I think,
And she grew cold.” Hungerfield heavily turned and said:
‘‘Why did they go in water?” Ross answered, “He comes behind you, you
know. I heard her screaming —The old woman
Went around the bed and dropped by the child, her knees loud on the
floor, her shaking gray head
On the child’s breast. Ross said, “I was at the stable you know, unsaddling.
I ran down and saw her
Running out on the rocks carrying the baby, crying and running. She
thought someone was after her.
She either jumped or fell in.” “So that’s your help,” Hungerfield said. He
felt his arm swell and strike —
One blow, but the neck broke. They heard the head strike the floor and the
body shuddering, and Hungerfield
Did not look down. The old woman lifted up her desert-dry eyes from the
child’s breast and said:
“You’ve done it now.” He stood considering the matter, hearing the rub of
Ross’s boots on the floor
As he twitched and was dying. “Ah,” Hungerfield said, “I did it. Yes. My
monstrous fault.” “Oh,” she answered,
“Now me, now me!” “The fool had to interfere,” he answered. He
knuckled his eyes and said heavily,
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I have another son in Alaska. I have no other brother, and no other love.
Arab.
Arab alone.

‘You ve had many,” she answered eagerly. “Look,” he said.

“Oh, she was beautiful, mother. She was always sweet, patient and cheerful;
she loved Norrie —and now
She has death in her mouth."

As if his name had called him, Death
Stood in the room. Alcmena Hungerfield well remembered him,
The towering stature, the high thick shoulders and the arrogance, the long
dark narrow face and deep eyes
Set close together. “Oh dear dark God,” she said, “I am here. Gently I
pray.” But Hungerfield
Gazing at Arab’s face did not hear her, and did not see
What came behind him and with a slight motion of the hand beckoned
To Ross to come. The old woman saw the unfleshed soul
Blind and erratic as a beetle flying rise from the body; it jigged and darted
in the air, and swam
Into Death’s hand, which crushed it. Hungerfield turned and said, “Is it
you, horse-face? I haven’t called you yet.
Come again in ten minutes.” He turned away, saying “Arab is dead. My
dear Arab is dead.
And Ross, who was quick and loyal, skilliul with cattle and a great rider, is
dead. My brave little man
Norrie is dead. — Hell, he gets three for one, and now the whole game, he
has tricked me witless.
But I’ll make a good sunset —We’ll dance in fire, horse-face,
And go up yelling.”

He went in the dark to the kitchen store-room and
fetched the big can of coal-oil,
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Going heavily like a rock walking, violent and certain; but in the darkness
returning
He walked into a half open door, and with one hand
Tore it down from the hinges. He poured the coal-oil onto the floor and
the bed and the wooden walls,
And turned a lamp to flaring and flung it
Into the oil-pool. Bright flame stood up. The old woman said, “Hawl . . .
Kill me before I burn.” He said, “I’ve done enough and too much, mother.
Find a knife for yourself.” She, thinly laughing: “You’re not much help, are
you? But I’ve lived with pain
As fish live with the sea. Or if it’s tough I can drink smoke.” But her
courage after a time
Failed, and she fled from the house before the bright flame embraced her.

Horse
Creek sea-mouth at last for once
Was full of light; the fire drove away the fog, there was light everywhere.
Black rock shone bright as blood;
The stream and the deep-throated waves of the ocean glittered with
crimson lightnings, and the low cloud
Gaped like a lion’s mouth, swallowing the flights of flame and the soul of a
man. It is thus (and will be) that violence
Turns on itself, and builds on the wreck of violence its violent beauty, the
spiring fire-fountain
And final peace: grim in the desert in the lion’s carcass the hive of honey.
But Alcmena Hungerfield
Hating both life and death fled from the place. She lived two years yet,
Death remembering her son, and died
As others do.

Here is the poem, dearest; you will never read it nor hear
it. You were more beautiful
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Than a hawk flying; you were faithful and a lion heart like this rough hero
Hungerfield. But the ashes have fallen
And the flame has gone up; nothing human remains. You are earth and air;
you are in the beauty of the ocean
And the great streaming triumphs of sundown; you are alive and well in the
tender young grass rejoicing
When soft ram falls all night, and little rosy-fleeced clouds float on the
dawn. — I shall be with you presently.
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LOCAL LEGEND
X wo Spanish cowhands from Monterey
Riding, a moonless midnight, to their beds on the coast
Heard a child crying in the pinewood
On the ridge of the Carmel hill; they beat the bushes and found
A naked babe laid on the needle-floor
In the dark screaming. They picked it up, how could they leave it there
One of them huddled it under his coat;
They had not ridden a hundred yards when a fountain of fire
Spouted from the babe’s mouth: the man
Shrieked, and flung his foundling into the bushes; they never stopped
galloping
Until they’d forded the Carmel River
And let the blown horses breathe. — That is all. The story,
Senseless as other supernaturalisms,
Might even be true, for who would take the trouble to invent it?
But most of us, one time or another,
H ave taken unhappy causes or hopes to heart, and gotten well burnt.
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CARMEL POINT

T

Xhe extraordinary patience of things!

This beautiful place defaced with a crop of suburban houses —
H ow beautiful when we first beheld it,
Unbroken field of poppy and lupin walled with clean cliffs;
No intrusion but two or three horses pasturing,
Or a few milch cows rubbing their flanks on the outcrop rock-heads —
Now the spoiler has come: does it care?
Not faintly. It has all time. It knows the people are a tide
That swells and in time will ebb, and all
Their works dissolve. Meanwhile the image of the pristine beauty
Lives in the very gram of the granite,
Safe as the endless ocean that climbs our cliff. — As for us:
We must uncenter our minds from ourselves;
We must unhumanize our views a little, and become confident
As the rock and ocean that we were made from.
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MORRO BAY
jBeautiful years when she was by me and we visited
Every rock and creek ol the coast —
She gave life from her eyes. Now the bay is brown-stagnant
With rotting weed, and the stranded fish-boats
Reek in the sun; but still the great rock hangs like a thundercloud
Over the stale mist and still sea.
They say that it swarms with rattlesnakes —right —the stored lightnings
In the stone cloud. Guard it well, vipers.
That Norman rockhead Mont St. Michel may have been as beautiful as
this one
Once, long ago, before it was built on.
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DE RERUM VIRTUTE

I

H

ere is the skull of a man: a man's thoughts and emotions

Have moved under the thin bone vault like clouds
Under the blue one: love and desire and pain,
Thunderclouds of wrath and white gales of fear
Have hung inside here: and sometimes the curious desire of knowing
Values and purpose and the causes of things
Has coasted like a little observer air-plane over the images
That filled this mind: it never discovered much,
And now all’s empty, a bone bubble, a blown-out eggshell.

II
That’s what it’s like: for the egg too has a mind,
Doing what our able chemists will never do,
Building the body of a hatchling, choosing among the proteins:
These for the young wing-muscles, these for the great
Crystalline eyes, these for the flighty nerves and brain:
Choosing and forming: a limited but superhuman intelligence,
Prophetic of the future and aware of the past:
The hawk’s egg will make a hawk, and the serpents
A gliding serpent: but each with a little difference
From its ancestors —and slowly, if it works, the race
Forms a new race: that also is a part of the plan
Within the egg. I believe the first living cell
Had echoes of the future in it, and felt
Direction and the great animals, the deep green forest
And whale s-track sea; I believe this globed earth
Not all by chance and fortune brings forth her broods,
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But feels and chooses. And the Galaxy, the firewheel
On which we are pinned, the whirlwind of stars in which our sun is one
dust-grain, one electron, this giant atom of the universe
Is not blind force, but fulfils its life and intends its courses. “All things are
full ol God.
Winter and summer, day and night, war and peace are God.”

III
Thus the thing stands; the labor and the games go on —
What for? What for? — Am I a God that I should know?
Men live in peace and happiness; men live in horror
And die howling. Do you think the blithe sun
Is ignorant that black waste and beggarly blindness trail him like hounds,
And will have him at last? He will be strangled
Among his dead satellites, remembering magnificence.

IV
I stand on the cliff at Sovranes creek-mouth.
Westward beyond the raging water and the bent shoulder ol the world
The bitter futile war in Korea proceeds, like an idiot
Prophesying. It is too hot in mind
For anyone, except God perhaps, to see beauty in it. Indeed it is hard to see
beauty
In any of the acts ol man: but that means the acts ol a sick microbe
On a satellite ol a dust-grain twirled in a whirlwind
In the world ol stars. . . .
Something perhaps may come ol him; in any event
He can’t last long. — Well: I am short ol patience
Since my wife died . . . and this era ol spite and hate-filled hall-worlds
Gets to the bone. I believe that man too is beautiful,
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But it is hard to see, and wrapped up in falsehoods. Michael Angelo and
the Greek sculptors —
How they flattered the race! Homer and Shakespeare —
How they flattered the race!

V
One light is left us: the beauty of things, not men;
The immense beauty of the world, not the human world.
Look —and without imagination, desire nor dream — directly
At the mountains and sea. Are they not beautiful?
These plunging promontories and flame-shaped peaks
Stopping the sombre stupendous glory, the storm-fed ocean? Look at the
Lobos Rocks old the shore,
With loam flying at their flanks, and the long sea-lions
Couching on them. Look at the gulls on the cliff-wind,
And the soaring hawk under the cloud-stream —
But in the sage-brush desert, all one sun-stricken
Color ol dust, or in the reeking tropical rain-forest,
Or in the intolerant north and hi^h thrones ol ice — is the earth not
beautiful?
Nor the great skies over the earth?
The beauty ol things means virtue and value in them.
It is in the beholders eye, not the world? Certainly.
It is the human mind’s translation of the transhuman
Intrinsic glory. It means that the world is sound,
Whatever the sick microbe does. But he too is part of it.
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OCEAN
Xhe gray whales are going south: I see their fountains
Rise from black sea: great dark bulks of hot blood
Plowing the deep cold sea to their trysting-place
Off Mexican California, where water is warm, and love
Finds massive joy: from the flukes to the blowhole the whole giant
Flames like a star. In February storm the ocean
Is black and rainbowed; the high spouts of white spray
Rise and fall over in the wind. There is no April in the ocean,
How do these creatures know that spring is at hand? They remember their
ancestors
That crawled on earth: the little fellows like otters, who took to sea
And have grown great. Go out to the ocean, little ones,
You will grow great or die.

And here the small trout
Flicker in the streams that tumble from the coast mountain,
Little quick flames of life: but from time to time
One of them goes mad, wanting room and freedom, he slips between the
rock jaws
And takes to sea: where from time immemorial
The long sharks wait. If he lives he becomes a steelhead,
A rainbow trout grown beyond nature in the ocean. Go out to the great
ocean,
Grow great or die.

Oh ambitious children,
It would be wiser no doubt to rest in the brook
And remain little. But if the devil drives
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I hope you will scull far out to the wide ocean and find your fortune, and
beware of teeth.

It is not important. There are deeps you will never reach and peaks you will
never explore:
Where the great squids and kraken lie in the gates, in the awful twilight
The whip-armed hungers; and mile under mile below,
Deep under deep, on the deep floor, in the darkness
Under the weight of the world: like lighted galleons the ghost-fish,
With phosphorescent portholes along their flanks,
Sail over and eat each other: the condition of life,
To eat each other: but in the slime below
Prodigious worms as great and as slow as glaciers burrow in the sediment,
Mindless and blind, huge tubes of muddy flesh
Sucking not meat but carrion, drippings and offal
From the upper sea. They move a yard in a year,
Where there are no years, no sun, no seasons, darkness and slime,
They spend nothing on action, all on gross flesh.

Oh ambitious ones,
Will you grow great, or die? It hardly matters; the words are comparative;
Greatness is but less little; and deaths changed life.
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SKUNKS
T, corruptions of war and peace, the public and wholesale crimes that
make war, the greed and lies of the peace
And victor’s vengeance: how at a distance
They S9ften into romance —blue mountains and blossomed marshes in the
long landscape of history — Caligula
Becomes an amusing clown, and Genghiz
A mere genius, a great author of tragedies. Our own time s chiefs of
massacre —Stalin died yesterday —
Watch how soon blood will bleach, and gross horror
Become words in a book.

We have little animals here, slow-stepping
cousins of stoat and weasel,
Striped skunks, that can spit from under their tails
An odor so vile and stifling that neither wolf nor wild-cat dares to come
near them; they walk in confidence,
Solely armed with this loathsome poison-gas.
But smelled far off—have you noticed? — it is surprisingly pleasant. It is like
the breath of ferns and wet earth
Deep in a wooded glen in the evening,
Cool water glides quietly over the moss-grown stones, quick trout dimple
the pool. — Distance makes clean.
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THE DEER LAY DOWN THEIR BONES
I tallowed the narrow cliflside trail halfway up the mountain
Above the deep river-canyon. There was a little cataract crossed the path,
flinging itself
Over tree roots and rocks, shaking the jewelled fern-fronds, bright bubbling
water
Pure from the mountain, but a bad smell came up. Wondering at it I
clambered down the steep stream
Some forty feet, and found in the midst of bush-oak and laurel,
Hung like a bird’s nest on the precipice brink a small hidden clearing,
Grass and a shallow pool. But all about there were bones lying in the grass,
clean bones and stinking bones,
Antlers and bones: I understood that the place was a refuge for wounded
deer; there are so manv
J

Hurt ones escape the hunters and limp away to lie hidden; here they have
water for the awful thirst
And peace to die in; dense green laurel and grim cliff
Make sanctuary, and a sweet wind blows upward from the deep gorge. — I
wish my bones were with theirs.

But that’s a foolish thing to confess, and a little cowardly. We know that life
Is on the whole quite equally good and bad, mostly gray neutral, and can be
endured
To the dim end, no matter what magic of grass, water and precipice, and
pain of wounds,
Makes death look dear. We have been given life and have used it —not a
great gift perhaps —but in honesty
Should use it all. Mine’s empty since my love died — Empty? The
flame-haired grandchild with great blue eyes
That look like hers? —What can I do for the child? I gaze at her and
wonder what sort of man
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In the fall of the world ... I am growing old, that is the trouble. My
children and little grandchildren
Will find their way, and why should I wait ten years yet, having lived
sixty-seven, ten years more or less,
Before I crawl out on a ledge of rock and die snapping, like a wolf
Who has lost his mate? — I am bound by my own thirty-year-old decision:
who drinks the wine
Should take the dregs; even in the bitter lees and sediment
New discovery may he. The deer in that beautiful place lay down their
bones: I must wear mine.
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Last Poems
1953-1962

TO THE STORY-TELLERS
the illogical animal. The others go wrong by anachronistic
Instinct, lor the world changes, or mistaken
Observation, but man, his loose moods disjoin; madness is under the skin
To the deep bone. He will be covetous
Beyond use or cause, and then suddenly spendthrift fling all possession
To all the spoilers. He will suffer in patience
Until his enemy has him by the throat helpless, and go mad with rage
When it least serves. Or he’ll murder his love
And feast his foe. Oh —an amazing animal, by education
And instinct: he often destroys himself
For no reason at all, and desperately crawls for life when it stinks.
And only man will deny known truth.
You story-tellers, novelist, poet and playwright, have a free held,
There are no fences, man will do anything.
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THE SHEARS
A. great dawn-color rose widening the petals around her gold eye
Peers day and night in the window. She watches us
Lighting lamps, talking, reading, and the children playing, and the dogs b
the fire,
She watches earnestly, uncomprehending,
As we stare into the world of trees and roses uncomprehending,
There is a great gulf fixed. But even while
I gaze, and the rose at me, my little flower-greedy daughter-in-law
Walks with shears, very blonde and housewifely,
Through the small garden, and suddenly the rose finds herself rootless
in-doors.
Now she is part of the life she watched.
So we: death comes and plucks us: we become part of the living earth
And wind and water we so loved. We are they.
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EXPLOSION

T

X here are astronomers, mathematicians, men of science, who believe

That the whole stellar universe, the earth and the other planets, the sun and
his galaxy, and the innumerable
Firefly millions of the other star-swirls, and the unseen dark stars,
dust-clouds and coal-sacks —were once
One giant atom, which under its own exaggerations of heat and pressure,
Exploded: the farthest galaxies that the telescope sees, according to their
light analyzed, fly at incredible
Speeds outward through space, flung from that fury. Ours is among the
laggards. Ours lay
Near the center perhaps of the blast.

The idea is at least
dynamic . . . might be held to explain our awful
Interest in atom-splitting and nuclear bombs. We build a civilization and
explode it: quite natural:
Nature did worse before. We are born of explosion and homesick tor it;
our little blasts
Echo that huge one. But the whole sum of the energies
That made and contained the giant atom survives. It will gather again and
pile up, the power and the glory —
And no doubt it will burst again: systole and diastole: the whole universe
beats like a heart.
Peace in our time was never one of God’s promises; but back and forth, die
and live, burn and be damned,
The great heart beating, pumping into our arteries his terrible life. He is
beautiful beyond belief.
And we, God’s apes —or tragic children —share in the beauty. We see it
above our torment, that’s what life’s for.
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He is no God of love, no justicer of a little city like Dantes Florence, no
anthropoid God
Making; commandments: this is the God who does not care and will never
cease. Look at the seas there
Flashing against this rock in the darkness —look at the tide-stream stars —
and the fall of nations —and dawn
Wandering with wet white feet down the Carmel Valley to meet the sea.
These are real and we see their beauty.
The great explosion is probably only a metaphor — I know not —of faceless
violence, the root of all things.
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THE URCHIN
frophet beware: there is a tricky urchin in nature,
A grinning spirit peeks from under the leaves and loves to mislead men’s
minds. You work out a rainfall
Cycle on the broad base of ten thousand years,
Reading old tree-rings and sheets of flood-clay: the urchin will change the
very cause and necessity of nature
To prove you false: — Or the great astronomer, — Ptolemy,
Explores the stars in their courses, sun, moon and stars: he finds them
mounted like jewels on invisible wheels
Of whirling crystal, cycle and epicycle —while the urchin
Covers his mouth to conceal amusement. — It is the same small freckled
boy now giggling at Einstein’s
Mathematics and imaginary space
Closed like a sack. — Or let’s observe the shrinkage of glaciers.
From the poles and the peaks:
The poles are thawing —Siberia will soon be all wine and roses. — Yes? — Be
advised. Lay in coal and cordwood
For the new ice-age.

Ah tricky spirit, I pray you
Do it again. Confound the prophets again, prove our knowledge false. We
know that as civilization
Advances, so wars increase. We know that this century
Is devoted to world-wars; we know that an armaments-race makes war. To
heap up weapons —what weapons! —
On both sides of a fence makes war certain as sunrise —
Do it again my dear, April-fool us again, prove the prophets false!

Alas
that you cannot do it.
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You can dance on men’s minds, but the deep instincts,
Fear, envy, loyalty, pride of kind and the killers passion, are past your
power. They are terribly in earnest,
And the other mere speculation. No wonder they are earnest: for ages
Beyond reckoning those who retain them have killed or enslaved those who
renounce them. It’s a bitter saying, that war
Will be won by the worst, what else can I say? — Laugh at that. Puck.
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METAMORPHOSIS

T

The beauty of the earth is a resilient wonderful thing,

It dies and lives, it is capable ol many resurrections. Look where they’ve
lopped the redwoods
Out ol the canyon. This was a hushed and holy place;
The great rich trees had stood here for a thousand years, and for a million
their ancestors,
In their own sacred twilight, the clear stream at their feet,
The pulse ol the near ocean reverberant among their masts: now all at once
All is destroyed. For little finicking redwood planks
The great woods dead; the dignity and virtue are dead; not even pathos
remains.
Grim stumps remain, and naked raw earth torn by the tractors,
And the stream is mud. This is one of the cursed places that never will live
again,
A temple profaned and atheist. The harlot Goddess of Reason —
I mean desolation’s handmaid —inherits all.

Oh yes? In two or three years
Come back and see the vines hiding the stumps, the flowering
Bushes and vines; and here is the holy grass again, after a million years —
My God the place is beautiful! green sun-trap between the mountains,
The flashing stream sings in the light.

As at the abandoned Mai Paso
coal-mine
The sweat of men laboring has poisoned the earth: nothing
But thistles grows there, acres of purple thistles, eight feet tall, gorgeously
glowing.
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THE LAST CONSERVATIVE
y\-gainst the outcrop boulders of a raised beach
We built our house when I and my love were young.
Here lon^ ago the surf thundered, now fifty feet lower;
And there’s a kind of shell-mound, I used to see ghosts of Indians
Squatting beside the stones in their firelight,
The rock-cheeks have red fire-stains. But the place was maiden, no previous
Building, no neighbors, nothing but the elements,
Rock, wind and sea; in moon-struck nights the mountain coyotes
Howled in our dooryard; or doe and fawn
Stared in the lamp-lit window. We raised two boys here; all that we saw or
heard was beautiful
And hardly human.

Oh heavy change.
The world deteriorates like a rotting apple, worms and a skin.
They have built streets around us, new houses
Line them and cars obsess them . . . and my dearest has died.

The ocean at least is not changed at all,
Cold, grim and faithful; and I still keep a hard edge of forest
Haunted by long gray squirrels and hoarse herons:
And hark the quail, running on the low roof s worn shingles
Their little feet patter like rain-drops.
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MONUMENT
Erase the lines: I pray you not to love classifications:
The thing is like a river, from source to sea-mouth
One flowing lfle. We that have the honor and hardship of being human
Are one flesh with the beasts, and the beasts with the plants
One streaming sap, and certainly the plants and algae and the earth they
spring from,
Are one flesh with the stars. The classifications
Are mostly a kind of memoria technica, use it but don’t be fooled.
It is all truly one life, red blood and tree-sap,
Animal, mineral, sidereal, one stream, one organism, one God.
There is nothing to be despised nor hated nor feared.
When the third world-war comes, do it well. Kill. Kill your brothers. Whv
not?
Gods on both sides. Make a monument of it:
There were never so many people so suddenly killed. We can spare millions
and millions,
The chiefs in the Kremlin think, and I too. Mans life’s
Too common to be lamented; and if they died after while in their beds
It would be nearly as painful — death’s never pleasant,
May the terror be brief—but for a people to be defeated is worse.
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ANIMULA
X he immortality of the soul —
God save us from it! To live for seventy years is a burden —
To live eternally, poor little soul —
Not the chief devil could inflict nor endure it. Fortunately
We are not committed, there is no danger.
Our consciousness passes into the world’s perhaps, but that
Being infinite can endure eternity.
— Words, theological words — eternal —infinite— we dream too much.
But the beauty of God is high, clear and visible,
Hauteclaire like Roland’s sword, the cliffs, the ocean, the sunset cloud —
I could love and enjoy them
While the earth lasts; but presently come the stars, and we are too small.
Man’s world puffs up his mind, as a toad
Puffs himself up; the billion light-years cause a serene and wholesome
deflation.
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SALVAGE

I

t is true that half the glory is gone.

Motors and modernist houses usurp the scene.
There is no eagle soaring, nor a puma
On the Carmel hill highroad, where thirty years ago
We watched one pass. Yet by God’s grace
I have still a furlong of granite cliff, on which the Pacific
Leans his wild weight; and the trees 1 planted
When I was young, little green whips in hand,
Have grown in despite of the biting sea-wind,
And are accepted by nature, an angry-voiced tribe of night-herons
Nests on the boughs. One has to pay for it;
The county taxes take all my income, and it seems ridiculous
To hold three acres of shorelong woodland
And the little low house that my own hands made, at the annual cost
Of a shiny new car. Never mind, the trees and the stones are worth it.

But it’s darker now. I am old, and my wife has died,
Whose eyes made life. As for me, I have to consider and take thought
Before I can feel the beautiful secret
In places and stars and stones, to her it came freely.
I wish that all human creatures might feel it.
That would make joy in the world, and make men perhaps a little nobler —
as a handful of wildflowers
Is nobler than the damned human race.
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PATRONYMIC
'\^Vhat ancestor of mine in wet Wales or wild Scotland
Was named Godfrey? — from which by the Anglo-French erosion
Geoffrey, Jeffry’s son, Jeffries, Jeffers in Ireland —
A totally undistinguished man; the whirlwinds of history
Passed him and passed him by. They marked him no doubt,
Hurt him or helped him, they rolled over his head
And he I suppose fought back, but entirely unnoticed;
Nothing of him remains.

I should like to meet him,
And sit beside him, drinking his muddy beer,
Talking about the Norman nobles and parish politics
And the damned foreigners: I think his tales of woe
Would be as queer as ours, and even farther
From reality. His mind was as quick as ours
But perhaps even more credulous.

He was a Christian
No doubt — I am not dreaming back into prehistory —
And christened Godfrey, which means the peace of God.
He never in his life found it, when he died it found him.
He has been dead six or eight centuries,
Mouldering in some forgotten British graveyard, nettles and rain-slime.

Nettlebed: I remember a place in Oxfordshire,
That prickly name. I have twisted and turned on a bed of nettles
All my life long: an apt name for life: nettlebed.
Deep under it swim the dead, down the dark tides and bloodshot eras of
time, bathed in God’s peace.
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ODE TO HENGIST AND HORSA
fvecently in the south of England
A Saxon warrior was found in the rich earth there, old hero bones
Of a man seven feet tall, buried with honor
Under his shield, his spear beside him, and at his hand
The Saxon knife: but every bone of his body was broken
Lest he come forth and walk. It was their custom.
They did not fear the living but they feared the dead,
The stopped-off battle-fury, the stinking flesh,
They honored and perhaps had loved him, but they broke his bones
Lest he come back.

For life, the natural animal thinks, life is the treasure.
No wonder the dead envy it, gnashing their jaws
In the black earth. He was our loyal captain and friend,
But now he is changed, he belongs to another nation,
The grim tribes underground, we break their bones
To hold them down. We must not be destroyed
By the dead or the living. We have all history ahead of us.
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^\A/hat’s the best life for a man?
— Never to have been born, sings the choros, and the next best
Is to die young. I saw the Sybil at Cumae
Hung in her cage over the public street —
What do you want, Sybil? I want to die.
Apothanein Thelo. Apothanein Thelo. Apothanein Thelo . . .
You have got your wish. But I meant life, not death.
What’s the best life for a man? To ride in the wind. To ride horses and
herd cattle
In solitary places above the ocean on the beautiful mountain, and come
home hungry in the evening
And eat and sleep. He will live in the wild wind and quick rain, he will not
ruin his eyes with reading,
Nor think too much.

However, we must have philosophers.
I will have shepherds lor my philosophers,
Tall dreary men lying on the hills all night
Watching the stars, let their dogs watch the sheep. And I’ll have lunatics
For my poets, strolling from farm to farm, wild liars distorting
The country news into supernaturalism —
For all men to such minds are devils or gods —and that increases
Man’s dignity, man’s importance, necessary lies
Best told by fools.

I will have no lawyers nor constables:
Each man guard his own goods: there will be naan-slaughter,
But no more wars, no more mass-sacrihce. Nor I’ll have no doctors,
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Except old women gathering herbs on the mountain,
Let each have her sack of opium to ease the death-pains.

That would be a good world, free and out-doors.
But the vast hungry spirit of the time
Cries to his chosen that there is nothing good
Except discovery, experiment and experience and discovery: to look truth
in the eyes,
To strip truth naked, let our dogs do our living for us
But man discover.

It is a fine ambition,
But the wrong tools. Science and mathematics
Run parallel to reality, they symbolize it, they squint at it,
They never touch it: consider what an explosion
Would rack the bones of men into little white fragments and unsky the
world
If any mind should for a moment touch truth.
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BIRDS AND FISHES
E/very October millions of little fish come along the shore,
Coasting this granite edge of the continent
On their lawful occasions: but what a festival for the sea-fowl.
What a witches’ sabbath of wings
Hides the dark water. The heavy pelicans shout “Haw!” like Jobs warhorse
And dive from the high air, the cormorants
Slip their long black bodies under the water and hunt like wolves
Through the green half-light. Screaming the gulls watch,
Wild with envy and malice, cursing and snatching. W hat hysterical greed!
What a filling of pouches! the mobHysteria is nearly human — these decent birds! —as if they were finding
Gold in the street. It is better than gold,
It can be eaten: and which one in all this fury of wildfowl pities the fish?
No one certainly. Justice and mercy
Are human dreams, they do not concern the birds nor the fish nor eternal
God.
However —look again before you go.
The wings and the wild hungers, the wave-worn skerries, the bright quick
minnows
Living in terror to die in torment —
Man’s fate and theirs —and the island rocks and immense ocean beyond,
and Lobos
Darkening above the bay: they are beautilul?
That is their quality: not mercy, not mind, not goodness, but the beauty ot
God.
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LET THEM ALONE
It God has been good enough to give you a poet
Then listen to him. But tor Gods sake let him alone until he is dead; no
prizes, no ceremony,
They kill the man. A poet is one who listens
To nature and his own heart; and it the noise ot the world grows up around
him, and it he is tough enough,
He can shake old his enemies but not his friends.
That is what withered Wordsworth and muffled Tennyson, and would have
killed Keats. That is what makes
Hemingway play the fool and Faulkner forget his art.
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THE BEAUTIFUL CAPTIVE
It is curious I cannot feel it yet.
To pile up weapons on both sides of a ditch makes war certain as sunrise,
Yet I can’t feel its approach.
There have been two, there will be a third, to be fought with what
weapons? These that we test and stock-pile.
And every test makes the earth
At such and such a place uninhabitable. We must not test them too much,
they are too deadly,
We store them. If ours and theirs
Went off at once they’d probably infect the elements and blight the whole
earth. We have general death on our hands,
But wait ten years of peace we’ll have more.
Do you think we’ll not use them? When a great nation in trouble —when a
great nation is in danger of being conquered
It will use the whole arsenal.
So_be prepared to die. Those whom the blasts miss, the air and water will
poison them. Those who survive,
Their children will be dying monsters.
I have thought for a long time that we are too many —three thousand
million is it? —this will adjust us.
I have pitied the beautiful earth
Ridden by such a master as the human race. Now, if we die like the
dinosaurs, the beautiful
Planet will be the happier.
She is not domesticated, she weeps in her service, the lovely forehead
bowed down to the sleek knees —
Or is she laughing? Good luck to her.
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But this fantastic third world-war and self-destruction: curious I cannot feel
them yet. The idea is logical
But not intuitive: distrust it.
However

if not thus — God will find other means. The troublesome race

of man, Oh beautiful planet, is not immortal.
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X he unformed volcanic earth, a female thing,
Furiously following with the other planets
Their lord the sun: her body is molten metal pressed rigid
By its own mass; her beautiful skin, basalt and granite and the lighter
elements,
Swam to the top. She was like a mare in her heat eyeing the stallion,
Screaming for life in the womb; her atmosphere
Was the breath of her passion: not the blithe air
Men breathe and live, but marsh-gas, ammonia, sulphured hydrogen,
Such poison as our remembering bodies return to
When they die and decay and the end of life
Meets its beginning. The sun heard her and stirred
Tier thick air with fierce lightnings and flagellations
Of germinal power, building impossible molecules, amino-acids
And flashy unstable proteins: thence life was born,
Its nitrogen from ammonia, carbon from methane,
Water from the cloud and salts from the young seas,
It dribbled down into the primal ocean like a babe’s urine
Soaking the cloth: heavily built protein molecules
Chemically growing, bursting apart as the tensions
In the inordinate molecule become unbearable —
That is to say, growing and reproducing themselves, a virus
On the warm ocean.

Time and the world changed,
The proteins were no longer created, the ammoniac atmosphere
And the great storms no more. This virus now
Must labor to maintain itself. It clung together
Into bundles of life, which we call cells,
With microscopic walls enclosing themselves
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Against the world. But why would life maintain itself,
Being nothing but a dirty scum on the sea
Dropped from foul air? Could it perhaps perceive
Glories to come? Could it foresee that cellular life
Would make the mountain forest and the eagle dawning,
Monstrously beautiful, wings, eyes and claws, dawning
Over the rock-ridge? And the passionate human intelligence
Straining its limits, striving to understand itself and the universe to the last
galaxy —
Flamnaantia moema mundi, Lucretius wrote,
Alliterating like a Saxon — all those Ms mean majesty —
The flaming world-walls, far-flung fortifications of being
Against not-being.

For after a time the cells of life
Bound themselves into clans, a multitude of cells
To make one being —as the molecules before
Had made of many one cell. Meanwhile they had invented
Chlorophyll and ate sunlight, cradled in peace
On the warm waves; but certain assassins amon^ them
Discovered that it was easier to eat flesh
Than feed on lean air and sunlight: thence the animals,
Greedy mouths and guts, life robbing life,
Grew from the plants; and as the ocean ebbed and flowed many plants and
animals
Were stranded in the great marshes along the shore,
Where many died and some lived. From these grew all land-life,
Plants, beasts and men; the mountain forest and the mind of Aeschylus
And the mouse in the wall.

What is this thing called life? — But I believe
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That the earth and stars too, and the whole glittering universe, and rocks
on the mountain have life,
Only we do not call it so— I speak ol the life
That oxydizes fats and proteins and carboHydrates to live on, and from that chemical energy
Makes pleasure and pain, wonder, love, adoration, hatred and terror: how
do these things grow
From a chemical reaction?

I think they were here already. I think the
rocks
And the earth and the other planets, and the stars and galaxies
Have their various consciousness, all things are conscious;
But the nerves of an animal, the nerves and brain
Bring it to focus; the nerves and brain are like a burning-glass
To concentrate the heat and make it catch fire:
It seems to us martyrs hotter than the blazing hearth
From which it came. So we scream and laugh, clamorous animals
Born howling to die groaning: the old stones in the dooryard
Prefer silence: but those and all things have their own awareness,
As the cells of a man have; they feel and feed and influence each other, each
unto all,
Like the cells of a man’s body making one being,
They make one being, one consciousness, one life, one God.

But whence came the race of man? I will make a guess.
A change of climate killed the great northern forests,
Forcing the manlike apes down from their trees,
They starved up there. They had been secure up there,
But famine is no security: among the withered branches blue famine:
They had to go down to the earth, where green still grew
And small meats might be gleaned. But there the great flesh-eaters,
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Tiger and panther and the horrible fumbling bear and endless wolf-packs
made life
A dream of death. Therefore man has those dreams,
And kills out of pure terror. Therefore man walks erect,
Forever alerted: as the bear rises to fight
So man does always. Therefore he invented fire and flint weapons
In his desperate need. Therefore he is cruel and bloody-handed and
quick-witted, having survived
Against all odds. Never blame the man: his hard-pressed
Ancestors formed him: the other anthropoid apes were safe
In the great southern rain-forest and hardly changed
In a million years: but the race of man was made
By shock and agony. Therefore they invented the song called language
To celebrate their survival and record their deeds. And therefore the deeds
they celebrate —
Achilles raging in the flame of the south, Baltic Beowulf like a fog-blinded
sea-bear
Prowling the blasted fenland in the bleak twilight to the black water —
Are cruel and bloody. Epic, drama and history,
Jesus and Judas, Jenghiz, Julius Caesar, no great poem
Without the blood-splash. They are a little lower than the angels, as
someone said. — Blood-snuffing rats:
But never blame them: a wound was made in the brain
When life became too hard, and has never healed.
It is there that they learned trembling religion and blood-sacrifice,
It is there that they learned to butcher beasts and to slaughter men,
And hate the world: the great religions of love and kindness
May conceal that, not change it. They are not primary but reactions
Against the hate: as the eye after feeding on a red sunfall
Will see green suns.
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The human race is one of Gods sense-organs,
Immoderately alerted to feel good and evil
And pain and pleasure. It is a nerve-ending,
Like eye, ear, taste-buds ' hardly able to endure
The nauseous draught) it is a sensory organ of God’s.
As Titan-mooded Lear or Prometheus reveal to their audience
Extremes of pain and passion they will never find
In their own lives but through the poems as sense-organs
They feel and know them: so the exultations and agonies of beasts and men
Are sense-organs of God: and on other globes
Throughout the universe much greater nerve-endings
Enrich the consciousness of the one being
Who is all that exists. This is man’s mission:
To find and feel; all animal experience
Is a part of God’s life. He would be balanced and neutral
As a rock on the shore, but the red sunset-waves
Of life’s passions fling over him.
Slowly, perhaps, man may grow into it —
Do you think so? This villainous king of beasts, this deformed ape? — He
has mind
And imagination, he might go far
And end in honor. The hawks are more heroic but man has a steeper mind,
Huge pits of darkness, high peaks of light,
You may calculate a comet’s orbit or the dive of a hawk, not a man’s mind.
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PASSENGER PIGEONS

c
lowly the passenger pigeons increased, then suddenly their numbers
Became enormous, they would flatten ten miles of forest
When they flew down to roost, and the cloud of their rising
Eclipsed the dawns. They became too many, they are all dead,
Not one remains.

And the American bison: their hordes
Would hide a prairie from horizon to horizon, great heads and storm-cloud
shoulders, a torrent of life —
How many are left? For a time, for a few years, their bones
Turned the dark prairies white.

You, Death, you watch for these things,
These explosions of life: they are your food,
They make your feasts.

But turn your great rolling eyes away from
humanity,
Those grossh craving black eyes. It is true we increase.
A man from Britain landing in Gaul when Rome had fallen,
He journeyed fourteen days inland through that beautiful
Rich land, the orchards and rivers and the looted villas: he reports that he
saw
No living man. But now we fill up the gaps,
In spite of wars, famines and pestilences we are quite suddenly
Three billion people: our bones, ours too, would make
Wide prairies white, a beautiful snow of unburied bones:
Bones that have twitched and quivered in the nights of love,
Bones that have been shaken with laughter and hung slack in sorrow,
coward bones
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Worn out with trembling, strong bones broken on the rack, bones broken
in battle,
Broad bones gnarled with hard labor, and the little bones of sweet young
children, and the white empty skulls,
Little carved ivory wine-jugs that used to contain
Passion and thought and love and insane delirium, where now
Not even worms live.

Respect humanity, Death, those shameless black
eyes ot yours,
It is not necessary to take all at once — besides that you cannot do it, we are
too powerful,
We are men, not pigeons; you may take the old, the useless and helpless,
the cancer-bitten and the tender young,
But the human race has still history to make. For look —look now
At our achievements: we have bridled the cloud-leaper lightning, a lion
whipped by a man, to carry our messages
And work our will, we have snatched the live thunderbolt
Out of God’s hands. Ha? That was little and last year —tor now we have
taken
The primal powers, creation and annihilation; we make new elements, such
as God never saw,
We can explode atoms and annul the tragments, nothing left but pure
energy, we shall use it
In peace and war — “Very clever,” he answered, in his thin piping voice,
Cruel and a eunuch.

Roll those idiot black eyes ot yours
On the field-beasts, not on intelligent man,
We are not in your order. You watched the dinosaurs
Grow into horror: they had been little etts in the ditches and presently
became enormous, with leaping flanks
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And tearing teeth, plated with armor, nothing could stand against them,
nothing but you,
Death, and they died. You watched the sabre-tooth tigers
Develop those huge fangs, unnecessary as our sciences, and presently they
died. \ou have their bones
In the oil-pits and layer-rock, you will not have ours. With pain and
wonder and labor we have bought intelligence.
We have minds like the tusks ol those forgotten tigers, hypertrophied and
terrible,
We have counted the stars and half understood them, we have watched the
farther galaxies fleeing away from us, wild herds
Of panic horses —or a trick of distance deceived the prism —we outfly
falcons and eagles and meteors,
Faster than sound, higher than the nourishing air; we have enormous
privilege, we do not fear you,
We have invented the jet-plane and the death-bomb and the cross of
Christ—“Oh,” he said, “surely
You 11 live forever” — grinning like a skull, covering his mouth with his
hand — “What could exterminate you?”
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AN EXTINCT VERTEBRATE

Wh

hatever we do to a landscape — even to look — damages it.

Even Niagara becomes ridiculous.
It is clear that the human race secretes a miasma: yet the deer on the
mountain,
The bird in the bush, the rat in the panelling,
Bring no such blight. Never mind. Take your time. No race is immortal
You can dissolve man from your mind:
Some time will pass, there will be no camp-sites in the wild forest, no
cottages
Along the sea-cliff; there will be solitude
In the obliterated cities. II some quaint bulks of concrete remain,
Flood-battered dams or exploded bomb-shelters,
They will have ancient oaks growing in the cracks and long grass in the
crevices:
They will be like the other rocks, but memorial:
The wretched human farce has played itself out of tricks and outgrown
itself
Into the stone-eyed honor of tragedy.
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THE OCEAN’S TRIBUTE

y

1 esterdays sundown was very beautiful —I know it is out of fashion to
say so, I think we are fools

To turn from the superhuman beauty of the world and dredge our own
minds — it built itself up with ceremony
From the ocean horizon, smoked amber and tender green, pink and purple
and vermilion, great ranks
Of purple cloud, and the pink rose-petals over all and through all; but the
ocean itself, cold slate-color,
Refused the glory. Then I saw a pink fountain come up from it,
A whale-spout; there were ten or twelve whales quite near the deep shore,
playing together, nuzzling each other,
Plunging and rising, lifting luminous pink pillars from the flat ocean to the
flaming sky.
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BIRTH AND DEATH
I am old and in the ordinary course of nature shall die soon, but the
human race is not old
But rather childish, it is an infant and acts like one,
And now it has captured the keys of the kingdoms of unearthly violence.
Will it use them? It loves destruction you know.
And the earth is too small to feed us, we must have room.
It seems expedient that not as of old one man, but many nations and races
die for the people.
Have you noticed meanwhile the population explosion
Of man on earth, the torrents of new-born babies, the bursting schools?
Astonishing. It saps mans dignity.
We used to be individuals, not populations.
Perhaps we are now preparing for the great slaughter. No reason to be
alarmed; stone-dead is dead;
Breeding like rabbits we hasten to meet the day.
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END OF THE WORLD

Wh

hen I was young in school in Switzerland, about the time of the Boer

War,
We used to take it lor known that the human race
Would last the earth out, not dying till the planet died. I wrote a schoolboy
poem
About the last man walking in stoic dignity along the dead shore
Ol the last sea, alone, alone, alone, remembering all
His racial past. But now I dont think so. They’ll die faceless in flocks,
And the earth flourish long after mankind is out.
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BIRTHDAY (AUTOBIOGRAPHY)
'Seventy years ago my mother labored to bear me,
A twelve-pound baby with a big head,
Her first, it was plain torture. Finally they used the forceps
And dragged me out, with one prong
In my right eye, and slapped and banged me until I breathed.
I am not particularly grateful for it.

As to the eye: it remained invalid and now has a cataract.
It can see gods and spirits in its cloud,
And the weird end of the world: the left one’s for common daylight.

As to my mother:
A rather beautiful young woman married to a grim clergyman
Twenty-two years older than she:
She had her little innocent diversions, her little travels in Europe —
And once for scandal kissed the Pope’s rins; —
Perhaps her life was no emptier than other lives. Both parents
Swim in my blood and distort my thought but the old man’s welcome.
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SEVENTIETH BIRTHDAY

T

X here was rain early in November but afterwards

The lands hope failed, the small grass on the mountain withered and died,
Dry tell the frost. Even the southwind brought no clouds,
The sun blazed in the air like a block of ice.

I rode up over the ridge
from the ocean
And came into deaths own country; there were dead cows and calves under
every bush, and the little brokenWindowed farmhouse was as dead as the cows. They lay flat on their flanks,
black and white hides
Rather than carcasses, keeping their tryst with the earth, settling into the

That’s the trouble with death —
So submissive, so docile, so humbled, it tries to hide, it tries to slide
underground, it has no effrontery
Except the stench. I do not want to be humbled.

But now my love has died I am half dead,
My friends are dying, even my dogs have died, even the grim and psychotic
bull-dog
That used to turn and attack me from time to time and in mid-leap
become sane. I loved him well,
But when he hurt my grandchild we had him killed. That was betrayal; he
trusted us. I fondled him going to die,
I was Judas. I have been perhaps all men.

Why do I dream lately so much about death?
To-days my seventieth birthday: do I want to die?
When I turned fifty I had the strength to be willing
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To live forever. Even now, twenty years weaker, I might endure it,
But the gleam’s gone.
When I came down from the height —
The corpse-crowned hill — I saw a comedy of two survivors. Nearer the
ocean a little nourishment
Under the kindly sea-fog grows from the ground. There was a worried cow
grazing and walking,
Bone-gaunt, with a gaunt pig at her teats. She would step forward, he
would catch and suck, he would follow her
And she could not refuse him. Her calf no doubt had died but her watery
milk was made to be sucked.
It was very funny; she would neither kick nor submit, she was like me with
death, she with her pig.
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-Eagle and hawk with their great claws and hooked heads
Tear life to pieces; vulture and raven wait for death to soften it.
The poet cannot feed on this time of the world
Until he has torn it to pieces, and himself also.
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It was good of my father, whom I hated at times
But long have loved, to take me from Pennsylvania
And put me to school in Switzerland, where I could see
La Dent du Midi at the lake-head and la Dent d’Oche
Across the water. The forges and blacksmith shops
Of Pittsburgh might fountain fire up the night sky
But the mountains had meaning; the long blue lake
Had swans in it. Oh the fierce rush of wings
When they flew upward, beating the water to foam,
Climbing with visible triumph up the wild sky.
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I have been warned. It is more than thirty years since I wrote —
Thinking of the narrative poems I made, which always
Ended in blood and pain, though beautiful enough — my pain, my blood,
They were my creatures—I understood, and wrote to myself:
“Make sacrifices once a year to magic
Horror away from the house —for that hangs imminent
Over all men and all houses — “This little house here
^ou have built over the ocean with your own hands
Beside the standing sea-boulders . .

So I listened

To my Demon warning me that evil would come
If my work ceased, if I did not make sacrifice
Of storied and imagined lives, Tamar and Cawdor
And Thursos wife — “imagined victims be our redeemers” —
At that time I was sure of my fates and felt
My poems guarding the house, well-made watchdogs
Ready to bite.

But time sucks out the juice,
A man grows old and indolent.
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NIGHTPIECE
If you keep command of yourself
You can bear almost anything. But man must rest,
A man must sleep: that is, abandon control: then all the sick demons
Take him in charge. Who ever heard of a pleasant dream?
Fear and remorse are monstrously exaggerated,
And fear of responsibility: that is what drags us
Out of our beds into the bitter black night
To walk the floor and shudder and regain control,
Else we should lie and scream. I seem to hear in the nights
Many estimable people screaming like babies.
I bite my lips and feel my way to the window,
Where the moon rakes through cloud, the wind pants like a dog and the
ocean
Tears at his shore, gray claws of a great cat
Slitting the granite. The elements thank God are well enough,
It is only man must be always wakeful, steering through hell.
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ON AN ANTHOLOGY OF CHINESE POEMS

R

Ueautiful the hanging cliff and the wind-thrown cedars, but they have no
weight.

Beautiful the fantastically
Small farmhouse and ribbon of rice-fields a mile below; and billows of mist
Blow through the gorge. These men were better
Artists than any of ours, and far better observers. They loved landscape
And put man in his place. But why
Do their rocks have no weight? They loved rice-wine and peace and
friendship,
Above all they loved landscape and solitude.
Like Wordsworth. But Wordsworths mountains have weight and mass,
dull though the song be.
It is a moral difference perhaps?
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It flows out of mystery into mystery: there is no beginning —
How could there be?—and no end — how could there be?
The stars shine in the sky like the spray of a wave
Rushing to meet no shore, and the great music
Blares on forever, but to us very soon
It will be blind. Not we nor our children nor the human race
Are destined to live forever, the breath will fail,
The eyes will break. — Perhaps of our own explosive bile
Vented upon each other —or a stingy peace
Makes parents fools —but far greater witnesses
Will take our places. It is only a little planet
But how beautiful it is.
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CARMEL
Not house-proud: garden-proud are the people here.
All the little wives have their gardens,
All the retired old gentlemen labor in them,
And the better tor it. It is rather beautiful;
The neolith people planting flowers, not to eat but look at.
They do not lear hunger now, they plant roses.
How many thousand tons of fertilizer and top-soil
Are moved into the village gardens
Regularly, and every winter wash out to sea.
If they had no drains Carmel would be a mountain of top-soil.
They know that Russia and America are watching each other,
For the weak moment and all those missiles fall. It is rather beautiful.
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J have told you in another poem, whether you ve read it or not,
About a beautiful place the hard-wounded
Deer go to die in; their bones lie mixed in their little graveyard
Under leaves by a flashing cliff-brook, and if
They have ghosts they like it, the bones and mixed antlers are well content.
Now comes for me the time to engage
My burial place: put me in a beautiful place far off from men,
No cemetery, no necropolis,
And for God’s sake no columbarium, nor yet no funeral.
But if the human animal were precious
As the quick deer or that hunter in the night the lonely puma
I should be pleased to lie in one grave with ’em.
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eyes by day are good enough: only the birds
Have better sight: but in the dark nights
Foxes may flit around us and we never see them, or a lion:
We d stumble into his jaws. Therefore
Man sleeps at night, huddled behind the stones and the fire-coals,
Helpless afraid. Then comes the full moon,
That great red-golden disk rising in the evening to glow
All night long, it is night but we see;
The girls and boys escape from their fathers’ tyranny to meet in the woods.
The Hying witches whistle in the wind
And wild dogs howl, ^lou would be amazed what the moon does to us.
Our women come in heat once a month
Following the moon, remembering their outlaw joys in the forest;
Our maniacs lift up their heads and howl
And beat their cell-doors, they cannot sleep at full moon, they are
moon-struck.
Nor the astronomer can see his moon-dazzled
Constellations: let him give one night in the month to earth and the moon,
Women and games. Also the ocean-tides
Rise wild and higher, the fierce black water like a tame tiger follows her
feet,
Bearing her beautiful brand on his face.
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Xhere is no God but God; he is all that exists,
And being alone does strangely. He is like an old Basque shepherd,
Who was brought to California fifty years ago,
He has always been alone, he talks to himself,
Solitude has got into his brain,
Beautiful and terrible things come from his mind. God is a man of
Whom can he strike but himself? God is a great poet:
Whom can he praise but himself ?
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-L here is this infinite energy, the power of God forever working — toward
what purpose? — toward none.
This is Gods will he works, he grows and changes, he has no object.
No more than a great sculptor who has found a ledge of fine marble, and
lives beside it, and carves great images,
And casts them down. That is Gods will: to make great things and destroy
them, and make great things
And destroy them again. With war and plague and horror, and the diseases
of trees and the corruptions of stone
He destroys all that stands. But look how beautiful —
Look how beautiful are all the things that he does. His signature
Is the beauty of things.
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T,

storm blowing up, rain and dark weather and the roaring wind,

And the gulls making their storm-dance —
They fly low mostly, but now they have gone up into the sky,
Whirling and dancing, the common sea-gulls,
Believe me, there is nothing there for your hungry beaks, no little fish,
No floating corpses, it is all a waste desert of air,
High in the air. . . .
Gray wings and white, floating over the storm,
What are you doing? There is no food up there. — For pure beauty of the
storm . . .
They feel the beauty of things —as we do —they give their flying hearts to
it —their wing-borne hungers . . .
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I walk on my cliff above the Pacific Ocean and feel the tides
Moon-led call in the waters, or drive them west
And the shore’s bare: I think of the prodigious tides
An alien star raised when it shot by our orbits,
Challenged the sun and passed. The earth was young then,
Her seas were not blue water but molten rock
And a huge wave of fire followed the star.
High er the wave rose and higher like a bat’s wing flittering,
Trembling with love, against the cataract sky,
Until it broke away from the planet. I stand on the cliff here
And hear the flesh of the earth tearing apart, and watch that huge bird
Lofting up toward her star. The enormous gouge
She tore from the earth smoulders below my feet, the fire-torn,
moon-forsaken
Basin of the Pacific. But the star had passed, that wild wave was left,
Hanging between earth and heaven. She globed herself and became the
moon,
Howled at by wolves, mistress of women and maniacs, —
Weeping in heaven, circling her ancient home, dragging the sea-tides after
her, haggard with loneliness.
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the near approach of a star . . . huge tides
Agitated the molten surface of the earth.
The tides grew higher as it passed. It tore from the earth
The top of one great wave: — the moon was torn
Out of the Pacific basin: the cold white stone that lights us at night
Left that great ditch in the earth, the Pacific Ocean
With all its islands and navies. I can stand on the cliff here
And hear the half-molten basalt and granite tearing apart and see that
bird
Leaping up to her star. But the star passed,
The moon remained, circling her ancient home.
Dragging the sea-tides after her, haggard with loneliness.
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T

Xhe mathematicians and physics men

Have their mythology; they work alongside the truth,
Never touching it; their equations are false
But the things work. Or, when gross error appears,
They invent new ones; they drop the theory of waves
In universal ether and imagine curved space.
Nevertheless their equations bombed Hiroshima.
The terrible thing worked.

The poet also
Has his mythology. He tells you the moon arose
Out of the Pacific basin. He tells you that Troy was burnt for a vagrant
Beautiful woman, her face launched a thousand ships.
It is unlikely: it might be true: but church and state
Depend on more peculiarly impossible myths:
That all men are born free and equal: consider that!
And that a wandering Hebrew poet named Jesus
Is the God of the universe. Consider that!
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I

leavy and yellow with the clay wrack from the flooded valley

The river forces itself into the sea
Not mixing in it, a long crude-ochre serpent outlined with foam
Splitting the blue-black ocean. Thus a man through the mass of men
Forces his way, savagely individual,
It is only saints and idiots forget themselves. However —
The ocean waters will take him soon, dead or alive.
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AFTER LAKE LEMAN

R

-Ueing old and gray, I can now remember my school days in Switzerland. I
was a little happy then.
Do those lateen-rigged barges still float
Along Lake Leman? They were rather beautiful, good for a
picture-post-card at least. But the flight of swans
Rising together, beating the dawn-blue water with webs and wings flying up
and flying high,
Leaving a great white streak on the lake,
Going toward the Dent du Midi at the lake head, white with snow like the
swans, their beating wings high in heaven,
It was there, and from the roses with rain in them
W hen I was allowed out ot school one April dawn I learned how beautiful
things are. It is worth all the evil.
Next year, in Zurich, I learned to love poetry
And verbal magic. My father brought me two paper-bound books of
English poems, one I loved, one scorned.
But Latin and French and German had never
Excited me. And now in old age I should want something more than
Swinurne’s glorious and senseless
Rhymes and anapests, they run in my brain still.
What is it that kills the power of a poet? He writes too much.
A moment ago I spoke of Swinburne:
Atalanta was beautiful, Erechtheus displays more self-conscious genius
And bores one to the bone, who can read it?
If Shelley and Keats had lived to old age, or Shakespeare himself—
"I am sick, I must die” — of that plague of poems.
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VULTURE
I had walked since dawn and lay down to rest on a bare hillside
Above the ocean. I saw through half-shut eyelids a vulture wheeling high up
in heaven,
And presently it passed again, but lower and nearer, its orbit narrowing, I
understood then
That I was under inspection. I lay death-still and heard the flight-feathers
Whistle above me and make their circle and come nearer. I could see the
naked red head between the great wings
Beak downward staring. I said “My dear bird we are wasting time here.
These old bones will still work; they are not for you.” But how beautiful
he’d looked, gliding down
On those great sails; how beautiful he looked, veering away in the sea-light
over the precipice. I tell you solemnly
That I was sorry to have disappointed him. To be eaten by that beak and
become part of him, to share those wings and those eyes —
What a sublime end of one’s body, what an enskyment; what a life after
death.
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TO KILL IN WAR IS NOT MURDER

T

Xo kill in war is not murder but this is not war.

Shooting missiles to the moon — childish romance put into action —
calculating the bomb-size
That will completely obliterate New York and Moscow and the polar
ice-cap: they have a new breed of men
Working at this. Obedient, intelligent, trained technicians like trained seals,
tell them to do something
And they can do it. But never ask them their reasons,
For they know nothing. They would break up into neochristian jargon like
Einstein.

As for me, I am growing old and have never
Been quite so \ulgar. I look around at the present world and think of my
little grandchildren
To live in it. What? Should I cut their throats?
The beauty of men is dead, or defaced and sarcophagussed
Under vile caricatures; the enormous inhuman
Beauty of things goes on, the beauty of God, the eternal beauty, and
perhaps they’ll see it.
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GRANDDAUGHTER
iAnd here’s a portrait of my granddaughter Una
When she was two years old: a remarkable painter,
A perfect likeness; nothing tricky nor modernist,
Nothing of the artist fudging his art into the picture,
But simple and true. She stands in a glade of trees with a still inlet
Of blue ocean behind her. Thus exactly she looked then,
A forgotten flower in her hand, those great blue eyes
Asking and wondering.

Now she is five years old
And found herself; she does not ask any more but commands,
Sweet and fierce-tempered; that light red hair ol hers
Is the fuse for explosions. When she is eighteen
I’ll not be here. I hope she will find her natural elements,
Laughter and violence; and in her quiet times
The beauty of things —the beauty of transhuman things,
Without which we are all lost. I hope she will find
Powerful protection and a man like a hawk to cover her.
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GHOST

T

X here is a jaggle of masonry here, on a small hill

Above the gray-mouthed Pacific, cottages and a thick-walled tower, all
made of rough sea-rock
And Portland cement. I imagine, fifty years from now,
A mist-gray figure moping about this place in mad moonlight, examining
the mortar-joints, pawing the
Parasite ivy:

Does the place stand? How did it take that last earthquake?”

Then someone comes
From the house-door, taking a poodle for his bedtime walk. The dog snarls
and retreats; the man
Stands rigid, saying

Who are you? What are you doing here?” "Nothing

to hurt you,” it answers, "I am just looking
At the walls that I built. I see you have played hell
With the trees that I planted.” "There has to be room for people,” he
answers. "My God,” he says, "That still!”
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THE EPIC STARS

Th.

heroic stars spending themselves,

Coining their very flesh into bullets for the lost battle,
They must burn out at length like used candles;
And Mother Night will weep in her triumph, taking home her heroes.
There is the stuff for an epic poem —
This magnificent raid at the heart of darkness, this lost battle
We don’t know enough, we 11 never know.
Oh happy Homer, taking the stars and the Gods for granted.
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THE OLD WOLF MY FATHER
I Ha\e a little . . . not lame, call it reputation — for writing verses.
My books get published, even read a little,
These forty years. A reputation by that time should be forgotten,
Or else established. But no, neither happens.
Nearly every year some new bevy of young men with paper axes
Cries to cut down the tough little plant —
(Because I have failed to answer their letters, or failed to praise
Their hysterical nonsense —my God, what a crop
In America and Britain) but the plant survives.
I seem to have, like the old wolf my father, a talent for making enemies,
And luckily my skin is like his mosquito proof.
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G<

Goethe, they say, was a great poet, Pindar, perhaps, was a great poet,

Shakespeare and Sophocles
Stand beyond question. I am thinking of the few, the fortunate,
Who died fulfilled.

I think of Christopher Marlowe, stabbed through the
eye in a tavern brawl by a bawdy serving-man,
Spilling his youth and brains on the greasy planks. I think of young Keats,
Wild with his work unfinished, sobbing for air, dying in Rome. I think of
Edgar Poe
And Robert Burns. I think of Lucretius leaving his poem unfinished to go
and kill himself. I think of Archilochus
Grinning with crazy bitterness. I think of Virgil
In despair of his life-work, begging his friends to destroy it, coughing his
lungs out.

Yet the young men
Still come to me with their books and manuscripts,
Eager to be poets, eager to be praised, eager as Keats. They are mad I
think.
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HAND

P
L alien in between the tendons and bones
It looks like a dead hand. Poor hand a little longer
Write, and see what comes forth from a dead hand.

THE DOG IN THE SKY
[three versions]

\Signs have appeared in heaven, that dog is one. The second
General war was the end of a period,
The last monstrous convulsion. Now a new age begins.
We ll be wishing ourselves back in the stone age
Or in that comfortable time when Rome fell and the dark ages
Danced on its grave. There 11 be no more dancing,
But if you are strong enough you can live and die. It is a little hard
That the world should change in my old age —never mind —well meet

I was brave when I was young, there was nothing to fear
Except the bloody wars and the urban vulgarity,
One could endure them. But now in weakening old age
One sees the future.
We are like that Russian dog in hollow space
Strapped down and helpless, waiting to burn alive,
Whining no doubt, wishing for even its merciless masters,
But no one will ever come. That is man’s fate.
By God we are strong enough to take that too.

It is strange that the Russian bitch dying in the sky
Breaks up my sleep, there are ten million dogs
Dying on earth. It is strange that the moon’s purity
Concerns me, for that’s natural instinct
To shoot whatever he sees —would the moon be hurt?
We were better and luckier many thousands of years ago, with flint
weapons.
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THE GREAT EXPLOSION

T

Xhe universe expands and contracts like a great heart.

It is expanding, the farthest nebulae
Rush with the speed of light into empty space.
It will contract, the immense navies of stars and galaxies, dust-clouds and
nebulae
Are recalled home, they crush against each other in one harbor, they stick
in one lump
And then explode it, nothing can hold them down; there is no way to
express that explosion; all that exists
Roars into flame, the tortured fragments rush away from each other into all
the sky, new universes
Jewel the black breast of night; and far off the outer nebulae like charging
spearmen again
Invade emptiness.

No wonder we are so fascinated with fire-works
And our huge bombs: it is a kind of homesickness perhaps for the howling
fire-blast that we were born from.
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THE SILENT SHEPHERDS
E/xcept the occasional auxiliary horse or hound
A sculptor has nothing to say but “Man, man, man.” A painter has more
choice,
Marine and landscape, mankind and the other animals, and all the wild
rhetoric
Of light and shadow. As to the playwrights and novelists —
There were enormous talents in the ancient time. As to the poets:
It is really extraordinary that the time’s poets
H ave so little to say —little, false and juvenile.
In this thunder-packed time
Whom shall I choose then? Philosophers?
I will have shepherds lor my philosophers,
Tall sullen men who lie on the hills all night
Watching the stars, let their dogs watch the flock,
I hope they know much more about God and the universe
Than all the clergymen and mathematicians.
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PLEASURES
In youth I thought I could live without pleasure as the stones live their
being; they do not need pleasure for bait.
Well—I’ve none now. Pleasure? There is no pleasure.
I have grown old. My wile has died, I can never see her again, nor speak to
her; my dogs have died.
My friends, if I ever had any friends, have died.
Let me lie under ocean-surf, like the cold stones.
But I lied when I said
I have no pleasure. There is on the lowest level, lower than animal,
The pleasure of drinking whiskey, and to watch the world
Totter above its grave, and to hear the madmen
Who direct nations — I do not say that I could do it
More w'isely; I say the world’s on a precipice edge
Where every act, forward or backward, is fatal,
And wise counsels a fool. I enjoy that a little.
Perhaps the other animals will make a new world
When mankind’s out.

There is a higher pleasure:
To 1 ie among the cold stones my older brothers —God knows I am old
enough,
But not like granite —to lie quietly embarnacled
Under the film of surf and look at the sky.
I strain the mind to imagine distances
That are not in mans mind: the planets, the suns, the galaxies, the
super-galaxies, the incredible voids
And lofts of space: our mother the ape never suckled us
For such a forest: The vastness here, the horror, the mathematical
unreason, the cold awful glory,
The inhuman face of our God: It is pleasant and beautiful.
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OYSTERS
C3n the wide Texan and New Mexican ranches
They call them prairie oysters, but here on the Pacific coast-range,
Mountain oysters. The spring round-up was finished,
The calves had been cut and branded and their ears notched,
And staggered with their pain up the mountain. A vast rose and gold
sunset, very beautiful, made in April,
Moved overhead. The men had gone down to the ranch-house,
But three old men remained by the dying branding-fire
At the corral gate, Lew Clark and Gilchrist
And Onofrio the Indian; they searched the trampled
Earth by the fire, gathering the testicles of gelded bull-calves
Out of the bloody dust; they peeled and toasted them
Over the dying branding-fire and chewed them down,
Grinning at each other, believing that the masculine glands
Would renew youth.

The unhappy calves bawled in their pain and their
mothers answered them.
The vast sunset, all colored, all earnest, all golden, withdrew a little higher
but made a fierce heart
Against the sea-line, spouting a sudden red glare like the eye ol God. The
old men
Chewed at their meat.

I do not believe the testicles ol bull-calves
Will make an old man young again, but if they could —
What fools those old men are. Age brings hard burdens,
But at worst cools hot blood and sets men free
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From the sexual compulsions that madden youth.
Why would they dip their aging bodies again
Into that fire? For old men death’s the tire.
Let them dream beautiful death, not womens loins.
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X he polar ice-caps are melting, the mountain glaciers
Drip into rivers; all feed the ocean;
Tides ebb and flow, but every year a little bit higher.
They will drown New York, they will drown London.
And this place, where I have planted trees and built a stone house,
Will be under sea. The poor trees will perish,
And little fish will flicker in and out the windows. I built it well,
Thick walls and Portland cement and gray granite,
The tower at least will hold against the sea’s buffeting, it will become
Geological, fossil and permanent.
What a pleasure it is to mix one’s mind with geological
Time, or with astronomical relax it.
There is nothing like astronomy to pull the stuff out of man,
His stupid dreams and red-rooster importance: let him count the
star-swirls.
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It is a pity the shock-waves

Ot

the present population-explosion must push in here too.

They will certainly within a century
Eat up the old woods I planted and throw down my stonework: Only the
little tower,
Four-foot-thick-walled and useless may stand for a time.
That and some verses. It is curious that flower-soft verse
Is sometimes harder than granite, tougher than a steel cable, more alive
than life.
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J saw a regiment of soldiers shuffling and stumbling,
Holding each others hands for guidance,
Falling into the ditches, falling on the plain road,
Under orders to garrison the empty city.
The furious light of what killed the city had killed their eyes
At three hundred miles’ distance. Oh faithful ones
Do you still make war?
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A,

lS the eye fails through age or disease

And the world grows a little dark, it begins to have human figures in it.
A stone on the mountain has a mans face,
A storm-warped tree against the log on the mountain is a man running,
hopelessly
Fleeing his tear; and at night by candlelight
A huddle ol bed-clothes on the bed is visibly a woman dying, that dearest
Woman who has been dead lor ten years.
The eyes tricks are strange, the mind has to be quick and resolute or you’ll
believe in them
And be gabbling with ghosts. For take note that
They are always human: to see the human figure in all things is man's
disease;
To see the inhuman God is our health.
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It nearly cancels my fear of death, my dearest said,
When I think of cremation. To rot in the earth
Is a loathsome end, but to roar up in flame —besides, I am used to it,
I have flamed with love or fury so often in my life,
No wonder my body is tired, no wonder it is dying.
We had great joy of my body. Scatter the ashes.
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night long the rush and trampling of water
And hoarse withdrawals, the endless ocean throwing his skirmish-lines
against granite,
Come to my ears and stop there. I have heard them so long
That I don’t hear them —or have to listen before I hear them — How long?
Forty years.
But that fierce music has gone on for a thousand
Millions of years. Oh well, we get our share. But weep that we lose so
much
Because mere use and wont cover up the glory.
We have our moments: but mostly we are too tired to hear and too dull to
see.
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For fifty thousand years man has been dreaming of powers
Unnatural to him: to fly like the eagles —this groundling!

to breathe

under the seas, to voyage to the moon,
To launch like the sky-god intolerable thunder-bolts: now he has got them.
How little he looks, how desperately scared and excited, like a poisonous
insect and no God pities him.
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X he old hall blinded hawk — but how can he hunt with only one eye? —
Is quartering the last corner ol his field.
Maybe he 11 make one poem yet—I mean catch one rabbit before —how
pitiful
To crave making a poem. Spit it out, hawk.
Old, battered and hall blind —go catch your rabbit, you have no
competitors.
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Id age hath clawed me with his scaly clutch
As if I had never been such.
I cannot walk the mountains as I used to do
But my subject is what it used to be: my love, my loved subject:
Mountain and ocean, rock, water and beasts and trees
Are the protagonists, the human people are only symbolic interpreters
So let them live or die. They may in fact
Die rather quickly, if the great manners of death dreamed up
In the laboratories work well.
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I am seventy-four years old and suddenly all my strength
Has been shed on the wind. I cannot lift stones
Nor climb mountains nor make love: my dearest is dead: nor swim a shark's
mile
In the blue ocean. It is very unpleasant and humiliating, I believe that it
comes to all men
Unless they die. But I am too tough to die
Though thoroughly I desire it.
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